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FOREWORD
One of the most enjoyable aspects of working in a planetarium is
the daily contact with astronomy students of all ages. There's something
magical about the domed environment; people walk in with a sense of
wonder -- they challenge us to amaze and mystify them, and teach them
something about the universe. No other venue in the world allows us as
science educators to become showpeopJe -- to take control of our
environment -- and take our audiences to the faraway realms of stars
and planets and galaxies. Whether we are lecturing about such fantastic
things as black holes and quasars, or something as "everyday mundane"
as the Sun's path through the sky, teaching folks about the universe
requires diligence, intelligence, and knowledge. Dh yes -- it also
requires a sense of humor -- and the ability to bring bits of scientific fact
alive for each member of the audience.
This book is a compendium of the writing and illustration skills of
one man -- Pennsylvania planetarian Dr. George Reed, of Spitz, Inc.,
and West Chester University. Reprinted within are astronomy lessons
and daily newspaper columns written by George over the past decade.
They are humorous, insightful and -- shhhhh!JJ -- educational! And, they
are printed here for you to use in your classrooms and planetaria.
The International Planetarium Society is pleased to present

Naked i Astronomy to its members, as the latest in what we hope will be
a long line of astronomy and planetarium-oriented publications.
We'd like to extend special thanks to Dr. George Reed; Spitz,
Inc.; West Chester University; and the West Chester Daily News for the
opportunity to make this outstanding publication available.
Enjoy!
Carolyn Collins Petersen
IPS Publications Coordinator
December, 1988
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PREFACE
If you are revisiting Naked i Astronomy, it is because you have seen the
1976 textbook version of Naked i Astronomy. Or, it is because you are
familiar with the Naked i Astronomy newspaper column that has been a
weekly feature of the Daily Local News since 1976. If neither is the
case, welcome to the universe beyond the earth that lies within reach of
your eyes. This book is an invitation to become aware of naked eye
celestial phenomena because of the intrinsic esthetic value that the
phenomena has to offer and also because so much of our cultural
inheritance has been influenced by our ancestors' attempts to interpret
this phenomenon.
George Reed
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CHAPTER ONE

The Celestial Sphere
If you take the opportunity to view the clear evening sky in some dark surroundings, away from the light and air
. pollution of civilization, you will find yourself face to face with the pieces of a puzzle that we call the universe. You will
see an art form that has inspired the mind of man regardless of his race, creed, national origin or place in time. You will
see a theatrical production of seemingly unlimited engagement. You may also be forced to seriously communicate with
that entity that we have labeled as "self, for it is when we are faced with the vastness and timelessness of the universe
that we come to see the insignificance and temporalness of the individual. You will also see the future. Man is on hi::
way to the. stars.
If you take the opportunity to view the clear evening sky in reasonably dark surroundings, you will no doubt notice
many stars of varying brightness. You might assume that the brighter stars are relatively close to you and the fainter stars
are more distant. A closer inspection will reveal that it is impossible to visually discern any differences in their
distances, in fact all the stars appear to be at the same distance from you or any observer on the earth. All terrestrial
observers appear to be in the center of a large celestial (heavenly) sphere that is cut off from further observation by the
observer's apparent horizon. Thus we can see only one half of this apparent sphere at anyone time.
Today we know that the stars are really at varying distances from the earth and that the night celestial sphere is only
an apparent sphere that seems to have the stars fixed upon it. The concept of a celestial sphere. however, is still useful in
understanding and demonstrating the motions of stars and other celestial objects as viewed by a terrestrial observer.
We can define the celestial sphere as an apparent sphere, surrounding a central earth, upon which the stars appear to
be fixed. The celestial sphere is today a useful astronomical concept that does not exist in physical reality. It provides a
certain amount of conceptual economy in dealing with appearances.
The myriad stars seen in the evening sky present an endless possibility of convenient groupings. Somewhere in the
history of man, the brighter stars came to be named and certain large groups of stars also came to be identified by a
particular name. These groups of stars are called constellations. The grouping of stars into constellations is a purely
arbitrary process. The origin of most of the constellations and their names has been lost in antiquity. Each constellation
figure has been given a name that can usually be associated with some ancient myth. some animal, or common object,
however some figures are without any recognizable pattern. Some names are old because the Greeks and western
civilization adopted many of the earlier Babylonian constellation forms and names. Some constellations are
comparatively recent because many new constellations were named during and after the discovery voyages to the
southern hemisphere.
Astronomers have continued to use the old constellation names and by international agreement have set definite
houndaries for each constellation. In ancient times constellation stars were confined within the outlines of the forms that
they were supposed to represent. Many stars were not identified with a particular constellation. In 1930 the International
Astronomical Union defined 88 official constellatio'ns by adopting standard c'onstellation boundary lines that were
outside and entirely independent of the constellation figures. The celestial sphere is now divided into 88 constellations
that contain all the stars. }'he study of constellations is of no special importance in astronomy and belongs more in the
study of mythology.
Observations of the celestial sphere that are extended over a period of several hours will show that the celestial
sphere appears to change its position with respect to the observer's horizon. The celestial sphere appears to move from
east to west with respect to the horizon. This causes the stars and constellations to appear to rise in the east and set in the
west. When looking south the apparent motion of the stars will be in the fonn of an arc produced by an apparent
clockwise motion of the celestial sphere from east to west. When looking north, the apparent motion of the stars will be
in the form of a complete circle or arc that is produced by an apparent counterclockwise motion of the celestial sphere
from east to west.
The apparent east to west motion of the celestial sphere is referred to as its diurnal or daily motion. It was thought
to be a true motion to the phiJosophers and astronomers of antiquity. A serious belief in a true motion of a celestial
sphere extended from antiquity to the seventeenth century. The longevity of this concept will be easy to understand if
YO'u spend some uninterrupted hours observing the night sky. Your senses and intuition will tell you that you are .
. stationary and that the sky is moving. The opposite is true. The apparent motion of the celestial sphere is a reflection of
the earth's rotational motion.
It
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Figure 1. The earth rotates from west to east.
The earth rotates counterclockwise, west to east as seen from an observation point above the north pole and looking
down at the earth. To a moving terrestrial observer, who easily imagines himself at rest, the celestial sphere will appear
to be moving in the opposite direction from east to west. The west to east motion of the earth is reflected in the apparent
east to west motion of the celestial sphere.
Reflected earth motion
seen as apparent motion
of celestial sphere
Celestial sphere

Cc.:sstial sphere

Moving earth
observer

Earth observer
who imagines
himself stationary

Figure 2. Reflected motion of the earth.
The earth rotates counterclockwise 3600 • with respect to the direction of a given star on the celestial sphere. in 23
hours. 56 minutes and 4 seconds (23 h 56 m04 s). The celestial sphere will therefore appear to rotate 3600 • by reflected
motion. with respect to a fixed earth reference such as the observer's meridian, in 23 hours,. 56 minutes and 4 seconds.
The observer's meridian is part of a great circle which intersects the horizon at due north, passes through the observer's
zenith and intersects the horizon again at due south. The 360° apparent rotational period of the celestial sphere is 3
minutes and 56 seconds shorter than the 24 hour solar or civil day. The celestial sphere will therefore appear to rotate
slig,htly more than 360° in one solar day. The apparenc 360° rotation of the celestial sphere in 23 hours, 56 minutes and 4
seconds is the period of the diurnal (daily) motion of the celestial sphere.
The apparent 3600 rotation of the celestial sphere in 23 hours, 56 minutes and 4 seconds is referred to as a sidereal
day. The sidereal day is the time required for two successive meridian crossings of the sam'e star. The 3 minute and 56
second difference between the sidereal day and the mean solar day causes the phenomena of the seasonal constellations. '
, Since the mean solar day is 3 m56 s longer than the sidereal day, the celestial sphere will appear to move
approximately 361 0 in a 24h , 'mean solar day. This means that if the sky is observed at a co~stant. time e~ch night, of
(for instance, 8:00 P.M.), the stars will be approximately 1° further to the west each succeSSIve mght. ~fter a ~ert.~
30 days 'the stars and constellations will appear to have •'drifted westward" by 30 degrees. A constellation that IS nsmg
in the east, at 8:00 P.M., in the fall, will, a half year later (l80 days = 180°), be setting in the west at 8:00 P.M.
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The earth's axis of rotation passes through the terrestrial nOl1h and south poles. When the terrestrial axis is
extended to intersect the cdestial sphere, it does so :.It points that have been labeled Pn and Ps . Pn , pronounced "P
sub-n", is the position of the apparent rotational axis of the celestial sphere in the celestial northern hemisphere. Ps ,
pronounced .. P sub-s", is the position of the apparent rotational axis of the celestial sphere in the celestial southern
hemisphere.

Celestial sphere

An extension of the
Earth's axis will
in tersect the celestial
sphere at Pn and Ps '

I
I

Figure 3. Terrestrial and celestial poles.
The position of Pn on the celestial sphere is approximately 3/40 away from the star Polaris, the Pole Star. Since the
celestial sphere appears to rotate, counterclockwise, around the Pn point, it will also appear to rotate around the nearby
star Polaris. The rotational movement of Polaris, in a circle of radius 3/40 , will make it appear to stay in the same
position above the true north direction of the observer's horizon. Since Polaris is always found in the true north direction
it has come to be known as the" North Star."
The altitude of the appare~t rotational axis, Pn. above the true north direction of the observer's horizon is equal to the
geocentric latitude of the observer.
The stars and constellations that can be seen, when the celestial sphere is observed in the direction of the north
point on the horizon, can be divided into two groups for terrestrial observers at mid·latitudes. Circumpolar stars and
constellations are those seen, for a particular terrestrial observer, whenever the skies are clear. They are seen at anytime
of night, on any night of the year. They could even be seen in the daytime if the light of the sun did not make them
indistinguishable from the bright sky. Circumpolar stars and constellations are located between the apparent celestial
pole and a circle with an angular radius equal to the altitude of the apparent celestial pole. In mid-northern latitudes, the
Big Dipper (Ursa Major-Big Bear) is probably the best known and most easily recognized of the circumpolar
constellations. The other circumpolar constellations, for mid-latitudes, include the equally famous Little Dipper (Ursa
Minor-Little Bear), Cassiopeia The Queen, Cepheus the King and Draco the Dragon.
Noncircumpolar stars and constellations are those that are blocked from view by the observer's horizon. These are
slars and constellations that appear to rise in the east and set in the west because of the reflected motion of the earth's
rotation.
The relative number of circumpolar stars that an observer can see is a function of latitude. The relative area of the
celestial sphere that an observer can see, and the rising and setting angles of the stars are also a function of latitud,e.
The celestial equator is a great circle on the celestial sphere that is at all places 90 away from the Pn and ~s celestIal
pole positions. The celestial equator is actually a projection of the terrestrial equator on to t~e apparent c~l~st1aJ sphere.
It divides the celestial sphere into two hemispheres in exactly the same way that the terrestnal equator dIVides the earth
into a northern and southern hemisphere. A knowledge of the altitude of the celestial equator'at the observer's meridian
allows u determination of the relative area of the celestial sphere that the observer can see and a determination of the
rising and setting angles of the stars.
0
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Figure 4. Circumpolar stars for 40 north latitude.
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An observer ~t 40 0 north latitude will hav\! the Pn point on the meridian at an altitude of 40° above the northern
horizon. The celestial equator will extend from dUI:! east to due \-vest and cross the observer's meridian at J position 90°
away from the Pn position or 500 above the southern horizon as shown in Figure 5
180 0 - [_Wo + 90°] = 50°
Celestial
(a)

Observer's

Celestial

(b)
South

...

North

Observer

" ,,

""

area

40°

1.

South

E

Figure 5. The stars at latitude 40° north.
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North

The stars at latitude 40° north will appear to rise in the east at an angle of 50° to the south. The stars will appear to
move along arcs that are parallel to the pl~ne of the celestial equator at latitude 40° north. Figure 5
illustrates
. the apparent motion of the stars at latitude 40° north.
.
The Ps point will now be 40° below the observer's southern horizon. The stars and constellations that are found
within a circle of radius 40° from Ps will not be visible to the observer at 40° north latitude.
~hose sta,rs and constellations that lie within 40° of the Pn position will never disappear below the northern horizon
and will theretore
I . d
.
'CaSSIOpeIa.
.
. Draco the Dragon and
. be circumpolar a[th··
IS atltu e.
Ursa Minor, Ursa MaJOr,
Cepheus.
the large but famI and less well known constellation Camelopardalis. ~ill ali be circumpolar at latitude 40° north.

It can be seen that se\'eral geocentric obser\'ations are a funl'tion nf the, latituck of the obsaver. It has been shown
that as a terrestrial observer moves from the equator (latitude 0°) to the North Pole (latitude 90°:'-1):
1.

2.

3.

-L

5.

The altitudl.! of Pn above the northern horizon point will increase numerically from 0° at the equator to 90° at
the North Pole.
The altitude of thl.! intersection llf the celestial equat()r and the observer's meridian ,viII decrease numerically
from 90° at the equator to UC at the :-";orth Pnle.
The rising and setting angles of the stars with respect to the observer's apparent horizon , . . ill decrease
numerically from 90° at the equator to 0° at the ~orth Pole. The stars at each latitude will appear to move from
east to west through an an.: that is paralkl tn the plane of the celestial equator at that latitude.
The position of the P, p()inl \\ ill 11100'e from the place where the meridian intersects the southern horizon
(equator) to a position at the nadir. which is the place on the meridian that is directly below the observer
(North Pole). This will cause the number of stars and constellations. on the celestial sphere that are
observable, at some time, to decrease from the stars of the entire celestial sphere to just the stars of the
nonhern hemisphere of the celestial sphere.
The change in the altitude of Pn from 0° at the equator to 90° at the North Pole will cause the number of
circumpolar stars and constellations to increase from no circumpolar stars at the equator to the point at the
Nonh Pole where all the stars and constellations that are visible are also circumpolar.

Observations from the terrestrial southern hemisphere will duplicate those from the terrestrial northern hemisphere
with few exceptions other than changes in the terms. In the southern hemisphere, Ps will serve the same function that P n
serves in the northern hemisphere. Circumpolar stars will be seen moving clockwise above the south point of the
observer's horizon; seasonal constellations will be seen moving counterclockwise toward the north of the observer's
horizon and the stars will rise and set at an angle toward the north.

The brighter stars within a given constellation are usually identified by a proper name. A system of
identification that is based upon the relative brightnes~ of the stars within a constellation is also used. This second
system uses the Greek alphabet to rank the stars. The brightest star in the constellation is called" alpha" . the second
brightest star ·'beta", the third" gamma". and so on through the 24 letters of the GreeK alphabet. After the GreeK
alphabet is exhausted the letters of the Roman alphabet are used. In order to distin~uish the alpha st:.lr of one
constellation from the alpha star of another constellation, the Latin possessive of the constellation name j~ added. One
unfortunate eXi..'l!ption to (hi~ rule is the (a~e ot Ursa ~1aJor. which i~ undoubtedly the most re~ognized constellation in
the northern hemisphere of the celestial sphere. In this constellation the stars were listed in a sequential order that ends at
the tip of the handle.
URSA

URSA MINOR

a

.,

~
jJ,

'. ..- - --, 0

..::<

£:

~tAJOR

/oJ ;,"

"

\

'_

","")

7?

Exception-sequen tial

Rule-by brightness

figure 6 The designation of stars by brightness and constellation.
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Table \ Iists the letters uf {he Greek alphabet Figure 6 illustrates the norrpal star identification method that is used
on star maps. Figure 6' also illustrates the Ursa :vtaj?r exception. Appendix 1 lists the 88 International Astronomical
Cnion I.:unslellation:-.. their Latin genitives and meunIngs.
TABLE 1.
The Greek Alphabet

Iota
Kappa
Lambda

L

5

~1u

J-L

e

Nu
Xi
Omicron

IJ

g

Pi

ii

a

Alpha
Beta
Gamma

f3

Delta

Epsilon
Zeta
Eta
Theta

'Y

~

YJ
H

K

"-

0

Rho
Sigma
Tau
Upsilon
Phi
Chi
Psi
Omega

p
(j

T

v

cb
X
l1J
w

The different brightnesses of the stars allows the stars to be compared and classified without a km.)wledge or
consideration of what they are or the mechanism by which their light is produced. An apparent magnitude system. which
classifies stan; according to their brightncs.~. originated in the 4th century B. C. and is still in use today. In this system
the stars are divided into "magnitudes" according to their apparent hrightness as seen from the earth. A magnitude is a
numerical value that is assigned to a star in order to place it in its proper position on a number line with respect to the.
apparent brightness of the other stars. The proper designation for an apparent visual magnitude is mv' In the apparent
magnitude system, the lower the numerical value assigned to the star, the brighter the star. Sirius, which is the brightest
nighttime star in the sky, is so much brighter then the other stars that it had to be assigned a negative number.
In general practice, all the bright stars with values that are smaller than + 1.5 are referred to as first magnitude stars.
Stars whose numerical values lie between + 1.5 and +2.5, in other words those stars centered around +2.0, are referred
to as second magnitude stars. Those stars whose numerical values lie between +2.5 and +3.5 are referred to as third
magnitude stars. When astronomers refer to a star as having a "lower" magnitude they are referring to the fact that it 'is a
fainter star. even though it will have a higher numerical value.
The apparent visual magnitude system was derived for use with the stars but it can be applied to other astronomical
objects as well. The brightest objects on the upper end of the number line are of course the sun. at apparent magnitude·
- 26. 7. and the full moon at apparent magnitude -12.6. The planet Venus can reach an apparent magnitude as bright as
-4.4. In fact, all of the planets visible to the naked eye, with the exception of Saturn. can at some point appear brighter
than the brightest star, Sirius. The maximum apparent magnitude for Saturn is equal to +0.4.
The lower limit of naked eye visibility is found in sixth magnitude stars. The quality of the night sky for observing.
or what is called the astronomical "transparency" of the night sky, can be described by the faintest star visible in terms
of apparent visual magnitude. The transparency of the night sky will be dependent upon the location of the observer, the
phase of the moon, and the atmospheric conditions. More stars are visible in a rural area than in an urban area because
the light and smog produced by a high population densicy will increase the sky brightness to the point where the faint
stars Can not be seen. It has been estimated that between 5000 and 6000 stars are bright enough to be seen with the naked
eye.
1)e apparent magnitude scale is funher complicated by the fact that it is an arithmetic progression (Le. 1, 2, 3,
4 ... ) that is associated with a psycho-physical response that is a geometric progression (Le. 2,4, 8, 16, ... ). What we
call a 5 magnitude difference in brightness. ou'r eyes see as a ratio of 100 in brightness. The eye responds to ratios of
brightness rather than differences in brightness A 1.0 magnitude star is therefore 100 times brighter than a 6.0
magnitude star, a 2.5 magnitude star is 100 times brighter than a 7.5 magnitude star and so on. The five magnitude ratio
is equal to a certain number multiplied by itself five times since it represents a magnitude difference of 5. This number.
the fifth root of 100 or 2.512, is the ratio of brightness for anyone magnitude difference. A 1.0 magnitude star is
therefore 2.512 times brighter than a 2.0 magnitude star, a 2.0 magnitude star is 2.512 times brighter. than a 3.6
magnitude star and so on. Table 2' lists the ratio of brightness that corresponds to different apparent magnitude
differences.
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TABLE 2
Apparent

~tagnitude

Difference Ratios

\'iagniluJt! Difference

R:.Hio ()f Brightness

I .()
J .5

2.512

4.0

2.0
2.5
.1.0
3.5
~

6.3
10.0
15.8
25.1
39.8
63.1
100.0
J 58.5
251.0
398.2
631.0
1000.0

0

.+.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5

( 2.512)1
( 2.512)1.:)
( 2.512)2
(2.512):!·;;
(2.512r 1
(2.512fu
(2.512)·t
f2.5 J 2)4.5
(2.512)·1
(2.512):)··~

(2.512)6
(2.512)6.5
(2.512)7
(2.512)7..i

TABLE 3
Apparent Magnitudes of Selected Stars

Slar Name

Designation

Sirius
Arcturus
Vega
Betelgeuse
Pollux
Polaris

Canis Majoris
Bo()tis
Q' Lyrac
Q' Orionis
(3 Gcminorum
a L1rsac Minoris

Apparent Magnitude

-1.42

Q'

-0.06
+0.04

Q'

+0.41
+ 1.16
+I.<:JLJ

Betelgeuse

Bellatrix

Sirius

Meissa
(~reat

Saiph

first magnitude
slars

stars

stars

Figure 7.
Apparent Visual Magnitude (m\) Scale

7

8 Orionis
nebula in Orion)

TABLE 4
Total Stars on Celestial Sphere as a Function of Apparent Magnitude
Magnitude of Faintest
Star Visible

Approximate Number of Stars
Visible on Entire Celestial
Sphere

0-1

10

1-2
2-3
3-4
4·5

30

5·6

90

265
915
2400

A more inconspicuous difference ~tween the stars can be seen after a closer inspection of the light that we receive
from them. Stars have color propenies. Betelgeuse has a distinct reddish appearance. Rigel looks bluish in color. Sirius
is white and the sun is yelJow. The different colors are the result of the different surface temperatures of the stars. The
surface temperature of a star determines the distribution of the energy that it radiates and ultimately how our eyes
respond to that distribution.
Light is radiant energy. It can be imagined as energy waves moving out from a star at a speed of 186,000 miles per
second. The distance between the waves is called the wavelength. (A, lambda) of the radiation. The light emitted by the
star comes in a wide continuous band of wavelengths called a spectrum. These wavelengths range from millionths of a
centimeter at the short wavelength end of the total spectrum to meter long wavelengths at the long wavelength end of the
spectrum. Our eye is sensitive to only a small range of wavelengths of the total emitted by a star. This range is called the
optical spectrum or light. The optical spectrum includes the wavelengths from 0.00004 centimeters to 0.00007
centimeters. In order to avoid all the zeros to the right of the decimal point, a unit called an Angstrom (A) has been
invented. One Ang.strom unit. is equal to 0.0000000 1 or ]0-1l centimeters. In Angstrom units, the optical spectrum
extends from 4000A to 7000A.
The different wavelengths of light interact with our eyes to produce different colors. Light that consists
predominantly of wavelengths centered near,7000A will cause the sensation of red. Light that consists predominantl~
of wavelengths centered near 4500A will cause the sensation of blue. The wavelengths between 7000..\ and 4S00A
produce the sensations of orange, yellow and green. The color viol.et is produced by wavelengths shorter than 4sooA.
Radiant energy of wavelengths longer than those at the red end of the optical spectrum, called infrared. while they can
not be seen, can be felt as heat by your skin. Invisible radiant energy of wavelengths shorter than those at the violet end
of the optical spectrum, calle~ ultraviolet, can be felt in their after effects as sunburn. The majority of the energy
radiated towards the earth by a star is never received at the surface. It is either absorbed or reflected by the earth's
atmosphere.
The rela·tive amount of energy that a star radiates at each wavelength will determine which wavelengths are
dominant and therefore the color of the star. The relative amount of energy that a star radiates at each wavelength is.
determined by the star's surface temperature. The color of a star can now be seen as an indication of its temperat.u~~.
A star like Betelgeuse, which has a surface temperature of approximately 3100 OK, will peak in the infrared part of
the spectrum. The curve will slope from a higher energy at the red end of the optical spectrum to a lower energy at the
blue end of the spectrum. Since we are receiving predominantly wavelengths in the red end of the optical spectrum,
Betelgeuse will appear red. A reddish color indicates a star of relatively low surface temperature.
The surface temperature of the sun is approximately 5800o K. The radiation curve for the sun will peak near 5000A.
Since the sun has a higher surlace temperature than Betelgeuse, the peak of its radiation curve will be at a shorter
wavelength. The sun appears yellow because it is radiating most strongly in that part of the spectrum.
Sirius has a surface temperature of approximately 1O,00(tK. The radiation curve now peaks in the ultraviolet. No
particular part of the optical spectrum will be dominant in the light that we receive from Sirius and the star will appear to
be white.
.
A star like Rigel has a surface temperature of approximately 12.000oK and peaks in the far ultraviolet region. The
curve will slope in the optical spectrum in the opposite direction to that of Betelgeuse. It will slope from a higher energy
at the blue end of the spectrum to a lower energy at the red end of the spectrum. The excessive amount of blue light '
received will cause the star to appear to have a bluish color. A bluish color indicates a star of relatively bigh surface
temperature.
It would seem from this explanation that we should see stars in the sky that match all of the colors of the rainbow. A
close inspection of the night sky shows that this is not so. Some of the colors of the optical spectrUm, such as orange,
green and violet, are confined to relatively small bands of wavelengths. A star whose radiation curve peaks in these
wavelengths does not produce enough of that color to dominate the total light from the star. The stars in the night sky are
only seen as white or in shades of red, yellow and blue.

NOTES

Chinese astronomers read
the sky long 090
By GEORGE REED

4lPhilosophy is written in this grand book, the Universe, which
stands continually open to our gaze. But it cannot be understood
unless one first learns to comprehend the language and interpret
the characters in which it is written."
When Galileo expressed this opinion he was partly attempting
to get the churchmen of his time to look up from their books and
out at the world beyond. The churchmen were chauvinists in the
true meaning of the word. They were fanatically prejudiced in
their view as to where all truth could be found.
ASTRONOMERS AND astronomy historians have the same tendency
toward chauvinism. They tend to regard the history of astronomy as a
product of the western world. They seldom look up from their western
:history books and out at the astronomical accomplishments of the East. And
',there have been many. I was rudely awakened to this fact during a visit this
summer to the Hong Kong Space Museum.
One of the Space Museum's missions is "to trace man's efforts in
comp.r~hending the heavens around him. The museum's trace of the history
,of Chinese stargazing was eye opening and impressive.
For instance, the history of sunspot phenomena, dark areas that come and
go on the solar surface, is usually treated as if it began with Galileo's solar
observations with a telescope in the seventeenth century. Sunspots are
generally not considered naked eye phenomena, But sunspots had been
regularly observed by Chinese stargazers 16 centuries before the invention of
the telescope, This should not have surprised me since lance observed a
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CHINESE ASTRONOMERS also have produced the West's most
embarrassing astronomical non-event. In 1054 A.D., a star exploded in the
constellation Taurus the Bull. This "Guest Star", so named by Chinese
astronomers and now known to be a pulsar producing supernova explosion,
was bright enough to be visible in the daytime for many months.
There is not a single record of this supernova explosion having been seen
in Europe. Worse yet, there is no satisfying explanation for this undersignt
except that everyone was looking down at books and not up at the sky.
THE EARLY Chinese astronomers were thinkers as well as observers.
"Heaven and earth are large, yet in the whole of empty space, they are but a
grain of rice. it is as if the whole of empty space were a,tree and heaven and,·
.
naked eye sunspot in Hastings, England through a heavy sea mist.
-----------------------""""':
SOLAR PROMINENCES, tremendous eruptions of gas emerging from the
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Fri., Sept, 27, 1985
apparent edge of the sun, sometimes can be seen during solar eclipses.
Oracle bone inscriptions from the fourteenth century B.C. indicate that the
Chinese were recording the occurrence of solar eclipses and observing solar
prominences centuries before the West.
Mention the word "comet", and "Halley" comes automatically to mind.
The claim has been made that the first recorded observation of Halley's
Comet was made by Chinese astronomers in 613 B.C.
Somewhere around the fourth century B.C., the Chinese astronomer Shi
Shen compiled the world's first star catalogue. The catalogue consisted of
accurate positions for 120 stars.
Another Chinese astromomer of the same time period recorded the first
naked eye observation of Jupiter's moons. This feat can only be due to
exceptional atmospheric conditions and the astronomer's exceptional
eyesight. The moons of Jupiter are usually hailed as one of Galileo's ITr~atest
telescopic discoveries.
earth were its f[-'lits. Empty space is like a kingdom and heaven, and earth
no more than a single individual person of that kingdom has many people.
How unreasonable it would be to suppose that besides our heaven and earth
there are no other heavens and no other earth!"
Deng Mei, a 14th century Chinese astronomer, was apparently reading
Galileo's "grand book, the Universe" as it is being read by astronomers
today.
I suggest that for the good of western civilization, and western hemIsphere
10
pride, you get out tonight and read from that great lending library in the sky.

Naked I Ast rono. my

Neanderthal
man. saw
a different
winter

sky

By GEORGE REED
Seventy·five thousand years ago parts of
the earth. were inhabited by a heavily
muscled creature who stood five feet tall.
This man·like being, called Neanderthal
man, is known today by the numerous fos·
sils he left behind.
.
It is known, for instance, he lived around
the rim of the Mediterranean Sea and
throughout parts of Europe. It is also
known he used fire, constructed a variety
of tools and went out of his way to hunt
1,500 pound cave bears.
Neanderthal man is the most thoroughly
studied primitive ancestor of the modern
day homo sapien. The Neanderthalers, in
all probability, were also the first of our
ancient ancestors who had the intelligence
and leisure time to begin to look at the
night sky with more than a sense of
awareness. They were probably the first
true astron'omers.
What did the winter sky look like U> a
Neanderthal stargazer? In some ways it
was quite difl erent from the sky we see on
winter nights. This is because the stars in
space are constantly moving around. We
don't notice the effects of this motion
within short time intervals because of the
great distances of the stars. Changes in
the poSitions of the stars only become obvious over long time intervals.
Dr. Rpbert Doyle, a Professor of
Astronomy at Frostburg State College, in
Maryland, recently calculated the posi·
tions of nearly 300 bright stars as they
would have been seen by the Neanderthal
astronomer. The results indicate some
parts of the Neanderthal night sky would
be almost unrecognizable today while
other parts would be· significantly dif·
ferent, but s~ substantially recognizable.
The northern circumpolar area of the
Neanderthal sky would appear the most
different to us today. The famous HW" of
the constellation Cassiopeia did not exist
then. Its stars would be spread out into the
areas occupied by other constellations to·
day. The Cassiopeia stars did not move
inu> the "W arrangement until nearly
25,000 years ago. The Big Dipper' was
recognizable 75,000 years ago but it was
not shaped the way it is seen today. ,
Two of today's bright seasonal stars
were circumpolar stars in the
Neanderthal sky. The bright star CapeUa
in the constellation Auriga, the
Charioteer, is a winter star now. It is also
the fourth brightest star visible from mid·
I
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northern latitudes and tile siXth brightest
star to be seen from anywhere on earth.
Seventv·five thousand years ago it was a
circumpolar star and the third brightest
star seen from anywhere on earth.
.
The bright springtime star Arctu~, 10
the constellation Bootes the Hunter, 15 the
second brightest star we can see today
from the mid-northern latitudes. It was a
circumpolar star in the Draco the Dragon
region and the seventh brightest in the
Neanderthal sky. The brightness of
several stars has changed bec.ause of
changes in their distances from us over
the last 75,000 years.
The winter sky in the south would also
have changed. In Neanderthal times,
Orion would look pretty much the same as
it does todav. Some of the other bri~ht
.sta.J'!, however! were in subs~_ti,aUY. ~.if~
ferent positions. Sirius, the brightest star
in our night sky, then and now, 'was seen
higher in the sky. The same is true of Pro-cyon, the brightest star of Cani~ Minor.
Procyon, instead of Pollux, would have ap-·
peared as a twin star with Castor. Pollux
was farther west of its present position.
Aldebaran, the red eye of Taurus the Bull
would also have moved. Instead of appearing in front of the Hyades star cluster,
Aldebaran would have been north of the
cluster. The increase in the distance of

i

Aldebaran, from 54 iight years to 68 light
years from the sun,' has -caused a corresponding decrease in ,its brightness.
Aldebaran went from the fifth brightest to
the ninth brightest star that can be seen
from mid·northern latitudes.
Our awareness of the changes in the
positions of the nighttime stars and our
ability to measure these small changes is
a rather recent accomplishment. Edmond
Haney first announced his discovery of the
slowly changing positions of the stars in
the early 18th century. Today with the aid
of calculators, computers and a vast
quality of precision observational data, it
i is possible for us to see the skies as they
were seen in the past, and the skies as they
will be seen in the future.
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Egyptians',sky goddess a 'Nut'
, By GEORGE REED ;!:: .
"Hey, what a Nut! :' That's what the

Egyptians used to say when they wanted
to express their appreciation of the natural beauty of a star filled night sky. The

Egyptians were, of course, referring to
their sky·goddess. Nut was pictured
rather awkwardly bent over with her
hands and feet on the earth. Her, entire
body was supposedly, completely covered
with "stars, like that of a tattooed lady
from a carnival sideshow.
It was this arched body that formed the
starry vault that was seen as the night
sky. The. Egyptian astronomer-priests
who long ago studied the night sky ~ere
simply "dirty old men."
"
The astro-voyeurs of ancient EgyPt;
also gad some other "Surprising ways to
explain the comings and goings of the sky.
For instance, Nut's Cather was Ra, the
hawk-headed sun god. Every day, accompanied by his attendants, Ra carried the
sun in a celestial boat, westwardly across
Nut's body. At the day's end; he: disappeared behind the mountains and into the
celestial river which surrounded the rectangular-shaped earth. Ra and his bureaucrats were then carried behind the mountains to the place in the east where the
sun would rise the next day. So much for
sunrise and sunset.
The moon god of the Egyptians had the
hardest life. At the middle of each month,
the time of the full moon,he was attacked
by a mad pig and ravenously devoured for
the next two weeks. Then at the beginning

12

of the month, the time of a new moon, he and pyramids and, at the same time,
wa$ reborn again in aU his splendor. This leave such a naive structure to explain the
went on month after month, and year aC- universe?
Never liked wby
ter year. Occasionally he was Just gluttoThe answer to the question seems to be
nously swallowed whole to cause a lunar
what they never asked about the why of
eclipse.
the universe. This was decidedly of secMinor deities
The planets were identified in this ondary importance. The Egyptians used
celestial scheme as minor deities who the sky for calendrical, time, agricultural
sailed in their own private yachts along and religious purposes but not to discover
cnaals originating in the Milky Way. The , the nature of the universe. The question of
Milky Way' was, of course, the delestial "why" only assumed importance beginning with the Greeks of the sixth century
twin of the all important Nile River.
Now you may wonder what kept, Nut B.C.
As the saying goes, "The more things
from tiring and Haling down all over us.
Shu, the god of air and sunlight, stood on change, the more they stay the same."
Seb, the god of earth and held up Nut, the People now know about the why of the
goddess of the sky.
universe but not the \\ohal. How many pe0ple do you know who can find Mars in the
Go out some clear night, look at the sky tonight? (It will be in Libra, the
sky, and try to imagine that what you see Scales, low in the southwest at sunset.)
'are stars covering the body of some How many people do you know who can
overhanging woman. The sky of the Egyp- predict the phase of the moon tonight? (It
tians looked Just about like our sky, ex- will be a waning gibbous moon, just one
cept that the sky seemed to rotate around day past full moon.)
a star called Thuban, in Draco the DraW~ no longer need to use the sky for
gon, rather thari our present north star, calendrical.
time, agricultural and religPolaris.
ious purposes. These services are now deThe EgypUan cosmology described here livered by other means. Now if you are
existed several thousand years ago, at a outside admiring the natural beauty of a
time loosely referred to as the "Dawn of star-fiUed night sky, you are still liable to
Civilization." It would be easy to write hear, "Hey, what a nut!" The statement,
these people off as having child-like imag- however, "ill not, be directed at the
inations, except for the evidence we have heavens.
about them from the buildings and the art
that they have left behind. How could they
bequeath to us their mRgniricent temples,
t
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·You never·see the same skY twice
Solar system flows like river
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ByGEORGEREED.
It's funny'bow some people's names keep showing up all the time. This
year it is the name Edmond Halley that one hears. It seems as if every
subject can somehow be related to this accomplished seventeenth century
astronomer and his famous comet.
Id any
For instance, a philosopher from ancient Greece, whose nal
attempts to discover it have escaped me, stated that you neve_ ....uk into the
same river twice. We have to assume he was referring to the flow oUhe
water when he said this. The river of the second entry is not the same river
as the first entry because the original water has moved down the stream.
IF THIS PHILOSOPHER has known more about the human body, we may
have suspected him to have been referring to the person entering the water.
The atoms and molecules of our body are continuously changing. They
completely change over an estimated seven year period. So the atoms and
molecules walking into the river the second time were not the same as those
walking into the river the first t i m e . '
. ,,' .
He could just as well have said that you never see the same sky twice. If be
had, we would have to assume that he was referring to the change in the
position among the stars about which the sky appears to rotate.
IF OUR ANCIENT Greek pbilQS9pher had known about the precession of
the north celestial pole, which was discovered by the Greek astronomer
Hipparchus, of the second century B.C., he would have known the linorth
star" is not always the same star.
The pole point moves one degree every 72 yeaiS due to the movement of
the earth's axis of rotation. The axis of rotation moves one degree every 72
years around the direction of the earth's axis of revolution. The "north star"
was Thuban in Draco the Dragon when the pyramids were built. In ancient
Greek times, the pole point was closest to the star Kochab, the bright star at
the front of the bowi ofihe Little Dipper. The pole point today is clo.se to the
star at the end of the handle of the Big Dipper known as Polaris, the "pole
star."
IF OUR PHILOSOPHER had known even more about astronomy, he may
have stated that you never see the same sky twice because you never look at
the night sky from the same place twice.
The whole solar system is flowing through space like water along a river
bed. In the time It takes for you to read this sentence, an estimated 10 . .
seconds, the earth has moved 118 miles closer to the bright winter stars of
the constellation Orion the Hunter, and 118 miles farther from the stars of
the summer constellation known as Hercules. By tomorrow night at this
exact same time, you will be one million miles closer to Orion and one
million miles farther from Hercules.
ORION WILL LOOK just the same tonight as tomorrow night in spite of
the sun and solar system's 372 million mile per year velocity through space.
The river also looks the same from.day to day. The river has a lot of water.
Space has a lot of miles between the stars.
The measurement of the' movement of the sun and solar system through
space was an outgrowth of the discovery that stars have motions through
space. Now guess the name of the astronomer who discovered the changed
positions of certain bright stars when comparing ancient star charts with the
stars in his night sky. Here is that name again. Edmond Halley.

DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Jan. 30,1986
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Parts better
than whole
in celestial
sphere model
8y GEORGE REED

Forget everyUung you tnow about the
night sty. Now go out and look at it closely. What do you see? U you S~ a universe
of stars spread out over vast distances
into space, then you ~ther did not forget
everything you knew, or else you did Dot
look at the stilrs closely.
The first thing someone should Dotice
about the night sky is that some of the
stars are qUiet bright and some, or most,
are much fainter. You might be able to
convince yourself the brighter stars are
closer to us than the fainter stars. But if
you look at the different stars very carefully, and without any preconceived ideas,
you will have to come to a different conclusion.
An unprejudiced observation of the
night sky reveals that all of the stars appear to be the same distance away from
us. U you do not believe this, you will have
to go out and look.
What is the shape of the universe if all
of the stars appear to be equidistant from
terrestrial observers? The obvious ansWeI'is a sphere. We, for all appearances,
seem to be situated in the center of a
large night~tim~ or celestial sphere. In ef·
feet, we .appear to be at the center of the
universe.
Observations of this apparent celestial
. sphere. after intervals of several hours,
reveal the celestial sphere is rotating
about a star at the handle of the Little
Dipper. This star is mown as the North
Star, the Pole Star, and Polaris. The stars.
apparently rise in the ,east and set in the
west due to the motion of the celestial
sphere. The circumpolar stars are able to
move ar:ound the pole star without ever

14

going below the horizon.
Our eyes tell us there is a celestial the distances of the stars were first mea·
sphere, but our minds draw upon the accu- . sured. The stars were found not to lie on a
mulated knowledge of the last four centu- sphere but to be distributed throughout
ries to tell us appearances are deceiving. space at various distances.
Tbe stars are actually spread out over
Even though it does not exist in reality,
vast distances into space. We are not the the celestial sphere is .Ull • useful astrocenter of the universe.
nomical concept. It provides a certain
Tbe concept of a celestial sphere is amount of conceptual economy in dealing
thought to have originated in the sixth with the appearances of the night sky. It
century B.C. Credit for the idea is usually is euier to think of. rotating sphere dec..
given to the Greek-Ionian philosopher, orated with constellations when you look
An.uimaDder of Miletus. He proposed the at the night sky, then itti. to think of your
earth was a cylinder suspended in the ceo- standing on a rotating earth that is surter of the celestial sphere. A spherical rounded everywher~ by stars at different
earth was later substituted for the eycliD- distances.
der earth, but the bellef in a rotating
1be concept of a celestial sphere, to use
celestial sphere persisted for 2,000 years. a modern T-shirt message, "may not be
The concept died a long, slow death.
,perfect, but parts of it are excellent." One
It wasn't until the 19th century that it of these exce11entparts is in the southern
could actually be proven that the rotating sky. It 11 the constellation Leo the Lton
celestial did not wst. During that centu- and the three bright planets within that
ry, a Foucault pendulum was used to dem- constellation. Another excellent part DC
onstrate that the eartb'. rotation from the celestial sphere is high in the'
west to east was responsible for the ap- nortbeutern sky where you can find the
parent motion of the stars from east to inverted outline of the Big Dipper. And of
west. It was also during that century that· coune, there is always beautiful Venus in
the west.
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Star na~es influenced by Western
civilization history
OAIL Y LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., Dec. 8, 1983
By GEORGE REED

1"bink of the names of the most famous
astronomers of the past. Which names come
to mind? It is a pretty safe bet that the
names Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler and
Newton are among the first to come
forward. These astronomers represent the
contribution of the Poli$h, Italian, German
and English people to our understanding
and appreciation of the universe viewed
from the earth.
Tbose who are more versed in the subject
will be able to include the Greeks Eudonus
Aristotle and Ptolemy to the list. Now
name a famous Arabic astromer. This is not
so easy.
Think of the names of the most famous
stan in our early winter sky. Which names
come to mind? It .is a pretty safe bet tllat
the Dames Vega, Deneb, Altair, Aldebaran,
Betelgeuse Jod Rigel are among the first to .
come forward. These star names represent
the contribution of the Arabic people to our
understanding and appreciation of the night
sky viewed from the earth.
Those who are more versed in the subject
will be able to include the Greek derived
names Sirius, Capella, and the Pleiades in
thelisl. Now name a famous star with a
Polish, Italian, German or English name.
This is not so easy.
Why have these different people
contributed to astronomy in such different
ways? Astronomy is the combined result of
~ eontributions of many people through
tune. The answer to the question lies in an
understanding of the parallel history of
astronomy with that of western civilization
ASTRONOMY IS a science in western
civilization because of the ancient Greeks.
They were the first people to seek
explanations of the night sky that were
entirely based in mythology. Eudoxus,
Aristotle and Ptolemy attempted to
construct intellectual models of the
structure of the universe that would allow
~Uons ~f. th.e ast.r~n0l!licaJ past and
predictions of the astronomical future The
early Greek influence can be seen in the
names of some of the brighter night stars.
Greek astronomy was part of the booty
collected by the Romans as a result of their·
rise to dominance in the Mediterranean.
The Romans had interests in other areas
and contributed little to the advancement
of astronomy. With the near total conquest
I

of the Mediterranean by the followers of
Islam, astronomy passed to another people.
The Arabs preserved western civilization
while Europe suffered through the dark
ages. What we know of the ancient world
and astronomy is largely due to their
preservation of this information. Europe
eventuially recovered its lost heritage, and
the Renaissance began when the Arabs in
their turn were driven out of Europe.
ARABIC ASTRONOMERS had little
influence on astronomical theory. They
mostly translated and studied the
manuscripts of the conquered. But
astronomy was not returned intact. Arabic
astronomers had a great influence on the
language of astronomy. The names they
gave to many of the stars have re.,rnaine<!.
These star names are a legacy derived
from the almost one thousand year long
period 01 time that the Islamic civilization
controlled what was known of the universe.

nas

One
only to look at our early winter
night sky to appreciate the Arabic influence
in star names. In the very early evening
northwes~m sky the three bright stars of
the Summer Triangle can still be seen.
These stars, Vega, Deneb and Altair are all
derived from Arabic 'Nords.
The early evening southern sky is
dominated by the four bright stars of the
autunm asterism known as the Great
Square of Pegasus. These four stars,
Alpheratz, Scheat, Merkab and Algenib also
have their origins in Arabic.
In the later evening sky, Aldebaran, the
eye of Taurius the Bull, and the very bright
winter constellation of Orion the HWlter
will appear above the wt~~ horizon. The
Orion rectangle is outlined by the stars
Betelgeuse, Bellatrix, Rigel and Saiph. The
. belt stars within the rectangle are named
Alnitak, Alnilam and Mintaka. We owe
these star names to Arabic also.
J

All of these stars with exotic names to
the English ear can be found in tonight's
sky: lnsha Allah. (God willing.)
I
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'Christianizing' constellations fails
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., Oct. 18, 191}
By GEORGE REED

The planetl and major constellation of
our nigbt siy areuaually thought of al a
legacy from Greco-Roman times. nus is
because the planet and coutellation
names moat recognlzedtoday are those of
the heroes and heroines of Roman mythol.
ogy.
When the Romans absorbed the Green
cultural traditions they simply changed
the names of the Greek gods tD those of
the corresponding Roman 1Odt. The
Greek planet Aries thus became known as
Man. Both were god. of war. The planet
Zeus became the planet Jupiter and 10 00.
The Greek. themselves were not the
original inventors of the names the
Romana borroWed. They bad done the
s.am, th1nc u the Romans to the astronomical traditions of earlier civilizations
and these civilizaUons bad done the same
thing to even earlier civiUzatiOOI.
The early fall constellation of Aquarius,
for instance, derives .lts name from the
Latin uaquarius," which means "of water, or water pitcber." The Greeks identified this area of tbe sky with Ganymede,
the cupbearer of the gods. The Egyptians.
bad earlier identified it with Kbum, the
,od of the llfe--givinl water. Even earlier
civililatioos such as those of the Hebrews,
Syrians, Persians, Tura and Hindus all
recognized this area of the sky as a water
bucket. The name and outline of this constellation has changed over the millenia,
but the association with water has remained. The same can be said of most of
the ancient constellations.
The last serious a ttempt to change or
modify the constellations took place In the
11th century. During the early part of that
centl,lry an effort was made to remove all
the pagan influences from the sky and to
"Christianize" the constellations. Julius
Scbillerha started the movement in 1625
with his "Coelum Stella tum Christlanum." ae was aided by Jacobus
Bartschius who prOduced celestial globes
bearing Christian constellations. Unfortunately Schlllerius and Bart.schlus did
not always agree as to what name should
be given to particular constellations. The
situation was made even wone by WU·
helm Schlckard who Introduced another
set of Christian names at the lame time.
Divided they faIled. Who know. what may
have happened if they had fought a united
battle during this period of religious fervor.
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If they had won, our descripUon of tonight's sky would certainly be different.
The 12 zodiac constellations would have
been replaced by the 12 apostles, and
Capricornus and Aquarius would be known
as St. Simon and 81. Jude. The Summer
Triangle would consist of the fonowing
constellations: The Cross of Calvary in
substitution for Cygnus the Swan j the Sa·
viour's Manager in substitution for Lyra
the Harp; and St. Katherine in substitution for Aquila the Eagle. Cygnus came
the closest to actually being Christianized
since it is also known as the IINorthern
Cross."
.
The northern sky would be dominated
by the bright stars of st. Peter's Fishing·
boat (Ursa Major - the Big Dipper) and
8t. Mary Magdalen (Cassiopeia). The
fainter circumpolar constellations would
consist of St. Michael (Ursa Minor - the
Little Dipper), st. Stephen (Cepheus the
King) and the Innocents (Draco the Dragon).
The known planets at that time w~re
also given Christian names. Mercury became Elias. Vellus became St. John the
Baptist, Mars breame Joshua, which was
certalnly.moreJlttlng than the Venus lubsUtutioo;:Jupiterbecame Moses. and Sa'.'

turn became Adam. The sun and the moon
did not escape either. The fonner became
Christ and the latter the Virgin Mary.
The 16th century triumvirate was ne~.
ther the first nor tbe last to attempt a .
Chrlstianlzation of the Iky. In the 8th cen·
tury, the English theologian, the Vener·
able Bede, suggested the pagan gods be
replaced' with saints, but his suggestion
did not arouse much interest.
In the early 20th century the American
theologian, Dr. Joseph A. Selss, aUthorlet"
a book, "Gospel In the Stars." which at
tempted to explain the constellations h
terms of a Christian prophecy. Aquarius
according to Dr. Sein, is a symbol In thi
stars of Christ's statement, HIf any mai
thirst let him come unto me and drink.'t
It is probably a good thing the sky wa.
Qot Christianized. If it were, people migh.
only go out to look at the stars on Sunday.
and that would be a sin.
t
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View o'fnight sky based
on our locat';on in space
By GEORGE REED

DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po .. , Thurs., Feb. 24, 1983

Our view of the night sky is an accident
• The instrument used to extend our
of our position in the universe. The
knowledge from what i.s only physically
constellations appear as two-dimensional
possible in our imaginations is
arrangements of stars, but they are, in
mathematics. (Many people.
fact. distributed in lhree-dimensio~l ..
unfortunately, consider mathematics 'an
space.
. "
instrument of torture rather than ,'., '
As viewed from another part of space,
enlightenment.) With a knowledge of a .. ;
these same stars would suggest entirely
star's apparent brightness and distance it
different configurations. The vast
is possible to calculate what its brightness
distances of the slars give us the false
w~uld be at any distance ..
impression of knowing the appearance of
ASTRONOMERS HAVE chosen 32.6
the sky "tonight," but we aTe, in reality,
light years as the standard distance from
viewing the stars as their light left them
which to mathematically compare the
in countless yesterdays gone by. As
brightnesses
of stars. This instrinsic or
viewed from another part of space, these
distance-free
measure of a star's
same stars would be seen from different
brightness is called its absolute
bgbt travel distances and, therefore, from
magnitude.
different times in the past.
How would our night sky change if we
Even the apparent brightnesses of the
could see the sky in terms of the absoiute
stars are dependent upon our position in
magnitudes of the stars rather than their
space. Is the brightest star in our sky
apparent magnitudes? The stars more
reaDy the brightest star in the sky? Or is
distant than 32.61ight years would appear
it merely the closest star in our sky? The
brighter, and the stars closer than 32.6
answer to this question is not easy.
light years would appear fainter.
The sun is definitely the brightest star
. A comparison of the four bright corner
in our daytime sky and also the closest
stars of the Orion constellation and three
star in our sky at its distance of eight light
'bright stars in the same area will
minutes. How bright would it be if it were
at the distances of the other stars in our
sky'! Woold the sun be as bright as Sirius,
the brightest star in our nighttime sky, if
it were Sirius' distance of 8.7 light years
away,?
THE ANSWER is no. Moving the sun to
the distance of Sirius would reduce its
bricbtness to that of the brigbest of the
belt stan in the constellation Orion the
Hunter. H the sun were moved to a
distance of 1,600 light years, the distance .
of the belt star, the sun would only be
visible in a telescope with a mirror or lens
.larger than six inches.
The distance factor would be
completely eliminated if all the stars
could be placed the same distance away
from us, and then compared in terms of
their relative brightness. If tbis were
possIble, then we would know something
about the intrinsic or absolute
brightnesses of the stars, rather than
their apparent brightnesses as we now see
them in the night sky. Guess what? There
is a way to do this.
lt is possible to look at the night stars
and be able to distinguish between those
;wbida are truly bright and those wbich
are our accidental neighbors in space. The
true brightnesses of stars can be
compared when the distances of the stars
are known and taken Into consideration by
means of a special instrument.

ill~trate the change. By apparent .
magnitude standards they would rank as
follows: 1. Sirius, 2. Rigel, 3. Procyon, 4.
Betelgeuse, 5. Aldebaran, 6. Bellatrix and
7. Saiph.
By absolute magnitude standards, the
ranJdngs would be changed to 1. Rigel, 2.
Saiph, 3. Betelgeuse, 4. Bellatrix,5.
Aldebaran, 6. Sirius and 7. Procyon.
Saiph moved up five places because it
was the farthest star at 2,100 light years.
Sirius moved down five places because it
was the closest star at 8.7 Ught years. On
the appar~~t ma~itu~~ ~c~le, Sirius is 25
times brighter than Saiph, but on the
a.bsolute magnitUde sacle Saiph is 2,300
tlm~s as brjg~t a.s S~rius. Sa!ph is
obvIously an IntrmsICally brtghter star.
What would the night sky look like if all
the stars visible to the naked eye were
physically moved to a distance ot 32.6
light years,so we could see and compare
them directly without resorting to
mathematics? If this happened. the night
sky would be almost as bright as the day
sky. Some things are better left to the
realm of ima~ination.
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Fingerprints help identify stars
as sun and vice versa
DA'ILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., May 10, 1984
By GEORGE REED

Everyone knows the sun is a star, and the
stars are all suns. But think about this for a
moment. How do We know this to be true?
We can't look at the stars and visually tell
that they are distant suns.
We accept the fact of stars as distant
suns. basically. because we have always
been told this is so. And besides that, it
seems reasonable. It seemed so reasonable
in the past. it was accepted as fact long
before it was established as fact.
The man who proved that the stars were .
distant suns was William Huggins. an
Englishman who had no formal training in
astronomy or science. At the age of 35,
Huggins changed the direction of his life. He
sold the family businessto inunerse himself
in his enthusiasm for astronomical research. .
It was this research that was to equate the
sun and stars.
Huggirn studied the stars the wayan . (.
anatcmist studies living organisms. He .
looked inside to see what they were made of.
His scalpel was a .P~~I!L The organs were a
spec<.rum
\\ hat we see as starlight and sunlight is
actually a continuum of energies that can be
distinguished by wavelength. the distance
between individual crests of energy. Our
eyes' reaction to these differet wavelengths
produces the perception of different colors.

.

'? ??

?

The dark lines in the sOlar and stellar·
spectra are formed by the elements within
the sun and stars. All elements produce

patterns of dark lines that are as
indistinguishable from each other as
fingerprints. If the sun is a star, and the
distant stars are suns', then the fingerprints
seen in the spectra of the sun and stars
THE LONGEm' wavelengths perceptible
should be identical. They are.
produce red; the shortest wavelengths
The fingerprints of the elements found in ,
perceptible produce violet. The intermediate
wavelengths from red to violet, produce the the distant stars were proven by Huggins to
be the same elements found in our sun.
colors, orang~ yellow, green and blue.
HUggins' study of the spectra of the stars
Our view of starlight and sunlight in its
and sun finally proved in 1863 what
component parts is called a spectnmt This
spectrum is obtained by passing light
everyone already believed to be true.
through a prism, which changes the
. IT AU. SOUNDS so easy that you would
dkection traveled by the different
wonder why it took so long for someone to
wavelengths, and spreads the starlight and
prove that the sun and stars share a
sunlight into a rainbow of colors. Aclose
common identification. The answer lies in
inspeCtion of this rainbow reveals that it is
Huggins' persistence in developing the
not continuous. It contains dark lines
necessary technology to carry out the
representing certain wavelengths or
research. To gather the light of the sun and
, energies that are missing.
form it spectrum was not a problem. The
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problem was in the stars. The brightest star
in torught's sky, Arcturus, is only one forththousandth of a ~lli~th as bright as the
sun.

Huggins' technical accomplishment lies in
his successful formation of a measurable
stellar spectra. His contribution to our
understanding of the universe, as a result of
this new technology, went beyond the
identification of the stars as distant sum.
Huggins was a pioneer in the detection of
the radial motions of stars, the chemical
composition of comets and nebulae, the

phySicaf variations in stars whose. light
varied, and the photographing of the spectra
of stars. His work eventually lead other
astronomers to the identification of galaxies
as "island universes," which lead to the
expanding universe and Big Bang theory. .
This is not bad for a guy who never took an

astronomy course,

Sir' William Huggins died on today's date
74 years ago.

Time machine exists in backyard
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., Apr. 10, 1980
By GEORGE REED

"Scientific people,1/ proceeded the
Time Traveller, after the pause required for the proper assimilation of
thi,. •'know veru well that Time is
onl'll a kind of space.
So said H. G.
II

Wells' protagonist in his 1895 science fiction classic, "Thf! Time Machine." Since
that time, millions of readers and movie
loers have vicariously sat in the saddle of
the Time Machine and moved through
as one would normally move through
space.
At the end of the novel, and at the end
of the film, however, the willing participants in this science fantasy return to reality wJth their imaginations properly preserved and placed in storage until the next
required suspension of reality. Well, it's
time to blow the dust off your imaginations again, because sitting right outside
in your own backyard, is your very own
time machine - The Great Celestial
Backyard Time Machine.
With it. and without the expenditure of
any fossil fuel energy, you can travel back
to the limits of numan history.
~
To operate the backyard time machine
you must know one thing: light takes time
to move information from one place to an~
other. To be more precise, light travels at
a velocity of 186,000 miles per second and
6 trillion miles in one year. The Jatter is
called a light year.
When you go out and inspect the stars in
a clear night sky, you are looking back in
time. '!be stars are distributed at various'
and immense distances from us. The light
arrivini from the various stars, because
of the finite velocity of light, is therefore
bringing us information about the ~tars at
various Umes in the near and~tpast.
If we turn the Great Celestial Backyard
Time Machine on the constellation of
Gemini the Twins, we can see how it
worts. The ~mini Twins can be seen
hlgh ~: the early evening, northwestern
"sky. They appear as a rectangle of bright'
stars that can be convincingly made into
two stick figures by the addition of several fainter stars.
The two brightest stars of the Gemini
'I'eC!tangle are named after the twins. One
fa PU,Uux and the other is Castor. Pollux is
the brighter and closer of the two. It is
only 35 light years away" When the light
from Po)ux enters your eye, you are look·ing back in time at that star, 35 years ago.
You are seeing the star as it was at t,be
end of WorJd War II. In the same'way, if

time

"you were at Pollux, light from the earth
would be announcing the end of World
War II.
The other star, Castor, is {Slight years
away. This star takes you back to the year
1935 when Joe Lewis knocked out Max
Baer to become boxing's heavyweight
champion of the world, and Mae West
earned the second highest salary in the
United States.
The tbJrd and fourth stars at tlle recumgJe are situated in space at distances of
105 and 160 light years. They take you
back to the years i875 and 1820. In 1875,
the Molly Maguires were ended and the
Kentucky Derby was started. In 182.0, the
population of the United States was less
than 10 million and the Missouri Compromise, prohibiting slavery above the 36-degree parallel, was passed by Congress.
Most of the other stars in Gemini take
us back to periods of time within the
realm of UnJted States history. H we wish
to go further back, we must look elsewhere, such as the constellation Leo the
Lion, which is almost overhead.

The star at the very top of Leo's "backwards question mark" is 340 light years '
away. Light left this star very close to the
year two scientific geniuses passed
through the revolving door of life. Galileo
died and Newton was born at the time the
light from this star just started on its way
to earth.
.
The star at the bottom of the question
mark, just above Regulus is almos~ 2,000
light years away. The light from this star
began its lonely journey at the time of
Christ. .
'
,
.
Ught gathering instruments such as btnoculars and telescopes allow us to detect
ever fainter and ever more distant objects
than our eye.
.
If you are skeptical about the Great
Celestial Backyard Time Machine, you
are in good literary company. One of the
witnesses to the Time Traveller's amazing demonstration later confessed, "i
think at the time none of us quite believed
. in the Tif!1e .Machine."
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Over (lots of) time the sky changed
OAI LY LOCAL NEVIS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., May 2, 19S5
By GEORGE REED
Our view of the evening night sky is dependent upon many influences.
Some of these influences are short term, and some are long term.
One of these short term influences is our position on the earth. The altitude
of Polaris, the North Star, is directly dependent upon our latitude. At our
ICJtitude of 40 degrees above the terrestrial equator, the altitude of Polaris is
4U degrees above the north point on the horizon.
If we travel north, Polaris gets higher by the same number of latitude
degrees we travel north. If we travel south, Polaris gets lower by the same
number of latitude degrees we travel south.
Our view of the evening night sky is also dependent upon another short
term influence. The circumpolar constellations of the north sky are visible
all year long. although they change their positions with respect to the horizon
according to the seasons.
TilE ST ARS IN the southern sky are truly seasonal. Different star groups
are prominent during different seasons of the year. Leo the Lion dominates
our spring sky. The Summer Triangle dominates the summer sky. The Great
Square of Pegasus dominates the autumn sky, and Orion the Hunter
dominates the winter sky.
Time also has a long term influence on our view of the night sky. If we
stood in the same place, at the same time of year, but during a different
geologic age, we would not recognize our earth or sky surroundings.
If you walked out of your house and 180 million years back in time to the
late Triassic period, you would be in for a shock. First of all there would be a
towering, folded mountain range to the west formed by the compression of a
500 mile width of rock into a 270 mile width of rock.
The mountai~s!.~i~!~~ to today's Rockies, would be the young
Appalachians that had be-en formed by the collision of two free moving
continental plates. Today's Chester County would have been part of the
continent of Laurasia 180 million years ago.
THE APPARENT motion of the sun and night sky would also be different.
They would appear to move as seen just below the Tropic of Cancer. This is
because Chester County was below the Tropic of Cancer, at latitude 21
degrees north, 180 million years ago.
In that age. the summer and winter sun was higher in the sky than now,
and the stars appeared to move around a pOint only 21 degrees above the
northern horizon rather than 40 degrees, as is the case now. The reason for
the change is simple. The continental plate upon which Chester County is
Sitting has floated northward from latitude 21 degrees to latitude 40 degrees.
The length of a day would be a surprise. It would be shorter than it is now.
The sun would take only 23 hours and 10 minutes to appear to complete one
circumnavigation of the t'arth.
The day is longer now because the earth is slowing down at the rate of one
second per day per century. Just as a spinning ball slows down from friction
with a surface, the earth is slowing down from friction between the tides and
the ocean floors.
THE ST ARS OF the night sky would also be a shock. The familiar bright
stars of the spring sky would also be a shock. The familiar bright stars of the
spring sky would be gone, replaced by other bright stars in different
configuraqons. The stars would change be.cause of their individual space
motions with respect to one another. and the sun's 250 million year orbital
motion around the center of the Milky Way galaxy.
Even the moon would have been different, Its surface features, would ha~e.
been the same, but it would have appeared slightly larger in the sky than it
does now. Also the lunar month of phases would have been shorter than now.
This is because the moon has been moving away from the earth three
centimeters a year due to graVitational interactions between the moon and
the earth's tides. The moon was closer to the earth in the distant past.
Stargazing would have been a lonely activity 180 million years ago. There
were no living things around even resembling human beings to share the
wonders of the night sky. And you couldn't teach an old dinosaur new tricks.
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The stars are
heaven-made
By GEORGE REED

.' All parents are inevitably presented by
their progeny with the age old question,
"Where did I come from?" They are also
eventually faced with the equally age old
question, "Where did the stars come
from?"
The first question can be answered with
accounts that range from God and the
stork to cloning. More advanced answers
~ua By consist of excursions into tile
areas
of - ornithology
a."d
bymenopterology. Don't run fO(Y{)1Jf dictionary. The former term refers to atudy
of birds while the latter term refers to the
stud y. ot bee-like insects.
The second question ise.asier to answer.
The stars are made in heaven! The stars
are cOnceived as gravitational disturbances within rarefied gas clouds that are
Hght years in extension. The gas clouds
are called nebulae.
.
The process of star formation could
)Almost be called miraculous. There is no
rational reason to believe gas atoms
should suddenly -begin to coales~ and
form a star. No reason that is, except for
the millions of stars in the night sky. The
formation of a 'star would logically seem
to be as rare as watching the dissipating
smoke from a lighted pipe suddenly
collapse into a spherical arrangement.
The future evohiti.on and appearance of
. an embryo star is greatly influenced by i.ts
initial contracting mass. Consider a star
like Arcturus, in the spring const~llation
Bootes the Herdsman, for instance .. The
amonnt of gas that contracted to form
Arcturus was close to the amOunt that contracted to form the sun. The Arcturus contraction, however, took place long before
that of the sun.
. When Arcturus was gravitationally
collapsing in upon itself, it was in a condi·
tion referred to as that of a protostor. It

I

release of enormous amounts of energy.
The pregnancy period ended and Arcturus
emerged as a stable body with an internal,
self-sustaining, energy source. The
protostar had become a star.
At the beginning of its life as a star, Arcturus probably existed as a star similar to
that of the Sun today. In fact, it probably
radiated energy to the rest of the universe
{or mOre than 10 billion years as the sun
has been doing for the last five billion
years. This to·billion year period in the
life of Arcturus represented its period of
adulthood.
.
Arcturus' adulthood ended when the ac·
.cumulating helium sphere at the center of
the star became unstable and collapsed in
.upon itself. The implosion released an additional amount of energy from the stellar
core and the rest of Arcturus expanded
much as a balloon Will expand to accom·
modate the addition of more air into the
balloon. The surface temperature of the
expanding Arcturus cooled to 4,200
degrees and Arcturus became a giant star
more than 100 times the diameter of the
sun.

The giant stars are the luminous senior
citizens of the universe. They are among
the brightest, largest and best known of
the stars. They are also stars with a
limited future since their energy reserves
are being quickly depleted. The end of the
giant phase will come when Arcturus runs
out of processes by which to create
energy.
The giant phase will be followed first by
a period of internal instability in which
Arcturus will puisate in size and
brightness. It will then contract to form an
extremely hot, but relatively faint white
dwarf star. Arcturus Will change from the
brightest star in our night sky to a star
that will be invisible to the naked eye. The
white dwarf Arcturus will then spend
millions of years -cooling .and will even·
tually become a small, dense, dark body in
space.
.
When we look at the night sky stars like
Arcturus, we have the tendency to think of
them as objects that are eternal in time.
They are not. The stars are rom as we are
born and they will die as we will die. We
are both members of the universe "just
_passin~ through."

was not a real star. It·was a gravitationally contracting globule of gas whpse
central portions were increasing to
tremendous temperatures; pressures, and
densities. After a gestation period of
several million years, the inside
temperature reached 15 million degrees
centigrade. Hydrogen began to be converted to helium with the consequent
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CHAPTER TWO

The Sun
There was a time when the apparent motion of the sun, through the sky, was a part of the "common knowledge" of
people. We depended upon it for agricultural, religious and time keeping purposes. The advent of the calendar and the
time keeping mechanism transferred our dependency from observing the sun to our "watching the clock" and the
calendar instead. This transfer caused our "common knowledge" of the sun to slowly slip away. All that seems to
remain is that "the sun rises in the east and sets in the west." This happens to be true for only two days out of the year.
The life of man was at one time greatly structured by the movement of the sun. Early man was of necessity a
student of the sun's movement. The sun is still relentlessly following its seasonal cycles for the willing student of today.
The earth rotates 360° about its axis, in 23 hours, 56 minutes and 4 seconds. At the same time, the earth revolves
360°, around the sun, in 3651/4"days. The motion called rotating is different from the motion called revolving in that the
former motion has an axis within the moving body and the latter motion has an axis that is outside of the moving body.
The west to east rotation of the earth will cause the sun to appear to participate in the apparent diurnal motion of the
celestial sphere. The sun will appear to rise in the general direction of east and set in the general direction of west every
day.
The counterclockwise revolution of the earth around the sun will cause the sun to appear to move approximately 1°
per day, (365.25 days/360°) counterclockwise, from west to east with respect to the stars on the celestial sphere. The
apparent. counterclockwise, west to east, motion of revolution of the sun along the celestial sphere is the reflected
motion of the earth's counterclockwise revolution around the sun.
The apparent annual motion of the sun. 360° per year, is much slower than the apparent diurnal motion of the sun,
360° per day. The apparent annual motion of the sun from west to east is in the opposition direction to the east to west
apparent diurnal motion of the sun.
Apparent celestial sphere

Apparent motion of sun
due to reflected
motion of revolution
of earth

Apparent motion of
celestial sphere due to
motion of rotation
of earth

Reflected rotational and revolutionary motion of the earth.
The apparent path of the sun through the fixed stars of the celestial sphere is called the ecliptic. The word ecliptic
comes from the Greek word "ekleipsis" which means "being absent". The ecliptic path is the place where eclipses or
absenses of the sun and moon take place.
A series of constellations lie along the ecliptic. These constellations comprise the zodiac. The word zodiac comes
from the Greek "zodiakos kyklos" which means "circle of animals". Archaic Euphratean astronomy had a zodiac of
six constellations-Taurus, Cancer, Virgo, SCOIpius Capricornus and Pisces. These were later divided into twelve
constellations because of the annual occurence of twelve full moons in successive parts of the ecliptic. The Babylonians
5taned with eight zodiac constellations then later changed the number to twelve, thineen, eleven and finally in the 6th
century B.C. back to twelve. The Greeks, Romans and later peoples adopted twelve as the final number of zodiac
constella.tions. All zodiac constellations are named after living creatures, with the exception of Libra, the Scales.
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TABLE 5
Zodiac Constellations

Constellation Name

(Translation)

Aries
Pisces
Aquarius
Capricomus
Sagittarius
Sco~us

Libra
Virgo
Leo
Cancer
Gemini
Taurus

Sign

(Ram)

"f

(Fish)

00

(Water Bearer)
(Sea Goat)
(Archer)
(Scorpion)
(Scales)
(Virgin)
(Lion)
(Crab)
(Twins)
(Bull)

;:

'-

Z;

&+

Il1.
~

rrp
bl
$
~
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The twelve zodiac constellations were originally supposed to represent the monthly motions of the sun through the
twelve months of the year. In establishing the zodiac constellations, the Babylonians discovered that the apparent annual
motion of the sun was uneven. The sun appears to move slightly less than 10 per day near July 4 and slightly more thaR
10 per day near January 4. From July 4 to January 4 the rate increases from 0° 57' per day to 10 0 I' per day. From
January 4 to July 4 it decreases from 10 0 I' per day to 00 57' per day. This uneven rate of motion lead to the discovery of
the inequality in the lengths of the seasons. The time from the beginning of spring to the beginning of autumn is seven
days longer than the time from the beginning of autumn to the beginning of spring.
The apparent. ~ovement of the sun through four 90° angles on the celestial sphere constitutes the time length of the
four seasons. Table 6 summarizes the data.

TABLE 6

Date
March 21
June 21
Sept. 23
Dec. 22
March 21

Season Beginning
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring

I

Day Number in Year
80
,

172
266
356
445 (80+ 365)

Length of Season
Spring = 172 - 80 = 92
Summer = 266-172 = 94
Autumn = 356-266 = 90
Winter = 455 - 356 = 89

days
days
days
days

This. apparently, uneven motion of the sun is a reflection of the earth's uneven motion of revolution around
the sun. The earth moves around the sun in an elliptical orbit in such a way that an imaginary line between the sun and
the earth sweeps out equal areas of space in equal amounts of time. An ellipse (see Figure ~8 ) is a plane curve such that
the sum of the distances from a point on the curve to two fixed points within the curve (foci) is a constant that is equal to·
the length of the major axis of symmetry of the ellipse. The sun occupies one of the focus points of the earth's elliptical
orbit. The second focus point is empty. When the earth is closest to the sun (perihelion position) the distance .between
the earth and the sun is at a minimum and the earth moves through a greater angular distance in a period of time then it
does when the distance between the earth and the sun is at a maximum (aphelion position). This description of the
earth's motion around the sun was published by the astronomer Johannes Kepler in 1609.
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position
Aphelion

Major axis

Figure 8. The elliptical orbit of the earth.
The imaginary line between the planet earth and the sun will sweep out equal areas in
equal periods of time. The time between A and B is equal to the time between C and D.
Therefore the A -sun-B area is equal to the C-sun-D area. Notice the angular distances between
A Band CD. The orbit of the earth is an ellipse such that the sum of the distancesfrom both fad
to any point on the orbit. P, is equal to the length of the major axis.

The earth's angular rate of motion reaches a maximum around January 4, the time of perihelion. The sun, by
reflected motion therefore, appears to be moving through the background stars at its greatest angular rate of 1° 01' per
day around January 4, the time of perihelion. The earth's angular rate of motion reaches a minimum aroundJuly 4, the
time of aphelion. The sun, by reflected motion therefore. appears to be moving through the background stars at its
slowest angular rate of 0°57' per day around July 4. the time of aphelion. The uneven motion of the earth, which is seen
as an apparently uneven motion of the sun through the zodiac constellations, is the cause of the inequality in the lengths
of the seasons. Figure Y . shows the position of the sun at perihelion, aphelion and at the beginning of the four seasons.
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The earth' s rotational axis is at an angle of 23 1/2° with respect to the earth's revolutionary axis. This is
sometimes referred to as the "tilt" of the earth's axis.

Earth axis
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Rotat~ona0

aXIs

ifof revolution

Parallel
\:"revolutionary
axis

Parallel

revolutionary

axis

axis

Figure 10. The "tilt" of the earth's rotational axis.
The 23 112° angle between the space directions of the earth's rotational axis and revolutionary axis is seen on the
celestial sphere as a 23 1/2° angle between the ecliptic plane and the plane of the celestial equator. The ecliptic plane is
the plane of the earth's revolutionary motion around the sun. The plane of the celestial equator is the projection of the
earth's equatoral plane on to the celestial sphere. Since the revolutionary axis and the rotational axis of the earth have
space directions that differ by 23 1/2°. the two planes which are perpendicular to the axes, will also differ by 23 l/r.
This angle is referred to as the "obliquity of the ecliptic." The obliquity of the ecliptic is not a constant, although for
most purposes, it can be considered a constant. At present. it amounts to 23°26'54", but is diminishing about 0.5" per
year. After 1500 years, the angle will start to increase. The maximum deviation amounts to about 1°.5.
Because the ecliptic plane is inclined to the plane of the celestial equator, the sun will appear to cross the celestial
equator two times each year and reach maximum angular distances of 23 1/2° above and below the celestial equator once
each year. Figure II illustrates the ecliptic motion of the sun with respect to the celestial equator. The vernal equinox
(green or spring equal-night) is the time and place of the sun's apparent crossing of the celestial equator as the sun moves
from be/ow to above the celestial equator. The vernal equinox takes place about March 21 each year. The time of the
vernal equinox is the time of the official beginning of the spring season. The position of the vernal equinox is at the
intersection of the constellations Pisces and Aquarius.

Summer solstice
Autumnal ~~uinox
~sun position (June 22,
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Figure 11. Sun positions on the ~stial sphere.
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23 1/2"

1
Celestial equator

The summer solstice (summer sun-stop) is the time and place of the sun's greatest angular distance (23 1/2°) above
the celestial equator. The summer solstice takes place about June 22 each year when the sun reaches an angle of 23 1/2 0
.above the celestial equator. The time of the summer solstice is the time of the official beginning of the summer season.
The position of the summer solstice is at the intersection of the constellations Gemini and Taurus.
The autumnal equinox (autumn equal-night) is the time and place of the sun's apparent crossing of the celestial
equator as the sun moves from above to below the celestial equator. The autumnal equinox takes place about September
23 each year. The time of the autumnal equinox is the time of the official beginning of the autumn season. The position
of the autumnal equinox is at the intersection of the constellations Virgo and Leo.
The winter solstice (winter sun-stop) is the time and place of the sun's greatest angular distance (23 1/2°) below the
celestial equator. The winter solstice takes place about December 22 each year when the sun reaches an angle of 23 }/2°
below the celestial equator. The time of the winter solstice is the time of the official beginning of the winter season. The
position of the winter solstice is at the intersection of the constellation Sagitarius and Scorp'ius The sun appears to be above the celestial equator from the time of the vernal equinox to the lime of the autumnal
equinox. The sun appears to be below the celestial equator from the time of the autumnal equinox to the time of the
vernal· equinox.
At the time and place of the summer solstice the sun appears to be 23 1/2 0 above the celestial equator and at the time
and place of the winter solstice the sun appears to be 23 }/2° below the celestial equator. The sun, therefore, appears to
move 47° (2 x 23 1/2°) on the celestial sphere in the north-south direction. The sun moves north from the time and place
of the winter solstice (-23 1/2°) to the time and place of the summer solstice (+23 1/2°). The sun moves south from the
time and place of the summer solstice (+ 23 112°) to the time and place of the winter solstice (- 23 112°).
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Figure 12. Systematic variation in meridian transit of sun.
The sun's apparent ecliptic motion will systematically change the noon time altitude of the sun for all terrestrial
observers. Since the ecliptic is inclined 23 1/2 0 to the celestial equator, a terrestrial observer will view the sun to be 23
0
1/20 above the celestial equator-meridian intersection point at the time of the summer solstice (June 22) and 23 1/2
below the celestial equator-meridian intersection point at the time of the winter solstice (December 22). At the times of
the equinox points, the sun will cross the observer's meridian around noon at the same angular height above the southern
horizon as the celestial equator. The total angular variation is 47°. Figure 20 graphically illustrates the systematic
variation of the angular displacement of the sun with respect to the celestial equator at the transit or crossing of the
meridian.
The noon sun will increase its angular height above the southern horizon from the time of the winter solstice until
the time of the summer solstice. The noon sun will decrease its angular height above the southern horizon from the time
of the summer solstice to the time of the winter solstice. The word solstice means .. sun-stop." It refers to the time that
the sun stops increasing or decreasing its angular height on the observer's meridian above the southern horizon.
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The position on the observer's horizon where the sun will appear to rise and set will also systematically vary due to
the sun's apparent ecliptic motion. The angular displacement between the summer solstice sunset position and the winter
solstice sunset position is determined by the angle at which the celestial equator meets the due west point on the
observer's horizon. This angle is determined by the observer's geocentric latitude.
If the celestial equator makes an angle of 90° with the observer's horizon, the sun will set 23 1/2° to the north of due
\West on the day of the summer solstice and it will set 23 1/2° to the south of due West on the day of the winter solstice.
The maximum angular variation in the sunset position will be 47°. See Figure 13'
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Figure 13. Sunset variation at latitude 0°.
As the angle between the celestial equator and the observer's horizon decreases. the angular variation in the sunset
position will increase. The 23 1/2° angle between the celestial equator and the ecliptic will be projected on the horizon as
a larger angle. See Figure 14
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Figure 14. Projected angle of sunset variation.
The sunrise position varies in the same manner as the observer's sunset position. As the latitude of the observer
increases the celestial equator-horizon angle decreases and the angular separation between the solstice sunrise and
sunset points increases. Eventually a latitude wil1 be reached where the solstice sunrise position meets the solstice sunset
position in the due north and south directions. At the time of the summer solstice the sun will remain above the horizon
for twenty four hours. At the time of the winter solstice the sun will remain below the horizon for twenty four hours. At
higher latitudes the sun will remain above and below the horizon for periods of time greater than twenty four hours.
Those latitudes, where the sun is visible for a 24 hour period, are referred to as the "lands of the midnight sun".
The sunrise and sunset positions are at a maximum angular displacement to the south 'of east and west at the time of
the winter solstice. Slowly at first, but with increasing speed they begin to move north. At the time of the vernal equinox
they are at the due east and due west points, moving northward, and making their maximum daily angular changes along
the horizon. The rate of angular displacement of the sunrise and sunset positions decreases at the time of the summer
solstice. The sunrise and sunset positions are at a maximum angular displacement to the north of east and west at the
time of the summer solstice. At the time of the autumnal equinox they are at the due east and west points. moving
southward and making their maximum daily angular changes along the horizon. The rate of angular displacement in the
sunrise and sunset positions decreaseSas the time of the winter solstice is approached. They will once again be their
maximum angular displacement to the south of east and west at the time of the winter solstice. It can again be seen that
the solstice points are "sun-stop" points.
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The following discussion concerns mid-latitudes in the northern hemisphere. At the time of the winter solstice,
when the sunrise and sunset positions are at their maximum angular displacement south of east and west, the sun will be
visible above the horizon as it moves through a small arc. This will be the shortest day of the year since for most of the
day the sun will be below the horizon. At the time of the e.quinoxes, the sun rises due east and sets due west, The sun
will be above the horizon for half of the day and below the horizon for half of the day. Equinox means equal night. At
the time of the summer solstice, when the sunrise and sunset positions are at their maximum angular displacement north
of east and west, the sun will be visible above the horizon as it moves through a large arc. This will be the longest day of
the year since for most of this day the sun will be above the horizon. Figure 15 shows the relative sun arcs for the
equinox and solstice points.
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Figure 15. Sun arc and length of day.
The length of the day increases from the time of the winter solstice to the time of the summer solstice and decreases
from the time of the summer solstice to the time of the winter solstice. At the latitude where the solstice sunrise positions
meet the solstice sunset positions in the due north and south directions, days of total light and total darkness will begin to
be possible.
After the time of the winter solstice the days will slowly begin to get longer. Maximum' increasing changes in the .
length of the day will occur at the lime of the vernaJ equinox. The length of the day will continue to increase. but by
decre:1sing amounts. until the lime of the summer solstice. The length of the d:i)' will stop increasing at the time of the
summer sun stop. After the time of the summer solstice the days 'will slowly begin to get shorter. Maximum decreasin§
changes in the length of the day will occur at the time of the autumnal equinox. The length of the day will r.ontinue to
decrease. but by decreasing amounts, until the time of the winter solstice. The length of the day will stop decreasing at
the time of the winter sun stop.
At latitude 40° N, the celestial equator will cross the observer's meridian at an angle of 50° above the sOllthern
horizon. At the time of the winter solstice, the noon time sun will be 23 112° below the celestial equator or 26 1/2° above
the southern horizon. The sunrise and sunset positions will be approximately 31 0 south of the due east and due west
points. This will be the shortest day of the year at this latitude. The sun will be above the horizon approximately 9 hours
and below the horizon approximately 15 hours.
At the time of the summer solstice. the noon time sun will be 23 [/2 0 above the celestial equator or 73 1/2 0 above
the southern horizon. The sunrise and sunset positions will be 31 0 north of the due east and west points. This will be the
longest day of the year at this latitude. The sun will be above the horizon approximately 15 hours and below the horizon
approximately 9 hours.
At the times of the equinoxes, the sun will rise due east, reach a maximum noon time altitude of 50° above the
southern horizon. and set due west. Day and night will be of equal length. Figures 16 and 17 illustrate the motion of the
sun as observed from latitude 40° north.
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The longest day at Jny latitude will take place on the day when the sun reaches its highest altitude. Between the
equator and the Tropic of Cancer the longest day will occur on the days when the meriGian altitude of the sun is 90°. As
the latitude of an observer is increased from 0° latitude. the day. in the first half of the year. when the noon sun reaches
90°, will move back toward the summer solstice d.:.ltl!. The day. in the second half of the year. when the noon sun reaches
90°. will also move back toward the summer solstice date. At latitude 23 1/2° Nt the two "longest days" meet and only
one day is observed as the longest day of the year.
At latitude 66 1/20 N, the celestial equator will cross the observer's meridian at an angle of 23 1/20 above the
southern horizon. At the time of the winter solstice, the noon time sun will be 23 1/20 below th.e celestial equator and at
the dUr south position on the observer's horizon. The sunrise and sunset positions will have moved 90° to the south of
the due east and due west points. Since the sunrise and sunset positions coincide, the sun will not totally appear above .
the horizon on this day. This will be the shonest day of the year at this latitude. The sun will remain below the horizon
for 24 hours.
At the time of the summer solstice. the noon time sun will be 23 112° above the celestial equator or 47° above the
southern horizon. The sunrise and sunset positions will have moved 90° to the nonh of the due east and due west points.
Since the sunrise and sunset positions coincide, the sun will not totally disappear below the horizon on this day. This
will be the longest day of the year at this latitude. The sun will remain above the horizon for 24 hours. This latitude
begins the "land of the midnight sun."
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The terrestrial latitude at which the sun remains above and be I0\J.,; the horizon for periods of 24 hours has been
?esignated the Ar:tic Circle. Between the Tropic of Cancer and the Arctic Circle the length of the longest day has
Increased progressively from approximately 13 1/2 hours to 24 hours. The length of the shortest day has decreased from
approximately 10 1/2 hours to zero hours.
0
At latitude 90 N, the North Pole, the celestial equator will lie along the observer's horizon. That pan of the
ecliptic which is above the celestial equator will be above the horizon. That part of the ecliptic which 15 below the
celestial equator will be below the horizon. The sun will be continuously above the horizon from the time of the vernal
cqu,inox to the time of the autumnal equinox. On the day of the vernal equinox the sun will move 3600 around' the
honzon. The sun will repeat this motion at a slightly higher altitude each day, slowly spiraling up to a maximum altitude
of 23 1~2° on the da,Y of t~e summer solstice. The sun will then start to slowly spiral down toward the horizon, reaching
[h~ h~nzon at the tlme ot the :1utumnal equinox. After being above the horizon for approximately six months, the sun
WIll disappear below the horizon for approximately six months.
Atmospheric refraction, which causes the sun to appear to be approximately one half a degree above its true'
position at the horizon, causes the "day" period to be longer than the "night" period above the Arctic Circle. The
elliptical orbit of the sun, which causes the sun's apparent motion to vary, also lengthens the "day" period.
Between the Arctic Circle and the North Pole, the number of days that the sun remains above the horizon will
increase from 1 day to 189 days. The number of days that the sun remains below the horizon will increase from I day to
176 days. Table? lists the length of "day" and" night" for selected latitudes within the Arctic Circle.

TABLE 7
"Day" and HNight" Within the Arctic Circle
Length of .. Night"
Length of .. Day"
Latitude
66 1/2°
70°
75°
80°
85°
90°

Id
70 d
107<1
137<1
163 0
189 d

1<1

55°
93<1
123 d
150<1
176d

As a terrestrial observer moves from the equator (latitude 0°) to the North Pole (latitude 90 0 N):
1. The solstice sunrise and sunset positions will move from 23 I/r north and south of due east and due west to
90° north and south of due east and due west at latitude 66 1/2° N.
2. The altitude of the summer solstice noon time sun will decrease from 113 0 above the southern horizon to 23
}/2° above the southern horizon.
3. The altitude of the wimer solstice noon time sun will decrease from 66 1/2° above the southern horizon to 00
above the southern horizon at latitude 66 1/2° N.
4. The altitude of an equinox noon time sun will decrease from 90° above the southern horizon to 0° above the
southern horizon.
5. The length of the longest day light wi;~ change from 12 hours to 24 hours at latitude 66 1/2° N. The longest
time above the horizon will .increase to 189 days.
6. The length of the longest night will change from 12 hours to 24 hours at latitude 66 1/2° N. The longest time
below the horizon will increase to 176 days.
An example of early man's achievement in decoding the movement of the sun can be seen in the combined
sophisticated astronomical observatory and Neolithic computer located at Stonehenge. England. Constructed between
2000 and 1500 B. C., Stonehenge is a 100 yard circular arrangement of multi-ton upright slabs of stone. The huge stones
are arranged so that they are aligned with the rising and setting positions of the summer and winter solstice suns. The
odds against a chance arrangement are in the order of a million to one. With this in mind it is eas), to speculate that
Stonehenge was a reliable calendar for predicting seasons.
Note: The traditional use of the terms vernal equinox. autumnal equinox, summer solstice and winter solstice can result
in confusion when both the northern and southern hemispheres are considered. For instance~ in the southern
hemisphere the sun will reach its maximum noontime altitude at the lime of the winter solstice. Now that the
traditional tenns have been defined and used. the more desirable terms of March equinox. September equinox,
June solstice and December solstice will be substituted.
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The word constellation is derived from the Latin "with
stars". Afew of the commonly known constellations such as
the Big Dipper and the Little Dipper are asterisms. An
asterism is a part of alarger constellation that contains a well
known and recognizably shaped group of stars. The Big
Dipper, for instance is a part of Ursa Major.

Greek travelers knew that as you moved farther north the
con·stellations of the Big and Little Bear would rise higher in
the sky. The Greek word for bear was" Arkto". Northern
regions where the Big and Little Bear were visible were called
"Arktikos". Today we define the "Arctic" regions as the land
which lies above the "Arctic" circle.

l

The word sun is an old Teutonic word. The Greek word fO(
sun is "helios" from which we get the terms: heliocentric
system-"sun centered system" and heliotropic-" plants
that turn to face the sun". The Latin word for sun is "sol"
from which we get the terms: solstice-"sun stop" and solar
system-' 'sun and companions."

The word earth is an old Teutonic word. The Greek word
for earth is "gaia" or "geo" from which we get the words:
geology-"earth study" and geometry-"earth measure."
The Latin word for earth is "terra" from which we get the
words: terrestrial-"earthly" and terrain-"tract of earth."

The word moon is an old Teutonic word. The Greek word
for moon is "selene" from which we get the term selenology,
the branch of astronomy dealing with the moon. The Latin
word for moon is "luna" from which we get the terms:
lunar-"of the moon" and lunacy, which originally meant an
intermittent insanity that was supposed to change with the
phases of the moon.

The week consists of seven days because seven
celestial objects were believed by astrologers to each rule
one day. Sunday, Monday and Saturday are obviously
the charge of the Sun, the Moon and Saturn. The
French words for the rest of the days reveal their origin.
Mardi (Tuesday) is Mars' Day. Mercredi (Wednesday) is
Mercury's Day. Jeudi (Thursday) is Jupiter's Day
and Vendredi (Friday) is Venus' Day. The corresponding
English words are derived from equivalent Norse gods.

The astrological belief in the influence of the heavens in
everyday affairs can be seen in exclamato ry expressions like
"By Jove", a reference to Jupiter by its Roman name, and
"By Jiminy". a reference to the zodiac sign of Gemini.
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Today is the ',green ,equal night'
By GEORGE REED
,Today is the day of the v~al equinox, the day of the "green equal nIght"
and the beginning of spring. More or less. the weather does not always
acknowledge our attempts to be so precise in such affain. It may be nature's
way of getting even with us for our nortbernhemisphere chauvinism and ..
inaccurate designatiOD for this day.--,
.-'- -- .
.
One thing can bonesUy be said about today, andtbat is that the noon sun "
crossed the terrestrial equator going from the southern h~pbere into the
northern hemisphere. At 5:03 p.m. today the sun passed through the zenith , ,
somewhere in the Pacific Ocean.
.
',
SINCE LAST September the noon sun ha~ passed through the zenith at
southern hemisphere locations between the Tropic of Capricorn (23.5 degrees
south latitude) and the terrestrial equator (zero degrees latitude). From now
until next September the noon sun will pass through the zenith at northern
hemisphere locations between the Tropic of ~cer (23.5 degrees north
latitude) and the terrestrial equator.
,
This day of the crossing is called the equinox because it is supposed to be a
day when the sun is above the horizon for haU the day and below the horizon
for the other hall of the day. Since last September our northern hemisphere
nights are supposed to be longer than our days. From now until next
September our northern hemisphere days are supposed to be longer than our
nights. In actuality, this is Dot the case.
Sunrise and sunset are precisely defined as the appearance and
disappearance of the upper limb of the sun at the horizon for an observer at
sea level. This definition removes the inIluence of mountains, hills or any
other geological formation that causes the horizon to deviate from a straight
line. It does not remove thf:'influence of the earth's atmospher~. ,
'
LIGHT DOES NOT follow a straight line path in going from one
transparent substance to another. It bends or refracts. If you immerse a
pencil in a glass of water so that hall of the pencil is in the water and half is
out, and then look at the pencU from the side, you will see this. The portion of
the pencil in the water appears larger and bent with respect to the portion of
the pencil out of the water. This is an effect of the refraction, or changing of
the path, of the light as it passed from the water to the glass and finally into
the air.
The earth's atmosphere causes the light from the sun to be refracted when
the sun is near the horizon. Atmospheric refraction "lifts" the sun..
The upper limb oCthe sun uappears" at the horizon before the sun is
actually there. And the upper limb of the sun "disappears" below the horizon
after the sun has actually gone below the horizon.
Sunrise actually occurs a few minutes before it would if the earth did not
have a horizon, and sunset actually occurs a few minutes after it would lf the
earth did not have a horizon. This extends the length of daytime.
THE LENGTH OF daytime for Chester County, at latitude 40 degrees
north, on the day of the "equal night" is 15 minutes longer than the night. The
equal night actually occurred on March 17.
The "vernar~ in the designation of this day means "green." The vernal
equinox is the time of the greening equal night. Nature is coming allve again.
~eople in the southern hemisphere tend to have a different opinion about
this. This day marks the begining of their autumn. To remove the northern
hemisphere chauvinism from this day It should more properly be caUed the
day of the March equinox.
Of course to be totally accurate the day should be called the March
almost-equinox. Maybe we should just stick to the ··first day of spriDJ~."

almost
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It is_time to revealf~mous,
mysterious circumpolar star
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., March 15~ 1984
By GEORGE REED

Quiz time. What is the most famous
circumpolar star? What is the nearest
circumpolar star? What isthe brightest
circumpolar star whose complete movement
around the north celestial pole has been seen
by the fewest people?
The answer is easier than you probably·
think. The mystery star is the sun.
The sun's status as a star, and an ordinary
star at that, is often neglected when stars
are considered and compared. Its.
dominating influence as our daytime
ill.uminary, because of its close proximity,
.has pushed the Suninto a categorY of one. Wben circumpolar stars are discussed we
are usually referring to the night stars and
constellaions that are able to circle our
north star, Polaris, without every rising or
setting. The circumpolar constellations and
asterisms of the north sky, such as the Big
and Uttle dippers and Cassiopeia the queen,
are among the best known stars since they
are in the night sky every clear evening of
every season.
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AT CERTAIN locatons on the earth and
at certain times of year, the sun qualifies as
a Circumpolar star because ft can be seen to
. ~ve in a co~plete circle aro~ the sky .
WIthout ever disappearing below the
horizon. Starting Tuesday, the day of the;
vernal equino~ the first day of spring, the
sun will become a circumpolar star at the
North Pole of the earth. Owing to the
sparsity of population at the North Pole few
people, if any, will appreciate this dramatic
event
. A3 the spring season proceeds, the
cU'Cumpolar sun phenomenon will become
an event at the lower, more populated
latitudes of the earth. The last latitude at
which the circumpolar sun can be seen is
that of 66.S degrees north; the latitude of the
Arctic Circle.
.
Stargazers at the Arctic Circle will see a
circumpolar sun on June 21, the day of the
summer solstice. But this will be their one
day to witness this event The populations at
higher latitudes, however, will have had
plenty of circumpolar sun days by this time.
The sun will have been continuously
above the horizon for three months at the .
North Pole by the beginning of stnnmer. At
lower latitudes, the number of days will be
less. At latitude 80 degrees the sun will have
been circumpolar for two months, and at .
latitude 70 degrees for one month.

THE DAYS OF the swnmer seaon will '
bring an end to the circumpolar sun .
phenomenon at different latitudes. At'
latitude 80 degrees the sun will fmally set
, again after four months, and at latitude 70
degrees after two months. The next sunset
at the North Pole will occur Sept 22 the day
of the autwnnal equinox and the beginning
of fall. The sun will have been circumpolar
for a total of six monthS.··
.
At the end of the circumpolar sun season
in the high northern bemisphere latitudes
above the Arctic Circle, the circumpolar sun
phenomenon will be repeated for the high
southern bemisphere latitudes above the
Antarctic Circle. The regions above the
Arctic Circle meanwhile will be plunged
into times of continuous night since the sun
will not rise or set for periods equaI'to that'
of its circumpolar activity.
Now what do we get out of all of this? We
.do not get c~polar sun days, but ~e do
get increasingly longer days. Next Tuesday
will be the day of the vernal eqinox, the first
day of spring. This will be a day of equal
amounts of daytime and nighttime. The
following days will bring increasingly longer
peri~· oidaYtime and d~t.;;gly -sho~r ~
periods of nighttime.
. '.
.~;
The question now arises as to what to do·
with these longer days. Nature supplies th~ ,
answer. The grass will start to ~ow,· . . . 1

Want more sunshine? Go up north
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chestei, Pa., ThuiS., June 26, 1986
By GEORGE REED

In which direction do you head for the sunbelt states? South! In which
direction do you head for the Sunshine State? South! In which direction do you
head for the most sun on the day of the summer solstice, the longest day of
the year in the northern hemisphere? Surprise! The answer is north, not
south. The first day of summer is longer the farther north you are.
Where would you expect to experience the most sunlight hours over the
course of the year? Would you expect it in the lush, steamy jungles of the
equator or the frozen, desolate wastelands of the North Pole. Surprise! The.
answer is the North Pole.
For someOne living on the earth at latitude 20 degrees north, the summer
solstice sun rises at 6:22 am and sets at 7:42 pm. These observers, like the
people in Hawaii, will experience 13 hours and 20 minutes of daylight, and 10
hours and 40 minutes of ni2ht.'
.
AN OBSERVER FARTHER north at latitude 30 degrees will see the
summer solstice sun rise at 6:00 am and set at 8:04 pm. These observers, like
the people in Houston, Texas, will have a longer day. They will have 14 bours
and 4 mlnutes of daylight and 9 hours and 56 minutes of night.
In Chester County, Pennsylvania, at latitude 40 degrees north, the summer
solstice sun rises at 5:32 am and sets at 8:32 pm. This results in a I5-hour day
and a 9-hour night. Chester County has three hours and 20 mh,utes more
. sunshine than Hawaii, but Hawaii sells it.
Farther north on the United States-Canadian border, the summer solstice
sun rises at 4:50 am and sets at 9:12 pm providing 16 hours and 12 minutes of
daytime and seven hours and 48 minutes of night.
.
Even farther north in Anchorage, Alaska, near latitude 60 degrees, the
summer solstice sun rises at 3:35 am and sets at 10:27 pm. .The day is 18 hours
and 15 minutes 19n9. The night is only five hours and eight minutes long.
THE SUMMER SOLSTICE nights in Alaska and Canada are different than
the ,nights farther south. The- more
northern
summer solistice nights never
- ..
really get dark because the sun never gets very far below the horizon. Dusk
and dawn me~t to provide twilight nights.
~.

U you go as far north as possible, to the North Pole at latitude 90 degrees,
you wind up with a 24-hour perIod of daytime and zero-time night. This is
part of the "land of the midnight sun."
The advantage of the northern latitudes in sunlight at the time of the
summer solstice carries over into the entire year. As you move northward,
you also enter latitudes of increasing amounts of total yearly sunlight. The
North Pole has one more week of sunlight than the equator.
U the total time of sunlight were the dominant factor in creating an
enviroment, we would have jungles at the North Pole. We don't, so there
must be another factor that is more important. There is, and that factor is
the altitude of the sun during the day_
"-

THE DAY IS hottest at noon because the sun reaches its highest point in
the sky at noon time for all latitudes. But the noon altitude of the sun is
dependent upon the latitude. The closer you are to the equator the higher the
noon sun, or, the closer you are the North Pole, the lower the noon sun.
When the sun is higher in the sky the Ught and energy radiated by the sun
is more concentrated. The sun, for instance, is 66.5 degrees high at surrurier
solstice noon on the equator, and only 23.5 degrees high at summer solstice
~oon at th~ North Pole.
One square foot of summer solstice solar radiatiop spreads over 1.2 square
feet of the earth at the equator, but the same one square foot spreads over
6.25 square feet at the North Pole. The sun may be in the sky longer at the
North Pole, but the factor of more than five in the concentration of solar
energy literally makes the world of difference.
So, if you are looking for solar radiation and the effects of its concentration
on the enviroment, head south. If you are looking only for long days and short·
nights, bead north. If you are prefer something in between, stay where you
are.
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Sun IS progressIng
from point to point
in the summer sky
DAlly'LOCAl NEWS, West Chester,'Po., Thurs., Aug. 13,1,981

--------------------By GEORGE REED
Things are changing all the time, but
sometimes, the changes are n;tor.e perceptible than at other times. ThiS IS the beginning of one of those times. If you want
to know where all the action is, follow ,the
sun.
Start with today. The sun rose .. this
morning at 6:09 daylight savings time. It
rose in a direction that was 20 degrees
north of due east. By 1 p.m., the sun had
reached its highest altitude of the day. ~t
was 65 degrees above the southern h.Oflzon. The sun will set tonight at 8 daylight
savings time, in a direction th~t is. 20 ~e.
grees to the north of west. ThiS WIll give
us a 13 hour and 51 minute day.
How much will today differ from the
first day of summer, seven weeks ago?
Not that much. On the first day of sumo,
mer, June 21, the sun rose 31 de,grees
north of east at 5:31 DST. The maXimum
altitude of the sun was 73lA1 degress at 1
p.m., and the sun set 31 degrees north of,
west at 8:31 DST. We ha,d a I5-hour day,
and this was our longest day of the year.
Since the day of this summer s.olsUce in
June, the sunrise and sunset pomts have
moved south by 11 degrees. The sun is
also now riSing and setting a little more
than a half an hour laler and earlier, and
this has shortened our daylight hours by a
little more than one hour. The sun's high·
est point in. the sky has dropped by 81fz
degrees. '
Not too dramatic
There have been some changes, ~ut they

winter
solstice

sw
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have not been as dramatic as the changes
that will occur in the next seven weeks.
On Oct. I, the sun will rise five degress
south of east at 6:56 in the morning. At 1
p.m., the sun will reach a maximum alti- '
tude of only 47 degrees, and it will set at
6:42 DST, five degress south of west. This
will give us a little ,les~ than 12 hours of
daylight.
In the next seven weeks, the sunrise and
sunset Points will move south at more
than twice the rate of the last seven
weeks. The highest altitude of the sun
each day will drop by twice as much, and
the day will shorten by twice as much.
, You probably haven't noUced the ~hange.s
of the last seven weeks, but you will defl- '
riitely notice the changes of the next seven
weeks.' So will the migrating ~ir~s, .~e
tree
and the earth.
The most convenient way to follow
these changes is to follow the southerly
pilgrimage of the sunrise or sunset points.
The latter is preferable for most peOple.
All you need is a place to observe irom
and a horizon that is some distance away,
so you can mark the poSition where the
sun disappears below the horizon, Houses
make great horizon markers.
Now, watch the sun'·set from your observing place and carefully note the place
of its disappearance. It is usualy best to
,record this poSition, and the best way to
do that would be to make a simple sketch
of the horizon. Be sure to note easily identifiable horizon objects such as TV antennas and chimneys. If you record the posiUon where the sun sets once each week,

leaves

as seen from this same observing point,:
you will have a vivid perception of the'
change that is taking place.
Sunset poiDt changes
In the next week alone, the sunset point
will move south by one half of a degree
per day. The apparent diameter of the
864,~mj}e wide sun is one half of a degree when seen from 93 million miles
away. This means that the sunset point is
moving south each night by an amount
equal to the apparent diameter of the sun.
It will not take long to detect this change.
By the beginning of November, the
rates of change will have decreased to the
level of those of the last seven weeks. But
on the first day of winter, Dec. 21, the
biggest changes occur. On tha t day, the
sun
will rise at 7: 18 a.m.,
. .-._--- '.'- - 31 degrees
_.. south... ..
of east. The sun will reach its maximumn
altitude of 26¥J degrees at noon, and finally set at 4:38 p.m., 31 degrees south of
west. We will have a nine-hour and 20minute day, and it will be shortest day of
the year.
This is the day of the winter solstice or
"sun-stop." The sunrise and sunset points
stop moving south, the mid-day altitude of
the sun stops decreasing and the days stop
getting shorter. Everything then reverses
direction until the next summer solstice
day in 1982.
The sun is just one of the elements in
the changing scenes of nature's repertoire. Like changes in most things, the
sun's changes run in cycles, and it is only
by involvement and experience that these
changes are recognized and understood.
-~-
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Tonight is eqlJ inox ,
markinga,utumn onset
By GEORGE REED

Today is the' day of the autumnal
equinox. It is the day of the beginning of
autumn. The new season will officially
start at 10:30 p.m. tonight when the noon
sun is exactly overhead at a point on the
terrestrial equator. In case you are
curious. the point this year happens to be
in the Pacific Ocean several miles north of
New Guinea.
The last time the sun was overhead on
the equator was on the first day of Spring.
The place on the earth where tQe noon sun
was at the zenith progressed from the
equator up 10 th,e Tropic ~f Cancer at
latitude 23 112 north. during ~he spring
• Season. During the following summer
season, the earth position of -the zenith
noon sun moved back down to the equator
again. That is where it is today. The noon
sun will now begin to appear at the zenith
at latitudes farther south of the terrestrial
equator. On the first-day of winter it will
be directly overhead at latitude 23112 0
south,' the Tropic of Capricorn. '.
This is also the day that the sun sets at
the North Pole. The last sunrise' at the
North Pole was on the first day of spring.
. As spring progressed the sun slowly
spiraled higher and highE!T into the sky
_ without ever setting. As summer PTogres·
sed the' sun slowly spiraled back down to
the horizon. It will still be light at the
North' Pole tomorrow but it will be a
twilight sky t~t will not show the sun. The
. sun has been above the horizon at the
North Pole for the last 186 days. 1t will
no~ remain below the horiron for the next
179 days.
' .
The twilight sky. at any place on earth,
is the result of the indirect light that is
scattered from the sun by means of the upper atrtfosphere. Civil twilight ends when
the sun is 6 below the horiron and it
becomes difficult to clearly see printed
m'aterial. If, the Daily Local News were
delivered to you at the North Pole next
week, you would have difficult~ reading
next week's astronomy article without
some form of artificial light.
The world population that is not at the
North Pole will experience an equinox to. day. The equinox means "equaJ.night".
0

DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Sept. 22,1977
The sunrise today occurred at approximately 7:00 a:m. The sun will be' above
the horizon for 12 hours and the sun will be
below the horizon for 12 hours. The length
of daytime will equal the length of nighttime. An equinox will have occurred. The
last equinox took place on March 20 • .1977.
the first day of spring. This day is called
the vernal' equinox. Since the vernal
equinox tl;le days have been longer than the
nights. ,The next equinox will occur on
March 20, the first day of spring in 1978.
Until that time'the nights will be longer
than the days.
'
The first day of autumn is also the day
the sun rises exactly in the east and sets
exactly in the ,west The last time ttljs happened was 'again on the first day of spring.
The aJtltude of the sun at noontime is also,
the same on both of these days. In fact, the
first day of spring, the vernal equinox,and
the first day of autumn. the autumnal
equinox. are exact duplicates of, each
other. They are exactly the same in all
respects except one. Have you ever tried
swimming in the ocean on the first day of
spring? The solar insolation is the same on
. both days but the temperature is definitely
'!fifferent.
Solar insolation is a term that refers to
the rate of arrival of solar 'energy (solar
heat) on to a given area of the earth, It is
not a measure of the heat content of the
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earth. Because the apparent movement of
the sun is the same, the solar insolation is
the same on the first day of spring and the
first day of autumn. However. the heat
content is not the same. The oceari
temperature on the first day of spring was
around 40 degrees. Toda y the ocean
temperature was around 70 degrees.
The times of maximum earth heat and
minimum earth heat are six weeks beyond
the times of maximum and minimum
solar insOlation. Our .hOttest days are in
July and August, six weeks after the day of
maximum insolation, the first day of summer. Our coldest days are in January and
February six weeks after the day, of
minimum insolation, the first day; oC
winter. It takes time for the earth to warm
up and cool off. The earth is warmer t<><!ay
than it was in March because it still retains much of the heat it absorbed from
the sun this summer.
What is true about the seasons is also
true about our individual days. The maximum solar insolation occurs around noon
but the maximum daily temperature occurs later near midaflernoon. :
So today is the day of the autumnal
equinox. We can now look rorward to
nature's changing of her colors, the migration of the birds. cooler weather and
longer nights to observe the grandeur o(
our univers'e.
"
AUTUtt\NAL
EQUINO~
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Sun is revealed as nuke
with good public relations
DAILY lO~AL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., Nov. 10, 1983
By GEORGE REED
The sun is a nuke and potentially more
dangerous than any nuclear power plant.
What's more; it's in your neighborhood
and there is nothing you can do about it.
And in the end, it is going to get you. '
The question is, "Why haven't you ~en
warned?" The answer lies in good public
relations work. You have been
.
conditioned to love the sun, not to fear it.
Think of all the songs you have been
endlessly subjected to in order to promote
the sun as one of the "good guys." When,
John Denver sings "Sunshine On My ,
Shoulder," do you envision ultraviolet
radiation causing skin inflammations and
blistering? When the BeatIes musically

announce "Here Comes The Sun," do you
think of a huge active hydrogen bomb
rising above the early morning eastern
horizon? Of course not, that would be bad
PRo
Let's take a look at our daytime nuke.
The sun can be thought of as a celestial,
thermonuclear crucible in which one
element is being continuously ,
transformed into another element at the
expense of a very small percentage of the
mass involved. The result is the creation
of an amount of energy every second that
is so enormous, it reduced our man-made
"sun" bomb into a mere finger snap.
THE THERMONUCLEAR crucible lies
in the core of the sun. The temperature
there is an astonishing 15 million degrees.
At the tremendous temperatures and
densities of the solar core, hydrogen
nuclei are hurled into hydrogen nuclei.
This fushion process produces helium
nuclei and deadly high-energy gamma '
radiation. The gamma radiation appears
at the expanse of mass involved. '
The total mass of hydrogen nuclei
involved in the fusion reaction is not equal
to the mass of the created helium nuclei.
What goes in does not come out in terms
of mass. This difference is called the
mass defect. What happens to this lost
mass? It is totally and irrevocably
destroyed, annihilated and obliterated. It
is converted into energy.
The relatiol1ship between the mass lost
and the energy gained Is given by Albert
Einstein's famous energy equation (E)
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equals mass (M) times the speed of light
Before you become completely awed by
squared (cxc). This relationship between
the magnitude of this accomplishment,
mass and energy was announced in his
consider the reality of the nature of the
1905 Special Theory of Relativity. The
sun. The sun is a lethal hydrogen fusion
, equation predicts that a very small
bomb that could easily accommodate over
amount of mass can produce a very large
one million earths within its confines. The
amount of energy. You could actually say
gamma radiation produced by this bomb
a staggering amount of energy.
is deadly. So what saves us? '
Let's be more precise. How much mass
. Thank goodness the fusion reaction is
produces how much energy? The energy
limited to the core of the sun, and this
equivalent of a mass of one loaf of bread
core is surrounded by and confined by a
, could provide the intake energy from food
hot, dense, gravity squeezed mass of gas.
for the entire human race (or one whole
The gamma radiation must travel through,
400,000 miles of this gas before it escapes
day. And that's just for a· regular loaf. The
_the ~ and begins its eight-minute
world could get fat on a k.ing size loaf of
,"- -journey to the earth. Iri the process it is
, bread.
defused to innocent sunshine, and
'
THE SUN converts the equivalent of
hazardous radiation that can be handled
the mass of four million tons of hydrogen
nicely by our atmosphere.
mass into energy each second in order to
As long as the forces of gravity can.
maintain its normal energy output. This
contain our solar nuke, life will be saf~ vnl
four million tons probably represents the,
earth. It will be safe at least from this 1
mass of more bread than the entire
partkular celestial disaster.
human race has consumed since the dawn
of civilization.

Length of seasons· affected
by c/os.eness of sun
DArl Y LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs.: Sept . 24~ 1981
By GEORGE REED
Are all the sc'asons of the same length?
·'No," you say, "because autumn began
on Tuesday,' and it seems like Christmas
is a long way off."
.
But then you think, "From Christmas
until the forsythia bloom at the beginning
of spring always seems like an eternity."
And yel. you remember that the time
from 'the last snow of March until the end
of school at the beginning of summer was
always a long slow torture.
If one season is longer than the other,
you may not know which one is longest.
but you' would probably bet that summer
is the shortest season of the year. It
seems to just r1y right by, especially vacation weeks. or course, if you have school£Ige kids. summer can seem to be about
two months too long.
The truth is that the seasons are of different lengths. We have just passed
through the two longest seasons of the
year. <Jnd we are now entering our two
~h()rtesl seasons of the year.
Spring began March 20 this year and
('nded June 21. We had a 93-day spring.
;Summcr began June 21 and ended Tuesday. We also had a 93-day summer.
Autumn will end Dec. 21 after lasting
unly 90 days. Winter will begin Dec. 21
and end March 20. only 89 days later.

You may guess that the combined
· spring. and summer seasons are' seven
days longer than the combined autumn
· and winter seasons because things expand
, when they are heated and contract when
they are cooled. You would be wrong in
guessing this. The seasons are of different
· lengths because of the earth's orbit and
motion around the sun.
The earth revolves around the sun in an
elliptical orbit. An ellipse is fln oval curve
having two points on its longest axis of
symmetry such that the sum of the. distances from each point to any place on the
curve is constant. <Non-mathematicians
think of ellipses as squashed circles,) The
sun' is at one of these points; the other
point is empty.
.'
The position of the earth at the end of
each season is 90 degrees away from
where it was at the beginning of each season. The seasons have different lengths
because the earth does not travel through
these 90-degree segments at the same
speed.
When the earth is closest to the sun. at
the perihelion point of its orbit. it travels
its fastest. It revolves then at a speed that
is a little faster than its 18.6 miles per
second average speed around the sun. ·The
earth reaches the perihelion point of its
orbit during the first few days of January.

It is therefore moving fastest at the end of
the autumn season and beginning of the
winter season. '
Moves slower
When ttie earth is farthesUrom the sun.
at the aphelion point of its orbit. it travels
its slowest. It revolves at a speed that i1\ a
little slower than its 18.6 mile per second
average speed. The earth reaches the
'aphelion pOint of its orbit during the first
; few days of July. It is therefore moving
slowest at the end of the spring seasun
and beginning of the summer season. .
The combined spring and summer seasons are seven days longer than the combined autumn and winter seasons, be.
cause in the spring and summer. the earth
is (arthest from the sun and moving its
slowest.
- .
This is not what you would expect as far
as the seasons are concerned. It would
seem that the earth should be closer to the
sun in the spring and summer. The paradox is explained by another factor that
has a more important effect on the weather than the three percent change in our
distance from the sun during the year.
::ti~r~seasons ar-e determined by the length
of lime the sun is above the horizon and
how high it gets during the day. Long days
. heat the earth; short days cool the earth> .
Why are the days longer in the sumrn~r
and shorter in winter? Would vou belieVt'
. because things expand when they a;e
heated and contract when they are
cooled?
.

...... -. ......... _---
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Early scientist used
sun in -calculations
By GEORGE REED
It is a common misconception that
Christopher Columbus 'was the orily person in the world of 1492 who believed the
earth was round.
It is also misconceived that everyone
else was rolling on the docks in laughter
when he set sail westward into the Atlantic Ocean. This idea is wrong. however,
since the roundness of the earth had been
accepted into models of the universe as
early as the time of Plato. In fact, Uie
circumference of. the earth had been measured to an error of as little as one percent in the third century B.C.
The man who first accomplished this
feat was a Greek named Eratosthenes.
The astronomical method he used to mea· '
sure the earth took advantage of the fact
the sun is at its highest noontime altitude
this time of the year - the June solstice.
, Eratosthenes was brought from Athens
tQAlexandria by Egyptian King Ptolemy
UI in 244 B.C; to serve as the chief librarian ~J the great library in Alexandria. It
was during this period in Alexandria he
devised his surprisingly simple and' accur~temethod ofmeasurjng the earth.
Eratosthenes started with the known
observation the sun was directly overhead
of the City of Syene (now Aswan) on the,
day of the June solstice, which marks the
beginning of summer. A ~foot well was
supposedly dug to show no shadow was
cast by the sides. A well still exists that
tradition says was the one that was used.
CircumfereDce
A vertical pole, farther north in the City
of Alexandria, was known to cast a shadow on the same day. This meant the sun
was not overhead at Alexandria. The ~n·,
gle of the shadow cast was one-fiftieth of
a full circle. This meant that the City of
Alexandria was' ORe-fiftieth of the circumference' of the earth away from,
Syene. If the distance between Alexandria'
and Syene was measured and multiplied
by SO, a measure of the circumference of ,
, the earth would result.
Eratosthenes dispatched, a series of
proCessional "steppers" to measure the
, distance between the ciUes, The distance
was reported to be 5,000 stadia. This led to
a circumference of the earth of 250,000
stadia.
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Unfortun,ately there were three differWas Eratosthenes happy? No. In spi~'
ent values In use for the length of the sta- . of his great accomplishments he, grew
dia at that time. If we assume t~e Egyp-' ,weary of life in old age, especially after
. tian value of 517 feet per stadIUm was he lost his eyesight. When he was 80 years
, used, then the value for the circumfer- . old Eratosthenes committed suicide by
ence of, the earth becomes 24,479 mites. starvation. This is 'the time of the year to
The accepted value today for the cir- remember Eratosthenes since, Saturday
cumference is 24,875 miles. The differ- marks the June solstice or the beginning
ence oC 39.6 miles represents an error of . of summer. The Saturday noon sun will be
,11.6 percent...
"
,73 112, degrees above the horizon in West
Eratosthenes obtained g~ results In "Chester. This will be the highestalt1tude,
, ,h~s attempt to measure the Circumference " of the sun during the entire year. If you
,.of the earth, How, much of it was ~ue to .; really wish to do something in memory of
good luck we do not know, but thiS feat, Eratosthenes, you might skip lunch, on
has made his name Immortal."
' ,',' Saturday and instead go outside and cast a
, shadow.
"
,
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DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., Aug. 16,1979

. ··B.y GEORGE REED
The sky, is alive with stars at
this time of the year. It's a beautiful time to look at the night sky,
especially if you are at a vacation
site that affords you a view of a
dark, star-filled night. The early
evening summer sky presents,
among others, the bright constella~jons of Scorpius,· Sagittarius,
Aquila and Cygnus.' The sky containing these constellations, however, has been made more beautiful because it is softly brushed
with the fragile glow of the multitudinous stars of the Milky Way
galaxy. The stars of the night sky
make us aware of their presence
because of a process that takes
place deep wIthin the sEa-r. . , .
The ·slars of the night sky shine
because they are able to ·do what
the medieval alchemist was never
able to accomplish. They shine because deep within their bowels
they accomplish the transmutation of elements - converting hydrogen into helium with a resultant blast of energy. This energy
makes itself known to us in the
form of starlight and sunshine.
A statement to the effect that
the stars and the sun contain hydrogen and helium is easily .accepted today. Few people would
read such a statement with any
kind of pause. This would not always have been true. The nineteenth century French philosopher
Auguste Comte once madea listor
things that could never be known.
He was trying to save. us some
time and energy. Comte stated we
could look at the stars for as long
as we wished but we would never
.know what they were made of because we could never get to them
to obtain a sample. He should
have known better. At the time
Comte was making his list, a scientist was working away in his
laboratory on some experiments

that would, within only a few short the earth. He assumed he had disyears, lead to a knowledge of the covered an element in the sll:n ~hat
did not exist on the earth. Lockyer
composition of the stars.
decided to name the element after
. Comte was inaccurate in his
Helios, the Greek god of the.sun.
prediction we would never learn
Helium therefore became the ."elthe composition of th~ stars. Withement
of the s~n."- Helium
in 11 years after his death, the el~- .
mained
the "sun" element for
mentlielfum-wis identifiedas....aonly
27
years,
because in 1895 it
constituent of the sun long before
was
found
on
earth
by the British
it ,was· recognized on the earth.
chemist,
Sir
William
Ramsay. _
This only goes to show, you just
.
Heiium
is
now
known
to be the
never know.
second most abundant element ·in
The composition of a star is
the universe. It is only st}!'Pass~~·
determined by an analysis ,.:of its
in~ abundanc-e- by hydrogen.· Our
light, after that light has been
present knowledge of the interior
spread out by a prism into what is
operations of stars indicates the
called a spectrum. The spectrum
conversion of hydrogen into helicontains series of dark lines that
um is what produces the light we
act as the fingerprints of the elereceive from the ·sky.
ments within the star. Each eleJ. Norman Lockyer went on to
ment on earth produces its own
have a distinguished career in s0characteristic set of lines in an
lar astronomy research and as the
earth laboratory situation. When
50-year editor of the prestig!p~s
these same lines are found in a
science }oufriat;-Nature. He was
star, it means the element is in
eventually knighted.
the star.
.
,
He is also remembered for his
During a total solar eclipse in
popular books· about rtstronomy
1868, a 32-year-old, British astronand his investigations· into the asomer named J. Norman Lockyer,
tronomical contributions to the arfound a; prominent line in the solar
chitecture of the Egyptian pyramspectrum tha t could not be identiids and England's Stonehenge. He
, fied with any known element on
died on today's date, Aug. 16, in
.....,-----..........- - - - - - the year 1920., .
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NOTES

CHAPTER THREE

The Moon
The moon is the earth's large natural satellite and its closest neighbor in space. As such it has been used as a SOurCe
for the cause of love (moonstruck) and madness (Iunacy,),' In the middle of the 20th century: the moon became the target
of man's first adventure into outer space. In spite of this interest in the moon, the majority of people today know little
about its motion through the sky.
The motion of the moon, as seen projected against the background stars of the celestial sphere, is eastward along a
great circle that is inclined 5° 08' with respect to the ecliptic. The motion of the moon will therefore closely parallel the
motion of the sun through the zodiac constellations. The angular rate at which the moon moves along its projected orbit
is much faster than the angular rate that the sun moves along the ecliptic. The sidereal period of the moon is 27. d3217 ,
(27 d 7h 43 m11 .5 S ). This is the time it takes the moon to complete one revolution (360°) with respect to the background
stars. This means that the moon moves eastward along its path at an average rate of 13°.2 per day with respect to the
background stars. Since the sun appears to move an average of I° per day in the same eastward direction, the moon will
appear to move eastward through the background stars at an average rate of 12°.2 per day with respect to the sun. It will
take the moon 29 d .5306 (29d12h44m2~.8) to move 360° and gain one lap on the sun. This is the synodic (coming
together) period of the moon. The moon's nightly motion is easily discernible to an observer since it appears to move
through an arc equal to its mean angular diameter of 3}'5/1 in roughly one hour.
The true orbit of the moon is an ellipse with the earth at the major foci point. The Keplerian motion of the moon
about the earth will cause it to change its angular rate of motion and apparent angular diameter during the month. When
the moon is near perigee, its closest approach to the earth, it will appear to move through the background stars at its
fastest angular rate and exhibit its largest apparent diameter. When the moon is near apogee, its farthest distance from
the earth, it will appear to move at its slowest angular rate and exhibit its smallest angular diameter. Changes or
deviations in the orbital motion of the moon are caused by the gravitational effects of the other masses in the solar
system. The greatest deviations. or perturbations, are caused by the sun. These perturbations require the statistics of the
moon's orbit to be stated in qualified terms, thus the usually given distances of the moon at perigee (221,463 miles) and
apogee (252,710 miles) will vary from month to month depending upon the relative positions of the earth and moon with
respect to the sun. Perturbations due to the sun will also cause the inclination of the orbit with respect to the celestial
equator to vary between 4°57' and 5°20'.
The lunar orbit will cross the ecliptic at two diametrically opposite points. The position on the ecliptic where the
moon appears to cross in going from south of the ecliptic to north is referred to as the ascending (£6) node. The position
on the ecliptic where the moon appears to cross in going from north to south of the ecliptic is referred to as the
descending (~) node. The two nodal points are connected by an imaginary line that passes through the earth and is
called the line of nodes. The ascending and descending nodes of the lunar orbit are analogous to the March and
September equinox points on the ecliptic. A perturbation of the moon's orbit by the sun causes the two nodal points to
slowly move westward along the ecliptic. The line of nodes will complete one 3600 westward movement around the
ecliptic in 18.6 years. This motion of the nodal points is referred to as the "regression of nodes." This means that the
. lunar ascending and descending nodes are moving westward at a rate of approximately I°.5 per draconic or nodical
period. Since the nodes are moving westward, the moon will complete one 360° revolution with respect to one
of its nodes before it completes one 360° revolution with respect to the background stars. The draconic period of
27.2122 days will therefore be shorter than the lunar sidereal period. Since the westward regression of the lunar
nodes calises the moon to move such that it crosses the ecliptic 1°.5 westward of its previous crossing. the moon
does not move in a closed orbit with respect to the earth.
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Figure 19

The projected lunar orbit.

The most conspicuous observation of the moon is that its appearance changes from night to night. The changes in
the shape of the lighted part of the moon as seen from the earth are called the phases of the moon. The visibility of the
moon, as seen from the earth, is due to the reflection of incident light from the sun. The moon would be a much brighter
object in the sky if it were a better reflector. The ratio of the intensity of the light reflected from the moon to the intensity
of the light incident upon the moon is called the albedo of the moon. The value of the albedo of the moon is 0.07 which
means that the lunar surface reflects 7% of the sunlight it receives and absorbs 93% of the sunlight it receives.
The reason that the moon exhibits the phenomena of phasing was well understood by the earliest astronomers.
Figure 1.9 shows the moon at various positions during its synodic period as it is seen from north of the solar system. The
diagram also shows the view of the moon that is seen by an earth observer for each of the moon positions.
When the moon is in conjunction with the sun, that is when the moon is between the earth and the sun. the dark side
of the moon is facing the earth and we have the invisible new phase. As the moon moves 12°.2 per day eastward from
the position of the sun it will appear as a waxing (growing) crescent. The crescent will be growing from west to east
across the moon. Since the moon is to the east of the sun, it will appear, in the early evening hours, above the western
horizon. Soon after the new phase the moon will appear as a thin crescent engulfing a faint lunar disk.
The moon will continue to move east of
the sun and the crescent will continue to grow until the moon reaches eastern quadrature. At this position in its orbit, the
moon will be 90 to the east of the sun. It will be seen from the earth as a half illuminated hemisphere. The western half
of the' moon will be illuminated. The moon is at first quarter because one-fourth of a synodic period has elapsed since the
time of new moon.
The first quarter moon will cross the observer's meridian around the time of sunset. At successive sunsets, the
position of the moon will be closer to the eastern horizon and the moon will appear as a waxing gibbous moon. A
gibbous moon is one in which the dividing line between the day and night side of the moon, called the tenninator. allows
more than fifty per cent, but not one hundred per cent, of the moon to be visible to an earth observer. The moon will
0
continue to move to the east and the lighted portion will continue to grow until the moon is in opposition, 180 from the
sun. The moon will now be "full". It will be seen as a fully lighted disk in the evening sky.
0
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Figura 20 The phases 01 the moon.
The ful! moon wil! rise in the east as the sun sets in the west. The ful! moon will also set in the west as the sun rises
in the east. After the full moon the phases will be repeated in a reverse order. The moon will continue to move eastward
but now it will appear as a waning (paling) gibbous moon untd it reaches western quadrature. At this position in its orbit,
the moon will be 90 to the west of the sun. It will be seen from the earth as a half illuminated hemisphere. Since the
terminator and the night part of the moon will move from west to east across the lunar disk, the eastern half of the moon
will now be illuminated. The moon is at third quarter because three quarters of a synodic period have elapsed since the
time of new moon.
The third quarter moon will cross the observer's meridian around the time of sunrise since it is now 90° to the west.
of the sun. At successive sunrises, the position of the moon will be closer to the eastern horizon and the moon wilL
appear as a waning crescent. The early morning crescent will get thinner and thinner until the moon is in conjunction
with the sun once again. The entire cycle from new moon to new moon takes 29".5 or one synodic period. The synodic
period of the moon is the time between occurrences of a particular configuration. such as new moon to new moon, or the
time it takes the moon to gain one 3600 lup on the sun.
0

The moon rises in the east and sets in the west at some time ench day. This is due to the rotation of the earth. If the
moon did not have its own motion with respect to the background stars. it would rise. set and cross the observer's
meridian four minutes earlier each night. This would also be due to the rotation of the earth. The eastward motion of the
moon with respect to the sun and stars causes it to appear in a different part of the sky at a given time. It also causes the
time of moonrise and moonset to be retarded or delayed each day by an average of 50 minutes. In one synodic period
(29 d .5) the moon loses one 3600 lap on the sun with respect to meridian crossings. The lap is equivalent to the loss of a
24 hour mean solur day.

24 hours x 29.5 solar days
solar day
(29.5 - I) lunar days
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24.84 hours
lunar day

TABLE 8
Moonrise Delay as a Function of Latitude
Latitude

30°
35°
40°
45°
50°
55°
60°

Minimum
Delayl

Maximum
Delay:!

Min
35
32
28
24
19
13
5

Min
59
61
64

68
73
82
88

I. Full moon I day after September equinox
2. Full moon 2 days before March equinox

The time of day and the place in the sky where the moon is visible will change with the phase of the moon.
At the time of sunset, the waxing crescent moon will be visible in the western sky. Each night the moon will be
higher in the sky than the night before and each night the moon will set at a later time t.han the ~ight before. The first
quarter moon will be on the meridian at the time of sunset. The moon will now set approxImately Sl~ hours after the su~.
The waxing gibbous moon will be seen in the eastern sky during the late afterryoon and at the time of sunset. It wlll

remain visible for most of the night since it sets each morning closer to the time of sunrise. The full moon will rise at the
time of sunset and remain above the horizon until the time of sunrise.
The waning gibbous moon will rise later and later each night and set later and later after sunrise the next day. The
waning gibbous moon can often be seen in the morning western sky. The third quarter moon will rise approximately six
hours after sunset and will be seen on the meridian at the time of sunrise.
The waning crescent moon will be seen in the eastern sky at the time of sunrise. Each morning the crescent will be
thinner and closer to the eastern horizon. After the new moon, a waxing crescent moon will again appear in the early
evening western sky and the cycle will be repeated. The crescent moon can be observed within 24 hours of the time of
new moon. In favorable situations it can be seen much closer to the time of conjunction. The best conditions for first
seeing a young crescent occur after a conjunction that has taken place between midnight and sunrise around the time of the
March equinox.
.
The altitude of the moon as it crosses the meridian will change with the phase of the moon and the season of the
year. The new moon will cross the meridian within five degrees of the altitude of the sun. The new moon would
therefore be low in the sky near the time of the December solstice and high in the sky near the time of thl: June solstice.
The full moon, since it will be on the ecliptic 1800 away from the sun, will be high in the sky near the time of the
December solstice and low in the sky near the time of the June solstice. The new and fuB moon will cross the meridian
within five degrees of the altitude of the sun near the time of the March and September equinoxes.
If the moon is observed, through even a part of its synodic period. it will soon become apparent that it orbits the
earth. so that the same side is always facing the earth. During the course of the month we always see some part of the
"man in the moon". This is because the lunar rotation period is equal to the lunar period of revolution. Figure)2
illustrat~s the rotation and revolution of the moon during one sidereal period. The moon probably rotated much faster
than it revolved at some time in the distant past. The gravitational effect of the earth caused solid tides on the moon that
are analogous to the ocean tides that we experience on the earth. Over millions of years the moon tides caused the lunar
period of rotation to slow down. Today the tidal bulges are pointing toward and away from the earth and the lunar
rotational period has become equal to the lunar period of revolution by what is called tidal coupling.
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There are several factors that cause the time of delay of moonrise, moonset and the meridian crossing of the moon
to vary throughout the year. The elliptical orbit of the moon causes its eastward angular rate to vary according to the
position of the moon in its orbit. When the moon is near apogee, its contribution to the delay will be less than when it is
near perigee. Since the lunar orbit is inclined to the celestial equator, its projected eastward motion on the celestial
equator will vary. When the moon is in that part of its orbit which is near the solar equinox points, its projected motion
will be less than when it is near the solstice points and the inclination's contribution to the total delay will be less. The
latitude of the observer willmostaffect the time of delay of moonrise and moonset. At latitudes other than the equator, the
moon will rise and set at angles that are oblique £0 the horizon.
The eastward motion of the moon will require varying amounts of apparent westward rotation of the celestial
sphere in order to bring the moon back to its horizon position. This can be demonstrated for the intermediate north
latitudes by the "harvest moon" of autumn and the Easter moon of spring.
'
Figure 21 (a) illustrates the conditions for the harvest moon effect. In the autumn, the full moon will be near the
March equinox point on the celestial sphere. The moon's orbit, like the ecliptic, will be at a relatively low angle with
respect £0 the horizon. The 13°.2 motion of the moon will make a small change in the position of the moon, below the
hOrizon, from the time of moonrise on one night to that same time the following night. The delay in moonrise from one
night to the next will therefore be a minimum. The full moon that occurs near the time of the September equinox, will
have a minimum delay in the time of moonrise from night to night. This will cause the near full moon to slowly rise
above the horizon in the early evening sky for several evenings, in late September or early October. Since the extra light
was to the great advantage of the harvester, the full moon nearest the autumnal equinox came to be known as the harvest
moon. The next full moon is sometimes referred to as the" Hunter's Moon."

~ Eastern

, . . - -...-~-.....-

horizon

(a) HARVEST MOON

.'

(b) EASTER MOON

.

Figure 21 The autumn and spring full moon.
Figure 21 (b) jllustrates the conditions for the Easter moon effect. In the spring, the full moon will be near the
September equinox point on the celestial sphere. The moon's orbit will be at a relatively high angle with respect to the
horizon. In this situation, the }3°.2 motion of the moon will cause a maximum change in the position of the moon,
below the horizon, from the time of moonrise on one night to that same time the following night. The full moon that
oc.curs near the time of the March equinox will have a maximum delay in the time of moonrise from night to night. This
will cause the near full moon to be seen for only a few nights in the evening sky. Table 8 shows the change in moonrise
delay as a function of latitude for a harvest moon and an Easter moon.
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Revolution
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In order to have the same
side always facing the earth,
the moon must rotate.

Figure 22 The rotation and revolution of the moon.
Figure 23 is a lunar map that identifies the features that make the "man in the moon" that is seen with the unaided
eye. This is the side of the moon that al~'ays faces the earth. The dark areas that are seen on the lunar sphere were
mistakenly tenned maria or "seas" (singular-mare) by Galileo in the early seventeenth century. These mare areas,
which cover approximately 40% of the lunar surface visible from earth, are broad, relatively smooth. circular plains that
are several hundred kilometers in radius. The different mare were named according to the superstition that the first
quarter moon promoted good weather while the last quarter moon promoted bad weather. The western hemisphere of the
moon, which is visible at the first quarter. contains the seas of Serenity. Tranquillity and Fertility. The eastern
hemisphere of the moon, which is visible at third quarter. contains the Seas of Showers and Clouds and the Ocean of
Storms.
Archeological discoveries indicate that as long as 20.000 years ago, man was observing the phases of the moon in
what was probably an attempt to develop a calendar that would accurately mark the seasons. The "month" was
probably the first unit of time developed after the day.

Figure 23 Moon map for unaided observation.
Naked Eye Features
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Mare
Mare
Mare
Mare
Mare

Crisium-Sea of Crisis
Fecu nd ita tis-Sea of Fertil i ty
Frigoris-Sea of Cold
Humorum"""'-Sea of Humors
Imbrium-Sea of Showers

F.
G.
H.
1.
J.

Mare Nectaris-Sca of Nectar
Mare Nubium-Sea of Clouds
Mare Serenitatis-Sea of Serenity
Mare Tranquilitatis-Sca of Tranquillity
Oceanus Procell arum-Ocean of Storms
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Naked I Astronomy
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., May 8,1986

Waxing moon watcbers, it's time
to get ready to pursue the lunar light
By GEORGE REED

Today is the day of the new moon. This means at some specific time on
today's date, like 6:10 p.m. EDT, the moon and sun will be momentarily in the
same part of the sky. A solar eclipse, right? Wrong. Not this time.
Solar eclipses occur only when the moon blocks out some of the light of the
sun: If the moon partially covers the sun, we have a partial solar eclipse. U
the moon totally covers the sun, we have a dramatic total solar eclipse.
We do not experience a solar eclipse at every new moon because the new
moon can be above or below the sun at tnis time. This is because the orbit of
the moon is inclined by 5 degrees to the ecliptic, the sun's apparent path
through the zodiac constellations. We missed a solar eclipse this month since
the moon was above the sun.
~
NEW MOONS DON'T offer much for moon watchers. The bright side of
the moon is facing the sun and the dark side of the moon is facing the earth.
There is no moon to see.
The only observations the new moon offers are darkened skies for
stargazers, and higher than average tides for seashore dwellers. The
observation of the first appearance of a thin crescent following the new
moon, however, offers a true challenge to moon watchers.
There are a lot of moon watchers worldwide who have gone to greaf effort
in attempts to observe the thin crescent moon by naked eye, binoculars and
telescope, when it is less than a day past new moon. It's a challenge, and any
sighting of a crescent moon within 24 hours of new moon is exceptional.
There are certain conditions which favor an earlier sighting of an evening
crescent moon. These conditions include a new moon occurring between
midnight and sunrise around the time of the vernal equinox. Tonight's DeW
moon doesn't satisfy the conditions, so you are not going to break the 14 hours
and 53 minutes record set in 1972 with binoculars.
NEW MOON TO new moon is 29.5 days long. This is caUedthe moon's
.'
synodic, of Hcorrong together," period. In this period of one "month," the
moon completely circles the zodiac and comes back to once again line up
with the sun. The apparently faster moving moon essentially gains a lap on
the sun.
The moon moves more quic\kly through the stars than the sun or any of ~
planets. It's 12.2 degrees m~vement easterly away from the sun is easily !
discernible from night to night. Each night the crescent moon can be seen at
sunset, it will appear farther away from the sun and near a different
grouping of stars.
Even within one night it is possible to observe the movement of the mOOD
among the background stars. The moon appears to move through an angle
equal to itrs own apparent diameter of one half degree each hour. This is
most easily seen on nights when the moon is very near a bright star. The
moon's position with respect to the star will change during the course of the
night.
THERE ARE TWO other things to look for In the coming week as the
moon moves from the new to first quarter phase. The first thing is the
increaSing amount of the lighted half of the moon that becomes visible from
night to night. Since the moon will appear as a growing crescent this is
referred to as the waxing (from the German "wachen" to grow) crescent
phase.
Another phenomenon to look for is the "old moon in the new moon's arms."
For several nights during the coming week you will be able to see a fainUy,
illuminated disk within the lunar crescent. This is the dark side of the moon.
It can be seen 1?ecause it is being faintly llluminated by earthshiDe, lun light
reflected off the earth in the direction of the moon. The earthshine is then
reflected off the moon and back to the eyes of waiting moon watchers.
So w.hat is it going to be this week? An eclipse or a waxing moon watcher?

The moon always show.s us
the same face

By GEORGE REED

Tomorrow is the day of the third
quarter moon, or last quarter moon as it
is also called. At S:C17 tomorrow
afternoon, the moon will have moved 270
degrees around the earth since the time of
the May 12 new mOOn. It will have to'
move only 90 more degrees to reach new
moon once again Saturday, June 11.

DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., June 2, 1983 '
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Last week was the time of the waning
gibbous moon. A decreasingly lighted
moon rose later each night and was seen.
,~
as a more than 50 percent illuminated disk
in the western sky after sunrise. During
1~
.
the coming week, a waning crescent moon
will be visible in the eastern' sky shortly
before sunrise.
The moon passes from the waning
~bbous to the waning crescent phase
w~~-the tenninator appears u a straight
. line. The terminator is the dividing line
between the dark and lighted portion of
the lunar disk.
The first quarter moon and third
quarter moon both appear as a balf disk in
thesky~ ThecUfference between them lies
in Wbich hall of the moon is illuminated.
The rigbtside i$ visible at the time of first
qU~rter and the left side ~ visible at the
time of third quarter..
IF YOU BA VE been observing the
mO()n, you have no doubt noticed that the
third quarter moon has a much larger
area olmaria covering its surface;
Almosftwo-thirds of the visible surface of
the third 'quarter moon is covered by
these ancient lunar lava flows in
comparison to approximatelyone-trurd of
the visible surface of the first quarter'
moon.
U you have been observing the moon,
NOW GET UP and walk (revolve)
around an object so that the same side of
you have also no doubt noticed that the
you always faces the object. Did you have
same side of the moon is always facing
to rotate while you were revolving around
toward the earth. We never get to see the
practically maria free far side of the
the object? .If you are not convinced that
moon. Now that it has been mentioned,
the moon rotates on its axis as it revolves
the obvious question to ask is, why? Why
around the earth. try moving around the
does the same side of the moon
same object, but always facing in the
perpetually face toward the earth?
same direction in the room.
.
We know that the moon revolves around
The fact that the moon rotates and
the urth in a counterclockwise direction. . revolves with the same period to always
Each night its position among the
have the same side facing us is not a
background stars cbanges. Must the moon
fortuitous circumstance. It is due to the
also rotate, or not rotate about an axis
gravitational interaction of the earth and
within, in order to always bave the same
moon over a long period of time.
side facing the earth, as it revolves
Five billion years ago, the moon was
around the earth? Think about it.
much closer to the earth and rotating
You can arrive at an answer to the
much more rapidly. It was also largely
question by first considering some other
molten rock that·was affected by the
questions. For instance, what is the
gravitational pull of the earth in the same
difference in what you see when Sitting in
way that the oceans of the earth are today
a regular chair and what you see when
affected by the gravitational pull of the
rotating on a movable stool? In one case
you are always facing in the same
direction, and tn the other case, you get to
see all sides of the room:

:~f)~
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mOOD. The liquid rock lunar tides
produced friction, and the friction caused
the moon to slow its rate of rotation and .
move away from the earth. The moon·
eventually slowed down enough to become
locked into the synchronous rotation
circumstance we observe today.
The moon is one of the prime
attractions of the universe we see beyond
the earth. and watching it change phases
as it moves through the more distant stars
can almost become a compulsion to
'
stargazers. Try not to look at the moon
some night or morning when it is visible
in the sky. If you know it is tilere, you
cannot ignore it. You are locked into a
synchronous rotation. You must always
turn to face the moon.

Moon's apparent motion
c1epflnds on point 01 view
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pclo, Thurs., Jan. 7, 1982
By GEORGE REED

r

The moon is gravitationally bound to the
earth and therefore moves in orbit around
the earth. Most people would accept this
statement as correct. We can see the
moon move counterclockwise through the
'background stars from night to night. This
is what the moon is doing this week as it
slowly approaches Saturday night's full
moon.
What would we see i r we were suspend·
ed in space so that we could look down
upon the sun and the earth-moon system?
Obviously. we would see the moon move
counterclockwise in a circle around the
earth as the earth orbited the sun. Most
people would also accept this statement
as correct. This time most people would
be wrong.
'.
The moon would not be seen to move in
a closed circle around the earth as the
earth orbited the sun. The moon would be
seen to move around the sun in a large
orbit that had what could be called scalloped edges.
.
.
How can the moon be in orbit about the
t!arth and yet not move completely around
the earth each month? It all depends on
your point of reference. It depends on
whether you take the earth's motion of
revolution around the sun into account
when you describe the moon's motion.
If you ignore the earth's revolution
~round the sun, then it js quite correct to
describe the moon's motion of revolution,
with respect to the earth. as a completed
crbi t around the t!arth.
Different description
If you take the earth's revolution around
the sun into account, as you would have to
do if you were viewing the earth-moon
system from outer space, then you will
get a different description of the motion
Dt the moon.
Our last fuU moon occurred Dec. 11.
The earth was at position A in the diagram and the moon was on the opposite
side of the earth as the sun . We saw a
fully illuminated lunar disk so it was a full
moon.
.
The moon appeared in the third quarter
phase seven days later on Dec. 18. The
earth had moved to position B and the
moon had moved to a position in front of
the earth. An observer on the earth would
have seen the moon move through one
quarter of a turn in the sky.
Our last new moon occurred Dec. 26.
The moon at that time was between the
sun and the earth, which was then at position C. The moon's dark side was facing
us since the moon had again moved one
quarter of a turn in our sky.

0;/
~
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New Moon
Dec. 26
,_st Quarter
Jan,3

8

Full Moon
,Jan,9

The last first quarter moon took place
on Sunday. The earth had then moved to
poSition D in the diagram, and the moon
had moved to a position behind the earth.
. An earth-bound stargazer would have seen
the moon continue its one quarter of a
turn movement through the sky between
the new and first quarter phases.
On Saturday, the earth will be at position E. and the moon will again be in the
opposite part of the sky from the sun. The
moon will have completed one turn
through the sky since December's full

moon.
It can be seen from the diagram that an
observer on the earth would see something entirely different each month from
what would be seen by an observer in
space. The earth observer would see the
moon move in a complete counterclockwise orbit through the stars of the night
sky. The space observer would see the
moon move from outside to inside and
back outside of the earth's orbit between
each full moon. What you see depends entirelyon your point of reference.
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Next full moon is 'once in a blue ... '
OAt LV LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., July 25, 1985
By GEORGE REED
The language of astronomy makes
sense, no matter what you may think.
But admittedly, this sense is not ale
ways apparent to beginners:
The names of stars and constella·
tion patterns, and the frequently used
terms of astronomy often appear to be
nonsense tenns. But they are not. It is
only when the beginner learns something of the long history and evolution
of our concept of the cosmos that the
sense begins to become apparent
Star names are a case in point. The
names of many of the brightest stars
seen during different seasons, names
Betelgeuse, Alpheratz, sound
$'ange to the English ear because

like

they are Arabic names. These stars
have Arabic names as a result of the
Dark Ages of Europe, a one thousand
year period wben astronomy was preserved by the Arab world. When as-

RO~BLE: .•. ((
'RUMBLe ... '

tronQrny was rediscovered at the onset
of the RenaiSsance, the Arabic names
for the stars remained. Thank goodness.

THE ENGIJSH translations of these

names to Uannpit", "horse's navel"
and the "ghoul", make sense in relation
to their positions in their respective

THIS .VOLCANIC BELCH by the
earth, one of the most violent in
recorded history, spewed enough material into the atroosphere to decrease
the averge solar energy reaching the
earth by ten percent during a 3 year
period. The 100 foot bigh tidal wave
resulting from the eruption claimed

constellations, but leave something to
be desired in terms of the images they

evoki

in

Every "once
a blue moon" however, an astronomical tenn with a
shadowy past comes along. "Blue
moon" is one of these terms. Strictly
spealting, a blue moon refers to the
second full moon to occur within a
month. This is a rare event since the
interval between full moons is 29~
days.

In' oqier to have two full moons occur within a month, one of the full
moons must occur at the very beginning of the ll10nth since our months
are only 30 and 31 days long. A February ~lue moon is impossible.
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OOR LAST FULL moon occurred'
on July 2, therby satisfying the ,beginning of the month requirement. Our
next full moon will occur next
Wednesday, July 31. This full moon
will be the second this month and
therefore a "blue moon."
So what is meant by a blue moon?
One thing seems to be certain: the
term does not refer to a nonnal visual
perception of a full moon. Try to find
someone who has seen a blue colored
moon.
'There are no nonnal atmospheric
affects that selectively remove the red
color from moonlight and leave blue
as the dominant color. The opposite is
true, and that is why we have red sunsets and rising full moons that appear
reddish-orange.
This means the blue moon may possibly originate in an event that is even
rarer than a blue moon. The possible
event is a tremendous volcanic eruption, such as the 1883 euption of Krakatoa in southeast Asia.

'36,000 lives. The noise was heard over
2,000 miles away, and the shock wave
was recorded around the globe.

Reports from the time describe the
sun and moon as having a blue-green
appearance. This was probably the result of particles of volcanic ash in the
atmosphere baving removed more of
the red color from the light of the sun
and moon than the blue color, as is
usually the case. II this is. the correct
exPlanation for the term, then we are
all better off without a real blue moon.
INCIDENALLY, our last blue moon
occurred on Dec. 30, '1982. This in itself
was an extremely rare blue moon because a lunar eclipse took' place that

same night.
.

•

Our next blue moon, after next
week, will not occur until May of 1988.
That makes Wednesday's full moon a
"once in a ..." event

Ful/moontheoriesare full of moon dust,
and here's why
DAILY lOCAl-N EWS, West Chester, Pa., 1hUfs., May 22, 1986

By GEORGE REED
PONZO ILLUSION

/--------~

Of all the phases of the moon, the full moon is the one that produces the
most interest and the most opinions. For instance, eyeryone IIknows the full
moon adversely affects the behavior of people. We know this in spite of any
solid supporting evidence. We just know the full moon creates werewolfs and
lunatics, and increases in births and crime.
The'full does most definitely affect behavior. It causes us to believe in the
unbelieveable. It creates an exciting mental illusion.
'
There is also an exciting visual illuSion associated with the full moon. It is
called simply "the moon illusion."
THE MOON ILLUSION refers to the apparent dramatic increase in the
size of the full moon when it is seen near the horizon in comparison to when it
is seen higher up in the sky. There have been almost as many explanations
. for this illusion as for the full m~n - lunacy illusion.
The best explanation was recently proposed by Professor Carl Wenning of
Illinois State University at Normal. Professor Wenning explains the moon
illusion as an inverted Ponzo illusion. This illusion is better known as the
railrOad track illusion.
If two objects of the same size are placed between converging lines, like
railroad tracks in a drawing, the object closest to the point of convergence
always appears larger. Our mind tells us the narrower part of the lines is
farther away than the more separated part of the lines and therefore,
although the objects appear to have the same angular size, the farther object
must be bigger. Sometimes you can't even trust yourself to tell yourself the
truth.
TaE NIGHT SKY is often described as an apparent sphere. A closer
inspection of the night sky, however, reveals that it gives a flattened dome
appearance. The sky overhead appears closer to us than a far horizon ..
An object of the same angular size, like the moon, will therefore appear a
different size when seen on the far horizon compared to high above the
horizon. The horizon moon is the same angular size as the higher moon, but
since the horizon appears farther away than the overhead sky, the. horizon
moon appears larger.
.
The moon illusion, or Ponzo illusion, also works for the sun and
constellations. The rising and setting sun appears larger than normal, and
rising and setting constellations appear larger than normal. But like the
saying goes, "seeing is believing."
Professor Wenning suggests you roll a piece of paper into a tube just large
enough to be filled by the "large" rising moon. Use tape to permanently fix
the size of the tube.
USE THE SAME tube to look at the moon several hours later after the
moon has risen above the horizon. The "smaller" moon will fill the same size
tube as the "larger" horizon moon. The "smaller" moon an.d "larger" moon
are therefore exactly the same angular size.
Full or nearly full moons will raise above the eastern horizon 'this coming
week at 6:53 pm (Thursday), 8:16 pm (Friday), 9:37 pm (Saturday) and 10:51
pm (Sunday).
JJ

Friday's rising full moon and the almost full moon of the other nights will
afford you an opportunity to dispel one of the most persistent full moon
myths. Just remember to bring a stake along with you, just in case. Or is it
garlic and a crucifix that you need?
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Is June's

A HONEY MOON '(

moon a
honey
moon

~ o®
o

WAXING AND
W~'N" LO"E~

ByGEORGEREED
The next full moon will. occur Sunday
evening. You might think if you've seen
.ene full moon, you've seen them all. This
is not necessarily so. For instance, do you
know if tbe full moon rises and sets in the
same places each month? Do you know if
the full moon reaches the same maximum
altitude in the sky each month?
: The movement of the full moon each
month is the same as that of the sun at the
opposite time of the year. This is because
the sun and the full moon are in opposite
parts of the sky. Since June is the month
of the summer sun, the full moon will
closely duplicate the movement of the
winter SWl of December.
: The SWl is now rising far to the north of
east, reaching a high altitude at noontime
and setting far to the north of west. It is
above the horizon a lot more than it is
below the horizon and we are consequently experiencing long days and short
nights.

. .

*

. The June full moon will rise far to the
South of east It will not be very high in
the sky wben it reaches its maximum altitude at midnight. and it will set far to th(!
south of west. The time between the rising
and the setting of the full. moon will be a
~mum for the year. The behavior of
the June full moon thus mirrors the behavior of the December sun.
. The full moon, therefore, does not riselD the same place each month. Its rising
positibn moves around during the year in
the same way as that of the sun. It rises
and sets to the south of east and west in
the summer. It rises and sets to the north
of east and west in the winter.
_
The full moori also does not rea.ch the
same maximum altitude in the sky each
month. Its maximum midnight altitude
varies like that of the sun. The full moon
ts found low in the sky in the summer and
high in the sky in the winter.
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ance like that of honey. The June moon
was therefore referred to as a honey
moon and people who got married in June
consequently had a honey moon. The
term, if this is its true origin, was then
of Canada's Observer's Handbook. ..
expanded to relate to the post nuptial peri.' As the light from the full moon travels
through the earth's atmosphere, it in- od of couples who married .at any time of
the year.
.
teracts with the atoms and molecules that
There are other explanations of the
constitute the earth's atmosphere. in the
same way the sun's light interacts with term of course. One such explanation
the atmosphere. The blue end of the white states the word is derived from the anlight spectrum is scattered by the atmos- cient custom of drinking a boney potion
pbere to a greater extent than the red end for a month, or u mooth," after marriage.
of the white light spectrum. This causes Thus the 3O-day interval of time following
the rising and setting. sun to take on a a marTiage was the honeymoon period.
reddish appearance when it Is near the Attila the Hun is reported to have drank
so much of this honey potion he died of
horizon.
:.
Since the full moon in Jun~ is always suffocation in 453 A.D.
A
more
skeptical
explanation
states
the
low in the sky and therefore near the horizon. its color is affected by the passage of first month of mat:,iage is the sweetest,
but that the nuptial affections tnere atter
its light through the atmosphere. The
June full moon takes on a golden appear- "wax" and "wane" as does the moon in
gomg through its phases.

. This aU leads to an etymological full
moon story that is, at least amusing. if not
entirely credible. It appeared in the 1979
edition· of the Royal Astronomical Society

Woxing, Iwaning moon
. . spawns' superstition
DAilY LOCAL N,~WS, West Che~ter, Pa., Thurs., Mar. 23,1978
GEORGE REED
A superstitution is defined in the dic·
tionary as ~'a belief, conception, act, or
practice resulting from ignorance, un·
reasoning fear of the unknown or
mysterious morbid scrupulosity trust in
magic or chance, or a false conception of
causation."
In other words, superstiUions are
beliefs that are held by people in spite of
what appears to be evidence to"the con·
trary. Cross your fingers and hope you're
not that kind of person.
It is generally believed most superstitu·
tions developed long ago (rom the rituals
of the ea rliest religions. Superstitions
were early attempts to discover why and
how things happened. Since moon worship
was one of the earliest of religions, it is
not surprising to learn many superstitutions have to do with the moon. The antiquity of superstitutions also helps to explain why so many of the moon superstitions relate to farming activities.
Many moon superstitions relate to ~he
waxing (growing) or waning (decreasing)
moon. The moon is waxing from the time
of a new moon until the time of a full
moon. During this two week period, the
moon "grows" more and more"il,
iuminated each night until it finally,appears as a full disk. This is what the moo!).
has been doing for the last two weeks~
After the next full moon (March 24), t.bC'
, !l1oon will appear less and less illuminated
i!8ch night until it finally has "decreased"
to the point where it can DO longer be seen.
This is what the moon win do ~uring the
next two weeks.
"
The basic moon superstitions, that are
. related to agriculture, require' soWing ac·
tivities be performed during the waxing
moon period and reaping activities be per·
formed during the waning moon period. If
you are thinking of planting peas soon, be
sure it is done during the waxing phase.
Onions. however, do not follow this rule.
Since onions do not produce an above
ground yield they should be planted during
the time of a waning moon. Fruit should
be picked in fall during a waning moon so
the bruises will dry rather than ,rot.
Firewood should also be cut during a waning moon for the same reason.
.
'
t

The results of certain hUman activities
Lon Chaney, Jr. helped popularize this
are also supposedly influenced by the waxsuperstition in 1943 (and ever since on
ing and waning moon. For instance, if you
many late night movies) when he starred
cut your nails or hair during the time of a ' in "The Wolfman" movie. If you saw this
waxing moon, they will grow back more
movie chances are you still remember
quickly than if you cut them during the
those dark clouds moving across the full
waning moon. Now, if you dig a hole in the
moon as hair began to grow all over the
ground during the time ofa waxing moon
tormented. face of Lon Chaney, Jr. The
.and then try to fill it again, you will find
transformation into a wolfman was an efthe amount of dirt has "grown". You will
fect of the full moon.
be able to fill the hole and have dirt left,
Incidentally, reading in the light' of a
over. If you dig the hole during the time of' ~ waxing or a waning moon can cauSe
a waning moon, you .will get the opposite f f'!unacy". At the very least, it will weaken
result. The amount of dirt will have
your eyesight:
The first snow fall in southeastern Penn. "decreased" and you will not have enough
sylvania occurred on Jan. 13 this year.
. dirt to completely fill the hole.
Since the moon was five days old at the
The most terrifying moon superstition
time, we should have had a total of five
involves lycanthropy - the power of a
snow falls. How many do you remember?
human to transform into a night-stalking
wolf in search of human prey. This is a , T~ink about these amusing and silly
world-wide superstition that will ,'superstitions when you see the moon this
week in the night sky. But remember,
sometimes use the fiercest animal of the
region, such as a bear, tiger or leopard, in don't point at the moon, for surely misfortune will follow.
place of the wolf.
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Afterca~efulthought, .

the moorJ.;s judged 'not guilty'
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa:, Thurs., March 14,1985
By GEORGE REED
There was a full moon out there last week. And you know what full moons
mean. All the strange ones become active. Evil lurks in the moonlight as the
anguished minds of mankind are twisted and pulled by the influence of the
full moon. And, oh yes, more babies are born.
If there if one aspect of astronomy that everyone has an opinion about, it is
the affect of the full moon on behavior. Law enforcement officials claim an
increase in violent crime at the time of a full moon. Mental institutions claim
an increase in patient activity at the time of a full moon. Obstetricians claim
an increase in births at the time of a full moon. The only things that do not
seem to increase at the time of a full moon are SAT scores and rational
thought.
All of the above claims may very well be true, but the guilt of the moon
bas not been established beyond a reasonable doubt. The moon has been
found guilty by circumstanti!ll evidence.

MOT 6UILTyj

P ART OF THE PROBLEM is due to a general misunderstanding of the
moon's presence in our sky. Unfortunately, "out of sight is out of mind." and
"seeing is believing," applies to the moon.

The moon rises above our eastern horizon and sets below our western
horizon everyday. The moon is in our sky every day whether we see it or not.
.. We donol see the new moon because it is too close to the sun and only the
shad~wed side is facing us. We do Dot see it, but it is in our day sky f~o'm
sunrise to sunset.
from new m<>?n to full moon, the moon moves away from the sun. It goes
t~rough ~he waxmg crescent and waxing gibbous phases as the portion of its
ltghted s~de comes into our view. Each night the portion that is seen
.
'THE IMPORTANT THING to consider about the waxing phases is that the
moon is not growing, only the percentage of the lighted portion of the moon
that is visible is growing. When a crescent moon is in the sky, a whole moon
is in the sky, not jUst the portion of the moon that is visible.
,
The full moon is in our sky all night. It rises at sunset and sets at sunrise.
What is true of the waxing phases of the moon is true of the waning phases
also. The difference-is that the time the moon is in our night sky is
decreasing, and the time it is in our day sky is increasing. But like waxing
moon. the wanin~ moon riSes above the eastern horizon and sets below the
western horizon everyday.
So how does the moon affect human behavior?
The most popular exolanation involves the use of gravity. The argument is
that the moon causes ocean tides, and the human body is ninety percent
water; therefore the moon must cause human tides.
THIS EXPLANATION sounds quite simple and rational as long as you
stop at this point. But if you think about the ocean tides, the simplicity,
disappears. The ocean experiences two tides a day, every day. Shouldn t
human behavior experience two iunar tides a day, every day?
It is my guess that the moon is innocent of the charges but not of
involvement. The moon is only an accessory, a ceiestial"typhoid Mary." The
real culprit of full moon phenomenon is the sun. The modus operandi is light.
We see the moon by reflected sunlight, ~nd it is the extension of day into
night by this extra light that causes the extra amount of daytime activity
assoc!ated with the full moon.

....
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Song spreads awareness of
fall moon phenomenon
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., Sept. 22,1983
..----------------------------

By GEORGE REED

J Shine
on,shine on harvest
up in the sky

moon.

I ain't had no loving since January,
February, June and July f),

Here are some trivia questions for you.
What are the two most appropriate oldtime song classics for September? What
movie did they appear in? Who wrote the
lYrics? What was her real name7 And, did
she have more or fewer huSbands than the
number of naked eye planets?
If you can answer these questions
correctly. you were probably looking over
my shoulder in the library. Here is a hint
for the rest of you. One song has to do the
baseball and one has to dQ with the full
moon. By now you have probably guessed
that the songs, which were written by
Nora Bayes, who was born Dora Goldberg
in 1880, are" Take Me Out to the
Ballgame" and "Shine On Harvest
Moon." Both sOl1&s appeared in her 1944
Warner Brothers' movie biography called
"Shine On Harvest Moon." The latter
song first appeared in the Ziegfeld Follies
011908.

With this background as a lead-in, we
can now talk about the harvest moon.
Thank goodness I don't have to explain
baseball.
'
The harvest moon is a phenomena that
occurs in the middle latitudes of our
'northern hemisphere at this time of year.
The harvest moon technically refers to

the full moon period that occurs nearest
to the day of .the autumnal equinox. The
autumnal equinox will occur this year at
9:42 tomorrow morning. Tonight's moon
is a full moon, so tonight's full moon is
this vear's harvest moon.
TONIGHT'S FULL moon rises in the
east as the sun sets in the west since they
. are 180 degrees apart at full moon. The
rotation of the earth will then cause the
full moon to set in the west near sunrise
tomorrow morning. The moon, however,
is revolving around the earth while this
apparent east to west motion with respect
to the horizon is occuring. This motion, in
the opposite direction, is not as obvious to
us because the changes due to the moon's
revolution are slower than the changes
due to the earth's rotation.
Tomorrow night when the sun sets, the
moon will be below the eastern horizon. It
will not be in the same place as tonight's
moon at sunset because of its motion of
revolution around the earth. It will appear

to rise only after the earth has rotated
enough to bring it up to the horizon. 'Phe
moon will rise therefore at a later time.
The difference in the time of moonrise
from night to night is called the "moon
delay."
The average moon delay over a period
of one year for Chester County's 40 degree
north latitude is M minutes. This is an
average of the extremes. In the winter
and spring, the moon delay for a full moon
is longer than average. It was 77 minutes
at its maximum last January. In the
summer and fall, the moon delay for a full
moon is shorter than average. The moon
delay between tonight's rising time of the
full moon (7:30 DST) and tomorrow
night's rising of time of the full m'oon
(7: 54 DS!) is only 24 minutes. This will be
the minimum moon delay for a full moon
this vear.
THE MOON delay changes throughout
the year as the angle of the moon's orbit
~round the earth changes with respect to
the horizon.
A minimum moon delay at this time of
year means the nearly full moon will be
visible at the end of twilight for several
evenings. The light of the full moon is only
one millionth as bright as the sun. but it is
bright enough to cast shadows. This extra
light was of great advantage to
harvesters, so the full moon nearest the
autumal equinox came to be known as the
"harvest" moon.
An awareness of the harvest moon
phenomenon would probably have never
spread to the non-farming populace if not
for the song lyrics of Nora Bayes. Her
other two astronomical songs, "Turn Ofe
Your Light, Mr. Moon Man" and "Broken
Moon," did not contribute as much to
naked eye astronomy.
What else is Nora Bayes known for?
Well, she wrote the lyrics to "How Ya
Gonna Keep'em Down on the Farm" and
"Over There".
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Lunar skygazer se~s'a different
skyscape than us earthlings
By GEORGE REED

Suppose you were actually the "man in
'the moon." What do you think it would be
like? NASA's Apollo program has made
most of us aware of what the lunar sur.face looks like, and what conditions on the
moon are like. We know that the scenery
,is dusty gray and covered with rock fragments. We also know that there is no air
to breathe and the surface gravity is only
one-sixth of what it is on the earth. Have
'you ever wondered, however, what the
sky would look like to a naked eye stargazer on the moon?
Observing the sky would be different on
the moon. First of all, you would never
have to worry about cloudy weather, because there is no such thing as uweather"
on the moon. The moon does not possess
an atmosphere. Stars will even be visible
in the daytime, since there will be no at- .
mosphere to scatter the sunlight and produce the blue skies that hide the stars
from earth observers in the daytime.
Daytime and nighttime on the moon
will each last 354 earth hours to produce a
lunar day that is approximately one earth
month long. The lunar day will actually
amount to 29.5 earth days, so there will be
12,'.4 moon days in the one earth year. The
lunar year, as measured by the apparent
motion of the sun through the background
stars, will be almost five hours shorter
than the earth year. Converting to a lunar
Ume system from an earth time system
will obviously be as challenging as converting from the English measuring system to the Metric measuring system.
If the sky scenery has anything to do
with real estate development on the
moon, will be more valuable than the
other. Since the moon rotates about Its
. own axis in the same period of time as It
revolves around the earth, one side of the .
moon is ,always facing the earth and one
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side is always turned away from the
earth. Be sure to buy property on the side
facing the earth. because you will then
have the pleasure of always seeing the
earth. It will appear to remain stationary
in the sky throughout the long lunar day
and night. The stars will slowly move
from lunar east to west, but the earth will
appear to remain fixed in position. The
twelve familiar zodiac constellations will
pass behind the earth in the course of one
lunar day.
If you buy property in the middle of the
moon, as we see it, the earth will remain
visible directly overhead at the zenith. If,
however, you buy property near· the edge
of the moon, again as. we see it, you will
be abie to have a view of a stationary
earth above or partially hidden by the lunar mountains.
The diameter of the earth will appear
four times as large as the moon appears
to an earth dweller. It will be a beautiful
collage of seas, land and cloud cover.
The earth will appear to go through the
same familiar phases that are now associated with the moon. The phase seen by a
lunar skygazer, however, will be opposite
to that seen by a terrestrial akygazer.

When an earth observer sees a full moon,
the lunar observer will have a new earth
phase and vice versa. Shortly after the
new earth phase, the lunar observer will
be treated to an "old earth in the new
earth's arms" as reflected back to the
moon. It remains to be seen if the oecu"
renee of a "full earth" will psychologically affect the behavior of future "lunatics."
Except for Its rate of movement, the
sun's motion will be famlliar to a transposed earth dweller on the moon. The sun
will rise in the Unar east and finally, after
two earth weeks, appear to Jet In the
west. As it does so, it will appear to slowly move eastward through the zodiac.conStellations at a rate of a little iess than
one constellation per lunar day or earth
month.
Settlers at the lunar poles will have a
spectacular sight. They will see the phas·
ing earth continuously sitting on the lunar
horizon whHe the sun moves constinuously
clockwise along the same horizon without
setting. The zodiac constellations will also
move clockwise along the horizon .~~ ~t a
slightly faster rate than! the sun.
~
If the moon is ever commercially devel. oped, the view of the sky will certainly be
an aestatic consideration. I personally
can't wait until I receive a brocbure in the
mail that identifies me as a definite
winner of a valuable gift, that only reoquires my touring some select development areas. I wonder if they will aWl be
providing transportation expenses?

DAilY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po" Thurs., July 12, 1979

Looking for moon
can reap you
unexpected result
Uy GEORGE REED

The moon is our nearest, dearest and. to our eyes, at least the
biggest of our celestial neighbors. It controls our tides, measures
our time, reportedly aHects our behavior, and certainly influences our language. The moon has given us, for instance, moonlighting, months and lunatics,
Within the last two decades, it has also provided us with a
word that attempts to describe an act that could be called a
mildly anti-social deed. I am, of course" referring to that act
which is known as "mooning."
Purposeful act
"Mooning" can pe adequately defined as the purposeful act of
brieny exposing one's posterior to an unsuspecting observer, It is
usually done out of the side window of a moving vehicle. In the
vernacular, it could be described as an attempt to "gross out"
the viewer,
The element of shock or surprise is a factor in a successful
moon, as is the climate in wich the mooning takes place. The
shower area of a locker room would be an ineffectual setting for
a moon. The mooning of the president during a speech that interrupts a prime time television program would have more impact.
The difference between mooning and indecent exposure is, of
course, one of viewpoint. What some see as mooning others will
see as indecent exposure.
How did the term "mooning" originate? One can only guess
that an enterprising scholar saw a striking similarity between
the exposed buttocks of his fellow human beings and the appearance of a full moon. such as that wbich has been visible during
the last week, This insight occurred, as far as can be ascertained
by means of oral history, during the nifty '50s. The geographical
Jocation of this ethnological event is entirely unknown.

Introduced by film
Mooning was widely intorduced to the more provincial areas of
the' United States by the film "American GraffitL" This film
involved the last day of summer for a group of 1962 high school
graduates. The moon incident in the film was a traditional moon
in that it took place from the window of a passing car.
A less traditional moon was depicted in the more recent musi·
cal film, "Grease." This story also involved high school students
of the late 1950s-early '60s. The moon this time, however, was
performed before the viewers of a national television dance
show. This moon had a Nielson rating.
It is hard to say at this point if mooning wi1l become an estab,;,1 lished tradition or if it will be relegated to the category of pass. ing fads. If mooning does stay with us, it could certainly affect
the traditional pictures we form from our traditional associations with the word moon. For instance, .what thought does
"Moon Over Miami" bring to mind, and h()w about "Shine on,
. Shine on Harvest Moon?': These are not the thoughts that were
originally intended by the song writers.
Just an awareness
Mooning in the above sense is not {or everyone. Some people,
of course, still prefer the more passive and dignified form of
mooning that only requires. an awareness of the moon in the sky.
These people will be. interested in the morning sky for the next
several days since the moon is now in the waning gibbous phase.
This means it will be seen as a more than 50 per cent illuminated
disk in the morning sky.
The third quarter moon will occur on Monday. You wBl have to
be out near the time of suorise in order to see the moon during
the following waning crescent phase because it is moving closer
to the sun each day. The moon will finally catch up to the sun on
Monday, July 23, the day of the next new moon.
The one disadvantage of the traditionally passive form oC
mooning is its dependence upon the weather, Active mooning can
be an all weather activity.
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NOTES

CHAPTER FOUR

Eclipses
An eclipse is a phenomenon that occurs when one celestial body becomes positioned such that it conceals o~ blocks
another celestial body from some viewing place. A solar eclipse takes place when some part of the moon passes In front
of the sun as seen from the earth. A lunar eclipse also takes place when the sun, earth and moon lie in a straight line. The
earth would be seen to pass in front of the sun if the observer were on the moon. An observer on the earth sees a lunar
eclipse as the shadow of the earth passes across the lunar surface. Solar and lunar eclipses are the result of the interplay
of shadows and light sources.
Any opaque spherical body, such as the earth, will cast two types of shadows when it intercepts the light from a
'Source of visible finite angular size, such as the sun. The darkest shadow, called the umbra, or shadow cone, represents
a region that is completely devoid of the direct rays of the sun. No part of the sun is visible to an observer within an
umbra. The partial shadow region, called the penumbra, is a transition region that receives direct rays of light from some
part of the sun. Only part of the sun is therefore visi.bJe to an o~seryer withiI} a penumbra. Figure 24 illustrates the
fomwtion of an umbra and penu~br:J. shado\\", An umbra and penumbra are formcq by bach the earth and the moo.tl K
they intercept the light from [he sun.

Figure 24, Umbra and penumbra shadows.
The length of the umbra of the earth and the moon is dependent upon the size of each body and its distance from the
sun. The average length of the earth's umbral shadow is 860.000 miles. The average len£rh of the moon's umbraI
shadow is equal to the average distance between the earth and the moon.
...
...
In order for the moon to pass in front of the sun and cause a solar eclipse it must be in the new phase. Since a new
moon occurs every 29.5 days it might be expected that an eclipse would take place every 29.5 days. This is not the case.
Since the orbit of the moon is inclined by 5° with respect to the ecliptic, the sun, moon and earth are not always in a
struight line at the time of the new moon. The moon can be up to 5° higher or lower thun the sun at the time of new
moon. An eclipse can therefore occur only when the new moon is at or near the ascending or descending node position on
its orbit. At other times the shadow of the new moon passes above or below the earth and an eclipse does not take place.
The new moon approaches the node positions twice a year at roughly a six month interval. These periods of time during
the year are culled eclipse seasons since they are the times when eclipses are possible. The regression of nodes causes
the nodal points to move westward along the ecliptic in a period of 18.6 years. This causes the eclipse seasons to occur
ea~lier each year by ) 9 days.
Since the sun. moon and earth are bodies of finite size, the moon can appear to pass in front of the sun for some
earth observers even though the new moon does not occur exactly at a node. The best conditions for a solar eclipse occur
, when the new moon is closest to the earth. This alignment causes the apparent angular diameter of the moon to be at a
maximum and increases the possibility that the moon's shadow will fall on the earth.', The poorest conditions for a solar
eclipse ~ccur ~hen the new moon is farthest from the earth since this decreases the possib'iiity that the moon's shadow
will faJl on the earth.
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The time it takes for
the sun to move from an apparent node of the moon at one eclipse season, around the ecliptic, through another node
eclipse season. and back to the first apparent node of the moon at another eclipse season is 19 days less than a calendar
year, thus a part of a third eclipse season is possible within one year. The maximum number of partial solar eclipses
possible within thi~ year is 5. This would occur in a year that contained two and a part of a third eclipse season. The last
three season eclipse year was 1935. the next will occur some time after 2161. The minimum number of partial solar
eclipses possible within one year is 2. This would occur in a year in which only one new moon occurred in each of th.e
two eclipse seasons. If the new moon occurs during the 24 to 20 day total eclipse season only one eclipse wi'll be possible
and it will be a total eclipse. The maximum number of total eclipses possible within a year is 3 for a year containing two
and a part of a third eclipse season. The minimum number of total eclipses is zero for a year in which the new moon does
not occur within the total eclipse season. The maximum number of solar eclipses, of any kind, that are possible within a
year is 5. The minimum number of solar eclipses. of any kind. that are possible within a year is 2. A total solar eclipse
takes place statistically once every year and a half.
The moon moves eastward in its orbit at approximately 2300 miles per hour. The umbra or shadow cone of the
moon will move through space in the same eastward direction and at the same rate. The thin line of places on the earth
that intercepts the shadow cone will be areas from which a total eclipse can be observed. The path of the truncated
shadow cone across the eanh is called the path of totality. The width of the path of totality varies as the distance between
the moon and the eanh varies. When'the surface to surface distance between the moon and the earth is a minimum
(218,000 miles) the width of the path of totality will approach a maximum of nearly 170 miles. As the distance between
the earth and the moon increases the path width decreases. If the distance between the surfaces of the earth and the moon
is greater than the length of the shadow cone. the umbra will not intercept the surface of the earth and an annular or ring
eclipse will occur. The sun will not be totally blocked out but will appear as a ring around the new moon.
The penumbra will cross the e~-th with a path width of approximately 4000 miies. Observers within the region will
see the sun only partially covered by the moon. They will observe a partial solar eclipse.
The path of totality covers less than one half percent of the earth. This makes the observation of a total eclipse at any
one place a very rare event. The statistical expectancy for a total eclipse to be visible at a given location is once every
360 years.

Total

Annular

Partial

Observer's
view

Eclipse configurations

figure 25 Total, annular and partial eclipses.
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Figure 26. The path of totality.
The duration of a total solar eclipse is a function of the speed of the shadow cone across the earth as well as the size
of the shadow. The shadow of the moon moves eastward across the earth at an average rate of 21 ()() miles per hour. The
rotation of the earth carries points on the equator of the earth in the same eastward direction at a rate of )040 miles per
hour. The shadow of the moon will therefore move across the equator at a rate of (2100-1040) 1060 miles per hour
relative to the earth. At higher latitudes, the speed of rotation is less than th~ equatorial.speed of rotation. The speed of
the moon's shadow, relative to the earth, will therefore be greater at the higher latitudes. The maximum duration of a
total solar eclipse is 7 minutes 31 seconds. This 10ngesto{e'cJipses will take place if the new moon occurs at the positioa
of perigee.
The observation of a total solar eclipse is an exciting emotional as weB as an exciting visual experience. A solar
eclipse begins when the moon first starts to move in front of the sun. This" tirst contact" appears as a small indentation in
the western edge of the solar disk. The partial phase continues as more and more of the sun is covered by the eastward
moving moon. The sky will gradually darken and colors will take on a different and eerie hue. Light traveling between
the leaves of a tree will form "pin hole" camera projections of the partially eclipsed sun on the ground, Seconds before
"second contJct," the beginning of totality. shadow bands can often be seen racing along the ground in front of the
eclipse shadow. Shadow bands are dark and bright bands, that are separated by inches. Their origin is still something of
a mystery. Birds, insects and plants will react as if night were falling.
"Second contact" occurs a little more than an hour after first contact. Within a few seconds several short lived
spectacular visual phenomena occur. Just before the final covering of the sun, the "diamond ring" appears. The last
part of the sun to be covered forms the diamond, while light shining around the edge of the moon forms a ring.
Baily's beads will appear next. They appear as irregularly spaced beads on a thin thread. The beads are due to the
light of the sun shining through the serrated profile, of the moon that is formed by the mountains and valleys that
appear at the edge of the moon. The appearance of Baily's beads will be different for different eclipses.
.
If Baily's beads are not too prominent, the chromosphere of the sun will appear briefly as a red flash around one
edge of the sun. The chromosphere (color-sphere) is an ionized layer of gases that extends several thousand miles above
the normally visible solar surface.
The most enduring sight of a total solar eclipse is that of the corona. This is a faint outer atmosphere of rarified
ionized gas that forms a halo extending irregularly around the eclipsed sun. The corona is visible to the naked eye only
during a total solar eclipse. The shape of the corona is related to the solar sunspot activity. Sunspots are dark markings
that appear on the solar surface. The corona will appear uniform at times of maximum sunspot activity and greatly
extended from the solar equator at times of minimum sunspot activity.
Solar prominences can often be seen at the base of the corona. Prominences are gaseous eruptions that rise several
hundred thousand miles above the surface of the sun,
During the time of totality, planets and first magnitude stars can often be seen in the proximity of the eclipsed sun.
While the sky above will be dark, the sky along the horizon will be of a twilight darkness.
Totality ends with' 'third contact," the point at which the moon begins to uncover the solar disk. The events
following third contact duplicate the events preceding the time of second contact. The red flash, Baily's beads, the
diamond ring and a repeat, in reverse, of the partial phases of the eclipse will occur. During the pre-totality partial
phases, the sun is increasingly blocked out from west to east as the moon over takes the sun. During the post-totality
partial phases, the sun will increasingly appear from its western edge to its eastern edge as the moon passes the sun.
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The fact that we can see all the phenomena assoCiated with a total solar eclipse is due to a remarkable coincidence.
The sun, at 864.600 miles, is approximately 400 times as large as the moon, at 239,000 miles. The sun is also
approximately 400 times as far away. This causes the sun and moon to subtend nearly the same 1/2 0 angle in the sky. It
is this coincidence which allows us to see prominences, the chromosphere. Baily's beads and the diamond ring.
An eclipse of the moon takes place when the moon moves into the shadow of the earth. This requires that the moon
be 1800 away from the sun (at opposition) and therefore at the full phase. A lunar eclipse will be seen by an observer
any place on earth where the moon is visible at the time of the eclipse. The chances of seeing a lunar eclipse are much
greater than the chances of seeing a solar eclipse.

Figure 27. Lunar eclipse conditions.

The type of lunar eclipse that is seen is dependent upon the path that the moon follows in moving through the
earth's shadow. If the moon crosses the penumbra and moves completely into the umbra of the earth, a total lunar
eclipse will occur. If the moon crosses the penumbra, but does not completely move into the area of the umbra. a partial
lunar eclipse will occur. If the moon moves into the penumbra or only part of the penumbra, but does not move into the
umbra, then a penumbral eclipse will take place .

. . . . . .--------------~o~-------------

No eclipse

~---------- Penumbral eclipse

~~~~-------

~~~f-------

Total eclipse (noncentral)

Total eclipse (central)

....J--------------==r...-...;.j::=------------- Penumbral eclipse
Figure 28. Total, partial and penumbral lunar eclipses.
Lunar eclipses do not take place every full moon for the same reason that solar eclipses do not take place ~very new
moon. The 5° inclination of the lunar orbit with respect to the ecliptic allows the full moon to pass 50 higher or lower
than the center of the umbra at the time of full moon. A lunar eclipse can therefore occur only when the full moon is at Oil"
near the ascending or descending node position on its orbit. At other times the full moon passes above or below the
shadow of the eal1h. The full moon approaches node positions twice a year at approximately a six month intervaL These
periods of time are lunar eclipse seasons that are analogous to the solar eclipse seasons. The regression of nodes causes
the lunar eclipse seasons, as wen as the solar eclipse seasons, to occur earlier each year.

At the moon's average distance from the earth, the diameter of the umbra is approximately 5700 miles or 1.4°. The
diameter of the penumbra, at this distance, is approximately 10,000 miles. The area of the penumbra is a transition zone
in which the darkness decreases from that of the umbra to full sunlight. The decrease in the brightness of the moon as it
moves into the penumbra is visually apparent only when the moon is a few hundred miles away fro;-" the edge of
the umbra. It is for this reason that penumbral eclipses are of little scientific and visual significance.
The best conditions for a lunar eclipse occur when the full moon is closest to the earth. When the moon is closest to
the earth, it will be at the distance where the umbra diameter is the greatest possible. This increases the possibility that
the moon will move into the umbra area.
The poorest conditions for a lunar eclipse occ'ur when the full moon is fanhest from the eanh. When the moon is
farth.es: .from the earth, it will be at the distance where the umbra diameter is the smallest possible. This decreases the
posslbllJty th.at the moon wil) move into the umbra area. For a year that contains two and a pan of a third
lunar eclipse season, the maximum number of eclipses possible is 5. The minimum number of eclipses possible within a
year is 2.
The maximum number of partial and total eclipses possible within a year is 3 for II year containing two and
a pan of a third eclipse season, The minimum number of umbral eclipses is zero for a year in which a full moon does not
occur within the umbral eclipse season. The maximum number of lunar eclipses. of any kind. that are possible within a
year is 5, the minimum n.um,ber of lunar eclipses. of any kind. that are possible within a year i~ 2. Total and paniallunar
eclipses occur less frequently thar totJJ and annular soJar eclipses. They seem more frequent because they can be seen:
from more than half of the e:.mh. whereas solar eclipses can be seen only along narrow corridors.
'The duration of atotal lunar eclipse is determined by the diameter of the umbra at the distance of the moon and the
an!.!lt.! between the center of the umbra and the centl!r of the moon. The umbra will be largest a~perigee and the angle will
be-zero when the center of the moon passes through the center of the umbra. Under these conditions the maximum
duration of the total phase of the eclipse will be approximately Ih40m. All other configurations will produce a total phase
of less duration.
A total lunar eclipse does not offer the visual excitement of a total solar eclipse. The moon will inconspicuously
move into the penumbra of the earth. The outer zone of the penumbra will not darken the lunar surface by an amount that
can be noticed by the naked eye. It will only be within a period of twenty minutes before first contact that a darkening of
the eastern limb of the moon will be noticeable. At the time of first contact, the umbra of the earth will touch the eastern
edge of (he moon. The moon will move into the umbrJ for approximately an hour as the circular shaped shadow is seen
to move from east to west across the lunar surface. This is the partial phase of the eclipse.
The moon will never appear completely covered by the umbra during a panial lunar eclipse. During a partial lunar
eclipse, the shadow will appear to move across the moon, cover a maximum area of less than that visible, and then move
off.

Figure 29. Central lunar eclipse.
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Figure 30. Atmospheric refraction.
The partial phase of a total lunar eclipse will end at second contact when the western edge of the moon m~es
contact with the umbra. Totality will last while the moon moves from the western to the eastern edge of the umbra. The
duration of totality will be 1h40m or less depending upon how close the eclipse is to a central eclipse. The moon will
appear a reddish or coppery color during the total phase due to light that is refracted by the lower atmosphere of the earth
along the line between day and night. The bending of the light decreases the effective size of the umbra. The blue end of
the spectrum is scattered by atmospheric molecules and dust and only the red end of the spectrum will be refracted to
produce some illumination on the' moon during totality. The reddish color of the moon during totality will vary from
eclipse to eclipse as weather conditions on the earth vary from eclipse to eclipse. The earth, as seen from the m~n
during totality. would appear as a black circle surrounded by a thin bright ring of red light. Totality will end at thlrd
contact when the eastern limb of the moon reaches the eastern edge of the umbra.
Following third contact, the moon will start to move out of the umbra and the panial JJll~$~~m b~ .r~~ated. The
moon will now appear increasingly illuminated from its eastern edge to its western edge. The inconspicuous ~numbral
phase will end the eclipse. The eclipse will end over an hour later at fourth contact when the western edge of the
moon moves out of the umbra.

.

The minimum number of solar and lunar eclipse seasons each year is four. This requires that a minimum of four
eclipses occur each year. Two of these eclipses will consist of some type of solar eclipse and two will consist of some
type of IJnar eclipse. If the lunar eclipses are penumbral eclipses only the two solar eclipses will be visible. The
maximum number of visible eclipses in one year is seven. These eclipses will consist of five solar and two umbral
eclipses or four. solar and three umbral lunar eclipses.
It was discovered early in the history of aStronomical studies that similar solar and lunar eclipses occurred at regular
t8Yli l/3 d intervals. This knowledge was used by early astron;~mers to predict eclipses. The Chaldeans called the cycle
a saros which meant "repetition" in their language. Every 18)) 1 l/3 d the earth and the moon return to nearly the same
positions with respect to each other and the lunar node. The distance between the earth and the moon is also nearly the
same. This causes eclipses at saros intervals to be similar in duration and path of totality. A saros period consists of 223
synodic periods.
Successive solar and lunar eclipses at ® 1 1/3 d intervals are part of solar and lunar eclipse series. Eclipses of
many series will occur during a saros period. Each eclipse of a series occurs nearly 1/3 of the way around the eanh and
1/3 of a day later than the prior eclipse of that same series because of the 1/3 day factor in the saros period.
After the approximately 68 to 75 solar eclipses of a series have taken place at saros period intervals, the first eclipse
. in the series will be. exactly reproduced and a new series will begin. The first ·eclipse in a solar· eclipse series: .
will take place near one of the poles. It will be a panial solar eclipse. The next ten or so eclipses will aiso be paitiaJ
and of increasing duration and decreasing latitude. The middle 48 or so eclipses of the series will be total' and of
decreasing duration and increasing latitude. The last eclipse of the series will take place near the terrestrial pole opposite
the 'first eclipse of the series. The entire series will last about 1200 years.
The umbral lunar eclipse series will consist of approximaiely 50 saros periods or 870 years. Of the 48 or 49 umbral
lunar eclipses that occur in the series, approximately 23 will be total lunar eclipses.
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Naked I Astronomy

Ho hum visual eclipse can
be very exciting to an intellect
By GEORGE REED,
Say the word "eclipse" and what do
most people think of? Probably "solar"
and "lunar." These are the two most.
famous types of eclipses. They are
famous for a good reason. They are two 01
nature's greatest celestial events. Of the
two, the solar eclipse is the most
spt'C'tacular. It provides the most durable
visual impact.
.
I can recall in great detail the two solar
eclipses I have experienced. The first was
March 7\ 1970, from the campus of East
Carolina College in North Carolina. The
second was on June 30, 1973, from onboard
the cruise ship Canberra off the coast of
Senegal, Africa.
I can't remember how many lunar
eclipses I have seen, and I can only
remember the details of a few of them.
Your emotions do not run as high during a
lunar eclipse. Neither do they run as high
during another type of eclipse.
The least emotionally exciting, and the
least known type of eclipse, is the stellar
eclipse. By comparison to a solar and
lunar eclipse, this type of eclipse is hOo
bum. In this type of eclipse, the
intellectual response is dominant over the
emotional response. We have three
eclipses of this type occurring in the next
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A. STELLAR eclipse is one in which the

light from a distant multiple star system
is diminished by the movement of a
fainter star of the system in front of a
bright star of the system. The fact that a
stellar eclipse is visible to us is purely a
matter of coincidence. We must be seeing
'the orbital plane of the multiple star
system edge on. Any other orientation
would allow the one star to move above or
below the other star without passing in
front of it.ln this case an eclipse would
not occur.
.
The most famous of the eclipsing binary
stars is Algol, thE Demon star. In what
was thought to be an unchangeable
celestial canopy of stars ascribed to the
handiwork of a deity. the periodic "wink"
of this star was ascribed to the work of
the devil. Two hundred years ago, John
Goodricke, an English astronomer who
lost his ability to hear and speak as a
result of a severe illness during infancy. ;
correcUybypolhesized that the "wink"
was the result of a stellar eclipse.
Algol consists of two stars, Algol A and
Algol B, that our eyes perceive as a single
point of light because of their distance of
105 light years. At periods of two days, 20
bours,48 minutes and 56 seconds, the
fainter of the two stars Algol B passes in
front of Algol A and covers 79 percent of

minimum brightness and end five hours
after minimum brightness.
The best way to observe an Algol
eclipse is to periodically compare the
brightness of Algol to the other stars in
'.
ALGOL ECLIPSES last for a total of 10 the IIwishbone" arrangement of stars that
bours. During that time the brightness of
constitute the Perseus constellation. The
Algol diminsbes to one-third its original
Perseus wishbone can be found, in the
brightness and then returns. In the first
northeastern sky in the early evening.
five,bours it moves from the position of
between the Pleaides star cluster and the
"W" of Cassiopeia.
the second brightest star in the
constellation Perseus to a tie for the fifth .
,
brightest star in the constellation. Then in
OK. So an eclipse of Algol will not
the next five hours, it returns to its
knock your socks off. But look at it this
original brightness.
way. You have a chance to observe two
massive stars locked in each other's
Three Algol eclipses will occur within
gravitational grip, acting out a sequence
the night hours during the next week. The
of events only visible to us because of our
minimum brightness (maximum eclipse)
circumstance in space. You have an
of Algol will take place at 2:30 a.m. DST
opportunity to witness an event that took
on Friday; at 10:20 p.m. EST on Sunday;
place 105 years ago in time, and 600
and 7:10 p.m. EST on Wednesday. The
trillion miles away in space. Come to
eclipse will begin five hours before
think of it, that's pretty exc.iting stuff.
its surface·as seen from our line of sight.
The light of the Algol system
consequently decreases. An Algol eclipse
takes place.
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Stellar eclipse taking place,
.but it's a mystery to most
nAIL Y lOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., Morch 29, 1984
GEORGE REED

Historic events are sometimes so quiet
and dispersed over such long.periods of time
that only after you have lived through them
are you aware of their existence. We tend to
focus our attention more on the highly
visible episodes of history, rather than the
subtle events of history.
The same is true of astronomy, especially
in relation to eclipses. Solar and lunar
all the attention because they
are
term, highly visible and well
understood celestial events. Stellar eclipses
are
else.
There is a stellar eclirse taking place
now, for instance, of which few people
are aware. It is not a spectacular visible
event and that accounts for its quietness.
But in the realm of cosmic mysteries
aenlamling an explanation. it is a far m;!"'"7
mtE:llec'tual.ly intriguing event than any solal
or lunar
The star is Epsilon Auriga. one of the
faint "kid" stars located just outside the
"pe:nta~~on" of Auriga the Charioteer.
is an interesting star in itself
the
supergiant star, 180 times
our sun and producing energy at
a rate 60,000 times faster than our sun. If
Auriga traded places with our
sized sun, its outer surface would
as far as the orbit of Venus, the
second planet of our solar system out from
the sun. Epsilon Auriga's apparent faintness
in
night sky is only due to its location at
an estimated distance of 3,400 light years
from our solar system.
AURIGA is part of a binary

in
the plane of motion of the
components is in our line of sight
what causes the eclipse of Epsilon
edl.p6lrlg component of the

supergiant

US and the star every 27

begins with the gradual .
Auriga over a period of
causes the brightlle:SS of the '
to one-half of its normal
1h""",:htllWll_ The star mnains at this
hMtThfnll>.c:<:t for one year and then grndually
inM"'<1):a~~ in brightness for a period of 190
until it return to its out of eclipse

The most recent eclipse of Epsilon
Auriga, and only the sixth ecliJl*! to be
observed since the discovery of the
variability of the light from the star, began
in July 1982. The maximum phase of this
latest ecli~ began in December 1982 and
lasted until January 1984. Epsilon Auriga is
now getting progressively brighter and is
- expected to once again reach its p~lipse'
brightness in June of this year.
The above account of the eclipse of
Epsilon Auriga probably sounds very
straight forward and aything but
"intellectually intriguing." But notice that
the companion to Epsilon Auriga has not
been described. The companion's
identification is one of our existing cosmic
mysteries.
.
MANY ~~ have been
propased to explain the observed behavior
of the binary system One suggestion is that
the invisible eclipsing object is a low
temperature star that is so huge it is almost
equal in size to the orbit of Saturn. If this is
the correct interpretation, then the eclipsing
object is one of the largest stars known. '

Other speculations include ordinary stars
SUITOUnded by a buge ~t orgas cloud.
Even the panacea of a black hole has been
suggested as the eclipsing companion of
Epsilon Auriga Of one thing you can be .
sure. This last eclipse of Epsilon Auriga was
the most ohserved ever in tenns of the
Dumber of astronomers involved and the
types of telescopes used. The remaining
days of the mystery are probably numbered.
You caD join the other eclipse watchers
by comparing the brightness of Epsilon
Auriga to that of the two nearby stars, Zeta
Auriga and Eta Auriga, from now until
. June. Epsilon Auriga was as bright as Zeta
. Auriga during the total phase of the eclipse.
-- ..- - It will be brighter than Eta AUriga at the
very end of the eclipse. And it is all
~

happening so quietly that you would never
suspect anything was going on.

Disabled astronomer makes
a place in history
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po,! Thurs., Moy 13, 19ci2

By GEORGE REED

The year 1981 was declared the HInternational Year of Disabled Persons" by the
United Nations. It was a year ·,Vh,r.l!f
theme was the "full participa
aM"
equality" of disabled persons. It was a.
theme that was meant to extend beyor~
one ylar, It is therefore appropriate that
disabled persons remain a subject for

don -

1982.

Astronomy has been enriched by the
lives of several disabled people. Among
the most outstanding of these people was
the 18th century astronomer John Goodricke. Little is known of his early life
except that he apparently lost his ability
to hear and speak from a severe illness
rJunng his infancy.
.
Goodricke, ~owevc:>r, was for1unatc to
have been sent, at the age of 8, to a schooi
for the deaf established in Edinburgh hy
Thomas Braidwood, a pioneer in educa, tion for the deaf. It was there that he
learned to read, write and use sign language.
At the age of 13, Goodricke entered an
academy which made no provisions for
disabled students. He progressed in his
classical studies, in spite of his handicap,
and excelled in mathematics. It was probably at this school that John Goodricke
was first introduced to the delighf.$ of the
night sky.
He continued this interest after school
days by means of a friendship with a
neighbor, Edward Pigott, who had erect·
ed an observatory behind ~is home in
York, England. It was Pigott who suggest
,ed that Goodricke observe certain star~
whose brightnesses were suspected to
vary. In November 1782, Goodricke dis·
covered that the star Algo in Perseus
could change its brightness dramatically.
Report. observation.
On May 12, 1783, nearly 200 years ago,
Goodricke reported his observations to
the prestigious Royal Society of England.
He reported that an astounding variation
in the star'. brightness occurred during
an interval if even bours and that the
variation reoccurred every two days, 20
hours and 45 minutes. He was not the first
to noUce the varlablUty of Algol, but he
was the first to time the length of variabillty and the first astonomer to establish
that the changes were perlodlc.

At the end of his communication, Goodricke hypothesized that the variation in
the brightne5S of Algol could be explained
by an ecUpse of the star due ~ a dark
body in orbit around the star. His hypothesis was confirmed In 1889 when It was def·
inltely proven that Algol was a binary star
system.
Goodrlcke was awarded the Royal Soctefy's 1784 Copley medal, an annual award
recognizing a significant discovery in sci·
ence. He was 19 years old, the youngest
person ~ ever receive the award.
This was' not the end of his discovery of
naked' eye variable stars. In the same
year that he received the Copley medal he
discovered an eclipSing binary In the con·
stellation Lyra, the Harp. Amonth following that discovery, he discovered a pulsat·
Ing variable star In Cepheus the King,
This Ume, however, his explanation for
the vartab1llty was incorrect.
Prototype names ,
The names of John Goodrldce's thret'
major variable star discoveries, Algol.
Beta Lyrae and Delta Cephei, have become the prototype names given to d...~
scribe the variable stars discovered in the
two centuries that have follwed.

, On March 20, 1786, John Goodricke recorded his last astronomical observation.
It was of the star Beta Lyrae. Three
weeks later he died from what waS probably pneumonia "in the consequence of a
cold from exposure to night air." He was
21 years of age, and had two weeks before, been elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society. "~
-- .
-;
John 'Goodrlcke, in spite of his lifelong
disabil1tyand tragically short life, earned
a place in the history of astronomy.
One of Goodricke's discoveries can be
seen low In the northeastern sky at the
end of twilight. Beta Lyrae is a binary
star system consisting of a star 19 times
as large and three thousand times as
bright as our sun, plus a star 15 times as
large and many times brighter than our
sun. Every 12.9 days the fainter of these
two stars moves in front of the other star
and a six hour eclipse takes place. What
we see is an apparent single star fade to
half its original brightness In three hours
and then slowly return to its original
brightness in the nelt three hours.
If you watch Beta Lyrae from night to
night over the summer, you may also discover its variability. A visible eclipse will
begin this summer at some time during
. the nights of June 27 and July 11. AU you
wlll have w do is remember these dates,
and become familiar. with Beta Lyrae's
regular appearance in the night sky. You
loo can match the accomplishment of one
of astronomy's IIdisabled persons,"
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There·;s· a safe way to view

total eclipse of the sun
By GEORGE REED
There is going to be an annular eclipse of
the sun Wednesday: If you travel to the
extreme southern part of Maryland's
eastern shore, you will see the dark new
moon surrounded by a bright ring. The ring
is the part of the sun that the moon was
unable to cover as it mov~ in front of the

sun.
"In order to see a total eclipse of the sun,

as opposed to a particlor annual eclipse of
the sun, the eclipse observer must be
situated in the darkest shadow of the moon.
Unfortunately. this will not be the case for
. Chester Countians, or those who make the
pilgrimage to the Maryland easte": shore.
The moon's shadow is a converging cone
shaped volume of space called the moon's
uillbra. Within the umbra it is impossible to
see the sun. All sunlight is blocked by the
moon.
During a total solar eclipse the tip of the
shadow cone sweeps across the earth, and
anyone within the umbra's path will be
treated to a temporary blockage of the sun's
light. They will be unable to see the sun
because the moon will be in the way.
WEDNESDA Y'S Ea.JPSE will not be a
regular total solar ecUpse because the moon
will be too far from the earth for the umbra
to touch the earth.lt will miss by nearly 470

miles.
Anyone directly below the tip of the
shadow cone will see the moon in front of
the sun but the moon will not appear large
cnouch to compleely cover the sun. Tbe
moon will appear as a black disk surrounded
by a thin circle of light. The word "annular"
means ring shaped.
The moon also casts another shadow. This
shadow, called the penumbra, is a diverging
cone shaped volume of spaCe In which it is
possible at maximwn eclipse to see only
part of the sun blocked by the moon. Eclipse
observers in the penwnbra see a partial
solar eclipse.

The maximum percentage of the sun that
will be blocked out by the moon is
dependent upon the closeness of the eclipse
observer to the annular eclipse path. At the
time of maximwn eclipse in Chester County.
95 percent of the.sWl will be blocked by the
new moon.

THE SAFEST AND easiest way to follow
the progress of the eclipse is with a pin hole
projection device. The minimwn
requirement for this observing device is two
pi~ of white cardboard
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One of the pieces of cardboard needs a pin
hole in it. This pin hole cardboard is held
between the sun and the second cardboard.
The pin hole will then project an image of
the partially eclipsed SWl on the other piece
. of cardboard which will act as a creen. The
farther the screen from the pin hole, the
larger the proj~ed image. The image of
the projected partially eclipsed sun is
perfecUy sale to observe for any period of
time. Incidentally, don't be surprised when
the image of the sun is reversed on the
screen.
The simple pin hole projection device can
be improved upon by enclosing the space
between the two pieces of cardboard. This
can be accomplished with a large cardboard
box or a long cardboard tube.
~

BY KEEPING our extraneous ligh~ the
image of the partially eclipsed sun will
appear in greater contrast. The two pieces
of cardboard will also be held in place more
. easily.

The moon will begin to cross the sun

around 11:16 a.m The western edge of the
sun will be covered first since the moon
orbits west to east around the earth. The
reversed image on the pin hold projection
screen will show the moon moving across
the sun from east to west
Very slowly the moon will continue to
cover more of the sun until around 12:48
p.m At this time, 95. percent of the sun will
be covered, and the 'partial eclipse will
reach its maximwn covex:age of the sun.
Anyone who is unaware of the progressing

eclipse will probably not notice any
difference in the daylight from nonnal;
• Following maximwn coverage, the moon
will continue to move to the east of the sun.
As it does, the sun will be slowly uncovered.
The partial eclipse of May 30 will end at 2:24
p.m when the moon has completely passed
the sun.

Jupiter'disappears in sun's glare
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( Juri1cr in mn.iuclion \\ilh Sun)

By GEOKlJE REED

Jupiter was the brightesl cf the tnret:
planets that focused a stargazer's attention on the constellation of Virgo the Vir~in over the spring and summer months.
The warm days are now numbered, and so
are the nights that Jupiter will continue to
be visible. It is visible low in the
southwestern sky for only an hour and a
half past sunset. This is because Jupiter is
approaching a conjunction with the sun.
A conjunction occurs when two celestial
objects are in the same part of the sky.
one above, below or behind the other. A
planetary conjunction with the sun has the
disadvantage of making the planet unobservable because of the bri~ht ~lare surrounding the sun. FollOWing its impending,
disappearance, Jupiter will not be observable again until it emerges from the sun's
~linding glare and into the morning skies
of January.
Most Jupiter observers do not look forward to an approaching conjunction.
There was an astronomer over 300 years
ago, however, who did look forward to an·
approaching conjunction of 'Jupiter. His

name was Olaus Roemer and he was
about to solve a problem with Jupiter that
would guarantee his place in the history of
astronomy.
Jupiter has four moons that are easily
seen with binoculars or a small telescope.
These are the moons that were first seen
by Galileo in 1610. The inner most moon is
called 10. It 1S a natural satellite of Jupiter that compares in size with our moon.
Io's recently discovered volcanic activity
has made it the most geologically active
body in the solar system.
predictabUlty problem
In the middle of the 17th century there
was a problem with the predictability of
the eclipses of 10 produced by Jupiter's
shadow. The period between the times
that 10 would move into or out of Jupiter's
shadOW was fairly well established to be
42lfa hours.
Once an eclipse time was established,
future eclipses should then have occurred
at prescribed intervals of 42lfa hours. But
they did not. In 1676, Olaus Roemer, a

Danish astronomer working at the Royal
,Observatory in Paris, predicted future
eclipses of 10 from an eclipse that was
observed near the time of an opposition of
Jupiter with the sun. As Jupiter moved
from a position opposite to that of the sun
in the sky and toward a conjunction with
the sun, the eclipses occurred prbgressively later than the predicted times.
Roemer correctly deduced tha t the discrepancies were due to the additional
time that light needed to cross the increasing distances between Jupiter and
the earth. Roemer divided the increased
distance by the time lag and arrived at a
value for the velocity of light that is close
to today's accepted value of 186,000 miles
per second. Roemer had proved that light
traveled with a finite velocity.
. Before Roemer's classic experiment, it
was generally assumed that light traveled
from place to place almost instantaneously. Galileo had tried to measure the velocity of light earlier in the seventeenth century by sending a lantern signal to an as-"
sistant on a distant hill, who when he saw
Galilee's signal, was to signal back by an·
other lantern.
Doomed to fail
The experiment was doomed to fail because the distance between GaliJeo and
his assistant was too short. Light can
travel the circumference of the earth seven times in one second. The reaction
times of Galilee and his assistant were too
slow to measure something moving at this
speed.

In the 300 years since Roemer's observations of Jupiter, the velocity of light has
been transformed into a measure of distance. Jupiter can be described as being
almost 575 million miles away as we see it
in tonight's sky, or we can say it is almost
50 light-minutes away. The light that you
see from Jupiter at a given time tonight
left, Jupiter 50 minutes before your observation. The planets are now described as
light-minutes away and the stars lightyears away.
Incidentally,Olaus Roemer was born in
Copenhagen, Denmark, on Sept. 25,1644.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Time
Time is one of the dimensions of the universe that is coexistent with space. The early civilizations of the eastern
and western hemisphere recognized the need for a timing instrument and calendar in order to carry out their affairs. It
was this need that lead to man's desire to observe and record the motions of the sky. The development of an explanation
of the observations in the form of a conceptual model is the history and domain of astronomy as a science.
Any event that occurs repeatedly at fixed intervals can be used as a measure of time. The interlude between two
consecutive such events can be used as a unit of time.
The most fundamental unit of time is measured by the event of a meridian transit. A transit refers to the crossing of
an observer's meridian by an astronomical object. Successive meridian transits of astronomical objects are used to
establish the day as a unit of time.
Successive meridian transits of a pOlnt on the celestial sphere define the "star"' day or sidereal day. The sidereal
day is a measure of the time it takes for the earth to make one complete rotation on its axis. The March equinox is the
point on the celestial sphere that is used to designate the beginning of each sidereal day.
Successive meridian transits of the sun define the apparent solar day. The apparent solar day is a measure of the
combined effects of the rotation and revolution of the earth. The sun appears to move approximately one degree from
west to east along the ecliptic while the entire celestial sphere appears to move 3600 from east to w~st. For example.
consider the sun and a star on the meridian. At the end of a sidereal day period. the star will be back on the meridian but
the sun will be approximately one degree to the east of the meridian. The celestial sphere will therefore need to rotate
approximately one more degree to bring the sun back to the transit position. The celestial sphere appears to rotate 360 0
for one sidereal day and approximately 36 I0 for one apparent solar day. The apparent solar day will therefore be a longer
~irt:Je interval than the sidereal day.
The sun's apparent motion along the ecliptic is not uniform because of the elliptical orbit of the earth. The sun
appears to move faster in the winter when the earth i~ near perihelion and slower in the summer when the earth is near
aphelion. The elliptical orbit of the earth and the obliquity of the ecliptic cause the apparent solar day interval to \·ary.
The mean or average time interval between meridian transit~ of the apparent sun. over an extended inter\'al of one
ecliptic revolutior: ~~~~t'year), is defined as a mean solar day. The apparent solar day i~'-I~~ge-r' than the mean solar day
1n the wimer andshonenhan
the mean solar dav... in the summer. The mean solar day,., is loneer
than the sidereal da\- bv.. a
'"'
constant amount.
Any day measure can be divided into 24 equal intervals called hours. Each hour interval can be divided into 60
equal mjnute intervals and each minute interval can be divided into 60 equal second interval!;. The mean solar day and
the sidereal day are both divided into 24 hour intervals. Since the mean solar day is longer than the sidereal day, the
mean solar day hour will be longer than the sidereal day hour. The sidereal day is equivalent to 2~h:)6m04' of mean solar
time. The mean solar day is therefore 3 m56' longer than the sidereal day and the me:.!n solar day hour is 10" omS6' ..;- 24)
longer than the sidereal day hour.
Local time can be defined as the position of a reference object with respect to the local meridian. The position of
the object. which is referred to as an hour angle. is measured along the celestial equator westward from the observer's
local meridian to 1he hour circle that passes through the reference object. An hour circle is a great circle on the celestial
sphere that passes through both celestial poles.
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Figure 31.

The measure of loca! apparent solar tIme and local SIdereal time

Local mean solar time is based upon the movement and therefore hour angle of the mean sun, The mean sun is a
fictitious sun that moves at a unifoml rate along the celestial equator, The mean sun will complete a 360 0 movement
around the celestial equator in exactly the same time that the real sun appears to move 3600 around the ecliptic. The local
mean solar day begins. for convenience. in the night time 12 hours after the fictitious mean sun crosses the local
meridian, The sidereal day begins when the vernal equinox crosses the local meridian. The mean sun will be 12 hours
past the local meridian at the time that the vernal equinox crosses the local meridian on the day of the September
equinox. On this date. a mean solar time clock and a sidereal time cIock would both read Ohoom at local midnight. The
mean solar day and the sidereal day will be staning simultaneously. On succeeding midnights the sidereal clock would
gain 3mS6' on the mean solar clock which will read Ohoom continuously at local midnight. The sidereal clock will gain
approximately 4 minutes per day. 2 hours per month and exactly one day on the mean solar clock over a period of one
year. The extra day is due to the revolution of the earth around the sun which is observationally equivalent to one
rotation of the eanh, Table 9 shows the amount by which the local sidereal time surpasses local mean time.

TABLE 9
Sidereal Time Gain at Midnight
Date

Local Sidereal TimeLocal Mean Solar Time
Oh36 111

October I
November I
December I
January I
February 1
March I
April 1
May I
June 1
July 1
August 1
September 1

21\38 111
..+h36 nl
6 11 39 m

Sli 3S ffi
lO l1 31 m
J :;h34m
)4 h 31 nl

J6 h 3S m
lS h33 m
20 h 3S m
:!2 h 37 m

Local apparent time is based upon the movement and therefore hour angle of the real sun, This is the time that is
recorded by a sundial. Local apparent noon takes place as the center of the sun moves from the "before" the local
meridian (ante meridiem. A. M.) position to the" after" the local meridian (post meridiem. P. M,) position. The shadow
cast by a vertical stick. called a gnomon. will be its smallest at the time of local apparent noon. The path of the gnomon
shadow will vary with the apparent arc of the sun across the sky. but the time of the meridian transit will always be
simultaneous with the occurence of the shortest shadow. The length of the shortest shadow will vary with the noon
altitude of the sun. It will reach a maximum on the day of the December solstke and a minimum on the day of the June
solstice for northern latitudes. The opposite will be true for southern latitudes.

E

~Lw

~1~
Movement of summer
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gnomon shadow
Movement of winter
gnomon shadow

Figure 32. The noon shadow of the sun.
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Loc:.lj apparent noon does not always take pla~e at [he time of lncal mean noon. The apparent sun does not always
cross the meridian at exactly noon. Because of the combined effects of the ellipticity of the earth' s orbit and the obliquity
of the ecliptic. the apparent solar day is sometimes shorter than and sometimes longer than the length of the mean solar
day. While the difference in the length of anyone :.lpparem solar day as compared to the length of one mean solar day is
small. the accumulated difference can 4lmount to more than 16 minutes. The difference between apparent solar time and
mean solar is called the equation of time. Table 10 shows the i.lccumulated value of the equation of time (apparent-mean)
over the course of one year. The effect of the eccentricity and the obliquity are also given. When the equation of time is
positive. the apparent sun crosses the meridian before local mean noon. When the equation of time is negative. the
apparent sun crosses the meridian after local mean noon.
TABLE 10

Equation of Time
Date
January I
February 1
March I
April I
May I
June I
July I
August I
September I
October!
November I
December I

Apparent- Mean Time

Eccentricity Contribution

- 3m 14'
- 13 rn 34'
- 12 n1 38 S
- 4 m12 S
+ 2mSOs
+ 1 m27'
- 3m31 s
6m17 S
- omlSs
+ IO m OIS
+ 16m2 IS

+om 17

S

-3 m45 s

-6 m28 s
-7m30s
-6 1ll49 s
-4 ln 07 s
-O ln 29 S
+ 3nl 24 S

-

+6 m24 s
+ 7m 39 s
+6 mS2 s
+41n I 5s

+ Il m l6'

Obliquity Comribution
- 3m3 jS
-9 tn 49'
-6mlO s
+3 m 18 s
+9 m39 s
-6 m 34s
-3 m02 s
-9 m41 s
-6 m 39 s
+2 m22 s
+9 m 29 s
+7 mOJS

The eccentricity of the orbit contribution to the equation of time arises from the Keplerian motion of the earth that is
reflected in the apparent motion of the sun. When the earth is near perihelion in the winter it is moving at its greatest
angular rate. This causes the sun to appear to move at its greatest easternly angular rate along the ecliptic. The apparent
sun will cross the meridian after the mean sun and the eccentricity contribution to the equation of time will be negative.
When the earth is near aphelion in the summer it is moving at its slowest easternly angular rate along the ecliptic. The
apparent sun will nov. cross the meridian before the mean sun and the eccentricity contribution to the equation of time
will be positive. The eccentricity of the earth' s orbit can cause the length of a single day to vary by 8 seconds of time.
The obliquity of the ecliptic contribution to the equation of time arises from the variation in the proJected eastward
motion of the sun onto the celestial equator as it appears to move along a circle which is inclined by 23 J f2° to the
celestial equator. ;\;car the equinox pojnr~. the motion of the sun is considerably north or south. The projected motion
will be a minimum. This wil) cause the apparent sun In cross the meridian before the mean sun. The contribution to the
equation of time will therefore be positive near the date of the equinoxes. Near the solstice points. the entire motion of
the sun i~ eastward. This will cause the apparent sun to cross the meridian after the mean sun. The contribution to the
equation of time will therefore be negative near the date of the solstices. The obliquity of the ecliptic can cause the
Jength of a single day to vary by 20 seconds of time.
If the declination of the sun is introduced as another variable. the graph takes the shape of a figure eight. The figure eight
which is shown in Figure 33 and which is often found on world globes is called an analemma.
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Figure 33. The analemma,

Because time has been defined with respect t(l the local meridian. the local time at each terrestrial longitude will be
different from every other terrestrial longirude. In a world of rapid communication this presents obvious difficulties, In
1883 by international agreement the earth was divided into 24 standard time zones of 15° each. The standard meridians
that determine the time within each zone are at intervals of 15° or I hour to the east or west of the Greenwich prime
meridian, The standard meridians in the United States and Canada are 75°. 90°. 105°. 120°. 135 0 and,! ~Oo west
longitude, These standard meridians represent time differences from between 5 hours and 10 hours earlieriliarf the
Greenwich mean time, Locations with, 7°30' to the east and west of the standard meridian use the local mean solar
time of the zone standard meridian. For example. the local mean solar time of the 75th meridian defines Eastern
St~ndard Time. All longitudes between 67°30' and 82°30' use the local time of the 75th meridian. Eastern Standard
Time will be 5 hours (75° -:- 15°/hr.) later than the Greenwich Standard Time because the mean sun moving from east
to west will cross the 75th meridian five hours after it has crossed the Greenwich prime meridian. The time zone
boundaries are not as regular as has been implied. They have been outlined so as to cause the minimum inconvenience
in civil affairs.
A correction is needed to go from standard time to local mean solar time. The correction is the difference in
longitude. expressed in time units. between the observer's meridian and the standard meridian. The difference between
the two times is equal to a difference in longitude. An observer at longitude 80 0 west will be 5° west of the Eastern
Standard Time 75th meridian, Five degrees is equivalent to 20 minutes of time since the mean sun appears to move J 0
every four minutes of mean solar time. Since the observer is to the west of the standard meridian. the mean sun will
cross the standard meridian before it crosses the observer's meridian, The standard time will be later than the local mean
time, and the correction of 20 minutes will have to be subtracted from zone time to obtain the local mean time.
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A traveler moving eastward completely around the earth will gain up to 24 hours or one day of time because the
earth will make Jess than one real rotation from solar transit to solar transit of the moving ob'server's meridian. A
traveler moving westward completely arlHlill.i the earth will lose up to 24 hours or one day of time because the earth will
make more than one real rotation from solar transit to solar transit of the moving observer's meridian. To avoid this
time machine effect, the l80th mend ian has been selected as the International Date Line. Local time is the same on both
sides of the line, but the western side of the line is one dav later than the eastern side. A traveler crossin£ the line from
east to west will advance one calendar date. A traveler cro~sjng the line from west to east will regress one~calendar date.
The International Dale Line has an irregular outline for the same reasons that the time zone boundaries have
irregular outlines.
The calendar is a means of counting day units. The simplest type of calendar is one in which the days are added
consecutively without any division into lar~er units. In 1)8) A. D.. Julius Scaliger proposed such a calendar. Day one
was set as January 1,4713 B.C. This was the duy of creation according to Scalinger's determination. The "Julian
Day" or "Julian Date." abbreviated as J. D .. is the number of days that have passed since day one. For example.
Janu:.lry 1. 1973 was JuJ ian Day 2A41.6ti4. For further convenience the Julian Day starts at noon and the parts of the
day arc expressed in decimals rather than hours. minutes and seconds. The Julian Day calendar is used in astronomy to
calculate. by simple addition and subtraction. the exact number of day intervals between two dates.
A calendar that attempts to use a unit larger than the day runs into difficulties. The "rnoonth" or month was based
on the appearance of the lunar phases. The twelve month lunar year consisted of successive 30 and 29 day periods, but
unfortunately this year of 354 days (1 ~ x 29.5 = 354) did not correspond to the seasonal year.
The seasonal year was first detennined to be nearly 365.25 days by the Egyptians who marked the new year with
the first visible eastern rising of Sirius before the sun. The year unit presents problems because the time it takes for the
earth to complete one revolution around the sun is not an integral number of rotations.
The Gregorian calendar was introduced in 1582 by Pope Gregory XIII. The seasonal year is more accurately
365.2422 days in iength. The Gregorian calendar nearly achieves this average by introducing a leap year of 366 days.
every fourth year except during century years that can not be evenly divided by 400. The year 2000 A. D. will thus be a
leap year. but the year 1900 was not. The Gregorian calendar so nearly achieves a year of the required length that it will
:be over 3000 years into the future before it will be in error by one day.
Perhaps the most complex calendar system to ever be developed was that of the Mayans. a civiliz.ation that
prospered in the Yucatan peninsula. They used three calendar systems simultaneously. none of which were based
entirely upon the exact length of the se~sonal year or lunar month. The Tzo!kin was u' counting system of 260
combinations of numbers and names. The second system used a 365 day period that quickly deviated from the seasonal
year. The third system was a "long count" system analogus to the Julian Day calen~ar.
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The date of New Year's Day
is an aribifrary one
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Dec. 26,1985

By GEORGE REED

So. Next week we begin a new year. Why? Simple. We begin a new year
because the earth has completed one 360 degree orbit of the sun In the last
365.25 days.
True. But why was the new year chosen to begin on Jan. 11 It would seem
there were 364 other equally appropriate days from which to choose. False.
There were religious and political consIderations involved.
.
The ancient Romans, and Julius Caesar In particular, are responsible for
establishing Jan. 1 as the date for thebeg!nning of the new year. Based on the
advice of the Greek mathematician, Sosigenes, Julius Caesar introduced a
caleodar reform into the extensive Roman Empire in 46 B.C. The year 45
B.C. began on Jan.!.
, TIlE ROMAN MONTH, Januarius, was chosen to begin the year because
of its association with Janus, the mythical Roman god of doors. Janus was
the two-faced god looking forward and backward who presided over
entrances and exits, beginning and endings. January was a good choice for
the first month of the new year since the start of a calendar year was a time
fQr beginnings and endings. It was a time to look wIth anticipation at what
was to come and to look back in memory at what has been.
The Julian calendar was not perfect. It was 11 minutes and 14 seconds
shorter in measure of the year than the year measured by the earth's orbit
around the sun. Tbis was an error of two-thousandths of one percent.
. Ettors accumulate. By the sixteenth century, the accumulated error had
reached 10 days. This meant that the first day of spring, which should occur
on March 21, was occurring on March 11. And this was messing up the
inO't'eable feasts In the ecclesiastical calendar. Easter, which was fixed as
the lint Sunday following the full moon following the vernal equinox, was
mewing from spring into winter. . ,
. THE RISE OF Christianity had its effect upon the celebration of the
begimrlng of the year. Attempts were made in succeeding centuries to
substitute a Christian celebration date for the pagan new year of Jan.!. The
SUC!'Cl!SSful candidates were Christmas, Easter and Annunciation Day. The
latter, celebrated on March 25, marked the festival of Gabriel's Old
Testament announcement of the Incarnation.
Pope Gregory XIII reformed the calendar in 1582. He eliminated 10 days
fn.JllD tte year to return the vernal equinox to, Marc~ 21, and ~d~~ an extra
day to everi fourth-year to more closely match the calendar to the 360
degree motion of the earth around the sun. The error was reduced to less
than one hundred· thousandth of one percent.
Part of the calendar reform involved a decision as to which date would
constitute the beginning of the new year. At the time it was March 25, but
Pope Gregory was being pressured to return the beginning of the year to the
papa date of Jan. 1. He did.
.
QUEEN ELIZABETH in Protestant England was not about to live
according to.a Roman Catholic calendar, so England and its colonies
continued to live by the Julian calendar. The new Style calendar reform, a
British euphemism for the Gregorian calendar reform, was not enacted by
Parliament until 1751. Twelve days were eliminated from 1752, and the
beginning of the year was moved back from March 25 to Jan. 1.
The Russians walled until 1919 to adopt the Gregorian calendar and the
Chinese unti11949.

.

Next. week marks the beginning of the new civil year, ~ut there Will be
oUier New Year's Days to follow during the year. They Will be the New
Year's Days of the religious calenaars that have never converted to a true
solar calendar. . , '
.
ISLAMIC NEW YEAR 1407 will occur on Sept. 6, 1986. The islamIC
calendar is a pure lunar calendar of 12 monthS which is not tied to the
seasons.
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Naked I Astronomy

DAILY LOCAL NEWS, Thurs,. Aug, 28,1985

.Time marches on
;'

,1,

I

Br GEORqE REED

AStrono~y's most important
contribution to Civilization is time.
Astronomy is all about time, past
time, present time and future time.
'Without Ume there would be no
civiliZation. There would be no
'''condition of human sOCiety marked
'by an advanced stage of
,
development in the arts and sciences
and by corresponding social,
poUtical, and culturaI'complexlty."
, It has been shggested that you
Teally do not truly underStand .
something unt~l you are able to
measure or apply numbers to that
which you are,trylng to ,understand.
The op}>OSite is true of time. We have
been measuririg time tonger than
any other thing set to numbers, but
we still do not fully understand it.
THE MEASURE OF time began
with the sun rising In the east. This
was the beginning of "day" time. '
When the sun set in the west,
daytime end~d ¥1nd urlight" time
began. The "uncivilized" creatures;
with whom we share this planet alsO
measure time in this way to regulate
their activities.
The gravity of the moon gave us.
high tide time and low tide time. The
,moon's 29.5 day changing pattern of
waxing and waning light gave us '
I4 moonth" time or months. The 365.25
day period of change in the sunrise
and sunset points, combined with the
47 degree variation In its midday, or
noon time, altitude gave us the year.
. The day, month and year are I
'natural measures of time. They are
,astronomical units of measure '
derived from the changing
appearance of the universe as
'viewed from planet earth. From any
other planet, these units woul~ be
different.
ASTRONOMY HAS also given us
the artificial divisions imposed upon
the natural'units of time. The fiv~
naked eye planets, the moon and the

sun gave us the seven days of the
week. The new, first quarter, full and
third quarter moon gave us the four
weeks in the month, and the 12 full
lunar cycles gave us the twelve .
months in the year. The divisions of
the day, however, are nonastronomical.
. The earliest measures of the
passage of daytime were performed
with sticks and stones and shadows.
: The shadows formed by the sun
. moved form west to east as the sun
. apparently moved from th eastern
horizon in the morning to the
western horizon in the course of the
day. Our clock hands move
"clockwise" in duplication of the
movement of the sundial shadow.
The passage of time was seen in
ancient Egypt, for instance, in the
movement of the shadows cast by
large stone obelisks. They were the
Big Ben sundials of the pharoahs. At
night, the Egyptians used the
merkhet, a plumbline device that
measured the apparent angular
movement of the nighttime stars to
continue their measure of the
passage of time.
I

THE SUMERIANS are credited
with dividing day and night into 12
hour units. Twelve was considered a
special or lucky number. In the
beginning, all days and all nights
were each 12 hours long.
An hour of daytime in the sumrher
was originally much longer than an
hour of daytime in the winter. The
invention of mechanical clocks
established a standardized measure
of time based upon the average ' ,
length of a day and the average
length of an hour. It is this artificial
time that we use to regulate our
activities today.
But what is time? It's the measure
of the interval between two events:
two sunrises, two sunsets, two full
moons, two positions of the sun
among the stars, two repetitions of
the position of the hands on a clock.

, I
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When the

DAilY LOCAL NEWS, west Chester, Fla., Thurs., Sept. 14, 1918
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had
11 days

week

By GEORGE REED
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If today was September 14, 1752.
then yesterday would have been
September 2. 1752. And if that isn't
confusing enough, how can a septugenarian be 70 years old when
September is the ninth month of the
year. Incidentally, why do we list
George Washington's birthday as
February 22, 1732 when the calendar
on his day of birth actually read
F ebrua ry 11, 1731 ~ The explanation
fortbe above lies in our use of.a calen·
dar to tell time.
The calendar is used to measure
periods of time longer than that of a
day. The earliest calendars were
based on th~ reoccurring phases of
the moon. The "moonth," or month as
it was called later, had two disadvan·
tages. It consisted of an uneven
(29.53) number of days and it did not
divide evenly (12.4) into the seasonal
year.
\
The year in early Roman times
used to start at the time of the new
moon closest to the vernal equinox,
which is the beginning of spring.
March was the first month of the year
and September was the seventh
month of the year. The word
September originates from a Latin
word meaning seventh month. In the
year 153 B.C., the beginning of the .
year was moved to its present
January 1 position. January then
moved from the eleventh month posi.
tion 10 the first month poSition and
September moved from the seventh
month to its present ninth month position. In order to remove any confusion
with September's name and position,
it was occassionally renamed by sue,cessive Roman emperors. At various
times, up until 45 B.C" September
had been renamed Antonius, Ger·
manicus and Tacitus.
Julius Caesar, in 46 B.C., asked not
what the calendar' could do for him
but rather what he could do for the
calendar. He used a consultant named
Sosigenes, who was an astronomer
from Alexandria. Sosigenes sug·
gested that the Roman Empire adopt
the 3,OOO-year-old Egyptian type of
calendar that was based entirely on
the motion of the sun. His advice was
taken.
In order to get the new Julian calen·
dar started properly it was necessary

Reform started riots
to do some funny things wi til the year
46 B.C. The result was that this year
consisted of 15 months and 445 days.
Once the "Year of Confusion" was
over. everyone sat back and relaxed.
They now had a good calendar.
The years of the Julian calendar
were not perfect, however. They were
11 minutes and 14 seconds too short.
This seems rather insignificant, but
because of this, by the year 1582, the
first day of spring had moved forward
from its intended date of March 21 to
March 11.
In 1582 Pope Gregory XIII did what
Caesar did before him. He called in an

astronomer for consultation and
revised the calendar. He brought the
first day of spring back to March 21
by dropping 10 days from the 1582calendar year. The Gregori~n calendar was adopted immediately in all
Roman Catholic countries. Quite
prectictably Queen Elizabeth I did not
follow suit.
The Julina calendar was used in
Great Britian and her.
American

colonies until 1752. In that year the
Gregorian calendar was finally
adopted. The switch from the one
calendar system to the other "'''as
made by the elimination of the 11 days
between September 2 and September
14. In 1752, 30 days did not "hath"
September.
The, 1752 calendar reform 'was
greeted by riots and angry mobs yelling. "Give us back our 11 days." Apparently the English and their subject
were a jolly bit annoyed at having to
pay monthly bills with only 3 weekly
checks. Eventually things quieted
down and everyone accepted the new
calendar system. In fact they accepted it so well that they even
changed the dates of some past
events, like Washington's birth date,
to conform with the Gregorian calendar date.
All of this trouble and confusion
would have been avoided if the gibbous moon, that is in our flight sky
this week, had a period that divided
evenly into the length of the year.

Moon, equinox set Easter date
CAil Y LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., Mar. 19, 1981

By GEORGE REED
It may seem a little early to talk about
Easler, but it really isn'L You see, tomorrow is the day of the vernal equinox, the
beginning of spring, and tomorrow is also
the night of a full moon. Easter will therefore be celebrated April 19, unless of
course you belong to the Greek Orthodox
church, in which case, Easter will be celebrated April 26.
It was a Jot easier last year when the
Catholic, Protestant and Greek Orthodox
churches all celebrated Easter on the
same date. In case you haven't notic~,
the date for Easter bounces around the
calendar. Whose fault is this? It is the
fault of the Council of Nicaea. Never trust
a committee to arrive at a simple solution
to a simple problem.
In the early days of Christianity, the
question arose as to when Easter should
be celebrated. There were some strong
differences of opinion. The question was
resolved by the first ecumenical synod
called in 325 A.D. by the Roman Emperor
Constantine. The question was resolved
for a while at least. The Council of Nicaea
produced a formula to detennine the dale
of Easter, and the formula involved astronomy.
The council decreed that Easter shoUld
always fall on the Sunday follOwing the
first full moon that occurs after the day of
the vernal equinox and after the start of
the Jewish Passover. They added the (urther stipulation that if the first full moon
occurred on a Sunday, then Easter should
be celebrated the following Sunday.
Rule abandoned
Roman Catholic and Protestant churches latfr abandoned the rule that Easter
follow the Jewish Passover. The Eastern
churches did not, and that is why all
Christian churches do not always celebrate Easter on the same Sunday.
How did the moon 2et involved In all of
this'? There are two' ways. First of all,
Pa-ssover begins on the evening of the 14th
of Nlsan and lasts for eight days. Nisan Is
the month of the Hebrew lunar calendar
that falls in the March-April time of the
Gregorian calendar. The Hebrew calendar which is based on the moon does not
have a common denominator with the
Gregorian calendar which is based on the
sun.
The number of lunar cycles In a year is
uneven. This means that the time of the

So when is E~ster
thiS year.

• Saturn
• Jupl ter

Passover celebration is a movable feast.
The Council of Nicaea, in trying to set the
Easter date in keeping with the biblical
sequence oC events, was forced into a system that took the lunar cycle into consideration. This made Easter a movable
feast also. For Catholic and Protestant
churches, it can occur as early as March
22 or as late as April 25.
The Council of Nicaea involved the full
moon in the Easter date formula for practical reasons. They wished to provide the
pilgrims, who traveled to Jerusalem, with
a bright night sky in order to assure thei!.'
safety.
Fu.1I moon
So when is Easter? Tomorrow is the
vernal equinox and the full moon. This full
moon does not count. It missed by one
day. The next full moon is on Sunday,
April 19. so this will be Easter for Catholic and Protestant churches. April 19 is
al~o the start of Passover. so the Eastern
churches will celebrate Easter April 26~ If
the "first full moon on Sunday" rule had
not been abandoned, Catholic and Prote~
tant churches would also celebrate Easter
Apri126.
It is hard to find someone who is supportive or the manner in which the Easter
celebration is determined. It is even harder to find someone who knows and understands bow the date is determined. We
have juggled the dates of our celebration
of the birthdays of Columbus, Washington
and Lincoln. Everyone eventually accept·

ed It. Why not change the date of Easter

from a movable date to a fixed Sunday,
such as the second Sunday in April? This
will probably never happen. because it
would involve tampering with 1656 years
of relhdous tradition.

The'moon has been used in many ways
that are associated with calendars and
events. It can also be used in other ways
such as locating planets. Take a look at
tomorrow night's vernal equinox full
moon. Below it, you will find two bright
star-like objects. The brightest one is the
planet Jupiter and the fainter one is Saturn.
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Islamic calendar starts
new year onWednesdQY
,DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Fri., Nov. 16, 1979
By GEORGE REED

1400 rather than year (1979-622) 1357.
Other uses of naked eye astronomy inSince the Islamic year is shorter than the
clude the fixing of prayer times and the
For a large part of the world's populaseasonal year, the Islamic New Year will
determination of the direction of the holy
tion, a new year will begin on Wednesday,
move backwards through the seasons by
city of Mecca for the saying of the
Nov. 21. Those who follow the Islamic
prayers. ,
10 or 11 days each year. It will move comfaith will begin year 1.400 A.H. according
pletely through the seasons eV,ery 32.S
Astronomy owes a lot to the Arabs.
to the Islamic calendar..
years. '
When western Europe declined Into the
The A. H. designation stands for Ab
The Islamic lunar calendar, liie the He'feudal period during the sixth to twelfUf
Hejira" or "from the flight." The years 1n
brew lunar calendar, is used primarily for
centuries, the whole structure and content
the Islamic calendar are numbered from
the fixing of fasts and festivals. However,
of ancient astronomy and classical learnJuly 16, 622. This was the date on which
the Gregorian calendar Is used for civil
ing was preserved by the Arabs. When
the prophet Mohammed fled from Mecca
affairs.
NaJted eye astronomy is closely
this stored culture was reintroduced to
to Medina in order to escape from belng
tied with many Islamic practices. For inwestern Europe through Islamic Spain in
assassinated. July 16, 622 thus became 1
stance, the lunar fasting month of Ramathe twelfth century, the European RenaisMuharra~, the first day, of the fLrst
month, of the first year after the flight. _~n~s no~ ~.upposed to begin unUl the first
sance began. Astronomy's contribution to
. thin waxing. crescent, following the--iiew
the Arab world can be seen in their religThe Islamic calendar next week wlU read
- -- '- --"*
ious calendar and the means astronomy
i Muharram, 1400. 7' : moo, is seen in the sky by two different
people. Religious practices such as this
offers for the determination of the direcIt would probably not take you too long
w~uld be difficult to follow on the east , lion of Mecca. it can also be seen In the
to realize, that when you subtract 622
co~st of the United States. We sometimes
most honored meteorite in the world
from the Gregorian calendar year of 1979,
go from new moon to new moon without
which is the Black Stone in the sanctuary
do not receive 1400 for an answer. You
of the Great Mosque.
the moon appearing in the sky due to our
probably noticed that the Islamic
cloud cover.
new year has moved from the month of
July, at its inception, to the month of No.
vember now. These two anomalies are explained by the fact that the Islamic calendar is a lunar calendar.
The Islamic lunar calendar consists of
12 months. Alternate months are 29 and 30
days long so that the average month becomes 29.5 days. This is the lunar synodic·
period or the time it takes the moon to
start at the new moon phase, go through"
the waxing and waning crescentand
gibbous phases and return to the new
moon phase again. The last month of the
year, the Dhu-l-Hijja or month of the p11grimage, can have 29 or 30 days. The
Islamic year therefore varies between 354
and 355 days as opposed to the Gregorian
year of 365.25 days.
Since the Islamic calendar is not tied in
any way to the seasons, as is the Gregorian calendar, the Islamic year is 10 or 11
shorter than our solar year. Thirty
Islamic years are approximately
to 32 Gregorian years and that is
ned week will begin Islamic year
U

Ramadan depends on careful obselVotion
DAlL Y LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., May 31, 198·\'
By GEORGE REED
Naked eye astronomy is taken quite seriou~ly in some parts of the world. It can have
political ramifications and a disruptive impact on the progress of daily life. A naked
eye observation that took place Jast June, for instance, dramatically upset the Middle
East.

Ramadan is the most important month in the Islamic calendar. It is a month of
fasting in which no eating, drinking or smoking can tak~ place between the hours of
sunrise and sunset.
To survive Ramadan requires some preparation. A substantial meal of slowly
digestible beans must be prepared in the morning as a last meal before the fast begins,
and a very large and elaborate feast must be served in the evening aUhe end of the
fasting period.
:
IT IS OBVIOUSLY important for Moslems to know exactly when Ramadan begins. I
Ramadan is determined by the Islamic calendar which is a lunar calendar. This
calendar consists of twelve months that alternate between 29 and 30 days so that the
~
average month becomes 29.5 days. This 29.5 day period is equal to the lunar synodic ~""
period, or the time it takes the moon to start at the new moon phase, go through all the
.. '
waxing and waning crescent and gibbous phases, and return to the new moon phase
'''',
again.
' .......
The 12 lunar months cause the Islamic year to vary between 354 and 355 days as
opposed to the Gregorian year of 365.25 days. It also causes the Islamic New Year and
months of the year to begin 10 or 11 days earlier each year on the Gregorian calendar.
The last Islamic New Year occurred on October 10, 1983. It began in the year 1404
A.H. The A.H. designation stands for "Ab Hejira" or "From the flight." The Islamic
years are numbered from July 16. 622 on the Gregorian calendar since this was the
date the prophet Mohammed fled from Mecca to Medina to escape assasination.
RAMADAN IS the ninth month of the Islamic yar. This month of fasting and prayer
begins with the first naked eye sighting of a thin waxing crescent moon by two
different people following the occurrence of the ninth new moon of the year. Over the
years, astronomers at Arab observatories have carefully studied and solved the
difficult problem of predicting the first appearance of the thin crescent moon. At least
their predictions are correct most of the time.
Last year this was not so. The thin crescent moon was sighted first in Saudi Arabia.
Ramadan should therefore have begun at sunrise on the following morning. A problem,
however, arose from this sighting, It occurred one day earlier than predicted.
The Egyptian government was faced with a dilemma when they received the
announcement from Saudi Arabia late that night. Should they accept the Saudi
announcement and disrupt the Egyphan population? Or should they ignore the Saudi
announcement, at the risk of further straining relationships with other Arab countries.
and begin Ramadan as scheduled?
THE MOSLEMS in Egypt were expecting Ramadan to begin on June 12 last year.
Many Egyptians went to bed two nights before Ramadan with that expectation, but at
1:00 a.m. they were aroused from their sleep by telephone calls from those who were
watching late night television. Ramadan was to begin one day earlier.
This year Ramadan is scheduled to begin on May 31. "Inshalla." as the Egyptians
'say, "if God is willing:" You can be sure this year a greater part of the Moslem world
will be a little better prepared if the astronomer's calculations prove to be a little off
again this year.
Naked eye astronomy does not have the same impact in the United States as in the
Arab world. We no longer make use of its practical applications (or time keeping.
Maybe this is good. Imagine what the United States would be like if astronomers were
to suddenly move Christmas up one day.
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Hanukkah and
Christmas on
the same day
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DAilY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Dec. 21, 1971
By GEORGE REED
The two great holidays at this time of
year, Hanukkah and Christmas, both fall
on the same date. This hasn't happened
since 1940.
For the Jewish world, Hanukkah commemorates the victory of the Maccabees
over the Syrians and the rededication of
the Temple at Jerusalem ill 165 B.C. To
the non-Jewish population, it seems as if
the- beginning da te of the eigh t day
celebration of the "festival of lights"
bounces around the calendar.
Actually /' Hanukkah takes place at the
same time each year - according to the
Jewish calendar. Hanukkah is celebrated
on the 25th of Kislev, which is the 25th day
of the third month of the Jewish calendar.
The Jewish calendar is an old ca1endric
- system that goes back to ·the days when
the moon was used as the primary unit of
time. The first day of the Jewish
"moonth" or month begins at sunset on
the day of the new moon. l'he new moon
occurs when the moon and the sun are in
the same part of the sky. We can't see the
moon then because only the shadowed half
of the moon is facing us. The last new
moon occurred on Nov. 30, 1978 of the
Gregorian calendar. This was 1 Kislev
5739 bv the Jewish calendar.
The "ancient Jewish lunisolar calendar is
different in several ways from the more
universally adopted Gregorian calendar ...
The Jewish day begins at sunset rather
than at midnight. for instance. The Book
of Genesis -used this type of day when it
stated that" "the evening and the morning
were the first day:'
Another difference lies in the starting
years for the two calendars. The
Gregorian calendar's year count begins
with what was assumed to be the year of
Olrist's birth. This year should be the
1978th year since that event. However, in
the sixth century, a Roman monk,'
Dionysius Exigus, made an error and now
it is known JesUs was born during the B.C.
years.
The Jewish calendar's year count begins
from a calculation of the date of creation.
This event has been established as baving
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occurred in the fall of 3761 B.C., according
to the Gregorian calendar.
The chief difficulty in a lunisolar calendar lies in the fact one year does not con·
tain an integral number of lunar months.
The period of a Jewish calendar month,
from new moon to new moon, is 29.5 dayslong. This works out to a 12 month lunar
year that is 11 days shorter than the solar
year. In an attempt to correct this discrepancy, it is necessary to have seven
years of 13 months each, to occur within a
period of 19 years.
The earliest known calendars of most
ancient civilizations were lunar calendars.
The Egyptians seem to be the first culture
to develop a solar calendar based upon the
apparent motion of the sun and the occurrence of the seasons. The Egyptian
solar calendar was later adopted and
reformed by. the Greeks and Romans. It
forms the basis of the Gregorian calendar.
The Gregorian system also has difficulties since the year does not contain an
integral number of days. In an attempt to
correct this discrepancy it was necessary
to devise a system of leap years. These
are years with an extra day added. They
occur every dfour years except in century
years that are not divisible by the number
400..
The 18th century French Revolution
produced a calendar reform that was certainly non-traditional. The year consisted
of 12 months of II days each, with five or
six leap days. The month was divided into
three sections of 10 days each, instead of
seven day weeks. Each day was divided
into 10 bours, each hour was divided into
100 minutes and each minute was divided
into 100 seconds. When the Republic ended
so did the reformed calendar system. In
1806, the Gregorian calendii' was restored
in Napoleonic France. .
.
Calendars would be much euler to construct if the numbervt months and.days in
a year were wbole numbers. They are not,
and this is why astronomy developed in ancient civilizations. The utronomers of
yesterday had to· coost.utlY observe the
sky in order to make c:o~ to thel.r
calendars.

'Late' Chinese New Y~ar
stems from early calendar
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., Feb. 2,1984
By GEORGE REED

Happy New Year. Yes, I'm late, but I am
only a little late. The Chinese New Year
didn't begin until yesterday. The Chinese
. New Year celebration differs from the Jan.
1 New Year celebration because it is based
upon one or the earliest of calendar systems.
The earliest calendars were lunar
calendars. They used the phases of the moon
to mark passages of time longer than that
between one rising and another of the sun.
The moon takes 29.5 days to move
•
completely through one series of phases, so
lunar calendars have months (moonths) of 29
and 30 days in order to obtain an average
month of 29.S days.
A major problem of the Junar calendar is
that it falls short of having the required
number of whole moon cycles, or whole
months, to equal a 365.25 day solar year. In
order to achieve the passage of equal
number of lunar calendar years to solar
calendar years, extra months must be added
at the rate of seven within a nineteen Y:a~
period.
iN cal~daTs do this, ot~ers
do not.~·
The Islamic lunar calendar does not. .
Consequently, the Islamic New Year begIns
after every passage of 12 months that
alternate between 29 and 30 days. The
lslarrllc years are 354 or 355 days long,
which makes them 10 or 11 days shorter
than a solar year. The celebration of the
Islamic New Year therefore occurs 10 or 11
days earlier each year.
THE ANCIENT Chinese lunar calendar is
correlated to the solar year by the addition
or the extra months when they are needed.
Thlscalendar relonn dates back to 2357 B.C.
when the Emperor Yao became dissatisfied
with the traditional lunar caJendar and
ordered his astronomers to devise a
calendar system that followed the seasons.
The last reform of the Chinese lunar
calendar took place in 104 B.C. New Year's
Day by this reform was fixed to always
begin on the day of the first new moon after
the sun enters Aquarius. That was yesterday.
This fixed the date of New Year's Day as no
earlier than Jan. 21 or later than Feb. 20. It
also lied the Chinese calendar to astrology.
The sun is actually in the constellation
Capricomus during the period of time
between these two dates, but this area of the
sky also represents the astrological sign of
Aquarius. Tw.o thousand years ago when the
calendar reform was instituted, the sun was
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in the astrological sign of Aquarius as welJ
as the constellation Aquarius between Jan.
21 and Feb. 20. The change producing a
misalignment betw~n th~astrological signs
and constellations is due to a slow conical
motion of the earth's axis of rotation called
precession.
The ancient Chinese lunar calendar has
lost its importance as a time keeping
system. It was replaced in 1912 with the
Gregorian calendar system foHowing the
esUlblishment of the Chinese Republic.
Today it is remembered primarily for its
New Year's celebration festivities and the
introduction of a new "Year of the. .." This
year will be the Year of the Ra l
THE 12· YEAR cycle that produces the
different designated years, supposedly has
an astronomical connection. Each year of
the 12 is related to a Chinese zodiac sIgn
based on the yearly change in position of
Jupiter. Jupiter takes just under 12 years to
appear to make one complete motion
through the background stars. The Rat
refers to the zodiac constellation we know
today as Aquarius.

The Chinese lunar calendar is so old that
its workings and historical Origins are not
well understood. For instance, if the
different years are connected with Jupiter's
movement through the stars, you woUld
logically expect the zodiac years to follow
one another in the same order as Jupiter's
movement. They don't. They follow one
another in the opposite direction of Jupiter's
movement through them
Stargazers who will not see a Chinese
New Year's parade with its dancing dragon
can atleast symbolically welcome the Year
of the Rat by looking for a dragon in the
night sky. IT you have a very clear view of
the northern sky, and can see stars close to
the horizon, you will be able to find the long
cir~po,lar constellation of Draco the
. Dragon weaving and twisting between the
Big and Little Dipper.
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Saturday is the day. to synchronize
your sundial with your other clocks
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Aug. 23,1984
By GEORGE REED.
It's time to fix your sundial. Your sundial and your wristwatch should
both read the same time at noon Saturday. This only happens four times
each year. During the rest of the year your sundial can be Hfast" or Hslow"
by as much as a quarter of an hour. There is a perfectly good explanation
for this. Sundials and wristwatches do not measure the same kind of time.
Sundials record iocaI apparent solar time~'This ancient system of time
measurement is based upon the observed movement of the real sun
across the sky.
'
' .
Local apparent noon takes place each day when the center of the sun is
in the due south pOSition and the sundial shadow is its shortest length for
the day. This is the time of the sun's crossing of the local meridian.
THE MERIDIAN is an imaginary line in the sky that passes from the
due north point on the horizon, through the directly overhead zenith point,
and down to the south point on the horizon. The meridian divides the sky
into an easlern and western half.
Local apparent noon measures the time of the sun's paSsage from
"before" the local meridian to "after" the local meridian. It is from the
sun's crossing of the meridian that we derive the familiar a.m. and p.m.
division of the day. The term a.m. means ante meridian or before the
meridian. The term p.m. means post meridian or after the meridian.
The day to day crossing of the meridian by the real sun provided a
satisfactory measure of time for earlier civilizations, but it does not meet
the demands of the technical world we live in today. This is because the
time interval between meridian crossings is not constant. It varies
throughout the year.
THE SUN'S passage from one meridian crossing to the next is the
result of the combined effect of the rotation and revolution of the earth. If
the earth only rotated, the day would be of constant length. It would take
the same amount of time to move the sun from one local apparent noon to
the next. But the earth does not just rotate, it also revolves around the
sun.
The revolution of the earth around the sun is the cause of the usual
discrepancy between sundial time and wristwatch time. This is because
the.earth revolves around the sun at a velocity that changes during the
year. In the winter the earth moves faster in its orbit than it does in the
summer. This change in velocity causes the time intervals between
meridian passages of the sun to change.
The change in the time interval of each day Is impossible to duplicate
with a mechanical clock. A mechanical clock set to duplicate the length
of the" apparent solar day in winter would be running at the wrong rate in
the summer, and vice versa. This was a problem when mechanical clocks
were developed.
THE PROBLEM was solved by the abandonment of the "natural", but
variable time measured by a sundial, to the artificial, but constant time
measured by a mechanical clock.
Today we measure the passage of time by an invention called mean
solar time. The length of the mean solar day is equal to the average or
mean length of the apparent solar day extended over one year, the time
for one revolution of the earth around the sun.
The old sundial system of measuring time had its influence on the
mechanical system of measuring time. We still use the a.m. and p.m.
division of the day, and the hands on a mechanical clock all move in the
same direction. This clockwise movement duplicates the movement of
the sundial shadow.
It's time to synchronize sundials. On Saturday at mean solar novn, an
earth tremor should be felt as Chester County sundials are twisted to read
local apparent solar noon.

Ancient astronomy, astrology
:name days. of the week
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., May 3, 1984
By GOERGE REED
Our days of the week are named in honor
of the seven naked eye celestial objects that
move among the stars of the sky. This is not
entirely obvious to us because of our English
names for the days of the week are derived
from unfamiliar Nordic gods associated
with these celestial objects. The exceptions,
of course, are Sunday, Monday and Saturday,
our English language days honoring the sun,
moon and Saturn.
.
So how about Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday? What celestial objects
do they honor? The answer is fairly obvious
if the names for these days of the WeE'k are
traruslated into Spanish,
\
Tuesday is Martes. Wednesday 1s
Miercoles. Thursday is Jueves and Friday is
Viernes. Tuesday honors Mars. Wedn~y
honors Mercury. Thurrsday honors Jupiter.
Friday honors Venus.
Our English language days honor the
same planets but not in the same order. The
celestial objects honored on Wednesday and
Thursday are reversed in English and
Spanish.
The English Wednesday comes from
Woden's day. Woden was the Nordic king of
the gods, the equivalent of Jupiter. Our
Woden's day (Wednesday) is therefore
equivalent to the Spanish Jueves.('nlUrsday)
The English Thursday is Thor's day. Thor
was the son of Woden whose cOunterpart in
Spanish is Mercury. Our Thor's day
(Thursday) is therefore equivalent to the
Spanish Miercoles (Wednesday).
. IN ENGLISH AND Spanish, Tuesday
honors the god of war. Tuesday In English
comes from Tiw's day. Tiw was the Nordic
god of war. The Spanish name for this day of
the week is Martes, honoring Mars the more
familiar god of war.
,
Friday in English is derived from Freya's
day. Freya was the Nordic goddess of love
and beauty. The Spanish name for this same
day of the week is Viernes, honoring Venus
.the more familiar goddess of beauty.
Now that we have established that the
days of the week were named to honor the
seven naked eye objects moving through our
sky, the question arises as to how the days
were ordered. The answer is not found in
nur present understanding of the solar
system. If it were, the days of the week
would follow the progression: Sunday (sun),
Thursday (Mercury), Friday (Venus),
.
Monday (moon), Tuesday (Mars), Wednesday
(Jupiter) and Saturday (Saturn).
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The naming of the days of the week goes
back to a time when it was assumed that the
earth was the center of the universe. The
ordering of the solar system above the earth
from farthest to closest was then believed to
follow the sequence: Saturn, Jupiter, Mars,
sun. Venus, Mercury and the moon. This
order, if used, would give us a week that
would follow the progression: Saturday,
Wednesday, Tuesday, Sunday, Friday,
Thursday and Monday. This is not the
correct sequence, but with it, and one more'
piece of information, we can arrive at the
correct sequence.
THE OTHER PIECE ,of information
comes from Egyptian astrology. It was the
ancient belief of the Egyptians that the
seven moving naked eye objects ruled the
different hours of the day. Each of our days
was named after the celestial object that
ruled the first hour of a given day.
U you started the first hour of a day with
Saturn, the farthest celestial object from the
earth in ancient astronomy, then Saturday
would be the first day of the week. In order
to finish the 24--hour day, and arrive at the
first hour of the next day, you would have to

repeatedly move through all seven celestial
objects three times. and then move ahead
four more (21 +4 = 25 hours == 1st hour of
next day). The first hour of the next day
would be ruled by the sun. In English this is
Sunday.
The determination of the celestial object
ruling the first hour of the day following
Sunday would require the same repeated
movement through the seven celestial
objects three more times, and the same
addition of four more. This would identify
the ruler of the first hour of the next day to
be the moon, and this would produce
Monday.
The celestial objects ruling the first hour
of the succeeding days would be Mars,
Mercury, Jupiter and Venus. In Spanish this
fixes the days of the week In their proper
sequence, but in English it gives the
sequence of Tuesday, Thursday, Wednesday
and Friday.
Using the ancient corustruction of the
universe and the astrological belief in the
hours being ruled by the seven celestial
objects, the wrong order is derived for the
English days beetween Tuesday and friday. 87
How or why this happened I don't know.

Sundials reached a zenith in
early eighteenth century India
By GEORGE REED
The earliest practical" Use of
astronomy involved the division of a
day into its two natural parts. The
time of light and the time of
. ~arkness.
f The movement of the sun across
the sky from sunrise to sunset was
'used to divide the day into periods of
htorning, midday and evening. The
movement of the stars similarly
~ivided the night.
l Further di vision of the day into
measurable. hours required
'instrumentation, a clock. The earliest
clock to measure the passage of the
hours of day was just a simple
shadow casting object. The
uncOmplicated supdial consisting of
the shadow producing gnomon and
dial is perhaps the oldest of
astronomical instruments.
As time went by, the sundial
evolved. Its shape and its measure of
the sun's movement from horizon to
horizon became more involved.
Without a doubt however, the
development of the sundial reached
its height in both size and
so~histication in early eighteenth
century India.
.
THE RED SANDSTONE and brick
sundial observatory in DehIi was
built in 1710 during the reign of the
Moghul emperors by the powerful
and wealthy Maharajah. Jan Sungh.
This observatory, the Jantar Mantar,
was the first of five to be built at
places where he served as governor
or ruler. Others are located at JaipuT,
Banares, Ujjain and Mathura. Jai
Singh wasa interested in astronomy
in a big way.
,
The largest instrument at Jantar
Mantar consists of a huge triangular
masonry gnomon measuring Sixty
feet in height with a scaled quadrant
on both sides. This Samrat Yantra,
meaning "supreme instrument," is a
garden sundial built on a large scale.
It simply measures the local
apparent solar time.
The most unique sundial at Jantar
Mantar is a hybrid instrument that
combines the functions of four
different forms of sundials. Knowt:'l as
the Mistra Yantra, the "mixed
instrument", it is the most eyecatching of the observatory's six
instruments. It is the only instrument
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to be found on· postcards.
THE MISTRA YANTRA measures
the time of solar noon at the
Greenwich Observatory, Zurich
Observatory (which wasn't built until
after Jai Singh's death), a relatively
unknown observatory in Notkey,
Japan, and the town of Serichew on
Pic Island in the Pacific Ocean east
of Russia. Why these places, other
than Greenwich, were selected is not
known.
The l\fistra Yantra can also
measure the altitude of objects above
the horizon when due south and the
time when the noon sun moves into .
the astrological sign of Cancer the
Crab.
Other instruments at Jantar
Mantar can be extended beyond
measurements of the changing
position of the sun with respect to the
background stars and horizon. These
instruments measure the positions of
other bright celestial objects such as
the moon, bright stars and planets ..
What was Jai Singh's purpose in
building his over-sized sundials? It
was not to display his creativity. His

sundials are variations ofpreviOtiliSly
proven designs. The novelty of Jantra
Mantra is in its proportions, not its
originality.
The size factor, however, could
have resulted from a desire to reduce
the inherent errors in such
instruments as much as possible. It
could also have arisen from his need
to display his wealth and power.
Maharajahs have never been known
for their avoidance of excesses.

Astronomers versus astrologers
OAll Y LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Feb, 23, 1978 '

By GEORGE REED

Stretching from west to east
across the.8 p.m. sky are six constellations that belong to the 12
comprising the zodiac.
.
The constellations are Pisces
the Fish,' Aries the Ram, Taurus
the Bull,' the Gemini Twins,
Cancer the Crab, and Leo the Lion.
The sun, the moon and all of the
planets have been observed moving through these zodiac constellations since man first became
aware of the sky. It is for this
reason these constellations have
been the subject of special interest
to two ,widely diverse groups that
sprang from a common origin in
M-esopotamia in the third or fourth
millennium B.C.
Astronomers and astrologers
are the offspring of those ancient
individuals who looked at the sky
and tried to create order and sense
out of randomness and motion.
. Astronomy and astrology are both
observational and interpretative
studies that attempt to define our
role in the cosmic events of the universe.
Astronomers study and interpret
the light and motion of far distant
luminous objects such as planets,
stars and galaxies. Astrologers
study and interpret the supposed
interactions and rela tionshi ps
between living things and the arrangements of the planets, the sun
and the inoon within the zodiac.
Astronomers use ca use and effect investigative methods that require their predictions be matched
by observation. Astrologers do not
deal with causes and effects. They
deal instead with the possibilities
or probabilities of certain events
occurring in certain places at certain times.

The history of astronomy and
astrology is longer than that of any
other investiga tive study. In
.Mesopotamia the astronomy of the
state and the astrology of the st~te .
were the same thing. This type of
astrology that deals with national
events is, called natural astrology.
The Greeks introduced individual astrology with its
emphasis upon the horoscope or
"that which looks at the hour of
birth." Judicial astrology inferred
an

individual'

lifetime

characteristics based upon the
position of the sky at the moment
of birth, and horary astrology gave
day to day advice.
Astronomy was financially supported by astrology up until the
. seventeenth century. Many
famous astronomers in fact were
employed because their
knowledge of the sky allowed them
to cast horoscopes, A good
astronomer wa s not a lwa ys a good
astrologer. however, Ga Iileo , for
instance. once predicteda long life
for a visiting dignitary to the
Florentine court. The Duke died
two months later.
Astronomy and astrology
separated. in the time of Isaac
Newton when mathematics and
the scientific method were
adopted by astronomers as the
most productive procedures to folJow. Astronomy after that attained
a respectability astrology did not.
In many ways astrology has had
the last laugh. In spite of
everything astronomers have
tried, people sti 11 be lieve in
astrology.

As strange as it might seem, the
yearly number of printed .words
concerning astrology is far
greater than the number concerning astronomy. Astrolqgy columns
are syndicated to an estimated
1.500 newspapers. This syndicated
astronomy column is distributed
to considerably fewer newspapers.
There is no monthly astronomy
magazine available at newsstands
in the United States today, but
there are several monthly
astrology magazines available.
The astrology business in the
United States alone is estimated to
be greater than $100 million annually,
-As'lrology has a definite
charisma. Perha ps people's interest in astrology is a simple .
non-technical way of trying to understand the universe. The question is, do people seriously believe
in astrological forecasts or do they
think of them in the same way they
think of weather forecasts?
You can thank your lucky stars
if you haven't been fooled by the

false promises of astrology.
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NOTES

CHAPTER SIX

Precession·
The sky appears to move because of the several motions possessed by the earth. The earth rotates and we see the
Apparent diurnal motion of the celestial sphere. The earth revolves and we see the apparent ecliptic motion of the sun.
The 2nd century B. C. Greek astronomer Hipparchus, provided a series of observations that lead to the discovery
of a third motion for the earth. Hipparchus discovered that the position of the north celestial pole (P n ) had changed with
respect to the background stars of the celestial sphere. Hipparchus made his discovery by comparing star charts that
were approximately 150 years apart in age. He interpreted the difference between Babylonian and contemporary star
charts as the result of a slow continuous motion of the north celestial pole point through the stars of the apparent celestial
'
sphere.
The motion of the north celestial pole is an apparent motion that is a reflection of the slowly changing direction of
the rotational axis of the earth. The rotational axis of the earth sweeps out a cone over a long period of time. The
projection of the moving rotational axis on to the celestial sphere causes the north celestial pole to appe~ to move in a
circle over the same long period of time. The slow conical motion of the rotational axis is called precession.

--- 0(; ---

Apparent motion
of Pn position

o

Movement of
rotational axis

Rotational
axis

Figure 34. Precession of the earth's axis.
The precession of the earth's rotational axis should not be confused with the wandering of the earth's magnetic
poles. These are two separate measures of the direction of north, and two separate motions. Precession is a movement of
the earth's true north axis with respect to the celestial sphere. The other motion is a movement of the magnetic north
position with respect to the surface of the earth.
Precession is the result of the earth's rotation and the differential gravitational force of the sun and the moon acting
upon the equatorial bulge that is a result of the earth's rotation. A spherical body will become equatorially distorted
when it is rotated. The greater the rate of rotation, the greater the distortion in the equatorial plane. The eanh' s
equatorial diameter is 7927 miles (12,756 km). The polar diameter is nearly 27 miles less because the earth's rotation
has produced a 27 mile equatorial bulge. The earth has assumed the shape of an oblate spheroid as the result of its
••rotation.
Figure 35 shows the earth as an exaggerated oblate spheroid. The 23 1/2 0 angle between the axis of rotation and the
axis of revolution causes one side of the earth to be closer to the sun and above the ecliptic plane while the other side is
farther from the sun and bl.!low the ecliptic plane. The forcc of attraction between two boJies in space is directly
proportional to (he product Dr their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them. This
relationship is expressed as Sir Isaac Nt!wton's Ll\l,.· of Universal Graviiation. For mathematical purposes, the earth can
bt! considered to b~ (.'omposed of two separate parts. Tht! cntin: mass of ca(.'h part can further be treated as if it existed
t!ntirely .as a point calkd the center of mass. The earth can bephysi(.'ally treated as if it consisted of a center of mass point
above thl.! ecliptic plane anJ a center of mass point below the ecliptic plane. If the masses of the two parts of the earth are
considered equivalt!nt. the Jiffen:m:e in the gravitational attraction between the sun and the separate sides will be due
entirely to the difference in the distances between the separate centers of mass and the sun. The diffl.!rential gravitational
force exerted by the sun on the earth is equal to the difference between the forces exerted by the sun on the two centers of
mass. This differential gtavitational force of the sun attempts to bring the rotational axis of the e:lrth in line with the
revolutionary axis of the earth. It also attempts to make the equatorial plane of the earth coincide with the plane of the
ecliptic.
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farther from the sun and below the ecliptic plane. The force of ~ttraction bet'.\een tv.-a hodies in space is directly
prooortional to the product :)f their masses and in\'ersely pn 1ponional to the square of th~ dist:. E1CC between them. This
relationship is e\pre~sed as Sir baae Nt>wton's Lav.- of Lni\er'>al Gra\·iiatlon. For mathematical purpo"e~. the earth can
he considered tu hi? c()mp\lsed of two separate part~. The entire mass of each part l'an funh'~r he treatt:'d as if it existed
entirely as a point called the center of mass. The earth can bl.? physically treated as if It comistcd of a :enter of mass point
ahove the eel iptic plane and a center of mass point below the ecliptic plane. If the masses of the twu parts of the earth are
considered equivalent. the difference in the gravitational attraction between the sun and the SeparJte sides v.ill be due
entirely 10 the difference in the distancL's hetween the separate centers of mass and the sun. The differential gravitational
force exerted by the sun on the earth is equal to the difference hetween the forces exerte(l by the sun on the tv.o centers of
mass. This differential g,';,iVitalional force of the sun attempts to bring the rotational a\i~ of the earth in line with the
revolutionary axis of the earth. It also attempts to make the equatorial plane of the earth coincide with the plane of the
ecliptic.
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The effect will be the same no matter where the earth is in its orbit. Figure 36 shows the eurth at two points on its
orbit that are separated by 1800 • In both positions the net effect of the differential gra\'itational force is to attempt to
make the rotational axis parallel to the revolutionary axis and to make the equatorial plane coincide with the ecliptic
plane.
, The sun and the moon both exert differential gravitational forces on the earth. Since the plane of the moon's orbit is
inclined only 50 with respect to the ecliptic. the differential gravitational force of the moon will be attempting to do
essentially the same thing to the earth's axis that the sun is altcmpting to do. The moon exerts a differential gravitational
force on the earth that is twice as strong as the differential gravitational forcc of the sun. The greater force exerted by the
moon is due to its proximity to the earth. The nearness of the moon outweighs the enormous mass advantage of the. sun.
The rotational motion of the earth serves to resist the attempt of the differential gravitational forces to decrease the
13 1/2 0 obliquity of the ecliptic. The resultant motion is a cilKkwise movement of the rotational axis. at an angle of
13 112°. around the direction of the ecliptic pole. The rotational axis of thc earth sweeps out a cone. The major axis of the
cone is a line parallel to the earth's revolutionary axis that points to the ecliptic pole. This clockwise movement of the
rotational axis is l:allcd precession.
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Figure 36. Differential forces at two orbital positions.
The motion that results from the attempt of the sun and the moon to bring the axis of the rotating earth into a
position that is perpendicular to the ecliptic plane is called luni-soIar precession. The gravitational influence of the
planets causl.!s a precessional effect that is similar to the luni-solar precession. This planetary precession combines with
(he luni-snlar precession to produce what is termed general precession. The precessional motion of the earth is similar to
the motion exhibited by a leaning and rotating top.
The precession of the earth's axis causes the north celestiai pole position (P n) to appear to move counterclockwise
in a \"in:k of radius 23 1/2 0 over a period of 25,800 years. The center of the circle. in the constellation Draco, will mark
the position of the ecliptic pole.
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Figure 37. Precessional movement of rotational axis.
As the earth's axis precesses, the north celestial pole will move to the vicinity of different stars. This will
produce different" north stars" over the 25,800 year precessional cycle. Today the pole point is approximately 10 away
0
from Polaris. by the year 2100 it will have moved to its minimum angular distance of 112 from Polaris. The pole will
then move away from the vicinity of Polaris. In the year 3000 B.C., at the time of the building of the pyramids, Thuban
(Alpha Draconis). was the north star. At that time the nonh celestial pole was 4° away from Thuban. In the year 14,000
A. D., one half of a precession cycle from now, the bright star Vega (Alpha Lyrae) will be the north star at an angular
distance of 5° from the north celestial pole point.
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As the earth's rotational axis changes its direction in space, the position of the north celestial pole changes, the
.. north star" changes. and so also do the circumpolar stars and constellations. Today for example, a1l the stars and
constellations that lie within 40° of the north celestial pole point are circumpolar for an observer at 40° north latitude.
These include the constellations of Ursa Major, Ursa Minor, Draco, Cassiopeia and Cepheus, In the year 14,000 A. D.,
when Vega is the north star at a distance of 5° from the north ce!estiaJ .pole: the constellations Cygnus, Hercules. Lyraand
several smaller constellations will be circumpolar. Ursa Major (Big DIpper) will be a prominent constellation of the
.
evening sky only during the late spring and early summer.
The seasonal constellations will change because of the precessIOn of the earth's axis. Figure 38 shows the earth in
the positions that produce summer and winter in the northern hemisphere. The summer and winter seasons are the result
of the angle that the sun makes with the surface of the earth. An observer of the summer night sky. today. sees Scorpius
and the bright "summer triangle" stars- Vega in Lyra, Deneb in Cygnus and Altair in Aquila. The winter evening sky
."
.
produces the spectacle of Taurus. Gemini an~ Orion. .
In the year 14,000 A. D., due to preceSSIOn, the ilX1S of the earth will be pomtmg to a position 5° away from the
bright star Vega. The "north star" will, then b~ Vega .. Figure .39 shows ~e earth again i~ the positions that produce the
summer a~d winter seasons. The earth s rotational ilX1S has moved 180 (~alf a precessIOnal path) from its position in
Figure 38 Notice that the summer and winter positions of the earth in the orbit have reversed. In the year 14.000 A. D.
an observer of (he summer night sky will see Taurus. Gemini and Orion. An ohserver of the winter night sky will sec
Scorpiu~sand the "winter triangle" of Vega in Lyra. Deneb in Cygnus and Altair in Aquila. Thus. precession will
produce a change in the seasonal constellations.
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Today's summer triangle stars will be circumpolar stars in the
prominent during the summer season.
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y~ar

14.000 A. D. They will, h()\vcver. be most

The calendar is constructed to provide for the effects oj' the earth's precession. Thus in the YC:.lr 1-+.000 A.D ..
Taurus will be visible during the summer months of June. July and August and the wcather will be W:.lrm in rhe northern
hemisphere. even though the earth will be in that part of the orhit that today constitutes it!' winter position.
The precessional change of the north celestial pole point on the celestial sphcre will ulso effect the ahility of an
ohsc;wr to see certain celestial ohjects from a given latitude. An ohserver at the equator can sec the entire Cl!leSli:.l1
sphere at some time, An observcr ut the north pole (.';In see only th:.lt part Df the celcstiul sphere which lies aho\'e the
celestial eyuator. An ohservcr ut intermediatel:.!titudes will he ahle tn sec an amount of the celestial sphere thut lies
hetween the entire celestiul sphere and half of the celestial sphere.
For example. an observer at latitude 40° north can see celestial objects that lic as far as SOc below the celestial
equator. Celestial objects mGre than 50° below the celestial equator are unobservable from latitude 40° nonh. Since the
north celestial pole point is ncar the star Polaris, generally speaking. all stars and celestial objects within 140 0 of Polaris
are visible from lutitude 40° north, In the year 14.000 A. D. the north celestial pole point will be 47° away from Polaris
and within 5° of Vcga. Stars and celestial objects within approximately 140° of Vega will then be visible in the 'year
14.000 A. D. from latitude 40° north. Figure 40 illustrates the two situations.
In the year 14.000 A.D .. the constellation Crux, the "Southern Cross." Alpha Ccnt;wri (the closest visible star
other than the sun) and the Magellanic Clouds (two dwarf naked eye galaxies) will be among the objectsvi~ible from
latitude 40° north. None of them are visible today from 40° north latitude. The bottom half of Orion. the Hunter, and
Sirius. the brightest star of the celestial sphere, will no longer be visible from this latitude in the year 14.000 A. D,
As the earth's axis of rotation chunges its direction in space. the equ<ltorial planc. which is at right angles to the
rotational axis, will change its orientation with respect to the ecliptic plane. The clockwise precession of the rotational
.axis causes the two node points on the ecliptic to slowly move westward. The two points of intersection hetween the
equatorial plane. ~:hich is the celestial cquator when projected upon the celestial sphcrc. and the ccliptic arc the March
equinox und the September equinox. The westward progression of the M:.lrch equinox along the ecliptic is callL'd thL'
.. precession of the equ inox. "
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Figure 40. The visibility of objects from 40° north latitude.

The precessional movement of the equinoxes was another observation that led Hipparchus {O conclude that the
position of the north celestiul pole hud changed with respect to thl.! hi.lckground sturs Df the celcstiJI sphere, Older swr
charts. possessed by Hipparchus. did not have the March equinox at the proper ecliptic position. In Hipparchus' time.
the March equinox was in the constellation Aries and was referred to as the" First Point of Aries."
The westward precession of the equinoxes is a slow, steady movement of the celestial equator along the ecliptic.
The March equinox position will move 360° along the ecliptic and through each of the zodiac constellations in 25.800
years. This umounts to a movement of 1° every 72 years or 50".26 (3 5 of right ascension) each year. Since the time of
Hipparchus. the March equinox point has moved westward almost 30°, The March equinox no longer takes plaee in the
constellation Aries. it has now moved to the border between the constellations of Pisces and Aquarius,
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The position of the March equinox marks the position of right ascension Ohoomoos on the ecliptic. As the position
of the March equinox moves :.llong the ecliptic, the right ascension and declination of the stars on the celestial sphere
will change. The star € Piscium in 150 B. C. (see Figure 43), for example, had the approximate coordinates of right
ascension equal to 23 h J 4 m and declination equal to -3°00'. The approximate coordinates today of E Piscium are right
ascension I hoom and declination + 7°30'. Star charts after a time fail to give sufficiently accurate positions because of
the change in the position of the zero-point of right ascension and declination. The precise date for which a star chart is
,.H.:curatc is referred tn as the .epm;h of the star chart.
The lropkal year is the time thaI is required for the sun to appear to move from the March equinox position, around
the ecl ip!ic :lnd hack to the March eLjuinox position. The sidereal year is the time it takes for the sun to appe:lr to move
)60° with respect to the stars of the celestial sphere. The sidereal year corresponds to the sidereal period of the earth
around the sun. The \l,'es(\\,Jrd precession of the equinoxes by 50".26 per year causes the sun to appear to reach the
MJrch ~quinox position hdor!.! it has moveu 3600 with respect to the background stars. The tropical yea.r is therefor.e
shorter th:.ln the sidereal vear. The difft.!rence of :W.5 minutes is due to the precession of the earth's axis of rotation. The
calenuar is based upon ;he tropical year and not upon the sidereal year. for the convenience of human activities and
societies.
Precession has had its ctfcd upon the terms used to denote the northern and southern most latirudes to receive the
direct rays of the sun. The Tropic of Cancer at latitude 23 1/2° north and the Tropic of Capricorn at latitude 23 1/2 0
south were originally named such because of the constellation bearing the sun on the days at those latitudes when the sun
passed through the zt:nith. The tropics would be better named today as the Tropic of Taurus and the Tropic of Sagittarius.
In the two thousand plus years since the naming of the tropics the solstice points have precessed westward into new
constellations.
Even the study of astrology has had to cope with the effects of precession. The astrologer observes the sky for
events that indicate the possibility or probability of certain events occuring on the earth due to a form of cosmic
determinism. The astrologer distinguishes between the zodiac of constellations which parallel the ecliptic and the z()diac
of signs. The zodiac of signs are tweive invisibie 30° divisions that are superimposed upon the zodiac df constellatiom.
The zodiac sign containing the sun at the moment of birth is supposed 10 sigr.ificJ.ml,\ influence the basic
personality characteristics of the new born. The sun sign is not considered to he the or.ly influ~nL'e hov.ever, The zodiac
sign on the eastern horizon at the moment of hirth (called the ascendenr} and th(' angks or ,. aspeL'b" hcrv.een the pl:.:nets
are also considered important influences on the new born's personality and future-life s!yk.
The signs of the zodiac are named the same and in the same \')rder as the constellations of the zodiac. There WaS a
time over 1000 years ago when the zodiac of signs and the zodiac of cons!cllati(lns occupied the same' areas of the
ecliptic. A person hom when the sun was in Aquarius, was also born when the sun was in the sign of Aquari·us. Such a
person had Aquarius as his sun si~n and ",'as considered an Aquarian .
. The zodiac of signs are meas,urcd eastward from the position of the ]\'1arch equinox. The precession of the
equinoxes has caused the zodiac of signs tn move westward almost 30e S(I that the signs and constcllatinm. are no longer
aligned but are displaced by nne sign. For example. a person bom today on ~1an.:h H v,ill have Pisces as a sun si!:!n e;en
though the sun is in the comlcllation Aquarius :It the lime of hirth.
...

Zodiac of constellations

Figure 41. The zodiacs of signs and constellations.
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Figure 43 . Westward movement of March equinox.
Ast;ologers (all the approximately 1/50 years that the March equincx J ies within a given c(lnstdl~'tion an .. age."
The ag.e is named after the constellation that contains the March equino\. The rock musical of (he 1960' s Hair,
announced the fact th<.!t the" Age of Aquarius" was beginning. and the" Age of Pisces" was ending. The Age of
Aquarius is supposed to be an age of !-.cience. technology and "humanism."
The astroarcheologist has to consider the effects of precession in his altempts to disco.,;er arty astronomical
influences in the huildings and remains nf an ancient civilization, Sight alignments for the :;un have been discovered in
several ancient structures. Long. narrow. sloping. corridors that face the position of a solstice sunrise have heen found in
some of the Egyptian pyramids, Multi-ton slubs of stone were aligned in Stonehenge. England to face thl' rising and
setting pnsitiom of the solstice and equinox sun and moon,
In order lU lest for hright star sight alignments. it is necessary to call'ulate the horizon positions for the bright star!'!
at the time of the construction in question. The horizon positions of the SlUrs will vary hecause \)f the prcl'essiol1 of the
earth's axis. The period of variation of bright star horizon positi()ns is eyual to the ~5.XOO year precessional period. It
has heeo found that some Egyptian ,emples are oriented toward the bright stars Capl!lIa. Antar~s. Alpha Centauri,
Canopus. Sirius and Spica.
The fast calculating services of the computer are being used to test for a.'i~ronomical intluenccs in the align:nents of
many ancient temples und monuments throughout the world.
The effects of the precession of the earth's rotational axis have littk hcarin~ on thL' naked eye astrunomical
ohst:r\'ations that i.lrc made within one lifetime. Over a period of many lifclimc~ however. and in tim~s measured hy th~
advance of ci\'iliz(ltion. precession effects will si~nificantly \.Iller our "il'w of the SK.'.
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Naked I Astronomy

Riddle to the upside down Hercules
gets solved
By GEORGE REED

Why is Hercules upside do",:n? It doesn't
DAllV LOCAL NEWS West Chester, Po., Thurs., Sept. 1, 1983
seem to make much sense for the ancient
---------~--------------constellation makers to have d-epicted a '
hero from mythology in such a demeaning
position, and yet there he is inverte<ffor
MOVING HERCULES (rom the
Changes in the north celestial pole
aU to see in our late summer night sky.
southern sky of today to the northern sky
changed the north circumpolar stars,
1have always wondered why Hercules,
of distant yesterdays has the effect of .
those stars which are able to circle the .
of all the seasonal constellations, is the
changing his orientation ~rom.one o! betng
pole point and not go below the horizon for
only one to suffer this indignity. I think I
upside-down to that of bemg right-Side-up.
a particular latitude. Changes also
have found the answer at last. The
Hercules was therefore originally created
occurred in the positions of the seasonal,
explanation lies in the antiquity of the
as a right-side-up constellation, and I~ was
non-circumpolar stars. Hercules, which
constellation, and the slow changes that
due to the effects of the slow precession of
today is seen in our southern sky, would
take place in the orientation of our skies
the earth's axis that it was converted to
have been visible in the northern sky of
over millennia of time.
its present upside-down state.
5,500 years ago.
Hercules is one of the oldest of all the
Ancient Babylonians would have
sky figures. The name by which we know
observed the stars of Hercules rising
it only goes back to classical Greek times,
above their far northeastern horizon and
but the constellation figure has been
moving to a prominent position directly
traced back to the people of ancient
above the north celestrial pole, before
Mesopotamia. This gives the constellation
an estimated age of 5,500years.
setting below their far northwestern
horizon. The almost circumpolar poSition
The sky 5,500 years ago looked different
of the stars would have placed them in the
than the sky of today. The space motions
night sky for most of the year. The stars,
of a few of the brighter, nearer stars have
caused changes in their poSitions since
would have been impossible to ignore.
that time, but the biggest change has been
especially the "keystone" suggested by
due to a motion of the earth called
its brighter stars.,. ___ .
Drecession.
The constellation outline of a man with
PRECESSION IS the slow conical
his foot firmly planted on the head of
motion of the earth's aXis of rotation
Draco the Dragon would have made sense
around the direction of the earth's axis of
in those days. Today's representation of
revolution. The first axis is due to the
. upside-down Hercules would have seemed
earth's spinning and the second is due to
as puzzling to the ancient Mesopotamians
the earth's oribital motion around the sun.
as it does to modern stargazers who are
The difference in the space directions of .
unaware of the change in Hercules' sky'
these two axis is usually referred to as the
position over the last 5,500 years.
"tilt" of the earth's axis.
The tilt remains the same, at 23.5
degrees during precession, but the
direction of the tilt changes. The earth
behaves somewhat like a spinning top as
it loses energy prior to falUng over.
The precession of the earth's axis
causes a change in the point in the
northern sky about which the stars appear
to revolve. This point, called the north
celestial pole, is located today at the end
of the Little Dipper. Il wasn't always
there. The pole position' moves one degree
every 72 years and 360 degrees every
25,800 years, as a result of the earth's
precession. Fifty-five hundred years ago
it was near the star Thuban in Draco the
Dragon, 72 degrees away from its present
position. Thuban was the north star of
MYSTERY SOLVEO'
'MESOPOTAMIA' ,~
3500 B.C.
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Thuban once was North Star
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, west Chester, Pa., Thurs., sept. 15, 1977
By GEORGE REED
The constellation called Draco the
Dragon coosists of a string of rather faint
stars that wind their way between the
bowls of the Big and Little Dippers. As
seen at this time of the year, Draco is
comprised of ,a "backwards S" that
culminates in an almost directly overhead
quadrangular grouping of stars. The two
brightest stat'S of the quadrangle are
Etamin and Alwaid. These two stars can
be imagined as the eyes of a monstrous
dragon.
The most famous star in the Draco constellation is Thuban. It is a surprisingly
faint star. In fact, it is the seventh from
the brightest star in the constellation.
Thuban is located halfway between Mizar,
the double star in the handle of the Big
Dipper and the Guardian stars of the Little
Dipper. The Guardian stars are the two
bright stars at the front of the bowl of the
LitUe Dipper..
.
Thuban Is famous because it was at one
time the "North Star." The North Star today is the star called Polaris. It is at the
end of the handle of the Little Dipper. The
stars of the night sky seem to circle
Polaris because the earth's rotational axis
is directed toward Polaris. As the earth
rota tes from west to east the northern
stars seem to rotate in a counterclockwise
direction around Polaris. Polaris appears
to remain stationary above the north point
on the horizon and it therefore acts as a
guide to the direction of north. I t is the
North Star now, but it has not always been
the North Star. Four thousand years ago,
Thuban, was the North Star because at
that time the earth's rotational axis was
directed toward Thuban.
The motion of the earth that causes the
direction of the rotational axis to change is
called precession. The precessional motion of the earth closely resembles that of
a slowspnning top that is in the act of
wobbling prior to its toppling over. This is
just an analogy, however. There Is no
danger the earth is about to fall over on its
side.
"

Due to precession, the earth's rotational
axis sweeps out a celestial circle of radius
23Vz°. It takes 25 ,1l)O years for the axis to
move ttu-ough a circle of 360°. As it does
so it will point at different stars. Four
U~usand years ago, the rotational axis
pointed to Thuban. Today, it points toward
Polaris. In 13 ,(xx) years it will point toward
the very bright star Vega. In 22,000 years
it will again point to Thuban.
Thuban is a well known star in the study
of
astroarchaeology
or
archaeoastronomy whichever you prefer.
This field of research combines two
separate disciplines in order to discover
the astronomical traditions of ancient
civilizations from the artifacts they have
left behind. The artifacts used are more
than the traditional pieces of kitchenware
gleaned from ancient garba,ge dumps. The
objects studied are usually.bulldlngs such
as the famous stone structure at
Stonehenge, England. The pyramids of
Egypt have also been studied by the
astroarchaeologist. Their work shows
Thuban seems to have been an important
star in the construction of the Great
Pyramid of Cheops at Giza.
. The Great Pyramid of Cheops was con-,
structed around 2500 B.C. so it was aUgned
to the four horizon cardinal points with
great accuracy. It also seems probable the
secret, descending, central passage way,
at the north side of the pyramid, waS constructed at an angle that would have
allowed Thuban, the Egyptian north star,
to be seen botb day and night from the bottom of the narrow passage. This is no
longer true because the earth's axis no
longer points to Thuban. The Great
Pyramid of Cheops is not the only pyramid
suspected of having an astronOmical aUgnment. Several others are also under investigation as are other ancient buildings
throughout the world.
Thurban today is a rather faint and inconspicuous star in a little recognized constellation. At one time it directed the' construction of the pyramids. Stars, like people and nations, have their times of glory.
I
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NOTES

CHAPTER, SEVEN

Planets
\Vhilc th~ origins of astronomy are probably embedded in man's desire to establish a rcliabk calendar. the
development of astronomy as a science is cmb(!Jded in man' s desire to explain the motions of the planets: Of JII the stars
visible in the night sky. only five refused to rl.!main .. fixed" in position with respect to one another. Attention soon
fOl.:uscd upon these five wanJerin,l! stars, The word planet comes from a Greek word which sounds lik~ pbnet Jnd
means wandering star. The names of Aristotk. Ptolemy. Copernicus. Kepler. Newton and Einstein are ass()ciuted v.:ith
theories to explain thl.? papil'xing variations in the movement and appearance of the planets. Thl' invention of the
telescope kad to the discovery of thn:e rl~.tncts that Jrl' not visible to the na:":'ed eye. The search for new planets continues
today. An intert11l..:rcurial planet Vulcan. ami a planet X beyond Pluto have thus far evaded their would be Jiscoverers.
Mercury and Venus arc in dliptical orbits around the sun at mean distances closer than the earth, If the 'mean
d'Istance ot. the eart h trom
.
thc sun (perihelion.., + Jphelion) .IS acceptcu as a Unit. ot..
dIstance meaSllrc. thI.! J'Istance ot'aI
p an~t
can be expressed in smal!\!r numbers than are required with the use of miles. One astronomical unit. abbreviated A. U.. is
equal to the 92.957,000 mile mean distance of thc earth from thl;! sun. On this scale. the mean Jistancc of Mercury from
the sun is equal to 0.387 A.U. anJ the mean distance of Vl;!nus from the sun is equal to 0.723 A.U.
As seen from the earth. Mercury and Vl.!nus arc always found within specific angles from the sun. The angular
displacement of Mercury anu Venus from the sun is referred to as an elongation. The maximum elongation of Mercury is
28°: the maximum elongation of Venus is 48°, The planets will be seen at their maximum elongations. as they orbit the
sun. when they are in a position on the orhit that intersects the tangent to the orbit as seen from the earth. Mercury's orbit
has a high cccentricity and therefore a distan~c from the sun that varies from .30 A.U. at perihelion to.47 A.U, at
aphelion. The maximum dongation \vill vary with the position of Mercury in its orbit when a maximum elongation
takes place. The maximum clongatiDI1 will be 18° if it occurs with Mercury at perihelion and 28° if it ol.:curs with
Mercury at aphelion
The valul.:' of a maximum elongation will vary between 18° and 28° as the position of
Mcrcury in its orbit changes ~ ith suc~cssiv~ maximum dongations.

OSun

Figure 44.

Figure 45.

Maximum elongation
at Perihelion

Maximum elongation
at Aphelion

Two different maximum elongations are possible for Mercury and Venus-maximum eastern elongation and
maximum western elongation. A planet at eastern elongation will set after the ,~un and rise after the sun, A plan~t at
western elongation will set before the sun and rise before the sun. In going rro~ an .eastern. to a, western e,longatlOn.
Mercury and Venus must pass between the earth and the sun. This is called an mfenor conJunction. l~ ~Olng from a
western to an eastern elongation, Mercury and Venus must pass behind the sun as seen from the earth. ThIS IS referred to
as a superior conjunction.
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It can be seen from Figure 46 that the time it takes for the planets to go from maximum eastern elongation to
maximum western elongation will be shorter than the time it takes for them to go from maximum western elongation to
maximum eastern elongation. The times for Mercury average 44 days and 72 days. The times for 'v"enus average 144 days
and 440 days.

Osun

Maximum eastern
elongation

17

Maximum western
elongation

conjunction

¥Earth
Figure 46. Inner planet configurations.
Mercury and Venus follow the sun's apparent motion along the ecliptic as they move from one side of the sun to the
other side of the sun. Their apparent domination by the sun lead to their being classified long ago as the inferior planets.
Mercury was named after the quick footed messenger of the Greek gods because of its rapid motion in the sky. The
synodic period of Mercury averages near 116 days. thus Mercury will appear to make three orbits of the sun each year.
The symbol for Mercury ~ represents the caduceus. or winged staff with two intwined serpents, that was carried by
Mercury. The synodic period of Venus is 584 days, Venus will therefore appear to orbit the sun approximately once
every two years. Venus was named after the Greek goddess of beauty for reasons that will be obvious to an observer
who sees it in unison with a glowing sunset. The symbol for Venus 9 represents a hand mirror. Beauty and vanity seem
to have been associated in several cultures.
Figure 47 shows Mercury and Venus at different maximum elongation positions. It also shows the sunset and
sunrise positions for the inferior planets at different maximum elongations. A planet with an eastern elongation will set
after the sun sets. It will be seen in the western sky as an evening "star." The amount of time that the planet will be
visible after sunset will depend upon the elongation angle of the planet and the angle that the ecliptic makes with the
horizon. Mercury and Venus are more easily seen as evening stars for elongations that occur in the spring.
After the time of a maximum eastern elongation, an inferior planet will move at an accelerated pace into the glare of
the sun. It will reappear at a later date on the other side of the sun. The planet will increase its western elongation to its
maximum value and be seen in the eastern morning sky as a morning "star." The time between the rising of a morning
star and the rising of the sun will again depend upon the elongation angle and the angle that the ecliptic makes with the
horizon. Mercury and Venus are more easily seen as morning stars for elongations that occur in the Autumn.
Following the time of a maximum western elongation. the inferior planet will move to the back of its orbit as seen
from the earth. It will slowly decrease its elongation and move into the glare of the sun. It will reappear, at a later date.
on the other side of the sun.
It was not always known that the morning and evening stars were due to the motions of only two planets. There was
a time when the Greeks called the morning star appearance of Mercury by the name Apollo and the evening appearance
by the name Hermes. Venus was once called Hesperus ("evening" or "west") as the evening star in the west and
Phosphorus ("light-bringer") during its pre-dawn morning appearance.
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At western elongation
the inferior planets
are morning "stars"

At eastern elongation
the inferior planets
are evening "stars"

Figure 47. Mornina and evening "stars".
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Figure 48. Elongations at different seasons.
As the inferior planets orbit the sun dramatic changes take pluce in their brightness. As seen from the earth throui:!h
a telescope, Mercury and Venus appear in a cycle phase much as the moon does to the naked eye. The brilliancy of both
planets is a factor of their distance from the eanh und the amount of light reflecting area visihle from the earth.
For Venus. the two hrightness factors provide the condition of maximulll hrilliancy when the planet is
41pproximately 36 days to the cast and west of inferior conjunction. The nearhy crescent of Venus that occurs after
maximum eastern elongation and before maximum western clon~ati()n, will provide the maximum amount of reflected
light from Venus. At maximum brilliancy. Venus attains an apparent visual magnitude of -4.4 which is 15 times
greater than the brightness of Sirius, the brightest star in the sky. At maximum brilliancy Venu~ can even be seen in the
daytime sky by an observer who looks in the proper direction.
The situation is the same for Mercury except that the distance factor has less of an effect. Mercury attains a
maximum brilliancy of near -2 magnitudes a few days before and a few after superior conjunction. Maximum
brilliancy occurs when Mercury is lost in the glare of {he sun. The brightness of Mercury centers around zero magnitude
41t the time of eastern and western elongation.
Venus was probably the first "wandering star" discovered hy ancient man because of its brightness. time of
4.lppcarance and rapid movement with respect to the sun. i\'1cn:ury is the visihk planet that hJ\ heen seen hy the fewest
number of people because of its low horizon ungle amI shurt time ()f \'isihility.
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Mercury
maximum brilliancy

Venus
maximum brilliancy

Venus
maximum brilliancy

t+l
'--1/
Figure 49. Phases of Mercury and Venus.
Mars. Jupiter and Smurn an: not dominated hy the position of the sun and have thcreftlre been designated as
superior planets. The superior planets mow from west to I.!ast with rcspl.!ct to the h:.H.:kground stars along paths that are
slightly inclined to the ecliptic path of the sun. Part of the ()rhi! lies ahove the ecliptic and part of the orbit lies below the
ecliptic. The position on the ediptic. where the phmet croSS\!S the ecliptic in going from bl.!low to above. is called the
ascending node. The position on the ecliptic. where the planet CiOSSCS the ecliptic in going from above to below, is
called the descending node. The anti-node points are the positions where the planets reach thl.!ir greatest angular distance
above and below the ecliptic. The inclinations of the planl.!ts. Mars (i = 1°.8). Jupiter (i = 1°.3). Saturn (i = 2°.5). are
due to the angles formed by the planes of the orbits of the planets and the ecliptic reference plane. The inclination angles
given for the planets are measured as if the observer were at the position of the sun. The actual inclination angle seen
from the earth will be different from that given because the earth observer is sometimes closer to the planet than the sun
and sometimes farther from the planet than the sun.
The superior planets have orbits that are larger than the orbit of the earth. The mean distances of M~rs. Jupiter and
Saturn from the sun are 1.52 A. U.. 5.20 A. U. and 9.54 A. U. respectively. Figure 50 illustrates the important planetary
configurations for the superior planets. At opposition the planet will be closest -to the earth. appear at maximum
brightness. and be seen in a part of the sky that is 180° away (opposite) from the sun. The planet will rise at sunset and
remain visible until morning. At eastern quadrature. the planet will appear to be 90° to the cast of the sun. It will be in a
favorable position for evening viewing because it will be near the meridian at the time of sunset. The planet will not be
visible near the time of conjunction because it will be lost in the glare of the sun. At western quadrature. the planet will
appear to he 90° to the west of the sun. It will now appear ncar the meridian at the time of sunrise.

Figure 50. Superior planet configurations.

3ppear to
The geometry of the siwution in Fi2ure 50 show." that the superior planets willv~o from eastern quadrature to
t
d
. I
.
h ' k....·
to aDD.ear
..
wes ern qUJ rature In ess time t at It ta ~es tor the plan~lVto go from western quadrature to eastern quadrature.
Maximum brightness takes place at opposition because that is the time when the planet is closest to the earth. This
closest approach distance will vary from opposition to opposition because of the elliptical orbits of the earth and the
superior planets. The planets appear their brightest at oppositions that occur when the earth is at aphelion and the planet
is at periheliQn .
. No discussion of planetary configurations would be complete without a mention of the term' ·syzygy. ,. The term
applies to the situation of three bodies in a straight line. thus an opposition and a conjunction are a syzygy.
.
The re~ planet Mars is the fastest moving of the superior planets. The average synodic period of Mars. as measured
trom opposHion to opposition. is 780 days. The value of the synodic period can vary between 764 days and 810 days ..
The re.d (bloody?) color of the planet is probably responsible for its being named after Mars, the god of war. The red
color IS due to the surface material that covers three-fifths of the planet. The symbol of Mars. ::5, appropriatelv
I'
represents a shield and spear.
Mars moves from west to east through the background stars on an average of nearly Il2 c per da~. Since the synodic
period is equal to 2 years and 50 days. opposition will ()I,.'cur in alternate years nn a date 50 days later than the prior
opposition. The distance between Mars and the earth varies between 35 million and 63 million miles at the time of
opposition. Most of the variation is due to the eccentrkity of the orbit of man. The "most favorable" opposition for
Mars occurs when the opposition takes place near August 28. August 28 is the d<:lte that the earth is nearest the
perihelion position of the orbit Mars. Favorable oppositions occur at intervals of 15 to 17 years.
At most favorable oppositions, Mars attains a brightness of - 2.8 magnitudes. Only Venus can appear brighter. At
leas! favorable oppositions. Mars attains a magnitude of only -1.0. the average brightness at opposition is - 2.25
magnitudes. The apparent magnitude at the time of conjunction decreases to + 2.0 magnitudes. Mars at conjunction is as
bright as Polaris and only one-hundredth the brifhtness it attains at a most favorable opposition.
Jupiter was named for the king of the gods. Its symbol. 4. is an Egyptian hierogJyph which represents' 'the bird of
Jove "-an eagle. It was probably considered a king because of its superior brightness. While Venus appears brighter at
certain times. Jupiter which is the second brightest planet can dominate the sky for the entire evening.
The planet Jupiter is the next fastest moving of the superior planets. It takes Jupiter J 1.86 years to move. from west
to east with respect to the background stars. completely around a path inclined 1°.8 to the ecliptic. It moves from one
zodiac constellation to the next each year. Because of its rather slow motion. the earth gains one revolution on Jupiter in
a little more than one year and one month. This synodic period of ~W9 days causes oppositions to occur with Jupiter in
different constellations and 34 days later eacr. year.
The distance between the earth and Jupiter does not vary significantly from opposition to opposition. Jupiter
therefore attains a maximum brightness of -2.5 magnitudes at opposition each year. The brightness falls to near -1.4
magnitudes at the time of conjunction with the sun. Jupiter at its faintest is as bright as Sirius (- 1.42), the brightest star
in the sky.
_ The planet Saturn moves from west to east with respect to the background stars along a path inclined 1°.3 to the
ecliptic. Saturn is the slowest moving of the superior planets. It takes 29.46 years to move completely around its orbit,
thus it moves from one zodiac constellation to the next every 2 112 years. Saturn was named after the god of agriculture.
lts symbol, lc. is a representation of a scythe.
.
The earth gains one revolution on the slow moving Saturn in one year and thirteen days. This synodic period of 378
days causes oppositions to occur thirteen days later each year. Like Jupiter, the mean distance between Saturn and the
earth does not change significantly from one opposition to the next. Saturn attains a maximum brightness of -0.3
magnitudes at the time of opposition each year. The brightness of the planet falls to +0.4 magnitudes near the time of
ronjunction with the sun.
The most perplexing motion of the superior planets is that of retrograde motion. For the greater part of the year the
planets move from west to east through the background stars in what is called "direct" motion. Starting some time
before opposition and lasting until some time after opposition the superior planets move from east to west in what is
called "retrograde" motion. Retrograde motion is a motion that is contrary to the usual motion of the planets. The
retrograde motion of the superior planets is only an apparent mOlion that is seen from the earth as it overtakes and passes
the slower moving outer planets.
As seen from a point above the solar system. the outcr planets movc in elliptical orbits with the sun at on~ foci
point. As viewed from the moving earth. the superior planets will appear to sin,"" dO\\'n in their direct motion as the time
of opposition approaches. The direct motion will cease altogether :It the stationary point. The planet will now begin its
retrograde motion from east to west. The retrograde motion will increase to a maximum at opposition. It will then
dC!crease and finally cease altogether at the second stationary point. After the second stationary point the planet will
move in direct motion from west to east until the :.lpproach of the next opposition.
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Figure 51 illustrates the circumstances that cause the apparent retrograde motions of the outer planets. The orbit of
the earth and an outer planet is shown. Simultaneous positions are shown for the earth (E) and the outer planet (P).
Lines of sight. from E to P. show the apparent positions of the superior planet with respect to the bockground stars as
seen from the earth. As the earth starts to overtake the planet. the direct motion will seem to slow down and stop.
Retrograde motion will take place as the earth passes the planet. After the earth has passed the planet, direct motion will
take place again. The figure explains the apparent retrograde motions of the superior planets as the result of the
revolutionary motions of the superior planets and the earth.
The time and angular size of the retrograde motions of the individual superior planets vary because of a
combination of their distance from the earth and their angular motion. Mars appears to move in retrograde for a period of
approximately two months. During that time it appears to move from east to west through an angle of nearly 15°. The
period of retrograde and the ungle of retrograde vary as the distance between the earth and Mars varies from opposition
Retrograde
motion
(3 to 5) .
Apparent motion

as seen

~ proJ:cted on ceiestial sphere

--.. . -----r

Orbit of

3

superior
planet

Figure 51. Circumstances of an apparent retrograde motion.
to opposition, It also varies as the apparent rate of motion of Mars varies due to its movement arounu an elliptical path.
Mars appears to retrograde during 2 of the approximately 26 months that comprise its synodic period.
Jupiter appears to move in retrograde for a period of approximately four months. During that time it appears to
move from east to west through an angle of nearly !00, The retrograde angle for Jupiter is less than that for Mars, partly
bel.:ause Jupiter is eight times as fur away from the earth as Mars. at the time of opposition.
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Saturn also appears to move in retrograde for a period of approximately four months. During that time it appears to
move from east to west through an angJe of nearly 7°. The retrograde angle for Saturn is less than that for Jupiter. partly
because Saturn is twice as far away from the eanh as Jupiter. at the time of opposition. The retrograde period of Saturn
is nearly the same as the retrograde period of Jupiter because [he synodic periods are nearly the same. The two planets
are in the geome[~iL' configuration needed to produce an apparent retrograde motion for approximately the same time.
The path' traced out by a superior planet before. during and after the retrograde period is a function of the position
of the planet 0n the orbit at the time of opposition. A different shape is traced for oppositions that occur at node points
and at the antinode points.
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Figure 52. Retrograde motions at different orbit positions.
THE RETROGRADE MOTION OF MARS
The four pictures bclo~ illustrate the different motions of Mars as seen from the earth when opposition takes place
near a node. an internode and the two antinodcs.

A nodal opposition and retrograde take place at
the Taurus-Aries border.

An internodal opposition and narrow retrograde
loop take place at the Gemini-Taurus border.
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An antinodal oppositon and "down" open
retrograde loop take place in CapricormJs.

An antinodal opposition and "up" open
retrograde loop take place ?t the Leo-Cancer border.
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Several references have been made throughout this chapter to the sidereal and synodic periods of the planets. It
would be well to state the differences between the two types of periods as far as the planets are concerned.
The synodic period of a planet is the time it takes. as seen from the earth. for a planet to complete a 360° movement
with respect to the sun. It is the time from opposition to opposition or from conjunction to conjunction. It is the time it
takes the inferior planets to gain one lap on the earth or the time it takes the earth to gain one lap on the superior planets.
Synodic periods involve onc stationary reference object. the sun. and two moving bodies. the earth and the planet.
Synodic periods are determined by direct observation from the earth.
The sidereal period of a planet is the time it takes. as seen from the sun. for a planetto complete a 360° movement
with respect to the background stars of the apparent celestial sphere. It is the time of the planet's true period of
revolution around the sun with respect to the stars. Sidereal periods involve two stationary reference objects. the sun and
a star and one moving body. the planet. Sidereal periods cannot be determined by observation alone.

TABLE 11

Symbol

Planet

Mean Distam:e
From Sun
Siderl.!ul
A.U. 10'; miles Period

Synodic
Period

Duration

Indination
Angle

r.o

~

.39

36

88'1

1161t

Venus

<2

.72

67

224.7

584

Mars

d

1.51

141

687

780

2mnnthS(

Jupiter

1£

5.2

483

11.86Y

399

Saturn

i?

9.5

886

29.46

378

Mercury

Retrograde
Angle
Magnitude

*

f

"While Ml!rcury and

Vl!nu~

do appear tn retrograde. the

mOl ion

3. 4
73(1)

15°

-2.8 to-I.O

I .8

4

( 121 c1)

10°

-2.5

I .3

4

( 138°)

7°

-0.3

2 .5

has been neglected due to the difficulty of observation.
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Astronomer moves from footnote to
chapter heading
DAilY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., Apr. 24,1980
By GEORGE REED
Have you ever wondered why there are
1.5t .so many planets and when this solar
,stem of planets was created? If you are
ke most people, the thought probably
~ver crossed your mind.
.
An early 17th century astronomer
imed Johannes Kepler was not like most
~ople. He asked himself questions like
lese and furthermore, he went to the
'ouble to answer them.
He. arrived at the ans.wer to the first
lJestlon rather easily. According to his
~cords, he discovered the answer while
rawing a figure on the blackboard for a
lathematics class be was teaching at the
fotestant gymnasium in Gratz, Austria.
he date was July 9, 1595. .
.
.Whlle he was drawing a circle within a
'Iangle, which was within another circle.
e began to wonder why there were only
:x planets and why they were arranged at
leir respective distances from the sun.
ut of the blue, the answer came to him.
here were only six· planets, and they
'ere arranged the way they were, be~use t.here are only five perfect threeImenslOnal geometric solids. The conection is not obvious, but it determined
H~ course oC Kepler's future in astronolY·
A perfect geometrical solid is one in
rhich all of the faces are identical. The
ube is the best known case. The symme~y of these perfect solids is such that
ac!t can be put into sphere of the proper
adlUs, so all of the corners touch the
phere, The five solids Were seen by
.epler to determine th~ distances of the
ix planets then known. Kepler imagined
sphere of a radius equal to the distance
If the most distant planet known, which
lias Saturn. Within Saturn's sphere, he
.laced the biggest cube possible. Within
his cube, he placed the biggest sphere
K)ssible. This was Jupiter's sphere. The
IUrneriea} ratio or the· radii of these
:pheres was equal to the ratio of the actuII distances of Saturn and Jupiter from
he sun.
..
·Jupiter's sphere had' the largest
etrahedron (four*equal-sided pyramid)
>Iaeed within it. To this, he added the
arg,est sphere that would fit within the
:etra~dron. This was Mars'. sphere.
:\:epler .had ,obtained two spheres with a
'alio of their radii equal to the ratio of lhe
wlual distances of Jupiter and Mars from
.hesun.

~e obtai~ed equal success for Earth by
usmg a solid of eight equilateral triangles
called an octahedron. For Venus, he used
the 12 pentagons that form a dodecahedron, and for Mercury, the 20 equilateral triangles of an icosahedron.
Kepler could not believe this arrangement of six planets, separated by five perreet geometr!c solids, was the product of
chance. To him, It revealed the workings·
of God's mind. God was a geometer. Since
God could only create a perfeet universe
and since there were only five, perfect'
geometrical solids, he placed them between a necessary six planetary orbits to
create a perfect system.
The 25-year-old Johannes Kepler announced his discovery in his first astronO-:
. my book. it was caBed Mysterium Cos-

mographicum.

:Havihg discovered the reason for the
anu arra~gemenl of the planets ..
Kepler went on to discover the dale of
creation of the planets. The date he arrived at was April 27, ,4977 B.C. According
to Kepler's calculations, the earth will be
6,957 years old on Sunday.
Kepler imagined the world began with
all the planets set out on a line stretching
outward from the sun towards the beginning oC the zodiac. His calculations detern~mber.

the

mined that this configuration occurred on
this date for the beginning. A repeat of
this configuration, ·according to Kepler,
would occur at the end of the world. He
was never able to determine this date.

J

We know today Kepler was all wrong.
Since 1781, three planets have been added
to the system. There were no new perfect
geometric solids to arrange between
them. The age of the universe is believed
to be much older than Kepler's value
closet to 15 billion years.
'
If these were the only questions Kepler
he would have been a footnote in

a~ked,

history rather than a whole chapter. His
major question concerned the shape of the
orbit of Mars. After years of struggling to
fit Mars' movement through the stars,
into the 2,OOO-year-old prescribed tradition oC circles on circles, Kepler deviated
and tried an elliptical shape for its orbit
This time he was correct.
.
Kepler's success can be seen high in the
early evening southern sky as a red star to
the right of the "backwards question
mark" in Leo the Lion.

a
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Wandering stars:
which one was
first discovered?
By GEORGE REED
. There are five planets in the night sky
that have been observed since the dawn of
. civilization. They look like stars, but because they do not stay fixed in place as
most stars do, they were called the
~'wanderers. "
. The word planet is derived from
"pJanetes," the Greek word for wanderer.
The individual naked eye planets are
known today, in their increasing distance
from the sun, as Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter and Saturn.
The year 1980 has been a good year to
lollolw the wanderers through the background stars. Mars, Jupiter and Saturn
were visible moving through Leo. They
are now an endangered species about to
be lost in the glare of the approaching sun.
Venus was visible in the evening sky until
the middle of June when it was lost in the
glare of the sun. Inconspicuous Mercury
made a momentary appearance out of the
glare of the sun in early June and then
returned back to the glare.
One of these planets had to be the first
to be recognized as a wanderer. The question is, which one? It is doubtful that the
Cirst planet to be identified as such was
Mercury. This is because its smaller orbit
around the sun enver lets it get more than
28 degrees away from the sun. Many astronomers have never even gone to the
trouble to look for the elusive Mercury in
the early morning or early evening sky.
Nicholas Copernicus is supposedly one
such astronomer.
Saturn might also be a poor choice tor
the discovery of the first wanderer. Sa·
turn is the slowers moving of the planets.
It takes almost 30 years for Saturn to
comppietely circle the sky. It averages a
different constellation every 2.5 years. At
this sl~w rate, it is doubtful if it would
have attracted much attention.
Slow mover, too
Jupiter is the next slowest moving planet. It could possibly be ruled out for the
same reason as Saturn. Jupiter takes almost 12 years to circumnavigate the sky.
It does so at the rate of one zodiac cons tel-

latlon each year.
We are left with Mars and Venus. Mars
appears as a reddish star that moves
around the sky in approximately two
years time. Its color and rate of movement make it a strong candidates for the
first planet to be discovered. My persona!
choice, however, would be Venus.
If Venus was the first planet to be discovered, it was actually discovered twice.
The Greeks thought that Venus was one
planet when seen in the western evening
sky and anothe planet when it was seen in
the eastern morning sky. The 'evening
star' was called Hesperus or Vesper
meaning 'west." The same word produced
vespers, a time of evening prayers. When
Venus appeared in the morning sky. the
Greeks called it Phosphorus, meaning
"light bringer." This was an appropriate
title.
Since Venus never gets more than 48
degrees away from the sun, its appearance announced the coming of the light of
the sun. The chemical element phosphorus was likewise named because It
spontaneously ignites to produce a brilliant light when it is exposed to air.
When the Greeks discovered that Hes·
perus and Phosphorus were actually the
same planet, they named it after their
goddess of beauty. Aphrodite. When the
Romans absorbed the Greek culture, they
changed the name to their goddess of
beauty, Venus.
Another line of reasoning that might
point to Venus as the first planet involves
the attention given to the planet by different civilizations. Veus played a very large
role in the world of the Mayans for instance. No other planet seems to have
been given the recognition given to Venus.
The best evidence in. favor of Venus involves the night sky. Go out this evening
and look for Mars. It will appear as a
reddish star int he constellation Virgo in
the southwestern sky. No go out tomorrow
morning before sunrise and look to the
east. You will not n~ a constellation as
a reference to find Venus.

~
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'Nine Pizzas' won't be good today
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Oct. 30, 1986

George
Reed
S?metimes a little learning can
get In your way. Our learning of the
positional order of the planets can
serve as an illustration.
Most people learn the positional
order of the planets from a
mnemonic saying. This is a formula
or rhyme used to assist the memory.
Few people, for instance, can say
how many days there are in October
without mentally reciting, 'Thirty
days bath September, April, June
and November, all, the rest. .. ' And
even the best of mathematicians
probably still use 'Please my dear
Aunt Sally' to decide the order of
mathematical operations.
There are several mnemonic
sayings used to remember the order
of the planets. 'My very educated
Mom just served us nine pizzas' is
one. The first letter of each wo;d
rna tches the first Jetter of the
planets from the Sun outward:
Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune
and Pluto.
TillS MNEMONIC saying also
Teinforces the claim that pizza is a
well balanced meal representing all
the (ood groups. As every educated
mother knows.
So what is the farthest planet (rom
the Sun? Pluto? No. Neptune is the
farthest planet from the Sun~ But
before you change your 'educated
Mom' to an 'erroneous Mom,' and the
'nine pizzas' to 'pure nonsense,'
consider the fact that the saying is
more than seven years old. Seven
years ago the saying was correct.
On January 22, 1979, Pluto and
Neptune changed places. Pluto
moves in a highly elliptical orbit
that brings it within the orbit of
Neptune for 20 years out of its 248
year trek around the Sun. While the
average distance of Pluto from the
sun (39 AU) is larger than the
average distance of Neptune from
the Sun (30 AU), the true distance is
less for a period of 20 years.

•
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AN AU IS an astronomical unit
the average distance between the'
Sun and Earth. It is equal to 93
million miles. The AU is the distance
measure most often used for the
solar system.
, The nine planets can be divided
Into the inner planets and the outer
planets. The inner planets, Mercury
and Venus, have smaller orbits than
the Earth. The outer planets, Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune
and Pluto have larger orbits than the
Earth.
Suppose you left the Earth on a
straight line journey to a star
op~osite the Sun as seen from Earth.
Which planets would you expect to
pass on your way out? Mars?
Jupiter? Saturn? Uranus? Neptune?
Pluto?
Suppose you left the Earth on a
straight line journey to a star behind
the Sun as seen Crom Earth. Which
planets would you expect to pass on
your way this time? Venus?
Mercury?
IF THESE ANSWERS all seem
correct, it is because you have
visualized the solar system as it is
presented in the mnemonic saying
and as it is most often presented in
books. The Sun is on the left and the
planets are lined up to the right in
their order of average distance from
the Sun. This follows our convention
of reading from left to right.
In this arrangement of the solar
system, you would pass the outer
planets on theway to a start opposite
the Sun as seen from Earth. And you
would pass the inner planets on the
way to a star behind the Sun as seen
from, the Earth. This arr~ngement
.ignores the dynamics, the constant
moving, of the solar system.
A TRIP TONIGHT through the
solar system to a star behind the Sun
would take you past the planets:
Venus, Mercury, Saturn. Uranus,
Neptune and Pluto. Four of the six
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outer planets are on the opposite
side of the Sun from the Earth right
now. Today, in fact, is the day Pluto
is in conjunction with the Sun.
A trip tonight through the solar
system to a star oppisite the Sun as
seen from Earth would take you past
Mars and Jupiter. This is why Mars
and Jupiter are now visible in our
night sky.
Mars can be seen as a bright
reddish star in Capricornus at the
beginning of twilight. The much
brighter Jupiter is to the east of
Mars in Aquarius. And that's it. With
or without a telescope there are no
more planets between here and the
next star. Now you know somethin
but don't bet on it.
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Pay attention, this is a Sirius question
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Feb. 28, 1985

By GEORGE REED

The most obvious thing La notice about the stars in our night sky is the
difference in their brightness. Some stars, like the ones in our evening
southern sky. are very bright. And some stars are so faint they can only be
seen on the very clearest of nights. There are even stars in our night sky that
are too faint to ever be seen by the naked eye, even on the clearest of nights.
Telescopes or binoculars are needed to see these stars.
The brightest star in our sky is Sirius. It is also the closest star to the earth
that is visible to the naked eye. The light from Sirius had to travel more than
50 trillion miles to reach out eyes in tonight's sky. Most people cannot
visualize numbers this large. They are beyond experience. They are
astronomica 1.
. YOU CAN DEVELOP something of a feeling for the distance of Sirius, if
you -convert the distance into more famiiiar terms. Like toilet pape; How many pieces of toilet paper do youu think you need to make the trip from the
sun to Sirius?
.
~ SIRIUS
If you think of a small grapefruit as representative of our 964 000 mile
diameter sun, ~hen on the same scale, one sheet of toilet paper r~presents one
\
m~lJio.n miles. If you find the former terminology embarrassing, you can
\\
\
thmk 10 terms of sheets of "astronomical distance paper." Call it ADP for
\
short.
,
\
If we left the sun and headed toward Sirius at the speed of light, while
\
\
\
unrolling sheets of ADP behind us, our first encounter with a planet would
\
\
,
occur 3 minutes and 36 sheets into our flight. On this scale, crater pocked
Mercury the smallest of the planets, would appear reduced to the size of the
hole made by a ~ery thin staple.
The second planet, cloud covered Venus, would be passed six minutes and
67 sheets into our journey. Our blue and white cloud covered earth wuld be
passed after eight minutes and 93 sheets of ADP. Both planets would appear
as large as a papeer dip hole.
WE WOULD PASS the red planet Mars after a travel time of 13 minutes
and the dispensing of 141 sheets of ADP. Mars would appear only half as
large as earth.
The next planet to be passed would be Jupiter, the largest planet of our
solar system. This gaseous striped giant, as large as the center hole in a 33V3r.p.m. phonograph record, would appear as we reached the 43 minute mark
and ADP sheet 483.
The time between encounters would now lengthen considerably. Ringed
Saturn, the fartheset planet visible to the naked eye, would be overtaken at
one hour 19 minutes and 886 sheets of ADP. Saturn would appear as the
thickness of a pencil.
At two hours and 40 minutes, and one roll plus 783 sheets, sneaker lace hole
Uranus would appear. It would be followed by slightly smaller Neptune after
four hours, 10 minutes, two whole rolls and 893 ADP sheets.
PLUTO, JUST SLIGHTLY larger than staple hole Mercury, represents the
outer edge of the known solar system. It lies five hours, 30 minutes flight
time, and three rolls plus another 675 sheets away from our grapefruit sun.
The remaining trip to nearby Sirius will require 14,000 times the trip
between the sun and Pluto. The trip would last eight years and 219 days. It
would consume 50,640 entire rolls of ADP. Stacked up. the rolls would reach
3.5 miles. Rolled out end to end, the rolls would span a distance of 3,600 miles.
Using this scale, the sun would be in Chester County and Sirius would be a
grapefruit, bobbing up and down, 600 miles off the coast of California.
Incidentally, if someone started off for Sirius, at the speed of light, when
this scale was first mentioned in the Naked i Astronomy column of March 24,
1977, he or she would be down to his last four thousand rolls of toilet paper by
now.
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Mercury

IS

unusually visible

DAfl YLOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Mar. 1, 1979

By GEORGE REED

The next two weeks will offer you an ex·
cellent opportunily to join the elite group
of sky watchers who have been able to see
the planet Mercury. The sun's closest
planet wiU be visible, as a bright star like
object, in the weslern sky just after
sunset. In order to find Mercury, you will
need to look for it from a vantage point
that gives as unobstructed a view of the
horizon as possible. This will be necessary
because Mercury never appears to be very
far away from the glare of the sun.
On March 8, 1979, the planet will be 12
dt'grces above the horizon at the time of
sunset. After this date, the solar system's
inner most planet will start to move back
into the concealing glare of the sun.
The difficulty involved in catching sight
of Mercury lies in the planet's proximity
to the sun, as seen from the earth. Mer('ury orbits around the sun at an average

distance of 36 million miles. We view the
planet's motion around the sun from our
planet which is 93 million miles from the
sun. From our viewpoint therefore, Mercury can never get very far away from the
sun. It always rises and sets close to the
sun. The only time we can see it is when it
is situated at its ma}Cimum angle from the
sun, Mercury is approaching that angle
now. It will reach it on March t,agd then
begin its return to the sun's glare,
The number of people who can say that
they have seen Mercury with the naked
eye is small. Many, if not most professional astronomers, have never accomplished this feat. There is a Copernican legen that states that on his
deathbed, Nicholas Copernicus lamented
the fact that he had never observed Mercury. If this story is true, and it may ,well
be. then the reason why Copernicus never

GOOD SHOW

HOLMcSl

saw Mercury is because he never went out
of his way to look (or it. He spent the last
three decades of his life at the fortress
cathedral of Frombork, Poland. The position of the cathedral, on a hill, and its high
lowers would certainly have provided him
with ample opportunities to catch a
glimpse of Mercury. Some people obviously just put things orf for twoo long.
Other people have never seen Mercury
because they simply don't care, Socrates
probably never saw it. The fifth century
Greek philosopher described astronomy
as "a waste of time," He went on further
to state that "it is impossible to understand and madness to investigate." Fat
chance Soc'rates saw Mercury with that
kind of an attitude.
.
The nineteenth century fictional,
supersleuth, Sherlock Holmes, would certainly not have looked for Mercury.
Holmes expressed his thoughts in an
Arthur Cocan Doyle story called A Study
in Scarlet. In this story, Dr. Watson was
astonished to find that the great Sherlock
Holmes was ignorant of the composition of
the solar system and the details of the
Copernican theory. After an explanation, Holmes repqed, "Now that
I do know it I shall do my best to forget.
What the deuce is it to me? If we went
round the moon, it would not make a pennyworth of difference to me or to my
work," A lot of people probably feel that
way. There is just no accounting for some
people's taste.
Mercury will be visible as a bright star
in the western sky for the next two weeks.
You can look for it or you can ignore it. In
either case you will be with some pretty
heady company.
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Inferior planets can offer
a .superior challenge
By GEORGE REED

DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., July 11, 1985

. Mercury and Venus were identified as the inferior naked eye
planets by ancient astronomers. This designation reflected the
fact that neither of these planets w.ere ever observed far from
the sun.
/
Unlike the superior naked eye planets, Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn, that could be observed at all different times of night,
Mercury and Venus were twilight planets. They were never
lound far from the sun. And since they looked like stars, they
pecame the evening and morning "Stars."
Venus was once identified as Hesperus, meaning "west",
:when it appeared as a bright star in the west following sunset.
;It was identified as Phosphorus, meaning "light bringer", when
it appeared as a bright star in the east prior to sunrise.

What's in a name? The
challenge is to find out

THE EVENING and morning stars, Hesperus and Phosphorus, eventually
became identified as the planet Aphrodite, and finally as Venus when the
:,Romans inherited Greek civilization. The old names for Venus are still with
~dS, however, in the form of words no longer identified with the planet.
~IVespers". for instance, are evening prayers as Hesperus was once the
:evenlng star in the west. And "phosphorus" is a chemical element that ignites
'spontaneously to produce a bright light when exposed to air.
.
; Mercury was once identified as Hermes the Messenger in its evening
;appearance, and Apollo, the God of Poetry. in its morning appearance. The
Romans later substituted their messenger god Mercury for its Greek
equivalent.
Hermes Is with us today, if not in name, then in symbol. Messengers of long
ago carried a special identifying staff called a caduceus. It was like an
. American Express card. Hermes' identification as a healer, and the healer's
identification with snakes, led to his winged staff (fast delivery) being
adorned with intertwined snakes. You can find the same staff and snake
symbol in the office of any physiCian.

•

TIlE INFERIOR planets are twilight planets because they have orbits
around the sun that are smaller than the earth's solar orbit. If the earth's
mean distance of 93 million miles from the sun is given a value of one
astronomical unit (1 AU), than the mean distance of Mercury from the sun is
0.39 AU. The mean distanc~ of Venus from the sun on this scale is 0.72 AU.
Venus, at its maximum angular separation from the sun. can be seen
fa·rther from the sun and for a longer period of time before sunrise or Cl fter
sunset the Mercury at its maximum angular separation from the sun. Venus
has definitely been seen by more stargazers than Mercury. This is becuase
Venus has a larger orbit than Mercury.
Both Mercury and Venus' are presently a part of our twilight skies. One can
be seen in our evening twilight sky and one can b~ seen in our morning
twilight sky. One is difficult to find, and one is impossible to miss.
The easy one is Venus. It is the planet that now dominates the early
morning sky as it dominated the evening sky of last fall. Venus rises almost
three hours before the sun to appear as a bright star seven times brighter
than Sirius, the brightest star ever seen in our sky. Venus wi~l be found
among the late fall-early winter stars of Taurus the Bull.
MERCUR Y IS A different story. It is a challenge. Mercury is an evening
planet, but r~ther than dominating th~ early evening sky, it surreptitiously
hugs the hOrIzon. If you have a good view of a distant western horizon,
Mercury can be seen as a bright star close to that horizon soon after sunset.
But you have to look within the next few days .
.Mer~ury the f1eet-foo~ed messenger.does not remain in view very long. It
Will qUickly move back mto the glare of the sun and then into the morning
sky to join Venus by the end of August.
114
Identifying both of the inferior planets is a challenge few stargazers have
accepted. If you want to accept the challefi,ge, this is the week to do it.

Stargazers living on Venus
would need to adjust
DAilY LOC.6.l NEWS.

West

Chester. Po., Thurs., Mar. 10.1983

By GEORGE REED

How different would our life be on
another planet of our solar system? There
would be some very serious physical
difficulties to adjust to because of the'
dissimilarities of the environments, of
course, but after these had been
overcome, other, more sUbtle difficulties
would remain. There are certain mental
pictures that we have as to how things
should be that would also require some
adjustments.
The planet Venus would probably
require the greatest of these mental
adjustments. The heavens behave
differently to an observer on the bright
star-like object that is beginning to
dominate our view of the western sky
shortly after sunset.
Let's start with that basic celestial
phenomenon around which our lives are
organized. OUf daytime begins When the
sun rises in the east and ends when the
sun sets in the west. Our calendar day of
24 hours is measured by one total
apparent movement of the sun around the
earth. We have become quite adjusted to
the effects of the earth's
counterclockwise, west to east rotation in
combination with its counterclockwise
revolution around the sun.
IF WE LIVED on Venus, we would,
first of all, have to adjust to a planet that
rotates clockwise rather than .
counterclockwise. The east to west
rotation of Venus would cause the sun to
Tise in the west and set in the east,
exactly opposite to the observation that
we experience here on earth.
This is a feature of Venus that is quite
unique. No other planet in the solar
sYStem rotates in a clockwise direction.
The cause of the reversed rotation of
Venus is one of the unsolved problems of
planetary astronomy.
Venus' Tate of rotation is also unusual.
It is the slowest of all the planets. One
rotation of Venus around its axis takes
5,832 hours. That works out to 243 earth
days.
Venus' uniqueness continues when we
consider its revolution around the sun.

Venus revolves counterclOCkwise around
the sun as do the other planets of the solar
system. but its period of revolution is less
than its period of rotation. Venus orbits
the sun in 225 days. This means that the
Venus year is 225 earth days long. It also
means that the Venus year is 18 earth
days shorter than the Venus day.
The combination of the clockwise
rotation and counterclockwise revolution
of Venus would cause the sun to rise in the
west and take 58 earth days, almost two
months, to reach its setting positio~ in the
east. One Venus hour would be equIvalent
to almost five earth days. One Venus
minute would be two earth hours long.
The closest earth experience to the Venus
minute is the Mexican minute.
THE APPEARANCE of the earth, if
seen from Venus, would not be a
duplication of the appearance of Veaus as
seen from the earth. The smaller orbit of
Venus limits its maximum angular
distance away from the sun to 48 degrees
as seen from the earth.
Venus is a bright object in our early
evening western sky that is now 28
degrees east of the sun. The earth from

the perspective of Venus is now 40
degrees west of the sun. When Venus
moves back into the glare of the sun later
this summer, it will set with the sun. The
earth at that time will be rising in the
Venus west as the sun sets in the east.
Stargazers on VenUs could probably
adjust easily to the effects of the planet's
reverse rotation, but they would still have
a major problem that would require a
-major adjustment. Only two percent of
th-= sun's light is able to penetrate the..
thick carbon dioxide, sulfuric acid
atmosphere oC Venus to reach the planet's
surface. The sun would appear as a
reddish glow in a dark and gloomy sky
rather than a yellow-white star in a blue
sky. The earth and the other planets of the
solar system, as well as the magnificent
constellations of our night sky, could
never be seen from the surface of Venus.
The grass is definitely greener and the
sky is definitely better in your own
backyard.
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Venus is
the disco
planet

DAilY lOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., May 8, 1980

By GEORGE REED
If you ~ver
tr~terres~lal,

run into a little green exJohn Travolta wearing a
bnght shIrt, open to his naval and shoutingthings like, "Get down and boogie"
the chances are he just returned from V;"
nus, the "disco planet."
The brilliant, flashy Venus has been in
our night sky since the beginning of the
y~r. Tonight, it will reach its maximum
~nghtness, and then it will begin to move
mto the glare of the sun, Venus sets in the
west almost three hours after sunset now
but by the middle of June it will no longe;
be visible.
·
Of all the planets, Venus most resemhla"
..... ,.*h
t
' just
,
...
~ +h",
\oI'~'"'a.,
~ l'n s'1z...l
e an", mass. lot
is
sbghUy smaller in diameter and contains
only 81 percent as much mass. In spite of
these s~milarjties, there are great differences In the two planets, There are'
enough differences to make Venus one big
permanent disco .planet.
The planet's surface is bathed in a dark
it becomes tra.pped and causes the temdim, red light since otdy the longest
The disco scene is not for everyone and perature to rise above what would be exwavelengths are able to penetrate the
dense atmosphere. The IlJz-mile distance 'the same is true of Venus. The conditions pected.
that cause the special visual effects are
of visibility on the surface would reveal a
The windows of an automobile in the
conditions
that would rival Dante's Infer- sun and the glass of a terrestrial greenbarren. rocky, psychedelic scene interno.
The
surface
temperature
of
Venus
is
house work by the .same process. There is
~ttently illuminated by flashes of lightan almost constant 850 degrees some concern among environmentalists
mng. Add to Ws a night glow that comes
Fahrenheit, while the 97-percent carbon that we OD the earth could start a Venu·
from the as-yet-to-be-completely exdioxide
atmosphere exerts a pressure sian type greenbouse effect from all of the
plained "chemical fires" involving sulfur'
greater than 90 times that of the air pres- carbon dioxide that we are continuously
compounds. The wbole scene. moreover,
s~re on the surface of the earth. Top this
adding to our atmosphere.
woul~ be greatly distorted due to the rewlth a sulfuric acid rain in the upper atNo matter if you consider Venus to be a
fraction or bending of light by the ex·
tremely dense atmoSphere.
mosphere, and you have an interesting heaven or a bell, now is the time to boogie
place to send a space probe, but you on out and catch the Venus scene before it
There you, or rather Venus has it - the
fades into the sunset as i! it were a passwouldn't want to go there.
perfect disco environment.
in~ fad.
Most of what you would see on the surThe
high
temperature
on
venus
IS due
face of Venus would resemble the earth's
to a mechanism known as the '~green
land features. Venus bas mountains and
house effect." Some radiation from the
plains. also bas craters UP to 100 miles
sun is able to pass through the Venusian
wide and one-third of a mile deep. There
atmosphere and be absorbed' by the atis one thing you can see on Venus, that
mosphere and the surface. Venus is
you cannot see on the earth. It is a canyon
opaque to some of the solar radiation so it
more than 1,000 miles long, and three
does not pass through. The absorbed radimiles deep, the second largest canyon to
ation . is later re-radiated as long
be found in the solar system.
wavelength heat radiation. Since the atOn Venus, your "Saturday Night Femosphere does not allow thisionger
ver" could last for 59 earth days. This is
wavelength radiation to escape back out,
the time from sunset to sunrise. Actually
tbese terms would be meaningless on Venus since, the sun, as a disk, is not visible
from the sUrface due to Venus' thick cloud
c?ver. y~ could have a long weekend
disco daDcmg on Venus since one of its
"years" is equal to two of its "days" or
almost 234 earth days.

,t
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'Canals' on Mars still a mystery
UAILY LUGAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Sept. 4,1986
"HiDdsight is always 20/20."
so, I know that if I were
alive at the turn of the century, I
would have been absolutely wrong in
at least one of my astronomical
beliefs.. I am positive I would have
believed that intelligent life existed
on the red planet Mars.
EVeD

H you go out after sunset this
monOl and look due south on a clear
evening, it will be impossible for you'
to not notice a bright red star-Uke
objecLIt will appear low in the sky
near the handle of a teapot
arrangement of stars. The teapot
stars are the constellation,
Sagittarius, the Half Horse-Half
Archer. The red star~like object is
the planet Mars.
THERE IS NOTHING about the
appearance of Mars in the night sky
to indicate it is anything but a star.
Only its eventual movement among
the zodiac stars will give away its
identification as a planet. Only its

appearance ina large telescope gave
away its identification as a possible
abode of intelligent life.
The life on Mars controversy
began more than a hundred years
ago iII'tbe 18805. The Italian
astrcmomer, Giovanni Schiapare11i,
reported observing an interlocking
network of Hcanali" on Mars. .
Sdliaparelli was using the Italian
word for "channels," meaning
straight lines. The Italian word was
unfort;unately translated into
English as "canals," implying a
waterway of intelligent design. And
that .'as the beginning of life on
Mars..
INT,ERESTINGLY ENOUGH, no
one seems to have tried to correct
the translation. Of, if they did, it was
too lalie, once again proving the pen.
is mightier than the eraser.
The IHe on Mars controversy
centered upon the existence of
Scbiaparelli's observations. ~y too
saw tbechannels. Other astronomers

questioned their existence. They did
not see the channels. Minor
controversies arose over the quality
of the telescopes involved, the
observing conditions at different
observatories and the imagination of
the astronomers who made the canal
observations.
Percival Lowell was one
astronomer who was convinced that
the canals of Mars were real and not
the result of an overactive
imagination. He was not
unimaginative however. In his
persuasive writings, he interpreted
the canals of Mars, and their
seasonal changes, as being a planetwide effort by the Martians to
irrigate a planet dying of thirst. He
was very convincing. j certainiy
would have believed him.
THE LIFE ON Mars controversy
migrated from astronomy to the
lIarts." Edgar Rice Burroughs wrote
of John Carter's adventures on
"Barzoom," the Martian's name for
their planet. Orson Welles used a
radio adaptation of H.G. Welis' "War
of the Worlds" to cause a
monumental panic and traffic jam.
And, of course, there was the TV
series, liMy Favorite Martian," and
the Hollywood film classic, IISanta
Claus and the Kidnappers from
Mars" (or something like that).
Are there canals on Mars? The
only sure way to know is to go there.
Two decades, one year, and two
months ago, July 1965, we went to
Mars via the Mariner 4 spacecraft.
No canals were photographed.

IS THERE LIFE on Mars? The
only sure way to know is to go there.
One decade, and two months ago,
July 1976, we landed on Mars via the
Viking spacecraft. No Martians wre
found.
Were Schiaparelli and Lowell
charlatans? There is absolutely no
evidence to indicate that they were
anything other than serious
astronomers intent upon learning the
secrets of their universe. The real
question stm unanswered, is why
they and others saw Hcanals" on
Mars? What was the physiological or
psychological origin of the canals.
No one has ever provided a
satisfying answer.
One thing, however, is certain.
Schiaparelli and Lowell made that
bright red star-like object in our
early evening southern sky, a more
interesting part of the universe.

ft1ARS

o
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Why nottake-o- tour 01 .Mars?
DAftY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po./ Thurs., June 3, 1982

The earth, for instance, has a famous PaCific Ocean floor.
Mauna Loa is dwarfed by the dimenriver carved gorge in Arizona that is 217
miles long, up to 18 miles wide and one sions of Olym.pus Mons, the largest shield
mile deep in places. It is called the Grand volcano on the Martian surface. Repeated
·}ava flows at Olympus Mons have proCanyon of the Colorado River.
duced a geologic structure 2.5 times largo
Valley of Mariner
The Mars equivalent of the Grand Can- er than Mauna Loa. Olympus Mons rises
yon is a crack in the Martian crust called to a height of 16 miles above its 370 mile
Valles Marineris (Valley of Mariner). It diameter base on the Martian surface.
was named in bonor of the Mariner space. A pair of moons
craft that first photographed it. Valles
The earth bas one natural satellite, our
Marineris is 2,500 miles long, a maximum moon. Mars has two natural satellites,
of 120 miles Wide and four miles deep at Deimas and Phobos. These may be small
places. The Grand Canyon of Mars would moons formed with Mars or captured asstretch from West Chester to San Francis· teroids that ventured too close to the in·
.co if it were on the earth, and the Grand fluence of Martian graVity.
Canyon of earth would only be as big as
In this case, our moon dwarfs the Mar.one of its thousands of small side erosion tian moons. With a diameter of 21:60
canvons.
miles, which is one quarter the diameter
The Grand Canyon of Arizona is not the of the earth, our moon possesses the largoniy thing that is dwarfed by a similar est moon to planet ratio in the solar sysfeature on Mars. Mars also possesses a tem. Ddmos and Phobos by contrast are
irregularly sharp bodies that are only nine
large volcano.
The largest volcano on earth is Mauna and 18 miles in their largest diameters.
Loa in Hawaii. It is a shield volcano
The apparent motion of Deimos and
formed from the accumulation of repeat- Phobas across the sky would provide a difed lava flows. Mauna Loa rises six miles ferent spectacle for tourists who are faabove its 140 miles diameter base on the miliar with the moon's monthly chan~es.
Deimos revolves counterclockwise around
Mars in a little more than 30 bours. As
• MARS,
seen from the surface of Mars, Deimos
SATURN
would rise very slowly in the east and remain in the sky for almost 60 hours before
slowly setting in the west.
Phobos, by contrast, revolves around
JUPITER' .
SPICA
L··
Mars in the same coun~rclockwise direction but in a little less than eight bours. As
seen from the surface of Mars, Pbobos
would rise very quickly in the west and
very quickly move to the eastern horizon
in just six hours. Pbobos would be seen to
make two such trips across the pinkish
Martian sky each 24 hour and 40 minute
Martian day.
.
Mars would be a great place for sight·
seeing with its Valles Marineris, Olympus
Mons and double moons. The only prob. lem with Mars right now is that there
isn't much happening on Saturday nights.

By GEORGE REED
There are only 18 days left in spring and
almost an equal number of days left until
school is out. It is time to think of vaeations, the summer escape to different
worlds - the far away places with
strange-sounding names.
It would. be really terrific if travel
agents could offer astro-tours to those
who really want to get away. Just imagine
a time with tours promising "eight planets in eight days," and lIif it's Tuesday.
this must be Jupi ter. "
The other worlds of the solar system
have sights vastly different in kind and
proportion from those offered by our
home planet, Earth. One of the tourist at·
tractions with the greatest potential for·
the future can be found in our sky tonight..
It is the red planet Mars which can be
seen as a red "star" high in the
southWestern sky after sunset.
As different as it is, Mars would be the
planet that would seem most familiar to
solar system tourists from earth. What
Mars has to offer - canyons, volcanoes
and natural satellites - differ from earth
mostly in scale.

•

•
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Jupiter is king of the solar system
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Oct. 23, 1986
The brightest object in our early
evening night sky is the giant planet
Jupiter. Appropriately named in
honor of the king of the Roman
de.ties, Jupiter serves as the king of
the solar system.
Eleven times larger in diameter
than the earth, it is the largest of all
planets in the solar system. It is also
the most massive planet of the solar
system. Jupiter is 318 times more
massive than the earth, and in fact,
is more massive than all the mass of
the rest of the solar system
combined, excluding the Sun.
Jupiter's vital statistics, however,
pale in reference to the Sun, The Sun
is 10 times larger than Jupiter and
1000 times more massive than
Jupiter.
Jupiter may be the unquestioned
king of the cold bodies of the solar
system, but it is not in the same
league with the Sun. The Sun is a
star, a stable self generating
thermonuclear energy source.
Jupiter is a cold planet, visible only
by the reflected light of the Sun.
IF JUPITER had been able to

George

Reed
attract more mass during its
formation period 4.5 billion years
ago, it would have had to abdicate its
kingship in the solar system in
exchange for a position subservient
to the Sun. If Jupiter had attracted
an estimated 40 times its present
mass, it would have become a star,
and we would be part of a binary
star system.
If Jupiter had become a star, it
wouid have become a low mass, low
temperature red dwarf star. The
addition of 40 times as much mass
would not have produced a star 40
times as big however. Jupiter's size
would have remained about the
same since the additional mass
initially would have caused Jupiter

to contract under increased
gravitational forces.
The gravitational contraction
would have stopped and a stability
would have been reached when the
central thermonuclear fires were
lighted. At that point the inward
forces of contraction would have
been balanced by the outward
explosive forces of the
thermonuclear reactions. And
Jupiter, like the Sun, would have
become a stable, self generating
energy source.
JUPITER THE STAR would
appear no bigger in our night sky
than Jupiter the planet. But it would
definitely appear brighter. It would
appear as a point of light ~s bright
as a full moon, but with a decided
diif~rence.
'
The light of a full moon is
reflected sunlight. It comes from a
yellow-white star with a surface
temperature of 6,000 degrees Celsius
(10,000 degrees Fahrenheit).
Moonlight and sunlight are
basically the same color. The light
from a red dwarf star comes from a
star with a surface temperature of
3,000 degrees Celsius (5,000 degrees
Fahrenheit). This light is, as the
~I'
name implies, red. Jupiter, as a red'"
dwarf star, would bathe our nights in
shadow producing red light.
OUR LIVING IN a Sun and
Jupiter binary system would have
changed our stargazing and
astronomy. While Jupiter as a red
dwarf star may have provided a
beautiful attraction to the night sky.
its brilliance would have removed
the fainter stars from visilility.
Unlike the phasing Moon, Jupiter's
slower movement through the
background stars would block out
the fainter stars for months at a
time. Jupiter would also be visible ill
the daytime except when too close to
the Sun.
The importanl tiling is that ";e
appreciate what we have, the 1514::;1
planet Jupiter reigning throughout
the night by virtue of its brilliance.
Jt'stime to pay homage.
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The season for Saturn has begun
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., May 16, 1985
By GEORGE REED
The planet Saturn was discovered so long ago that the discoverer. the
place and the time of the discovery are unknwon. The discovery was an event
in prehistory.
Our knowledge of Saturn changed in detail, but very little in content over
the following thousands of years. The motion of the wandering star-like
Saturn through the fixed slars of the zodiac was observed and measured. but
the physical nature of the planet remained inaccessible because of its great
distance from the earth. This changed in 1609 with the invention of the
telescope.
Galileo observed Saturn with a thirty power telescope in 1609 and was
perplexed by what he saw. He announced the npture of his discovery in the
form of a cryptogram in order to insure the priority of his discovery without
revealing the nature of the discovery. This gave him time to continue his
observations and time to attempt to unravel the mystery of what he
observed.
AN ENGLISH translation of Galileo's coded message reads: "R
LYHVIEVW GSV SRTSVHG KOZMVG (GL YV) GSIVV·YLWnVW." By
determing which letters have been substituted for other letters, the code can
be broken. Galileo's uncoded rpessages reads, "I observed the highest planet
(to be) three-bodied."
Galileo's telescopic view of Saturn left him with the impression that
Saturn consisted of three objects, a large central object with two smaller
objects attached on each side. Galileo stated that Saturn appeared to have
"ears". Galileo was not observing Saturn. He was observing the limitations of
his telescope to show Saturn as it really was.
The "rings" of Saturn were discovered fifty years later. In 1659 the Dutch
astronomer Christiaan Huygens, using a larger and optically superior
telescope, discovered the three-bodied planet to be a large planet surrounded
by a thin disk that was not attached to the central planet.
NASA'S PIONEER and Voyager missions to Saturn inaugurated the next
great period of discovery. The second largest planet of the solar system was
discovered to be the windiest planet in the solar system. Wind velocities near
1000 mph were measured near Saturn's equa tor. New natural satellites were
discovered.
The size of Saturn's largest satellite, Titan, was measured more
accurately. Titan was reduced as a result from the first to the third largest
natural satellite in the solar system. And, of course, more was discovered
about Saturn's ,ring system.
The rings visible from earth are now known to be a thin complex system of
almost 1000 individual rings. The rings are not solid, but are composed of
individual "snowballs" of frozen gases and dust revolving around the planet.
EVER SINCE the discovery of the rings. observers of Saturn have
wondered how the rings were formed. The most widely ~ccepted theory
proposes the rings are the remnants of a satellite that was pulled too close to
the planet. The resulting gravitational breakup of the satellite produced the
mass of debris that we now recognize as the rings of Saturn.
I

Saturn has moved into our early evening sky. It is easy to lO((tIl' no\\'
because it rises in the southeast as the sun sets in the northwest. L\nd b('c(ll~"I'
it is at its minimum distance of 830 million miles from earth, Saturn is at i"
maximum brightness.
.
By the time the Saturn observing season ends in October, Saturn wili he ;
its maximum distance of 980 million miles from the earth and its min·mun I
brightness of sixty percent of what it is now.
l! Galileo were alive today he would probably suggest you take [l(iv:lntar
of this opportunity and "LYHVIEW HVGAIM."
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:Suggest;on is· offered lor

rebuilding solar system
DAILY lOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thur~" A;:H. 20, '1 ~33
By GEORGE REED

Alphonso X of Castile, who was called
the Wise, remarked in the thirteenth
century that "If the Lord Almighty had
consulted me before embarking upon the
Creation, I should have recommended
something Simpler. "
Although I have not been called the
Wise, I have had thoughts similar to those
of Alphonso the Wise. There are several
things about the universe, for instance,
that I would like to see changed.
If there were only one thing that I could
change about the universe, however, it
would be Saturn. I would like Saturn to be
close enough to the earth to make its ring
system visible to the naked eye.
There are a lot of interesting things
about Saturn. Consider the fact that
Saturn would float if it could be placed in
.a big enough container of water. But no
matter how interesting a fact you offer
about Saturn, nothing captures the
imaginaion as much as tt\e planet's ring
system. Even the discovery of ring
systems around the planets Jupiter,
Uranus and Neptune has done little to
diminish the uniqueness of Saturn and its
status as the most impressive sight of the
solar system. It seems a shame to hide
such a magnificent piece of nature's art
work.
If Saturn's ring system had been visible
to the naked eye in the past, it would have
saved a lot of people a lot of time and
frustration. Galileo would be one of those
included.
GALILEO OBSERVED Saturn through
a low power telescope in 1610 and did not
understand what he saw. He thought it
looked like a planet with "ears." The
puzzling thing was that the eat'! would
.periodically disappear.
In the middle of the 17th century, the
Dutch astronomer Christiaan Huygens
explained the peculiar observations of
Saturn as the result of the planet's having
.a thin ring system. When the planet's thin
ring system was seen straight on, it would
disappear. It would only appear in the
telescoDes of early observers when they
were looking down on the rings or seeing
them from underneath. The rings elicited
, a bit of speculation as to their make up
.ndorigin.

.0'0
o

The recent Pioneer and Voyager space
probes have revealed the rings of Saturn
to consist of an indeterminate number of
individual icy particles ranging in size
from fractions of an inch to several feet.
Each particle behaves as if it were a
small satellite in its own individual orbit
around Saturn.
If all the ring particles were combined
to form only one satellite, the result
would be an inconspicuous satellite much
smaller than our moon. The ring particles
may have once been part of just such a
small satellite that wandered too close to
Saturn and was consequently torn apart
by the giant planet's gravitation
attraction. It is also possible that the ring
system represents material that was
gravitationally too close to Saturn to.iorm
a satellite at the time that the planet and
the other satellites wer~ formed.
. Whatever the reason is for the ring
system, the result was spectacular.
IT IS ALSO probably true that if Saturn
were close enough to the earth for its ring
system to be visible to the naked eye, it
would have had a profound effect on the
course of ancient religions. The visual
impact of a ringed Saturn moving througt
the background stars would have easily
displaced the sun and moon as the prime
celestial bodies worthy of worship.
Saturn is now in opposition, meaning
that the planet and the sun are in opposite
parts of the sky. When the sun sets in the
west, Saturn now riSes in the east. It will
remain in the sky all night until it sets in
the west as the morning sun rises in the
east.

Saturn will appear as a bright star in
the constellation Virgo the Virgin until
September. It will then disappear into the
glare of the sun until next spring.
Now suppose my wish came true.
Suppose I could have Saturn placed
wherever I wanted it. Where would I put
it?
I would put Saturn in an orbit around
the sun that was 8.4 million miles larger
than that of the earth. This would put
Saturn 36 times as far away from the
earth at opposition as the average
distance of our moon, but more
importantly it would make Saturn, at
opposition, appear just as large as the
moon.
With this arrangement we could then
have spectacular Saturn rises, Saturn
sets, eclipses of the sun by Saturn,
eclipses of Saturn by the moon and Saturn
eclipses themselves as the ringed planet
moved into the earth's shadow.
Just kidding. Alphonso the Wise was
forced to abdicate his throne because of
his criticism concerning the make up of
the universe. I would like to be back next
week.

Consider a Saturn trip in your
luture travel plans
DAilY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., July 15, 1982

-----.----------------------.------------By GEORGE REED

In some future age, books proposing to
be "guides to the planets" will be moved
from the science shelves over to the travel shelves of local bookst6res. This will
happen because travel to the planets will
probably be a vaila~le to tourists of the future.
You can guess which planet will be
most represented on future travel posters
with almost total certainty. It will be the
magnificent ringed planet Saturn.
Saturn has been the planet with the
greatest visual impact since the discovery
of its ring system by the Dutch astronomer Christiaan Huygens in the mid-17th
century. It stands to reason that the number one attraction for today's telescope
tourists wi II become the number one attraction for future solar system tourists.
The classical Salurnian ring system
seen through a telescope consisted of
three bright rings separated by two dark
divisions that were thought to be empty.
Future tourists traveling to Saturn will
learn that the ring system actually consists of hundreds or even thousands oC individual ringlets. Even the dark divisions,
once thought to be empty, contain distinct
ringlet structures.

•
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Wide, not thick

The earth tone colored bodies of the
rings form a flat system that extends out
almost one Saturn diameter from the
planet. (Saturn's diameter is equal to 9.5
earth diameters.) But what the ring system has in width, it loses in thickness. It
ls because they are only a lI.rl\· miles thick
that the rings disappear from view when
seen edge on from the eartl}.· .
The rings of Saturn are composed of
millions of chunks of ice and ice encased
material that range in size from that of a
flne po,wder to something on the order of
the size of a house. Each individual particle is in its own circular orbit around Saturn. Each individual particle is, in fact, a
tiny moonlel under the gravitationallnfluence of Saturn.
Future tour leaders will be asked what
astronomers have long been asked. "How
were the rings of Saturn (ormed?" Unless
a better explanation appears in the future,
the 1850 explanation of the French
mathematician Edouarde Rouche, will be
evoked.
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. Roche showed mathematically that the
tidal forces on a satellite within 2.4 times
the radius of a planet will be great enough
to disintegrate the satellite and scatter Its
remains. All of Saturn's rings lie within
Saturn's Roche limit. Saturn's rings were
therefore possibly formed by a body the
size of the earth's moon that foolishly
wandered within the forbidden zone. Saturn's rings could also be explained as the
result of a satellite that attempted to
form within Saturn's forbidden zone.
Moons featured

The moons of Saturn will be another
feature on the Saturn tour. The "must"
moon will be the giant Titan. This largest
of Saturn's 17 known satellites is larger
than the planet Mercury and almost as
large as Mars. It is the only planetary sat·
ellite that is known ot have an atmosphere. Tilan will appear as a nearly featureless, orange colored sphere.

The other moons will provide views of
icy worlds that have been cratered and
scarred by numerous impacts. These
moons, like our moon, are reminders Utat
life in Ute early solar system was not an
idyllic affair.
Of course, no one could take the Saturn
tour without paying some attention to the
massive golden planet Utat is gravitationally holding the ring and satellite system
together. Below the whirling clouds of rotatingSaturn, there ~ a frozen world that
slowly blends from a mixture of gases,
droplets and crystals to a world of liquid
hydrogen. It is a world without a solid surface inviting the future tourists to stay
awhile.
While you cannot actually go to Saturn
now, you can at least see where the future
may be going. Saturn is in our early evening night sky along with two other solar
system attractions of the future. Mars,
Jupiter and Saturn are the bright "stars"
of tonight's sky that may be the bright
"slars" of future space tours.

Hey, all you chubs,
fatties and toads,
the earth loves yo

DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., June 1

By GEORGE REED
There are three basic necessities in life: food, shelter and thinness. The oldfashioned need for love has been replaced by the modern need for thinness.
This is easy to prove. There are more advertisements tyrying to sell thinness
than advertisements trying to sell love, therefore thinness is the hotter need
of the American consumer.
Now that you know thin is in, you should not be fooled into thinking that fat
is where you're at. It is not relative. It is true if it were possible to just
around the naked eye solar system, you could change your scale weight as
quickly as you and your scale could get from one place to another, but you
still would not be part of the "in "crowd.
Suppose, for instance, you were a 300 pound, five feet tall weeble wobble.
Stepping on a scale on the earth's surface you would either pin the
in some cases drive the needle all the way around and past zero again.
only proves the earth loves you ..
YOUR WEIGHT IS the gravitational force of attraction between you and
the earht. The more attractive you are to the earth, the more you weigh.
Unfortunately, with the current passion for thinness, this an unrequited love.
Actually every body in the universe loves you, not just the earth. This
startling revelation is expressed in Isaac Newton's Law of Universal Love
which states: "Everybody in the universe attracts every other body in the
universe with a force directly proportional to the product of their masses and
iversely proportional to the square of the distance between them."
In other words, the more of you there is, the more you are loved. But
absence does not make the heart grow fonder. The farther away you are, the
less you are loved. It's an "out-of-sight is out-of-mind" relationship. The total
amount of love shows up on the scale.
Suppose you found yourself and your scale on the moon. The moon is
one-quater the size of the earth and has only one-hundredth the mass. The
moon can only love one-sixth as much as the earth.
ON THE MOONyour scale would read 50 pounds. But you would
qualify as anorexic. Your weight would be reduced, but not your mass.
would still be a five feet tall weeble wobble.
The same wouyld be true of any other place you traveled in the naked
universe. On Mercury and Mars where the love force would be only nn.s:"''II'I''I,I1''·n
that of earth, the scale would read only 114 pounds. You might think V0111i"'lIl'llU
svelete, but you would still be a big mass weeble wobble. On Venus you
be a little lighter on your feet at 264 pounds, but you would still have a
nearing retirement.
You would not want to bo to the giant gas plantets Jupiter and Saturn even
if it were possible to stnad on their gaseous surfaces. In spitre of the
magnificent beauty of the view, it would be depressing to find the scale
reading 783 pounds on Jupiter and 345 pounds on Saturn.
THE SUN, OF course, would be totally out of the question. At the surface
of this boiling cauldron of gas, one-third of a million times more massive and
100 times larger than the earth, the love gravity is 28 times than earth. Just
before your scale would read 8400 pounds.
Wath is a person to do if they wish to cool down the earth's amourous
advances? You have to substitute. Instead of enjoying a Milky Way bar in
front of the TV, go out and snack on the summer Milky way overhead.
Instead of following a Mars candy bar from your hand into your mouth, folow
the red planent Mars as it moves into the constellation Sagittarius this
summer.
If all else fails, burn the love letters. Destroy your scale.

NOTES

CHAPTER EIGHT

Celestial Potpourri
When attention is drawn to a particular celestial phenomena or object, things are seen that would nonnally have
been missed or disregarded. There are many rare phenomena, as well as common everyday phenomena, that can be
perceived by the more than casual celestial observer. The observation of these events will of course produce questions as
to their origin.
While waiting for the sun to set, you might think about the color of the sky above. Perhaps it is the beautiful blue
called azure, a shade descriptive of the color of the sky on a clear day. But why is the sky blue? Why is it not yellow like
the color of the sun since it is the sun which lights up the daytime sky?
The sun emi~s light that is a mixture of all the colors that are normally seen in a rainbow-red. orange, yellow,
green. blue and violet. The sun appears as a yellow disk because it emits more yellow light than any other color. The
different colors are of different wavelengths. The longest wavelengths are red, the shortest wavelengths are blue and
violet.
As the light from the sun travels through the earth's atmosphere, it interacts with the atoms and molecules that
constitute that atmosphere. All the different colors of sunlight are scattered to some extent by grazing encounters with
the atoms and molecules of the atmosphere. The shorter wavelength blue and violet light is scattered more than the
longer wavelength red light. As a result, an excessive amount of blue light reaches the earth from all directions after'
traveling through a random maze·like path. The color blue is seen because it comes to the observer from all directions.
The interaction of the light with the atoms and molecules of the atmosphere is one of diffusion rather than
reflection. Diffusion is a random scattering that results from the fact that the atoms and molecules are of the same order
in size as the wavelength of light. Blue and violet light are scattered the most since they are closest in size to the
constituents of the atmosphere. Reflection is a simple change in the direction of trave! due to an opaque surface.
The blue light from the sky, which amounts to almost 10% of the light received directly from the sun, is sufficient to
make the stars of the daytime sky imperceptible. Only during a total solar eclipse is the blueness reduced to the point
where bright stars can be seen in the daytime sky. If the earth did not have an atmosphere, the daytime sky would be
black and the sun would be seen as a yellow disk surrounded by a multitude of stars.
As evening draws near. the reddening sun appears to hang above the horizon and only slowly set in the west'. The
light coming from the sun, when it is near the horizon. must pass through the atmosphere in a direction that is tangent to
the observer's position on the earth. The light of the sun must therefore travel through a longer path in the atmosphere at
sunset than at noon. This longer path through the atmosphere. in addition to the dust that is contained in the lower
atmosphere, removes a greater amount of the shorter wavelength light and produces the striking red and orange sunset.
A volcanic eruption that spews large quantities of dust particles into the atmosphere will heighten the intensity of a red
sunset.
The lingering of the sun on the horizon is due to the effect of the refraction of sunlight by the earth's atmosphere.
Refraction is the bending of the direction of travel of a beam of light as it passes from a medium of one density into a
medium of a different density. As light from the sun enters the atmosphere, it encounters air of increasing density. The
result is that the light does not follow a straight line path but moves in a continuous bend due to the refractive effect of
the increasing air density. The visual result is that the sun can be seen after it has passed below the observer's apparent
horizon. This apparent elevation of the sun is greatest when the sun is near the horizon (34.5 minutes of arc). It rapidly
.decreases with altitude so that it amounts to only 6 minutes of arc at altitude 10° and zero at the zenith point.
Atmospheric refraction causes the sun, moon and stars to appear to rise earlier and set later each day therefore
increasing the duration of daytime by up to seven minutes. Atmospheric refraction is what makes the sun appear to slow
its apparent diurnal motion as it approaches the horizon. It is also responsible for the apparent flattening of the setting
sun at a distant clear horizon.
A !mo~rhe,rt' or

Figure 53. AtmospheriC retraction.
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The apparent diameter of the sun is approximately one half of a degree. This means that the lower limb of the sun
will be refracted and therefore elevated more than the upper limb of the sun. The sun and moon, as a result, appear
flattened when near the horizon. The vertical contraction of the sun and moon near the horizon should not be confused
with the illusion of bigness that the sun and moon assume when they are near the horizon. The former effect is due to the
physical manipulation of light while the latter seems to be psychological in origin.
When only a trace of the sun is revealed above the horizon and the horizon is distant and sharply defined as at sea,
the phenomena of the .. green flash" may appear for a second or two. The first or last view of the sun is observed to
momentarily change to a green color. The green flash has also been reported to have occurred for the moon. Venus and
Jupiter.
The setting sun heralds the beginning of twilight. Twilight is the result of the indirect light that is scattered from the
sun to an observer by means of the upper atmosphere. The length of twilight depends upon which of several definitions
is used. Civil twilight ends when the sun is 6° below the horizon and it becomes difficult to clearly see printed matter.
Astronomical twilight ends when the sun is 18° below the horizon and stars of the faintest magnitude can be .seen.
The duration of twilight is a function of latitude and time of year. It is shortest at the equator where the sun rises and
sets vertically with respect to the horizon. At higher latitudes the average rising and setting angle decreases. This
increases the time required to move the sun the necessary 18°.
Latitude 0°

Latitude 40°

Necessary
movement of sun
to achieve end of
twilight (notice
movement is greater
than ISO)

Necessary movement
of sun to achieve
end of twilight

Figure 54. Astronomical twilight at different latitudes.
The motion of the sun below the horizon changes during the year as the sun appears to move around the ecliptic.
Twilight at a particular latitude will be its shortest at the time of an equinox and its longest near the time of the June
solstice. At the time of an equinox the sun rises and sets at its maximum angle with respect to the horizon. Near the time
of the June solstice. twilight will last all night above latitude 50° because the sun never gets more than 18° below the
horizon.

TABLE 12

Duration of Twilight

Latitude

June Solstice

March and
September Equinox

December Solstice

0°
20°
35°
40°
45°
50°

1h15 m
1 25
146
2 03
2 33
7 38

)h09 m
1 13
I 25
1 30
I 39
I 50

Ihl6 m
I 19
I 32
1 38
147
I 59
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As the end of twilight approaches, the rare sight of a naked eye comet may appear with its star-like head and
extensive tail stretching away from the sun. The word comet, which means "long haired." is descriptive of its
appearance in the sky. Comets bright enough to be seen by unaided vision appear on an average of every six or
seven years. Most people do not see them because of the sky conditions in urban areas and the buildings which
block out the horizon. In order to see the head, or coma, and tail of a comet it is necessary to have complete darkness and a clear view of the horizon since comets are brightest when they are near the sun. On an average of every
thirty or more years, a spectacular, extremely bright comet will appear. This type of comet, because of its size and
brightness, will even catch the attention of the urban dweller.
Most comets are members of the solar system, that travel in greatly elongated orbits. The nucleus has been
described as a "dirty snowball" since it is only a few miles in diameter and consists of solid particles of stone and metal
held together by frozen gases. As the comet approaches the sun, the gases are vaporized by solar radiation to'fonn a
coma measuring thousands of miles in diameter. The solar wind, which consists of protons and electrons emitted by the
sun, forces the coma material to form a tail which always faces away from the sun. The tail or "solar wind sock" can
grow to lengths that approach 1()() million miles. The comet reaches its maximum brightness near the time of perihelion
and then fades as it moves away from the sun.
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Figure 55. The orbit of a comet near perihelion.
A comet moving in direct motion will be seen first in the morning sky and then in the evening sky. A comet moving
in the retrograde direction will pass from the evening sky to the morning sky. Comets may have large inclination angles
since they are not restricted to the ecliptic plane.
A newly discovered comet is named after its discoverer or discoverers. Most comets are discovered telescopically
by amateur astronomers. Comets that return at specific intervals are not renamed at each appearance, but are called by
the name of the original discoverer. Halley's comet was named after the English astronomer Edmund Halley, who
proved in 1705, that the bright comets that had been observed every 74 to 79 years since at least 240 B.C. were one and
the same comet. Halley reasoned that since the orbits were the same. the comet was a periodically returning member of
the solar system. \Vhen the comet appeared as predicted in 1759. seventeen years after his death, it was named in his
honor. A newly discovered comet is also given a designation that relates to its year of discovery. its order of discovery
in that year (lowercase letters) and its order among the comets that passed perihelion in that year (Roman numerals).
The end of twilight brings forth the twinkling stars •'up above the earth so high." The twinkling or scintillation is
not a property of the star itself but is a result of irregularities in the density of the atmosphere through which the light of
the star must travel. The slight refractions that take place as the star light travels through the atmosphere cause the
star to appear to • 'jump" or move about some average position. This movement can cause slight changes in brightness
and color also. The color of a star also influences the amount of twinkle it exhibits. Blue and white stars twinkle more
than red stars because blue and white light is refracted through larger angles than red light. The amount of twinkle is also
a factor of weather (least when it is calm) and star position (least at the zenith).
Planets scintillate only slightly because they are not seen as point sources of light. A point source of light. like a
star, can be considered as a single beam of light that is constantly jumping about an average position. A planet can be
.considered an extended source or disk source that is emitting a number of beams of light that are constantly jumping
about an average position. The changes in apparent position seem to almost statistically cancel each other out. The net
result is that the planets appear to twinkle only slightly or not at all.
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A look to the north may reveal the sight of an aurora or the "northern light~." They appear as luminous glows.
draperies, rays and arcs up to 100 times as bright as the night sky, that are constantly shifting position and changing
color.
The frequency of the appearance of an auroral display decreases with the distance from the north pole. AuroraL
displays are visible on two-thirds of the nights of a year in the north of Alaska and Canada. The frequency rapidly
diminishes to an average of once every two weeks along the United States·Canadian border and an average of once a
year in California and Pennsylvania.
An aurora is the result of charged particles, electrons and protons emitted by solar flare eruptions, colliding with
the atoms and molecules of the atmosphere in the region 50 to 100 miles above the earth. Occasionally aurora originate
from altitudes of 600 miles above the earth. Aurora are polar phenomena because the charged particles are following the
earth's magnetic field. The faint red, green and blue of an aurora are due to the hydrogen. nitrogen and oxygen in the
earth's atmosphere.
The "Northern Lights" are called the "Aurora Borealis" and the .. Southern Lights" are called the •• Aurora
Australis." Aurora, the Roman goddess of dawn is combined with Boreas, the god of the north wind to produce a
descriptive term meaning" Northern Dawn." The •• Australian Dawn" is a term that was used by the English explorer.
James Cook, to describe the dawn-like display at far southern latitudes.
Occasionally a "shooting star" will streak through the sky. Shooting stars are sporadic meteors, fragments of stone
and metal that strike the earth's atmosphere at random times and in random directions. The fragments are heated and
vaporized by friction with the atmosphere to produce momentary. luminous trails which are seen by the naked eye.
Larger meteors sometimes form trails which will exist for several minutes and even become distorted by air currents in'
the upper atmosphere. The meteor trail will begin at an altitude of approximately 65 miles and end at an altitude of
approximately 50 miles above the surface of the earth.
Under the best of conditions. an observer can expect to see from 5 to 10 sporadic meteors per hour. This represents
an earth wide total number of sporadic meteors measuring in the millions per day. It also represents a total mass of
several tons. The number of sporadic meteors observed per hour varies diurnally.
The diurnal variation is due to the rotation of the earth. Meteors that are seen from the time of sunset until midnight
are the fast moving meteors. They must be moving at speeds greater than the earth's 18.5 miles per second speed with
respect to the sun, in order to catch up to the earth. The maximum speed of a meteor at the earth's distance from the sun
(escape velocity) is 26 miles per second. Before midnight meteors will enter the earth's atmosphere at the relatively slow
maximum speed of 7.5 (26.0 - 18.5) miles per second. After midnight the earth rotates the observer around to the
leading side of the earth. This side of the earth will be able to capture a much greater number of meteors because it will
catch up to all meteors traveling slower than 18.5miles per secondin the same direction. The maximum speed of a
morning meteor will be 44.5 (26.0 + 18.5) miles per second. Since the brightness of a meteor is partly dependent upon
its speed with respect to the earth, more and brighter meteors can be seen in the morning sky. An observer can expect to
see twice as many meteors in the morning sky as compared to the evening sky.
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Figure 56. Diurnal variation in meteors.
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Exceptionally large and therefore bright meteors are called bolides or fireballs. While nonnal sporadic meteors
appear white, bolides can produce a vanety of colors. Bolides will sometimes fragment with a loud explosion.
Sometimes a sporadic meteor is large enough to survive the atmospheric friction and reach the earth. It is then called a
meteorite.
On predictable dates during the year, meteors are seen to radiate, with greatly increased frequency, from a
particular part of the sky. These meteor showers result from the passage of the earth through the orbit of a comet. A
comet gradually disintegrates and distributes debris throughout its orbit with each perihelion passage. When the earth
intercepts the cometary debris while passing through the comet orbit, large numbers of meteors appear to come from a
single "radiant" point in the sky. The apparent radiant point is a perspective effect. The meteor pa.rticles are really
traveling through the space near the earth on paralle) paths. As seen from the earth, shower meteors seem to diverge
from a point in the same way as railroad tracks. tunnels and telephone poles can seem to diverge from a point.
Recurrent meteor showers are named after the constellation or bright star near the radiant point rather than' the
comet associated with the shower. The earth passes through the orbit of Halley's comet twice, once in May and once in
October. The resulting May meteor shower is called the Eta Aquarid shower after the bright star near the radiant and the
October meteor shower is called the Orionid shower after the constellation containing the radiant point.
The most predictable meteor shower is the August Perseid shower. Comet 1862 III has left debris stretching almost
50 million miles in diameter. It takes the earth two weeks to pass through the comet's orbit. This results in a two week
shower which reaches a maximum activity near August II when meteors are seen at typical frequency of one per
minute.
Occasionally the earth will intercept an area in the comet orbit that contains a high density of particles. The result is
a super spectacular shower such as the one that occurred on November 17, 1966. Observers in the southwestern United
States reported frequencies of 140 per second and 100,000 per hour for that Leonid shower. The Leonid shower
typically produces less than 10 meteors per hour. No meteorite falls are associated with meteor shower activities.
TABLE 13

Major Meteor Showers

Shower Name

Date of
Maximum Activity

Comet Orbit

Quadrantid
Eta Aquarid
Perseid
Orionid
Leonid
Geminid

January 3
May 5
August 12
October 21
November 16
December 13

unknown
Halley
1862 III
Halley
)866 I
unknown

Hourly
Activity
35
15
45
20
10

50

The antagonists of the meteor shower observer are clouds and the moon. Clouds can completely block out shower
activity while the scattered light from the moon can cause a sky brightness that blocks out all but the very brightest of the
shower meteors.
Sometimes clouds and the moon combine to form the atmospheric phenomena of a halo. A halo appears as a faint
ring of light of radius 22° around the moon. The inner edge of the ring is red while the outer edge of the ring is a faint
blue.
Halos are formed when the light from the moon passes through microscopic hexagonal ice crystals in the
troposphere. These cirrus ice clouds 6 miles above the earth change the path of the light by refraction and separate it into
colors by dispersion. The halo is fonned by the refraction of the light from the moon and the colored edges are fonned
by the unequal angles of refraction, or dispersion. of the light from the moon. Figure 57 illustrates the fonnation of a
halo.
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Figure 57. The formation of a halo.
The dark night sky offers more than just the pin point light sources that we call stars, it also offers the opportunity
to see back into the past. It takes time for light to travel from one place to another. Over the relatively short distances we
use on the earth, light travel time can be ignored, but once we observe objects beyond the earth, we are looking back in
time. Light travels at 186,000 miles per second (3 x 10 10 meters per second) or a distance of 5.86 x 10 12 miles (9.5 x
10 15 meters) in one year. The distance light travels in one year is called a light year.
The moon at 240,000 miles distance is 1.3 seconds away in time. The sun at 93 million miles distance is 8.3
minutes away in time. Saturn, the farthest naked eye planet from the earth, at 793 million miles, is 1 hour and 11
minutes away in time. When observing Saturn. we see it neither now nor there. We see it, as it appeared and where it
was with respect to the background stars, 1 hour and II minutes ago in time.
The nearest star system to the earth is that of Alpha Centauri in the consteiiation Centaurus. Located within 30° of
the soulh celestial pole and therefore not visible in the mid-latitudes of the northern hemisphere, this three star system
which appears as a single star of near zero visual magnitude. is at a distance of 4.3 light years.
The brightest star in the sky at visual magnitude -1.42 is the white colored star Sirius in the constellation Canis
Major. Sirius appears white because its surface temperature is near II ,OOooK. A body radiating at this temperature will
emit light in sufficient quantities at different wavelengths to produce the optical sensation of white. Sirius, which is a
double star system with an unseen white dwarf companion, is at a distance of 8.6 light years. White dwarf stars are of
high temperature and small planetary size. No white dwarf stars are visible to the naked eye.
The bright star Procyon in Canis Minor, which also has a white dwarf companion, is 11.3 light years away. Pollux
and Castor, the twin stars in Gemini. are 35 and 45 light years away.
Aldebaran, the first magnitude red giant star in Taurus, is 68 light years away from the earth. This star appears red
because of its low surface temperature of 3500o K. A star at this temperature emits a predominence of red light. It is
classified as a giant star because it is 45 times bigger than the sun.
At a distance of 105 light years is Algol. the" Demon Star" in Perseus. This star was considered a demon because
it changed in brightness from visual magnitude 2.2 to 3.4 and back to 2.2 in a period of 9 hours. The star was found to
repeat this unusual spectacle every 2 d 20 h 49 m. Algoi changes its brightness by a factor of one-third because it is an
eclipsing binary. A large faint star revolves at a distance of about 10 million miles around a smaller brighter star. When
the larger, fainter star moves between the brighter component and the earth, it partially eclipses 70% of the brighter
component and temporarily reduces the apparent brightness of the system. Algol. which has been known since ancient
times. was first satisfactorily explained in 1783 by John Goodricke an English astronomer.
The light from the tiny dipper-shaped open cluster in Taurus called the Pleiades started toward the earth just before
the 1~73 publication of Copernicus' treatise on the heliocentric view of the universe. The light was a little more than
10% of the way here when the telescope \\<u:o; inv~nted by the Dutch optician, Hans Lippershey. in 1608. The Pleiades,
at an average distance of 410 light years are the vIsible portion of a young cluster of 300 to 500 stars contained within a
sphere of radius 25 light years. The age of the cluster is estimated at 1.2 x lOiI years.
Another open cluster is found in the center of the constellation Cancer. This open cluster is called the Praesepe or
the "Beehive." Much less conspicuous than the Pleiades, the Praesepe cluster appears as a hazy patch of light. The
light we see today from these 4 x 10il year old stars, started on its journey 500 years ago near the time of the birth of
Copernicus.
At a distance and time of a little more than 500 light years lie the red supergiant stars of Antares in' Scorpius and
Betelgeuse in Orion. Supergiant stars are relatively cool as evidenced by their red color, but they must be extremely
large in order to account for their extreme brightness. Antares is estimated to be 640 times as large as the sun. If Antares
were in the position occupied by the sun, the outer edge of the star would be two times the orbit of Mars from the sun.
Betelgeuse is an intrinsically variable star, of about the same size, that changes its surface temperature and brightness as it
irregularly undergoes contractions and expansions over long periods of time.

The modern day north star, Poiaris, is 680 light years away in distance and time. Further away in time and space is
the blue giant star Rigel, the second brightest star in the constellation Orion. Rigel is blue because a star with a surface
temperature of approximately 15,ooooK emits most of its energy in the blue end of the spectrum. Rigel at a distance of
900 iight years is seen as it existed when the faiTlous Bayeaux tapestry was begun. This tapestry recorded the appearance
of Halley's comet just prior to the Battle of Hastings in 1066.
The Orion Nebula, or the Great Nebula in Orion, is a hazy patch of light that fOnTIS the middle "star" in the sword
of Orion the Hunter. A nebula is an interstellar cloud of gas. This nebula is a hot cloud of incandescent gas radiating
because it contains extremely hot, bright young stars. The gas absorbs the light of the stars and reradiates it in visible
wavelengths. The Orion nebula is one of the youngest celestial objects visible. It started to shine approximately 23,000
years ago. The light we see today as the Orion nebula left its source 1500 years ago.
Circling the sky is a broad diffuse band' of light called the Milky Way. It extends from' its brightest area in
Sagittarius into Aquila, through Cygnus, Cepheus and Cassiopeia. It continues through Perseus and then into its fai'ntest
section in Auriga. The circuit is completed as the Milky Way continues between Orion and Gemini, to Canis Major,
Vela, Crux and then back to Scorpius
A closer inspection will show many localized features within the Milky Way band. For instance, the brightness and
star density varies greatly. In its brightest area, the constellation Sagittarius, the star density is 10 times per square
degree what it is in the faint area of Auriga.
A feature visible in the late summer and early fall Milky Way is the Great Rift. The Great Rift, which is a dark
area that splits the Milky Way into two segments between Cygnus and Scorpius. was once thought to be a hole through
the Milky Way. Actually it is a huge obscuring gas cloud or nebula.
The Milky Way consists of the estimated hundreds of billions of unresolved stars that constitute the Milky Way
spiral galaxy. The stars appear as a band of diffuse light because they are too far away to be separated into individual
stars by the unaided eye. The light appears brightest in the direction of Sagittarius because that is the direction of the
c.enter of the galaxy and the greatest number of stars. The sun exists on the inner side of what is cailed the Orion Arm at
a distance of 30,000 light years from the galactic center and 20,000 light years from the outside edge of the galaxy. The
diffuse cloud structure of the Milky Way arises from our view of objects that are many thousands of light years away.
In the southern hemisphere two cloud appearing celestial objects are visible that do not belong to the Milky Way.
These are the two small galaxies named after the Portuguese explorer Ferdinand Magellan. The Large Magellanic
Cloud, with an angular diameter of 12°, is approximately J 50,000 light years away. The Small MagelJanic Cloud, with
an angular diameter of 8°, is estimated to be even slightly farther away.
We finally come to the most distant object visible to the naked eye and therefore to our deepest view into the
recesses of time. This object, sometimes called the Andromeda Nebula because it was thought to be a cloud at one time,
is a spiral galaxy similar in size and shape to the Milky Way galaxy. The Andromeda Galaxy appears in the sky as an
elongated one-quarter of a degree, hazy patch of light. The light arriving on earth today from the Andromeda Galaxy
began its journey over 2,200.000 years ago. At that time man was just beginning to develop the simple tools that would
one day culminate in his ability to extend his capacity to explore the universe both visually and physically.
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Time to use more of your crayons
By GEORGE REED
Some of our first lessons about the sky come with our first box of crayons.
We Jearn that the sky is blue. So We take our blue crayon, and attempting as
well as possible, but improving of course with the years, we stay between the
lines and rub the page until the sky is blue.
'
There are so many things to learn while we are kids, and seemingly so
little time to digest what we are taught, that we accept all knowledge
without verification. We learn to be efficient.
Is the sky really blue? Well, yes and no.
One of our first successful drawing exercises involves the sun. We are
taught to place it in the upper right hand corner of our paper. It appears as a
quarter of a circle with line extending from it to represent the rays of the
sun. And of course we use our yellow crayons to fill in the quarter circle.
THE QUARTER CIRCLE and radiating lines become the symbol for a
real object, a substitute for something that really exists. And we forget. The
symbol soon replaces the object it symbolizes. We are too busy learning to
read symbols, learning to substitute printed words for the real world around
us.

Can we see these rays of the sun? No. Is the sun really yellow? Well, yes
and no.
The sun is yellow. It's classified as a yellow star because it radiates most
strongly in the yellow band of the spectrum. That is why our eyes have
evolved to be most sensitive to yellow light. But it also Sends us radiation
that is blue and yellow gives us the white light of daytime.
No one has ever seen a crayon yellow sun in the sky. The closest you can
come is a pale yellow sun, but never the bright yellow crayon sun. And it
never appears as a quarter'circle in the upper right hand corner with
radiating lines.
THE MOON DURING the last week has been in the waxing crescent
phase. It has appeared as a growing crescent as it increased its angular
.
distance from the sun each day.
The waxing crescent phase ends with tomorrow night's first quarter moon.
The moon will appear as a half illuminated disk ninety degrees from the sun.
During the week following first quarter, the moon will be in the waxing
gibbous phase. It will appear as a growing disk that is more than fifty
percent illuminated. And it will appear farther and farther from the sun. The
waxing gibbous moon will be able to be seen in tbe afternoon sky. This is
because the sky is not the same color blue all over.
There are many people who are unaware of the moon's visibility in the
daytime sky. There are many people who believe the moon is only visible at
night. Your crayon book never showed the moon in the daytime sky.
THE LIGHT OFthe sun is scattered as it travels through the earth's
atmosphere. The blue component of sunlight is scattered the most and that is
why the sky appears blue. We see scattered blue light coming from all parts
oUhe sky.
.
The red and yellow components of sunlight are less effectively scattered
by the atmosphere so most of this scattered light is seen near the sun. The
sky near the sun contains a lot of scattered light of all colors giving this part
of the sky a very pale blue to white color.
The farther away from the sun you look, the more blue light you see and
the less of the other colors. The farther away from the sun you look, the
darker the blue the sky will appear. T~e sky ~veri becomes dark enough for
the waxing gibbous moon to be visible in the eastern sky during the late
afternoon..
. '
I guess by now you realize that to do a proper job in your coloring bOOk,
yo~ are going to have to use more of your crayons.
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Twilight

the Platters
may have described it best
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Sept. 10,1981

. By GEORGE REED
You can learn about astronomy from
many dif[erent places. Even from news.papers. I unknowHngly. learned some as.tronomy back In. 1958 from a 45 rpm
~ecord. That was the year The Platters
were leaching us that when "heavenly
:shades oC night are' falling, Ws twilight
lime."
. How much do you know about twilight?
Think about it Cor a moment. Can you
think of a myth or legend that explains
!wilight? People don't even make jokes
-about twilight. There isn't even anything
from Shakespeare worth quoting. The
Platters filled a real cultural vnlcf with
their golden-oJdie song~ ~~lied
Time."
; So what is twilight? Longfellow said it
is when "the day is done; and slowly from
the scene the stooping sun upgathers his
.spent shafts, and puts them back into his
gold quiver7" Longfellow probably start~ drinking early in the afternoon.
.: Funk and Wa~alls saw more clearly
.that twilight is "the light diffused over the
sky when the sun is below the horizon."
1'his tells us when evening twilight begins
and morning twilight ends. But when does
evening twilight end and morning twilight
begin?
_.
Twlllgbt t. defined
~ The length of evening twilight depends
'upon which of several definitions is used .
.Civil twilight lasts from sunset until it Is
difficult to read printed matter clearly.
This condition occurs when the sun is six
degrees below the horizon.
. Outdoor reading is not a concern of astronomy. so astronomical twilight is defined differently. Astronomical eveing
twilight lasts from sunset until the last bit
of diffused sunlight is. reflected to the
.earth from the 200-mile high upper atmos:phere. This is when the Caint stars appear
in the sky. More specificaJly, ~venlng astronomical twilight, ends when the sun is
eighteen degrees below the horizon.
Nautical twilight falls in between civil
and astronomical twilight. ,For nautical
twllight, the sky is still partially illuminated, but the sky is dark enough for the
navigation~l stars to appear. Evening
nautical twilight ends when the sun is 12
degrees below "the borizon.

;'T;nlgh'i

Morning civil twilight, morning na'utiIn London, evening astronomical
cal twilight and morning astronomical
twilight and morning astronomical
twilight take up the whole night for a peritwilight begin when the sun is six degrees,
12 degrees and 18 degrees below the horiod two weeks before and two weeks after
the first day of summer. The shortest
zon before sunrise.
.
twilight for London is nearly equa I to our
The du~ation, of the different types of
longest twilight.
twilight, changes with the latitude of a
person and the lime of year. It is shortest .
When summer began, we had an astro~ ~~!l1~ca~.t~i~ight that lasted two hours and
and most consistent throughout the year
at the equator. At the equator, the sun . three l11ii1utes. Our astronomical twilight
'rises and sets vertically with respect to
this month is lasting 'one hour and 36 minthe horizon, and astronomical twilight
utes.
.
lasts 'for one hour and 12 minutes:.
If twilight depended entirely on the
light conditions of the sky, it would be
The most radical changes occur at the
much harder to define. The visibility and
north and south poles. At the north pole,
phase of the moon, for instance, greatly
astronomical twilight lasts for 50 days before the spring equinox and 50 days after
determine whether you can read a book
outdoors or see bright and raint stars in
the autumnal equinox. The situation is rethe night sky. Sunday's full moon will be
versed at the south pole.
the "Harvest moon" that begins a series
London twlllgbt
.of bright moonlighted nights. The practiTwilight at any particular latitude, incal measures of twilight will not apply.
between the equator and the north pole,
I'm not too sure after all, how much
will be longest near the time of the sumastronomy The Platters did know. They
mer solstice and fairly constant from the
seemed to have lived in a place where the
. time of the autumnal equinox in Septemweather was particularly bad. Twilight
ber to the vernal equinox in March.
time did not mark the end of day and the
beginning of a beautiful star filled night
for them. They always sang about "purple
thunder curtains that mark the end of
day."
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'Twinkle, twinkle: little star,
How I wonder what you are!.
Up above the world so high,
Like a diamond in the sky.
The ehances are overwhelming you did
not read the above as a poem, instead you
probably sang it as a song. "Twinkle
Twinkle. Little Slar" is the most popula;
of all astronomy songs. Just try to name
another astronomy song! It is also one of
the lirst melodies you probably learned as
a child, since the tune is shared with the
song that taught you your ABC's.
A newspaper fUler item that appeared a
few months ago stated the music to
"Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star" was written by the Austrian child prodigy Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart in 1761 when he
was just 5 years old. This makes a nice
story, but it isn't true since the tune was
. well known before Mozart's time. Mozart's only connection with the tune ocAs the light from the star passes
curred in 1778, when he composed a series
of variations based upon the melody of through the earth's atmosphere, it is re"Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star. He was fracted, or slightly altered in its direction
one of several composers to use the tune of travel. These alterations in the path of
the starlight are caused by irregularities
in that way.
The tune for "Twinkle, Twinkle Uttle in the density of the air. The slight refractions that take place cause the star to apStar" is a French folk tune called .. Ah
Vous Dirai Je Mamam," that goes back U; pear to jump or move about some average
the seventeenth century and possibly even position as seen by night-time sky watchearlier. The above words were set to the ers.· This apparent bobbing and weaving
tune by Jane Taylor, a nineteenth century motion of the star gives it the appearance
of what we call twinkling.
American poet.
The more astute observer of the night
The popularity of "Twinkle, Twinkle,
Little Star" as an early childhood song, sky will notice blue stars twinkle more
probably means the first astronomical than red stars. This is because blue liIht
fact a child is introduced to, is that stars will be refracted more than ted llght by a
twinkle. It is only later in life, like per- change lnthe density of the atr through
haps now, that you learn what causes which the light is traveling. White stars
will twinkle by an amount in between that
twinkling.
Twinkling, in more sophisticated terms, of red and blue stars.
The amount of twinkle a star exhibits is
is referred to as scintillation. It is not a
also
a factor of its position in the sky.
property of the star itself, but is rather
the result of the interaction of the earth's Ught from stan closer to the horizon
must travel through more of the earth's
atmosphere with the light from the, star.
,

It
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head. The stars near the horizon should
therefore twinkle more than stars that are
overhead.
The twinkle of a star is also dependent
upon the weather. Stars twinkle least
when it is calm and most when it is windy.
The wind causes pockets of air of different densities to move around. TwiDkling is
a bi.t more complex than most people real..
ize.
The nineteenth century words to "Twinkle, Twinkle. Little Star" have. of course,
been translated into the more erudite and
sophisticated jargon of the twentieth cen·
tury by the prolific pen of Anonymous.
The modern version. however is a little
harder to sing.
ScintiLLate, scintillate, globule vivi/ic,
Sa in would 1fathom thy nature specific,
Distantly possessed in the aether
capacious,
Closely resembling a gem carbonacious.
.
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'Shooting star' a
space phenomenon
By GEORGE REED
If anything in astronomy has been
viewed' with apprehension, it is the

,"shooting star." A fatalist attitude
toward 'this phenomenon is almost universal, especially among non-technical societies. This attitude is revealed in the explRnations offered to account for shooting
stars,
The natives of the Turrbal Tribe of Australia, for instance, believed that shooting
stars were firesticks that were dropped
by deceased medicine men for the purpose of killing someone. The Tarahumara
Indians, of Mexico thought basicaJIy the
same thing, except that those killed were
believed to have harmed the medicine
man_during his lifetime.
'European traditions have associated
shooting stars with life and death in several ways. A Belgian superstition identifies
a shooting star as a soul leaving a body
after death. A Bohemian tradition proposes that when a person is born, a new
star is set in the sky. This star burns
brighter or fainter according to whether

the person 'grows richer or poorer. (lonly
wish my star were ~irius! ) The star falls
from the sky at the person's death. An old
Mohammedan tradition that follows a different track, states that shooting stars
were flaming stones thrown by angels to
repulse evil spirits that were trying to
scale the heavens.
We know today, in scientific societies,
that shooting stars are not stars dropping
from the sky. They are more correctly referred to as meteors. When a sand or
smaller sized piece of cosmic rubble
plows into the earth's atmosphere, it becomes heated and consumed by friction
with air particles. We see the death of the
particles as momentary streaks of light.
Meteors
At predictable times of the year we experience great numbers of meteors all
coming from the same part of the sky.
These meteor showers, as they are called,
occur when the earth travels through a
part of space that had formerly been
traversed by a disintegrating comet.
The biggest meteor shower of the year

will begin this weekend. It will build up
over several nights, peak on Monday night
or Tuesday morning, and finally taper off
over the next few nights.
Meteor showers are named after, the
constellation from which they appear to
originate. This coming shower Is therefore known as the perseid shower since
the meteors wil1 appear to radiate (rom
the constellation Perseus. Perseid
showers have produced an average of 50
meteor flashes per hour at maximum activity.
This year's shower promises 40 be Ii
good one because the night of maximum
activity will occur one day after a new
moon. If the wea ther is clear, the moonless night sky will be darker than usual,
and fainter meteors will be visIble.
Perseus will rise a bove the northeastern horizon around 9 p.m. However, the
best time to observe the shower is in the
morning hours after midnight.
.
All of the meteor streaks will not be
seen within the Perseus constellation, but
if you (ollow them back, they will all point
to a poSition within the constellation. This
position is called the radiant point. This
apparent radiant point is due to a perspective effect. The meteor particles are actually moving through space on parallel
paths. As seen from the earth, the shower
meteors appear to diverge from a point in
the same way as parallel railroad tracks,
tunnels and lines of telephone poles seem
to diverge (rom a point.
The actual comet that annually provides the material for August's Perseid
meteor shower was last seen in 1862. It is
not expected to be seen again for another
150 years. In the meantime, the earth,
once a year, travels through a several
million miles wide polluted area that is
fUled wjth· debris that has been put into
orbit by this cosmic Utterer. This takes a
few days and that is why the meteor shower lasts for several days.
Unfortunately for meteor shower observers, at this time of the year, the mosquitoes are as numerous as the nighttime
stars. It may be that the shooting stars
are really the souls of mosquitoes that are
attempting to feast on meteor shower observers.
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Chicken Little
By GEORGE REED
Chicken Little was right! The sky is falling and Friday, June 30, 1978 will mark the
70th anniversary of the most famous fall
ever recorded. On July 30,1908 the nucleus
of a comet collided with the earth over the
valley of the Tunguska' River in NorthCentral Siberia ..
The effect of the collision was startling.
The explosion was heard 800 miles away.
Seismic shock waves were recorded thousands of miles away in Europe. A Siberian
pine forest was uprooted and flattened
over an area of radius 20 miles. A herd of
several hundred reindeer were reduced to
a few charred skeletons. A farmer 50
miles away as knocked unconsciious by
the resulting explosion. When he
recovered he found his house had been
demolished. Nature has always had the
. ability to devastate vast areas of the
earth. The human race has just recently
acquired that ability.
Outer space is not empty space; but then
too, it is not overpopulated. Occasionally
extraterrestrial objects find their way into
our domain. When they do, we see them as
temporary "shooting stars" or meteors.
Shooting stars are- unpredictable events
that result from fragments of stone and
metal striking the earth's atmosphere.
The fragments are heated and vaporized
by friction with the atmosphere to produce
momentary, luminous trails which are
bright enough to be seen by the human
eye. The number of sporadic members
entering the atmosphere each day is estimated to be in the millions. It is also estimated they represent a total mass of
several tons.
The earth's atmosphere acts as a
protective blanket to shield us from the
constant bombardment we receive flom
meteors. Sometimes however, these
meteors are large enough to survive the
atmospheric friction and reach the earth.
They are then called meteorites. We have
only to look at photographs of the moon,
Mercury and Mars in order to see the
detrimental effects of meteorite collisions
on property values.
The most convenient and best preserved
meteorite-impact crater to inspect on the
earth is in Arizona. The Barringer
Meteorite Crater is located 50 miles from
Flagstaff, Ariz. The rim of the crater appears as a flattened rise along the horizon
as seen from the highway. TIle entrance

~as

right

road takes you up to the crater rim and
moon, so we could expect the frequency of
from there you can walk up and look into
crater impact to be about the same (or us.
this impressive souvenir left from a very . Impacts with comets like the one in 1908
close encounter that took-place thousands
would be even rarer events.
of years ago between the earth and a
There are several reasons why we do not
multi-ton space rock.
.
see a great number of meteorite craters
The diameter of ·the Barringer Crater is
on the earth. One reason anses trom the
4,000 feet, which means a walk completely
fact that 75 percent of the earth is covered
around the rim would consist of a hike of
by. water. Another reason arises from the
2.4 miles. The depth of the crater from the
f act the earth's surface is constantly being
top of the rim to 'the floor is almost 600
changed by vegetation and erosion.
feet. . An excess of 30 tons, of small
The truly amazing thing, about the enmeteorite fragments left over from the
ori IZinal oiece. has been found in the area. counters the earth has had with
meteorites and comets, is no one has
The current chances of the formation of
a meleori te cra ter the size of the reportedly been killed during one of these
Barringer Crater are rather slim, but they encounters.
So, Chicken Little was right. The sky is
are not zero. Thirty thousand craters
larger than the Barringer Crater can be falling. The next tihe you see a "shooting
not
observeed on the moon. If we assume they star" be sure to include a wish you
were formed at equal intervals of time: around if this one happens to make it ta
then 'the average time between crater for- earth ..
mations amounts to 160,000 years. The
earth is in the same part of space as the

are
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Comet of 15 77 challenged scientists
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa.,lhurs., Nov. I, lY8)
By GEORGE REED
Comets have a nice way of stirring up things. This was true in the past, and'
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it will probably be true in the future.

PARALLAX
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Every time a bright comet appeared in the past, there was someone to ask,
"What does it mean?" The reply was traditionally, "Disaster." The word
disaster means "evil star," the comet was someone's evil star. Someone was
going to get it. In 1577, it was conventional wisdom's turn.
The conventional wisdom of 1577 taught that comets were a phenomenon
of the earth's upper atmosphere. This was a two thousand year old opinion
first expressed by Aristotle.
Comets had to be a phenomenon of the atmosphere, according to Aristotle"
because they represented a change in the heavens, and it was a well known
and accepted principle'that changes never occurred above the orbit of the
moon. The orbit of the moon was the cutoff pOint between the above of
perfection, hence no change, and the slum district of the universe.
COMETS CHANGED. They came and they disappeared. They grew tails .
. This type of imperfect activity belonged in the realm of the earth and its
, atmosphere. Even today "heave'n" is thought of as up, and "hell" is thought of
as down.
In 1577, a comet appeared that was so bright it could be seen in the
daytime. The coioriul Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe used this
exceptionally bright ~o~:t to challenge Aristotle's "given.'l He simply noted
the position of the comet as seen among the stars from his observatory on the
island of Hveen, while at the same time the position of the comet was noted
as seen among the stars from an observatory several hundred miles away in
Prague.
The comet appeared to be in th~ same place as seen from both
observatories. It did not show a parallax.
A parallax is an apparent change in the position of a distant object due to a
change in the position of the observer. Bold your finger a little way out in
front of your face,. shut one eye, and line your finger up with something much
farther away. Now hold your finger still, but switch eyes. That's a parallax
effect. .
NOW HOLD YOUR finger farther away and repeat the observations. The
parallax decreases as the distance of the object increases.
Your two eyes represented the observatories in Hveen and Prague. Your
finger when far away represented the spectacular comet of 1577. when your
finger was close to your face, it represented the moon.
The moon had a parallax when observed from two separate observatories,
but the comet of 1577 did not. Tycho's conclusion was that the comet was
farther away from the moon, and moving through a region of the universe
where, according to conventional wisdom. it did not belong.
The comet of 1577 was actually Tycho's second attack on conventional
wisdom. On November II, 1572. a "new" star, also bright enough to be seen in
the daytime, appeared in the "W" of the constellation Cassiopeia the Queen.
Tycho called the star a "nova," meaning new.
"THE NOVA, now known to have been the explosive death of a msssive
star. also did not have a parallax. So it too was situated beyond the orbit of
the moon. And it too represented a change, since eighteen months later it
disappeared from view never to be seen again.
The final defeat of Aristotle's conventional wisdom took place in 1610 with
Galileo's telescope. A new conventional wisdom arose to replace the old. And
it too was replaced, for it is the goal of astronomy to continuously test and
improve what is known and accepted.
The coming apparition of Halley's Comet will probably once again stir up
the conventional wisdom about comets. No comets in the past will have been
studied as thoroughly as the 1985-86 Halley's Comet event.
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Yesterday's meteorologists
were astronomers
DAilY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po./ Thurs., Apr. 9, 1981
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By GEORGE REED

The word "meteorology" was originally
used to mean the study of things above the
earth that were inaccessible to close inspection. It dealt with astronomical phenomena:-With the evolving development
of our knowledge of the scale of the universe, the word became more restricted
in its meaning.
Today meteorology refers to the study
_~f_ the phen~mena 9fJhe atmosphere, especially weather and weather conditions.
It should not be surprising that connections exist between astronomy and meteorology since the word "meteorology" is a
linguistic fossil of an earlier time in this
hiStory of ideas.
The ancient Greeks used astronomical
objects for meteorological predictions.
The constellation Cancer the Crab, for instance, was used to predict changes in the
weather. Cancer is the faintest of the zodiac constellations. It will appear, in the
southern sky at the end of twilight, as an
inverted "Y" of faint stars between Leo
the Lion and the Gemini Twins.
On the darkest and clearest of moonless
nights, it is poSSible to see a hazy patch of
light close to the center of the inverted
.. Y". The hazy patch becomes a beautiful
cluster of several dozen sparkling stars
when viewed through binoculars. II this
hazy patch of light 'Could not be seen on
what appeared to be a clear night, then
the ancient Greeks knew there was a good
possibility that the weathe,r was changing.
Clouded by clouds
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The star cluster's disappearance was
due to the presence of high altitude cirrus
clouds. If cirrus clouds thicken to become
cirrostratus clouds, then rain is a possibility.
The presence of cirrus clouds can be
detected on moonlighted evenings in the
form of a halo around the moon. The halo
is formed by the refraction of moonlight
as it passes through hexagonal ice crystals in high cirrus clouds. The different
colors in the moonlight are refracted by

CANCE.1l

different amounts to form a faint ring of
colored light with a radius of 22 degrees
around the moon. The inner edge of the
ring appears red while the outer edge of
the ring is a faint blue. This same phenomenon is sometimes visible with the
sun in the daytime. '
The appearance of stars can also reveal .
something about the conditions of the atmosphere. If a naked eye star is not visible on a moonless night when other stars near the zenith. The light from a
brighter stars are visible, then this indi- star must travel through 100 miles of atcates the sky contains clouds. fog or haze. mosphere when it is near the horizon, but
The star is not visible. because its light .it travels through only 10 miles of atmoshas been absorbed. If this condition in- phere when it comes from overhead.
creases, the fainter stars will disappear.
Another astronomy-meteorology connection
can be found in folklore. A tradiThe first star to appear from the Big
Dipper is Mizar's faint companion star, tional belief of the early seventeenth cenAlcor. Mizar is the bright middle star of tury was that the first quarter moon prothe Dipper's handle. The next faintest star moted good weather while the last quar·
of the Dipper. and therefore the next to ter moon promoted bad weather. This
disappear with increaSing sky cover, is tradition influenced the names given to
Megrez. This is the star that represents the dark maria or "man in the moon" reo
the cOMection between the handle and the gions that cover 40 percent of the lunar
cup of the Big Dipper. Astronomers refer surface visible from the e2rth. The west·
to the "transparency" of the sky in terms ern hemisphere of the moon, which is visible at the first quarter, contains the seas
of the faintest star visible.
of Serenity, Tranquillity, Fertility and
Turbulent atmolpbere
The twinkling, or scintillation, of stars Nectar. The eastern hemisphere of the
is an indication of the turbulence of the moon, which is visible at the thrid quar·
atmosphere. When the air is unsteady, the ter, contains the seas of Showers and
star images bounce around. This is be· Clouds as well as the Ocean of StontlS.
cause the different densities of moving air
The above is all fine for starry nights,
masses slightly refract the star light and but how can astronomy be used for meteocause it to arrive from slightly different rological purposes on nights when you
directions.
can't see stars? The answer is simple.
Twinkling and absorption are greatest Any night you can't see stars is a night of
for stars near the horizon and least for bad weather.
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Some untaught astronomy ;s
often learned from music
.

'

DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., March 8, 1984
By GEORGE REED .
Let's face it. Very few people learn
astronomy in front of a teacher. Astronomy
is Unfortunately the least taught of all the
sciences.
'
. We only learn about astronomy thfOugh
other means. Some things we learn'by being
told, and some things we learn from
listening to music. Unfortuantely, neither
method requires much thinking, and we
sometimes think we know more than we do.
Tides are a good example. What do you
know about tides? First of all, you probably
know that tides are caused by the moon.
That's great. Beyond this, you probably think
that ufirst the tide rushes in, plants a kiss on
the shore, then rolls out to sea, and the sea is
still once more."
'
Don't worry if you do not recognized these
1954 lyrics to the well meanin~. but

astronomically incorrect song, "Ebb Tide."
As far as understanding tides is concerned,
you are not far behind those who do
remember thiS song - except in age.
The most commonly known fact about
tides is that they are caused by the
gravitational pull of the moon on the oceans
of the earth. This is probably the first thing
we are told about tides. Accepting this could
lead you to believe that a high tide would
coincide with the passage of the moon in the
sky.
IT IS EASY to imagine the moon
gravitationally pulling the oceans out from
the earth on the side of the earth facing the
moon. This is all very logical, except that
there are two high tides each day and only
one moon, passage each day. Where is the
other moon that causes the second high tide?
A second moon is actually not needed to
produce the second ocean bulge on the side
of the earth away from the moon. The logic
of the two tidal bulges from one moon,
however, can only be appreciated from a
study of the physics involved in the
gravitational interaction between the moon
and the earth's oceans. In other words, you
are just going to have to accept this like you
accepted the tides as being due to the
gravitational pull of the moon.

HIGH TIDE
The moon revolves around the earth once
in 29.5 days. This will produce two high tides
per month, but not two high tides per day. It
is the daily rotation of the earth that
produces the daily high tides.
The truth is that the tide does not roll in
to plant a kiss on the shore. The earth
actually rolls in to plant a kiSs on the tide. It
is the earth's movement into the tidal bulge
that produces a high tide, not the tide's
movement. Nor does the tide roll out to sea.
The earth actually rolls out of the tidal
bulge to produce a low tide.
At this point, you would probably expect
one high tide each day to occur at any
location when the moon is at its highest
point in the sky for that location. Again this
would seem logical because the high tides
are due to the moon's gravitational pull.
mGH TIDES actually occur before the
moon reaches its highest elevation. The tidal
bulges are slightly ahead of the moon. This
happens because friction between the
rotating earth and the oceans pushes the
tidal bulge forward.
.
The twice daily tidalltiss on the shore is

not the innocent little act of osculation it
may appear, It has some very dramatic
effects over long periods of time. Tidal
friction. for instance. is slowing the earth's
rotation by 0.001 seconds per century. Small
changes, however insignificant they see~
accumulate over long time periods. Back in
the Pennian period of geological history, the
day was only 22 hours long.' Tidal friction
has slowed it down to its present 24·hour
time period.
The earth's pushing of the tidal bulge
ahead of the moon's position ~n the sky is
causing changes in the moon's orbit. This
has the effect of causing the moon's orbit to
enlarge. The moon is moving away from the
earth an average of three centimeters per
year because of this.
Don't get the idea that the astronomy in
music is always too simplified or incorrectly
stated. Sometimes this isn't the case. In.
another old astronomical song. "How High
The Moon?," you are never given the answer
to the question. Now you know why. The
lyricist knew that the answer changed from
year to year because of the tides.
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Sign language may offer more
than meets the eye
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa.,.Thurs., Dec. 3, 1981
By GEORGE REED'
Somewhere on the trail to Vernal Falls
in Yosemite National Park, I remember
seeing a plaque or sign that repeated
something said by the naturalist John
'Muir. The thought was that if you lo~ke~
closely enough at anything' in the. universe, you would find that it was connect·
ed to everything else in the uniyerse. I
remember Muir's thought because it expressed how I feel about astronomy:
I was recently excited to have possibly
discovered another astronomocal connection. The language of signs used by deaf
people in the United States contains many
accurate visual representations of naked
eye astronomy.
Take sunrise for example. Sunrise is expressed in sign language by holding your
left arm in front of your body pointing
right with your palm down. ~is is t.he
horizon. Your right thumb and index linger form an "0." This is the sun. When
the sun 'moves upward behind your left
{oreann, you have visually repr~duced,
from your perspective, both the direction
and movement of the sun at the time of
sunrise. You have Hsigned sunrise to
someone who understan~ sign language.
Not accurate
Using the same arm arrangement, the
sun is moved down below your left
foreann to produce sunset. This is not an
accurale representation since .the sun reaUy sets in the opposite direction of
sunrise. It is just as easy, however, to understand the possible origin of the sunrise
sign as it is to understand the reason for
the convenient deviation from a true representation of appearances Cor the sunset
sign.
"
Noon time, in sign language, is indicated by holding your right hand straight up
with your right elbow on the fingertips of
the horizon formed by your left arm. This
is an accurate symbolic representation of
the fact that the sun reaches its highest
altitude each day at noon ..
The sign for "all night" is another accurate picture of nature. Your left arm Is
again held in front of your body, palm
down, pointing right. The fingertips of
your left arm should be touching Jhe crook
of your right arm. Your right attn swings
down and then toward your left to accurately demonstrate the nightly course of
the sun, from west to east, beneath the
horizon.

--''''
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Celestlalspbere
If you look at the night. sky with an unI

prejudiced eye, it will appear as a hemispheric arrangement of stars called the
celestial sphere. This was an accepted
view or the structure of the universe for
thousands of years. The concept isstm
used today in sign language. A sweeping
motion of your open right hand from left
to right above eye level duplicates the
..:..~ast to west motion of the sky due to the
earth's rotation. It also manually -says
ftsky" or IIheavens" in sign language.
The sign for star is equally as expressive of the visual night sky. Point up with
your two index fingers. Now with your
palms (acing forward, move your right index finger along the side of your right index finger. Your two hands will move nat: urally toward the sky. Your two index finL~ers are striking each other as you would

strike flint to produce twinkling sparks of
light. The twinkling sparks of light in the
sky ate what we call stars.
..
The manual signs have a history Just as
written and spoken words have a history,
but the history of the manual signs has not
been documented as thoroughly. It would
be nice to say for sure tha t the signs for
sunrise, noon, all night, the sky and th.e
moon were all meant to accurately duplicate the motions of the apparent naked
eye sky,' but the statement may ~ot be
true simply because sign Janguage IS very ,
definitely a right-handed .language. The
connection may be rallacious, and the moUons may only be accurate because the
language was developed to be "spok.en"
mainly by the movement of the right
hand.
'
The connection and the beauty may only
be in the mind of the beholder.

DAILY LOCAL NEWS .
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Of galaxies
and

candy bars
By GEORGE REED
" There are some interesting correlations
to be found between the sky and events on

the earth. We usually think of these correlations in terms of astrology, but there
are others to be found outside that
traditional sphere.
, Consider, for instance, the vast field of
stars that produces what we call the Milky
Way, and the candy bar of the same name.
Changes in our knowledge of one of these
have coincided with changes in the other.
, When the Milky Way was considered to
be big enough to be the whole universe, the
candy bar was big enough to share. But
our knowledge of the relative size of the
Milky Way, in relation to the size of the universe, changed. The celestial Mikly Way
is now known to be just a small part of a
greater system of many other Milky
Ways. (The other systems are called
galaxies from the Creek word for "milk.'') Coincidentally, the candy bar is also
known to be smaller tCX:iay.

The cost of information about the Milky
Way has risen dramatically in the last few
decades. Time and the initial investment
for a telescope and auxiliary equipment
were all that were needed in the early
years of discovery. Now each new discovery generally requires a rocket,launch
to put the investigative equipment into orbit. We also need telemetry equipment to
get the information back to the earth. and
a computer to reduce the data to a
'meaningful form. ,Worthwhile feedback
costs more today. In keeping With this
trend. the candy bar costs more also.
. The strongest evidence of, this proposed
correlation came after the discovery the
Milky Way galaxy was part of a local concentration of 20 or more galaxies. This
concentration is known to astronomers as
the "local group" of galaxies. (In the
candy world, it's known as the "Camily
:pack.")
, 'Are these parallel events unrelated or is
there a deaig design in them that will call
Cor the services of a celestial investigator? An inspection of the candy bar
wrapper shows the company making these
candy bars has the same name as a planet
of the solar system that was long thought
to be inhabited. Is tlUs a clue?
While you're ruminating, take time to
look for the Milky Way in the night sky.
This is. in particular, a good week to start
because the light of the moon will not interfere with your attempts. The darker
the sky, the easier it is to find the Milky
Way. It will appear as a cloudy haze that
stretches from Cassiopeia near the
'northern horizon to Sagittarius near the
southern horizon. Perhaps the easiest
place to see the Milky Way is within the
'''summer triangle" of bright stars from
Vega, Deneb and Altair.
This is the time to go out and visually
feast upon your galaxy. There is
something good to be said about this kind
of self indulgence.
It will not make you fat and it will not
destroy your teeth.
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Here's the saga of Orion
Rambo: First Blood

By GEORGE REED
The ancient myths of the night sky are like socks. They are very elastic.
They are ageless because they share the experiences of all cultures. They
touch the emotions and attitudes that lie hidden behind the boundaries of
language, place and time. They cover up the most una~tractive part of the
human body. And that is why it can be revealed that Orion the Hunter is
Rambo, and Rambo is Orion the Hunter in disguise.
Orion's father was the Italian god Neptune, Lord of the Sea an~ inventor of
the anchovy pizza·to-go. His mother was a mortal w,oman of Irish descent.
She named his O'Ryan, but a nurse's poor spelling transformed his name to
Orion. His father preferred to call him by the more macho sounding, "Hey
you. Rocky Rambo."
ORION HAD designer genes. He had genes from his father designed to
give him the gilt of alwayS hearing the sound of waves in his ears, and he had
genes from his mother designed to give him the gift of immortality. With the
lift of immortality, you could say the die was cast.
,
,
His prime interests in hls formative years were theatrics and sports. It
surprised no one when be decided to become a professional TV wrestler.
Orion used Rocky Rambo as bis stage name.
'
Dressed in a robe of green and brown kelp and holding a trident and sea
shell in his band, be stepped into the ring to the admiring shouts and patriotic
.
exhortations of his fans.
"Rambo: first blood," they pleaded.
"Rambo: fu"'St blood."
In his pre-match build~ups be always dedicated the first blood of tbe match
to his fans. Orion knew how to reach the hearts and minds of America.
ORION~ FIRST brush with the sinister forces of the TV Establishment, an
ideology intent upon establishing tdtal world conformity through television,
occurred when he accepted a prime time, "winner take all," TV wrestling
challenge from the Pleiades. "The Seven Sisters," as they called tbemselves '
for good luck, were a tag team of six female mud wrestlers.
During one of the commercial breaks, the Pleiades complained that Orion
was improvising the script and using "no holds barredu techniques. This was
not their interpretation of what was meant by "winner take all."
Getting no satisfaction from the gods of the TV Establishment, who were
enjoying the matcb for other than sporting reasons, they went out and
bl00dl~ Rocky Rambo into submission.
The Plei~des then refUsed to agree to a rematch ,aqd demanded an apology
since they had not been treated as stars. And they insisted their contract
aua,ranteed their being tr~ted like real stars.
THE PLEIADES were fired and sent to cancellation heaven where the
lods of the TV Establishment thought all uncooperative stars like the

Pl~:::~f!f~IOD
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was disgraced. He was called a #*"'&#! bum and a'
.
wimp. He was told he wasn't talented enough to act dead. And on the mat,
they iaid be ~mbled a choking fish more than a macho, professional TV
.. - wrestler. Little grandinother wrestling fans can be cruel.
, D A I LY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Jan. 9, 1986
Orion, alias Rocky Rambo, became a down-hearted bum and a worthless
drifter. His self esteem was so low, he wore camouflage clothes so no one
would noUce him.
.
, .
.AND THEN HE MET Diana, an undercover do·gooder from Crete Street.
There was a problem however. Diana's twin brother was Apollo Greed, an
ambitious yuppie employee of the TV Establishment. Apollo hated people
who wore headbands when they weren't playing racquet ball.
Apollo made faces at Orion and called him bad names because his
vocabulary was limited to "You know?" and exclamations of pain. But one
day he went too far.
Apollo secretly cancelled Orion's subscriptions to Bleeder's Digest and'
Better Wars and Insurrections. He substituted GQ, Esquire and' the L.L. Bean
catalogue in their place. Orion was mortified: Imagine what the mailman
thought?
.
.
THE DESPONDENT Orion went to the nearest bridge and stepped over
the guard rail. Apollo happened by and recognizing Orion yelled, "Jump
jump, jump!" He did. Orion was killed instantly because the mall pool th'ree
feet below bad been drained due to a water shortage emergency.
Hopefully, you are like the ancient myths and socks, and will return next
144
week to understand how this modern myth relates to naked eye astronomy. If
you find embarassing holes in this story. then all I can say is, "Darn it."
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the Hunter may also be known as
Rocky Rambo

By GEORGE-REED
1n our last exciting episode, we left Orion the Hunter, also known as Rocky
Rambo, at a low point in his life. Disgraced as a professional TV wrestler;
called a fish and a wimp by little old grandmother wrestling fans; and black
balled by the TV Establishment; Orion had jumped head first to his death
from a bridge over an empty shopping mall pool. .
Diana, an undercover do-gooder, rushed Orion's body to Ophiuchus, the
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., ThuiS., Jan. 16, 1986
manager of the mall Health and Fitrtess Spa where they first signed him up
for a lifetime membership, and then began to administer massive doses of
.
vitamin c.
ORION CAME BACK to liCe when they added, at no extra charge, their'
.vicarious exercise special. This involved access to the one-way mirror room
to watch tbe women's aerobic classes.
Hades the mall undertaker was insensed this loss of business and
•••
A~
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complained to the gods of the TV Establishment since it was their tax shelter
syndicate that owned the mall. Ophiuchus was cancelled.
Orion, as Rocky Rambo II, became a born-again professional TV wrestler
intent upon showing the gods of the TV Establishment what macho, red
blooded American men are made of, and what TV wrestling fans really
wanted.
HIS COMEBACK was spectacular. He became the meanest, cruelest and
1iirtiest professional TV wrestler of all time. And sometimes he even hurt his
opponents.
The old grandmothers loved him again. Even they started saying, "You
know?" and exhibiting grimaces of pain. Kelp clothes became the "out thing"
to wear.
• SIRIUS
Historians and psychologists were at something of a loss to explain the
fanatical popularity of Rocky Rambo II. It was suggested that Rocky Rambo
11 provided an outlet for the average TV wrestling viewers feeling of
impotence in dealing with the viole~ce and terrorism seen on TV news
programs.
THE AMERCIAN PEOPLE, they reasoned, had been denied long enough.
They needed rea] life heroes. They needed to see Americans, and more
importantly, the common bozo winning the battle over evil foreigners and
people with strange names and tablecloth hats. The American people were
proving that their attention span for violence was longer than the 15 seconds
allowed onTV news, and that real meaningful dialogue was only appreciated
on beer commercials.
Orion's greatest match was for the World Wrestling Championship. The
i!!vent received a higher Neilson rating than the "Cabbage Patch Kids' Miss
Universe Pageant."
Orion's opponent was Scorpius, the undefeated, inhuman representative
from the repressed part of the world that does not allow black and white TV,
let alone TV wrestling. It was a battle bigger than individuals; it was a battle
oI ideologies. And Orion was the definite underdog.
ORION, AND Scorpius traded eye gougings, hair up-rootings, muscle
tearings and rope stranglings for two and one-half periods. It wasn't until
near the end of the match that the Scorpion was able to apply his famous and
deadly "sting" hold to Orion's vulnerable heel. By force of will and a little bit
of pent up closet masochism, Orion was able to last until the end of the
match. He raised a clenched fist, shouted "You know?", and died smiling
when they announced that the new match was a draw.
Orion was the first person inducted into the TV Wrestling Hall of Fame.
The night sky was chosen as the location for the Hall of Fame since good TV
wrestling was God-awful as a sport, and TV wrestlers all stunk to high
heaven as actors.
OPHIUCHUS THE HEALER and Scorpius the Scorpion were placed as
constellations in the summer night sky, while Orion the Hunter and the Seven
Sisters tag team, the Pleiades, were placed in the winter night sky.
Ophiuchus and Scorpiusare 180 degrees away in the sky so that there will
be no chance of Otion being brought back to life for a rematch with Scorpius.
(Orion is ~~mbo:'Third Blood? Let's hope not!) Orion and the Pleiades are
JlPpropriately separated by Taurus because a lot of bull was always involvcct
in professional TV wrestling.
As Orion, alias rocky Rambo II, would say, "If youse don't believe this
145
story, youse should go outside tonight, you know? and just look for Orion and
Pleiades. They are right there in the south jll~t like was said. You know?"
•
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Auriga the Charioteer proves
history repeats itself
By GEORGE REED

146

"History repeats itseU:'Someone said
.that. And if you don't believe it, just
consider the ancient story of the Wlnter constellation Auriga the Charioteer.
Basic psychology informs us that we are
the combined product of our heredity and
environment. Qur parents provide us with
one set of difficulties and our surroundings
attempt to finish us off.· Some people
cleverly manage to avoid both barrels.
These people "are such stuff, as dreams
are made ori." Shakespeare said that, so
you know it has to be true. Auriga was one
of these people. .
Auriga's mother was Minerva, the
beautiful Goddess of Wisdom. His father
was Vulcan, the physically powerful, but
lame, blacksmith of the gods. Auriga could
have been destined for good looks and a
great body, but that was not how the
genetic dice rolled. He inherited a good
head and a bad leg.
When Auriga reached the age of
puberty, It became all the rage to play
"chase the girls." He was, however, at a
definite disadvantage. The only gwls he
could catch had suffered from the same
unfortunate roll of the genetic dice. His
best catch was a girl known as usnake
eyes."
Auriga did not give up. Hewas not a
quitter. Instead, be gathered together the
metal working skills he inherited from his
father and the mental working skills he
inherited from his mother. Auriga
invented the first chariot.
THE CHARIOT paid off. Auriga wa~
soon up to his axle in admiring, chariot
crazy girls. He waf also besieged by other
pubertants for "wheels." Realizing that
there was money to be made, but that
maklng it would infringe on his cruise
time, he came up with another idea.
Auriga rented an old abandoned temple
and set up an assembly line of workers to
turn out chariots.
Chrutges to the .original design occurred
to meet the needs and expectations bf an
Increas~ngly chariot happy society. First
there was an increase in horsepower. This
was followed by lln increase in luxury
options. The state of the art reacbed its
zenith with the production of a big, six
horsepower, six passenger, famlly chariot
with a convenient drop down tailgate for
hauling home groceries and 4x8 sheets of
wall paneling.
Everything was going great Auriga .
opened franchise Showrooms throughout
the country and even developed a ·used
chariot market. His promotion campaigns
made.his a household name. He was
known far and wide as "Auriga the
Charioteer, the man with the wheels and
deals made in heaven."

DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., Jan. 26, 1984
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It was then that disaster struck: A
fodder shortage occurred. Big chariots
became a big expense. The foreign .
competition was ready with smaller more
economical chariots, and people bought
them. c~We w~nt chariots th~.~ go more farther on less fodder,"the masses
muttered.
AURIGA RESPONDED. First there
was a campaign to awaken consumer
patriotism. Then came special financing.
Finally, he resorted to building more
economical chariots. But, disaster struck
again. the fodder shortage became a
fodder glut. People wanted big, high
horsepower, fodder guzzling chariots
again.
.:
When Auriga died, the questlon arose as
to how to commemorate his contribution
to society. It was suggested he be
remembered as a constellation since his
chariots were always sky-high in price.
The constellation Auriga the Charioteer
can be found in tonight's early evening
southern sky as a pentagon of stars
precariously perched on the top of the

upper hern of Taurus theBull. The
brightest s\ar of the pentagon is Capella.'
Only Sirius, the brightest star seen at any
time will outshine CapeUa in the winter .
sky.
The star that forms the bottom of the
pentagon is called Elnath, meaning the .
ubutting one." this star is actually a
shared star. It forms the bottom of the
. pentagon as well as the "butting" tip of the
upper horn of Taurus.
Why should Auriga the Charioteer, the
man with the wheels and deals made in
heaven, be made to share a star with a
bull. He was placed in the sky in such a
fashion because while people agreed he
was a man to look up to, it was also true
that there was a little "buU" in all his
dealings.
"History repeats itself." Someone said
that.
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Winter has its Triangle
CAllY LOCAL NEWS, Vfest Chester, Pa., Thurs., Mar. 8, 1979
By GEORGE REED
~

The summer sky has its Summer'
rriangie. and the winter sky has its Winter
rriangle. The stars of the Summer
~riangle are the second. third and eighth
brightest stars in our night skies. ,The
,tars of the Winter Triangle are the first,
sixth and seventh brightest stars in our
pight skies. Even though the stars of the
two triangles are comparable in
brightness, the Summer Triangle
oominates the night sky to a much greater
fxtent than does the Winter Triangle. The
reason for this lies in the surrounding
stars. The Winter Triangle is surrounded
by other bright stars while the Summer
Triangle is not.
.
The three stars that constitute the
Winter Triangle are Sirius, Procyon and
Betelgeuse. They are easy to find in the
early everting southern sky at this time of
the year.
.
Sirius, the brightest of the three stars, IS
also the brightest star visible, at any time,
in our night skies. It is known as the "dog
star" since it is part of the constellation of
Canis Major, the Great Dog. The Sirius actually means ··scorching." The name was
derived from its intense brightness and
the fact when Sirius and the sun were in
the same part of the sky, the northern
hemisphere experienced its days of
scorching heat. These days are also referred to as "dog days."
Sirius was an fmportant star to the
Egyptians because they knew the rising of
Sirius just before the morning sun was a
sign the Nile River was about to flood and
once again spread its rich sediments over
the Nile vaHey. Sirius eventually became
associated with the dog headed, Egyptian
. god of the dead, Anubis.
The second brightest star of the triangle
and the sixth brightest star visible. at any
time in our night skies, is Procyon. This
bright star has been successfully "up
staged" .by Sirius. Its name means
"before the dog." The star was recognized
as the bright star that rose just before the
main event. wh ich was the rising of Sirius.
Procyon belongs to a relatively modern
consteila tion called Canis Minor. the Lesser Dog. This constellation was not known
to the Greeks and seems to have been
created during the Middle Ages; It is the
least complicated of all the constellations
since it only contains two bright stars. It
would have been more appropriate if it
had been named "Canis Biscoctus," the
Dog Biscuit.
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Evidence has been uncovered recently
that indicates dogs have been used as
hunting companions and pets for 10 to 12
thousand years. In light of this, it is interesting to note dogs. next to people. are
nl:lme~!callv the most represented living
things in the sky. The winter skies contain
Canis Major and Canis Minor while the
spring skies contain the constellation
Canes Venatici. the two Hunting Dogs.
The third brightest star of the triangle
and the seventh brightest star visible. at
any time in our night skies, is Betelgeuse.
The word Betelgeuse means "armpit"
which is extremely descriptive of its position in the constellation of Orion the
Hunter. Betelgeuse is a star whose surface temperature of 3.100 degrees is less
than half of that of Procyon and less than
one-third that of Sirius. The relatively low
temperature of Betelgeuse is what makes
it appear as a reddish colored star. It is

also approximately 50 times farther away
than Procyon and Sirius. How can a star
that is so much cooler and so much farther
away produce such a bright appearance in
the night sky? The answer lies in the fact
Betelgeuse is a supergiant star. It is 400
times larger than Sirius and Procyon and
800 times larger than the sun. Its size
more than makes up for its low
temperature and great distance.
The Winter Triangle can be used as a
device to locate other constellations. The,
faint constellation of Moneeros the
Unicorn. (or instance, can be easily
loca ted with the use of the triangJe. Most
of the faint. unnamed stars of the constellation .lie within the triangle. Without the
use of the Winter Triangle. a hunt for the
. constellation of Monoceros the Unicorn
would ~ as difficult as a hunt for its
mythological counterpart.

C.onstellation myths may
reveal ancient knowleclge
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., Feb. 25, 1982
By GJ::ORGE RJ::J::U

A lot or people simply do not believp ~he
mythology associated with the constellations of our night sky. They do not belL-'ye
that these ancient storeis' could in ;snv
way have a basis in reality. They consider
the myths to be purely the fictitious creations of overworked. out of touch, imaginations.
Take, for instance. the mythology of the
constellation Gemini the Twins. This is a
constellation that is hi~h in our southern
, sky at this time of year. The Gemini myth'
is preposterous. Or is it?
One form of the myth begins with Zeus
playing the leading role as a "peeping
Tom." The object of his attention was
Leda, the beautiful queen of the king of
Sparta. She was taking her evening skinny
dip in a local lake.
Zeus was anxious to join her,but social
custom being what it was, he realized that
his sudden and uninvited 'appearance
would have a detrimental effect upon his
tntentions. He therefore transformed himself into a magnificent white swan and
sailed gracefully after the unsuspecting
Lcda. At this point the story takes on an
HR" rating ..

Twins sent skyward
Castor was eventually killed. Pollux
then requested that Zeus take away his
immortality unless he could share it with
his brother. Zeus never seemed to honor a
request without some change. In this
case, he put the twins in the sky as a con·
stellation that spends part of its time witt
the gods and part of its time in the un·
derworld. They spend late winter and
spring with the gods in our night sky and
the rest of the year below the horizon.
What is the most apparently unbeliev·
able aspect of the Pollux and Castor myth,
aside from the man to swan transformation? You may decide upon the event of
the birth of quadruplets with two different
Cathers.

That Pollux and Castor could be twins
with different fathers is not a myth: it
could have been based upon reality. It
could have been based upon an ancient
knowledge of a rare phenomenon known
as superfecundity. the fertilization of
more than one ovum within one menstrual
cycle by two different males.
Only seven' cases of superfecundity
have found their way to medical literature. The first was reported in 1819. and
the most recently publicized case was in
1978. The latter example was discovered
during tests to determine possible fatherhood in a paternity suit.
There is a little truth in everything. And
apparently that includes the constellations.

Successful disguise

The swan was a big success. The disguise was so successful that Zeus placed it
in the sky as the summer constellation of
Cygnus the Swan.
Nine months later Leda gave birth to
quadruplets. They were named Pollux,
Castor, Helen and Clytemnestra. leda's
husband, Tyndareus, should have been a
little confused by the fact that Pollux was
born with the godly trait of immortality.
Helen was later abducted by Paris and
became the famous Helen of Troy, "the
face that launched a thousand Ships" and
began the Trojan Wars.
Helen'S sister Clytemnestra married
Agamemnon the commander of the Greek
forces tbat besieged Troy. She had some
marital problems and wound up killing
her husband. She was then in turn killed
by her son.
The inseparable Pollux and Castor did
their killing outside of the family. Their
most famous adventures occurred when
they accompanied Jason and the Argonauts in search of the Golden Fleece.
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Evening sky is offering celestial
canines as pets
DAilY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, PO' Thurs., Feb. 18,1982
I

By GEORGEREED
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Women are smarter than men. There is
no question about that. Why else woulii we
have saYings like "diamonds are a girl's
best friend" and "a dog is man's best
friend. "
What do you see when you look at a diamond? A symbol of love? The spending of
some big bucks? A hedge against inflation?
What do you see when you look at a
dog? I see someone who must be taken out
in the cold of morning, someone who must
-be taken out tri1he cold of night,someone
. with bad breath, and worse of all, an unrelenting source of bair.
Now don't get me mor.g. I love my dog.
She is even named after a star. Five years
ago, Mintan was the name of the westernmost belt star in the winter constellation Orion the Hunter. Now it is the name
ot-the Siberian husky who is dropping hair
all over my office even as I write this.
My wife has convinced me that VIe nev·
er had to clean the house before I bougbt
my dog. Only Mintaka makes the house
dirty. Sbe claims that in the good old days
we could even wear dark colored clothes.
My wife sa'ys the only good dogs are in
~ven, and she may be right.
Heavenly oogi" .
There are two dogs in our heavens tonight, and all things considered, they may
be the ideal" dogs. They are known as
Canis Major. the Greater Dog, and Canis
Minor, the lesser Dog. These dogs have
some things going for tbem.
~
First of all. these dogs are bright. Canis
Major contains four stars brighter than
the North Star, Polaris. One of these stars
is Sirius the brightest star ever seen in
our night sky. Sirius means "the scorching one" in reference to its brightness. It
is four times brighter than our second
brightest star. It is also known as the
"dog starn because oI the constellation in
which it is a part.
The brightest star in Canis Minor is
Procyon. This star's name means "before
the dog" in reference to its rising above
the eastern horizon just before Sirius.
Procyon is the sixth brightest star ever
visible to us.
.
Our celestial canines also look like
. .s. This is important for a constellation. There are a lot of people who want to
tonow the stars from dot to dot and wind
up with a reasonable representation of
somethine· On cr.·d
I
olD egs
Canis Maior resembies a do~ standing

The two celestial canines can also help
you to avoid certain social discomforts.
Exercise is good for you and your dog.
Many dogowners obtain this needed exercise by the process of nocturnal canine
ambulatioh. Those stargazers wbo walk
exclusively with Canis Major and Minor
avoid the embarrassment of baving their
neighbors secretly watch through the curtains for any temporary interruption in
their progress ..
There are of course drawbacks to celestial pets. For instance, they are not always around when you want them. Canis
Major and Canis Minor are only in the sky
during certain periods of time. They appear in the evening skies at the beginning
of winter and leave in early spring. Right
now they can be seen due south at 9 p.m.,
shini,ng like "diamonds" in the sky. Hey
maybe "diamond dogs" can be the best
friends of both sexes.

up on its hind legs. Since the Great Dog is
so close to the southern horizon, you
might think of it as standing up so that it
can be seen. Start with Sirius and a star
chart to belp ouUine the dog. Sirius can be
thought of as the nose of the dog. The
bright stars Mi rzam , Wesen and Adhara
indicate the positions of the Great Oog's
left fore paw, hip and eft hind paw. The
stars that outline the bead, tail and right
limbs of the dog are fainter stars. It will
require a fairly clear night to see them .
If Canis Major proves a little difficult
for your imagination, then move on to
. Canis Minor. The lesser Dog is above and
to the left of the Greater Dog. it consists
of Procyon and a star only one-tenth as
bright. And that is it! Two stars! Canis
Minor actually resembles a dog biscuit
more than a dog.
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Ten steps to success in night sky
DAilY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs .• Apr. 30, 1981
By GEORGE REED
Things had gone Crom bad to worse and
the discouraged Scottish hero Robert
Bruce, was just about to give up' his fight
for the crown of Scotland. It was th~~ 'that
he s~ppo~edly watched a spider repeated.
ly fa11m 1ts attempts to build a web .
. _. ~h~_ spider refused to give up. Its perseverance eventually paid off as the desired web became a reality. Robert Bruce
followed the spider's example. He did not
give up either. and eventually he became
the king of Scotland.
.What do Robert Bruce and the spider
have to do with naked eye astronomy?
Well. it has been brought to my attention
that there are a number of people who
read this column regularly and yet profess to be unable to find any of the constel·
lations of the night sky. If you are one of
these people, do not give up. Instead, fol·
iow the iO guaranteed steps to success
that are outlined below.
Step 1: Go outside. Do this at night and
when. the weather is clear. po not stand
under or near a bright light;' Also, avoid
standing under trees.
Step 2: Face north. This part is tricky.
How do you know which direction is
north? If you can't find someone who
·knows. then watch for the sun to set some
night and turn one quarter of the way
around in a clockwise direction. You will
to. Arcturus." If you continue the arc
then be facing north.
motion on past Arcturus, you will "speed
Step 3: Hold the star chart so that the on to Spica." Arcturus is the brightest
word "north" is rightside up. Notice the star in the kite shaped constellation of
configuration of seven stars in the middle Bootes the Herdsman. Use the star chart
of the star chart. This is the Big Dipper, a to trace the outline of the kite. Spica is the
part of the larger constellation of Ursa brightest star in the constellation Virgo
Major.
.
the Virgin. This is one of the hardest conStep 4: Tilt your head back as far as it stellation outlines to find. Skip it. The two
is comfortably possible. You will be look- bright "stars" to the right of Spica are the
ing almost straight up, and it is there that planets Jupiter and Saturn. Find them in
you will find the same configuration of the night sky.
seven bright stars that appear on the star
chart. You have now successfully located
Step 8: Turn another quarter of the way
the Big Dipper.
clockwise. Now you will be facing south.
Step 5: Look on the star chart Cor the Hold the star chart so that the word
two Big Dipper stars that are identified as "south" is right-side up. Study the outline
the pointer stars. NQw find them in the of the constellation Leo the Lion.
sky overhead. These stars point down to a
Step 9: Look up halfway between the
star that is all by itself almost half way southern horizon and the night sky that is
between directly overhead and the north· direcUy overhead. The brightest star you
ern horizon. This star is Polaris, the fa- will see is Regulus. It is at the bottom of a
mous "North Star," You have now suc- "backwards question mark." To the. left
cessfully located Polaris, the North Star. . (east) of the question mark is a triangle.
Step 6: Again, turn a quarter of the way These two shapes fonn the ouUine of Leo
around in a clockwise direction. You are the Lion. You have now successfully lonow facing east. Hold the star chart so cated the most prominent of the spring
.
that the word "east" is right side up. No- seasonal constellations.
Step 10: This step is easy. Repeat steps
tice how the curved handle of the Big
Dipper points to a bright star near the 1 to 9 again and again until these stars and
eastern horizon.
.
constellations become· your celestial
Step 7: Use the handle stars of the neighbors.
Dipper in the night sky to "follow the arc
Once you have become familiar with

......
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these basic spring constellations, you can
use them as guides to the other- constellations of the nigh.t sky. No one can learn to
recognize all the constellations in one
night. Follow the example of Robert
Bruce and the spider - if at first you
don't succeed, try, try again.

Crovv s deceit leads to
high position
l

By GEORGE REED

Lets face it, all things were not created
equal and this includes the seasonal night
time skies. The winter skies are an inspirational masterpiece of celestial il·
lumination. The late spring skies are not
in the same league. Only the Leo the Lion
constellation really stands out in the spring sky and demands to be recognized.
If you want to work at it however, there
are other fairly bright cOnstellations to
find such as Virgo and Bootes. There are
also some more challenging constellations
to look for such .as Coma Berenices. We
could also add Corvus the Crow, Crater
the Cup and Hydra the Water Snake to the
list of challenging late spring constella·tions. These constellations are challenging
because they aTe very low in the southern
sky and because they are outlined by most·
ly faint stars.
The easiest constellation of the three to
find is Corvus the Crow. This is because it
is the brightest of the three constellations.
Corvus the Crow can be seen as a conspicuous trapezoidal arrangement of four
stars below and to the west of Spica.
The story of tile placement of Corvus in
the sky is unusual in that it was an act of
eternal punishment rather than the usual

DAilY LOCAL NEWS, west Chester, Pa., Thurs., June \, 1978
As the bloated bird tOOK off from the
denuded tree, he realized he was in trOUble
{or several reasons. One of his troubles
had to do with the onwer of the fig tree
who was yelling at him and throwing a lot
of stones in his direction. His second trouble carne from the fa ct he now
remembered why he was passing the fig
tree in the first place. This caused him to
get moving at top speed. The third reason
involved the interaction of the figs with his
internal plumbing. This also got himmoving and he had to make several stops. at
'Statues along the way.
.
. With down cast eyes, Corvus related to
. Apollo an incredible story of how be

act of eternal gratitude·. Corvus was once
a bird with a beautiful voice and pure
white feathers. One day Corvus was sent
by his' master Apollo to fetch a cup of
water. Corvus passed a fig tree along the
way and decided to stop.
A close inspection of the fruit revealed
the figs were not quite ripe. Since CorvuSr
was a connoisseur of figs, he d~cided to
wait around until the occurrence of the
magic moment of perfect ri~ness. This
took a little time and the thirsty Apollo
was quite aware of the fact Corvus had not
Tetumed. The magic moment occurred
and Corvus ~te eve~y !ig on the trees.

Crater the Cup can be found on clear,
dark nights to the right of Corvus and
below Denebola and the triangle in Leo the'
Lion. All of the stars in the constellation
are very faint.
Hydra the WaterSnake, as would be expected, is a long constellation constructed
of faint stars. It stretches from below
Cancer the Crab out to the end of Virgo the
Virgin. Hydra is the largest tonstellation
in the entire sky in terms of area. The
brightest star in the constellation is called
Alphard which means "the solitary one."
It can be seen all by itself in the part of the
skv below Regulus. It is also known as Cor
Hydrae meaning the "Heart of Hydra"
because of its faint reddish color.

valiantly attempted to fill Apollo's drink·
ing cup while he was being constantly
harassed by Hydra the Water Snake. After
a long time, as he told the story, he was
finally, able to fulfill his master's wishes.
In a bit of overacting, Corvus then fell exhausted at Apollo's feet. Apollo did not buy
Corvus' story.
Corvus was punished by having his voice
changed into a harsh screech and his
feathers turned to' black. He waS then
pl-aced in the sky on the back of Hydra, the
Water Snake. The cup was also placed in
the sky as the constellation Crater. The
cup is on the back of Hydra but it was
. placed at just the right distance for Corvus
to see it, but not close enough for him to
drink from it. Corvus was condemned to
be eternally thirsty. Apollo was definitely
/'\
vindictive.
/_
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Belly charts proposed
as a 'better 'mousetrap'
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Tnurs:, Apr. 14, 1983

By GEORGE REED
I have this friend. He's my son's soccer
coach. And it was at his 40th birthday
party that I first became aware of a
"better mousetrap,"
I remember hearing that if you built a
better mousetrap the world would beat a
path to your door. Now for a writer of
naked eye astronomy articles, a "better
mousetrap" is any invention that beats a
path to the nighttime sky. In order to
accomplish this goal an astronomy writer
must be constantly searching for ways to
arouse a person's consciousness.
My friend, John, definitely received a
gift that aroused his consciousness. In
fact, it aroused the consciousness of
everyone at the party. It was almost as if
E. F. Hutton were speaking. This writer
discovered a "better mousetrap."
So here it is. I am freely sharing this
discovery with the world so it can be
taxed to build better roads, save our
social security system and reinstate
veterinarian care for the pets of military
personnel. I should explain that I am
giving my "better mousetrap" away, not
for philanthropic reasons, but simply
because my wife refuses to cooperate. I
am not giving the idea to the National
Science Foundation because I believe it
more appropriately has to do with the
private sector.
MY DISCOVERY is actually quite
simply, and here it is. ~

Belly-charts. Why should the ancient
middle eastern art of belly dancing only
be used to say "Happy Birthday"? It is

J
'j

"Happy Anniversary" and not "Happy /
Retirement." They would be excited to
see the backwards question mark and
rectangle of the spring constella ton, Leo
the Lion, right there on the slowly
undulating belly of the belly dancer.
REGULUS, THE brightest star in the
constellation, and therefore the jewel of
our spring sky, would be easy to identify.
It would be represented by the traditional
jewel worn in the belly dancer's navel.
Regulus would sparkle and captivate the
audience's attention during the
performance as much as it would sparkle
and captivate the audience's attention
later in the night sky.
Since Regulus is at the position of the
belly dancer's navel, she would have to
slowly pivot around to display a tail. The
tail would be adorned by the bright star
Denebola, which appropriately means
"the tail of the lion." The belly's dancer's
rhythmic anatomical gyrations would
make the star appear to bounce around or
twinkle, just as it would do in the real ,-'
night sky.

, Now here i.~an interesting thing that I
am sure will not escape the detection of
an alert audience. The two stars that form
the triangle with Denebola are called
Zosma and Coxa. Zosma means
"loincloth" and Coxa means "hip." Guess
where these two stars are found? Another
of the bright stars in Leo is named
Algieba. This star, situated above the
jewelstar Regulus, has a name ""hich

time for belly dancing to enrich its
voabulary. It is time for beny dancin~ to
bring other things to mind. It ~s time fer
belly dancing to serve naked eye
astronomy!
Now you may ask, who would value
such an esoteric educational experience?
The Lions International service clubs
would be a logical response. They are
always searching for timely. thoughtprovoking programs for their- weekly
luncheon meetings.
And this would be an exceUent time of
year for them to receive a belly chart.
Imagine how interested they would be to
see a talented belly dancer performing for
muscle control routine to the mystic
sounds of the music of the Middle East.
The disappearance of the swirling veils
as the performance proceeded would, o£
course, simulate the moving off of a faint
night sky cloud cover. And what would the
Lions see with the artful removal of the
last veil? Not "Happy Birthday," not
means "Honis mane." Hopefully its
position and name have no significance.
Oh sure, you may think, LeO the Lion
routine is all right for the Lion's clubs, but
who else is going to be interested? Do you
know how many Penn State Nittany Lion
Alumni olubs there are?
Belly charts could well prove'to be the
stiumulus that promotes a greater
interest in middle eastern affairs. Once
the barriers that separate us; are
removed, we will see that we are all the
same under the stars.
I will probably win the Nobel Peace
prize for this.

Coming of Virgo
heralds spring
female. This could probably be construed
as evidence of cultural interactions among
early chauvinistic societies.
reborn. It is a time when thoughts are
The myth as to how Virgo was put in the
centered most 0 the planting of new crops. sky and why she is visible only at certain
It is fitting therefore the spring sky should times of the year is interesting. Virgo was
have a constellation which relates to this the attractive daughter of the Greek godsea son. The constellation is Mother dess of agriculture named Demeter. In
Nature's daughter, Virgo the' Virgin.
modern times, she has been transformed
Virgo is a large constellation of faint into a peddler of margarine called Mother
stars which are supposed to represent a N
V
P
beautiful young maiden lying on her side.
ature. irgo was out enjoying the
The constellation is, most easily found by springtime air when. as luck would have
it, she was seen by Hades, the god of the
the location o~ Spica, the. bri~htest star in Underworld and ruler of the Kingdom of
theconstel~tlOn. The Big Dipper c~~.be ,.' the Dead. Dirty old man Hades did not
use~ for this. purpose. .
'
.r .." . think ~irgo would be all that impressed
.Fmd the Bl, Dipper m the northe:n sky.' with his home or his title, so he decided to
At 9 p.m., 1~ will be almost directly take a more direct approach to obtain her
"u
....head . .,..,
l\!",.,.." the h .. ",H.. ·sta .... "I +h ...
. . y......
. . "'" .
~....
affections. Riding in his black chariot
. DIpper ~orm .an a~c. TIus arc an~ a which was pulled by black horses. Hades
ffi:nemomc ,~ymg, wIll lead you to SP1~; literally swept Virgo off her feet and carFu:-st. you ~ollo\\ the. arc to Arctur~.
ried her off to you know where <H-!)
Thls IS a brlght star In the cons~ellatlon
Demeter did not approve of this breach
,Bootes the He~man. Afterrea~hmg Arc- of etiquette. In her grief at the loss of her.
~rus. you contmu~ to"f0llo~ thiS arc and .daughter. she decided to withhold her gifts
speed on to Spl.ca. ThIS ~oughly 60 . of fertility from the earth. Nothing grew
degre~ ~ovement m. the sky brmgs you t,o , for over a year. The stock market dropthe brillIant star SPica.
ped, the GNP declined an 1 certain gods
Spica is the brightest star in the Virgo and goddesses found themselves even
constellation and-in fact the brightest star more unemployed. Zeus had to do
in the whole early evening, southern sky. something, so he called a meeting to
Among all of th stars in the sky, it ranks negotiate a settlement of the problem.
f0.urteenth in brightness. Spica is five
At the meeting, it was discovered Virgo
times bigger than our nearest star, the ) was no longer a "free agent." She had
sun, and almost one thousand times eaten a pomegranate! Thio act of indiscrebrighter. It doesn't appear brighter than tios meant she could never leave hell. The
the sun because it is 220 light years away solutios agreed upon was Virgo would
from the earth. The name Spica means spend half of the year wi th her moth tr and
"sheaf of wheat." The star locates the left h ilf of the y tar with Hades in the
hand of Virgo which is holding a sheaf of Underground.
wheat.
When Virgo joins her mother each sP1The constellation outline of the young ing, the earth blossoms. Things continue
girl requires a rather dark sky and a good to grow until it is time for Virgo to return
imagination. The accompanying star to the Underworld. The Virgo constellachart should help to locate the main stars tion is visible from March until August.
of the constellation.
This is the time when it is wahm and the
It is interesting to note this constellation earth produces its yield. When the constelis one of only three constellations that lation is invisible, during the colder
depict females. It is also interesting to months from September to February,
note most civilizations, such as the Egyp: . things will not grow from the earth.
tians, Greeks, Indians and Chinese, havt
The moral of this story is the road to hell
all represented this portion of the sky as a is gaved with pomegranate seeds.
By GEORGE REED

Spring is' a time when the earth is
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See the univers.e in a cup of coffee
DAilY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Apr. 24, 1986
GEORGE REED
The night sky is deceiving. It is more complex than we perceive it to be.
lt looks simple enough. There are stars in the night sky. Br~ght ones and
faint ones. The early evening spring sky, for instance, is dommated by a
BiG DIPPER
triangle of three bright stars: Arcturus, Spica and Regulus.
..
Long ago far before the advent of recorded history, stargazers arranged
...........
the stars into patterns. These patterns, or constellations, helped tbem to
visualize the night sky as a great sphere slowly moving tb~ stars from east to
~
11i<ll.LoWIl\& Nl-C ~ ~~IlU$,
west.
.
Some stars rise in the east and set in the west. These are the stars of the
'$t»EEO 0" 10 ·SP'ICA \\
seasons. But the stars in the north move in circumpolar orbits around the
apparent pivot point of this.enclosing celestial sphere. Tbese stars never rise
or set. Tbey know no seasons.
THE CONSTELLATIONS and the celestial sphere are products of tbe
buman imagination. They have proven their wortb in the market place of
ideas. They have withstood the effects of time. .
Even as people did long ago, we still go into our spring nigbt sky and look
for the inverted Big Dipper high above the northern horizon. We follow the
pointer stars in the bowl to Polaris, tbe North Star. And .~e use the curve of
the Dipper's handle stars to "follow the arc to Arcturus, the brightest of our
spring triangle of stars. Having found Arcturus, we can continue to follow the
arc and "speed on to Spica;" the next brightest star of the triangle.
We find Regulus by looking for a bright star situated as the dot in a
ubackwards question mark" in the southern sky. The backwards question
mark and a large triangle to the east constitute one of the oldest of the
zodiacal constellations, Leo the Lion.
The constellations and the celestilll spbere are easy to viSuaUze. They are
the creations of an earlier time, a time of lesser understanding. They come
from a time with a simpler view of the universe, a time when concepts of the
universe were easier to visualize.
.
WE KNOW MORE about the universe now but this increase in knowledge
bas made the universe harder to visualize. We know now that there is no
celestial spbere of stars. The stars we See in the nIght sky are stars
distrIbuted at unimaginably great and different distances from us. Even so,
they are the nearby stars visible from our position within the Milky Way
galaxy.
,
And our galaxy of blllions of stars is only one of an almost infinite number
of galaxies known to be spread througbout the universe. A million bave been
counted in tbe bowl of the Big Dipper alone.
The number of galaxies is an exaggerated figure when described as
lIalmost infinite in number." The number of galaxies is large but certainly
finite.
Most people at some point begin to wonder wbat is in the universe beyond
the galaxies. The answer is there is no universe beyond tbe galaxies. This Is
dUficult to comprehend. .
WE CAN USE analogies to overcome some of the inberent difficulties in
comprehending the universe. The next time you "brew" a cup of instant
coffee, look at the surface bubbles wbirling around in the cup.
Take the spoon out and the bubbles slow down to form excellent models of
a spiral galaxy like the Milky Way galaxy of wbich we are but a small bubble
among billions.
Now imagine the surface of the earth to be cove~~ ;ithswlrling spiral
arm bubble galaXies in freshly stirred cups of instant coffee. If you limit your
imagination to the "almost infinite number" of possible coffee cups on the 2·
dimensional surface of the earth, you have an exellent analogy of the 3dimensIonal universe of galaxies.
The coffee cup universe has no center and no end. Every cup appears to be
at the center and you could travel from cup to cup without ever coming to an
end. There is no last cup of coffee.
I hope this thought doesn't keep you from being able to sleep at night.
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Constellation has (I split
pers·onality . .
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., Aug. 2, 1979
By GEORGE REED

cursed the crow and vowed its pure white
to kill Asclepius. Violence ag~in. Apollo .
pluma~e would be black· from that day
retailiated
by killing the cyclops that had
The early evening soutnern sky now forward. (Have you ever noticed how the
Corged
Zeus.'
thunderbolt. More violence.
contains an arrangement of stars that Greek gods were sometimes lacking in
Asclepius was eventually made into a
could be considered the largest of all the their sense of justice?) Now comes the
constellations of the night·time sky. violence.
god by an Olympian Assassination Com··
Whether the stars comprise the largest
The two lovers were placed upon a pyre
mittee who also ruled he was killed by I;'
constellation or not depends on whether and sentenced to death. but the new born
Single thunderbolt and that there was no
. the stars are considered to form one or child was saved. Apollo named the child
evidence of a conspiracy. Asclepius was
two distinct constellations.
Asciepius and placed him in the charge of
The stars form the constellation of the wise. old centaur called Chiron. As Asplaced in the night sky along with ·the
(}phiuchus. the Serpent Holder. who of clepius grew up. he was taught the arts of
snake who had given him the secret to
·course is holding a serpent, or they form , medicine and healing. He learned very . restoring liCe .
. the constellation of Ophiuchus. the Ser- quickly and soon surpassed his mentors in . _.You can find Asclepius~~n the _:~~!~
,l)ent Holder. who is holding the constella· his knowledge and skills.
evening southern sky. in the form of
tion Serpens the Serpent. Most books list
Asclepius became particularly skilled
.Opbiuchus. the Serpent Holder. The ~make
them as separate constellations but they in one way that surpassed the rest of the
"can be .found right below him in the form
are always described and represented as medicine men of antiquity. He could re-of Serpens. the Serpent.
.
if they formed one inseparable constella· store life in those who had died. He
-tion.
chanced upon the method one day after he
. The mythology of the constellation. or had routinely killed a snake. He observed
-eonstellations if you wish. brings one that another snake came slithering out of
·"back to the basics" as they were ex· the grass and placed a herb in tile mouth
pressed in classical learning. It is a' tale of of the dead snake. The dead snake came
,unadulterated sex and violence. The ser- back to life and took off, but not before
pent holder was originally named AscieJ)- Asc!epius recognized the identity of the
ius. He was the result of an affair between herb. Asciepius was now ready to make
the god Apollo and a beautiful. yet mortal the "big bucks."
woman named Coronis. This is the sex
He hired a receptionist, bought a bunch
part. (Have you ever noticed how indiffer· of outdated magazines, some naugahyde
ent the Greek gods were toward plain and. chairs. and a temple. Asclepius went into
ugly girls?) Coranis. as it turns out was practice and since many of his 'patients
~not too faithful to Apollo, because she was were healed, his business increased .
He was not without enemies however ..
..also "seeing" another man while Apollo
. ,was away on business trips to Olympus. Pluto. the god of the Underworld and the
This is another sex part.
Realm of the Dead was a little hot under
Apollo .discovered he was part of an the collar because he was afraid AscleJ)- OPHIUCHUS
'eternal triangle from the crow he always ius was driving his business into a recesiHE. 5ERPE.NT HOLDER
Jeft behind to watch over things while he sion. Pluto complained to Zeus. and Zeus
w~~ away: In h~_f~ry over the news. he sent Aquila the Eagle with a thunde~lt
-
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Astrology leaves legacy to physicians
DAilY lOCA l NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., July 24, 1986

By GEORGE REED
There is a constellation in tOnight's
early evening surruner sky that serves
to remind us of the close coMection
that has always existed between astronomy and medicine. It is the constellation called Opruuchus the Serpent
Holder, or Ophiuchus the Healer.
Snakes have been associated with
healing powers since way back when.
This is probably because snakes have
the ability to shed their skins and
thereby give the appearance of being
restored or rejuvenated. The symbol of
the American Medical Association, for
instance, is a st.aJf with two snakes
coiled around it.
There was a time, not too long ago,
that astronomYJ in the form of astrology, was a required part of all serious
medical studies. Hipparchus, the ancient Greek recognized as the father of
medicine, is supposed to have said, 1/ A
physician without a knowledge of astrology has no right to call himseU a
. physician." It was through this requirement in his medical education
that Nicholas Copernicus was first introduced to astronomy.
THE CONNECTION between astrology and medicine was based upon
the belief that each of the parts of the
body was influenced by the members
of the solar system and the signs of
the zodiac. The connections have been
graphically illustrated over the centuries in the familiar almanac pictures
depicting a disemboweled man circled
by the signs of the zodiac.
When a patient sought the help of a
pbysician, the physician constructed
an astrological chart for the time of
the onset of the illness. This chart,
when compared to the patient's birth
chart, would establish the necessary
treatment required, predict periods of
potential crisis, and warn the patient
of future susceptibilities to disease.
But knowing what was wrong with
the patient was only half the problem
Finding the cure was the other half,
and this too involved a knowledge of
astronomy and astrology, since the
correct medicine given at the wrong
time could be dangerous or even fatal.
HERBS WERE considered to have
great medicinal properties for certain

diseases if collected a t the proper
time. These times, in terms of day of
the w~k ·and hour of the day, were
detemuned by the celestial object associated with the patient's condition.
The Hart" of healing was complicated even more by the moon. As the
moon completed its 29.5 day tour
through the zodiac signs, it was supposed. to influence the part of the body
~ated with the individual sign.
This, of course, also influenced the
proposed medicine and time of treat-

ment.

Astrology is no longer considered an
essential part of medicine. Unfortunately, except for the cost, neither is
astronomy. As the practice of medicine proceeded along scientific lines, it
cast off its pseudo-scientific origins.
But you can still find renmants toayof
former times when medicine was influenced by myth and astrolo~.
THE MODERN PHARMACY is still
identified by an Rx symbol. This· symbol for prescriptions is a modification
of an Egyptian symbol representing
the injured, but healing, eye of Horus,
the hawk _~eaded sun .g~. The healing
of the eye is also seen each month in
the waxing crescent and gibbous
moon.
Words are the greatest· preservers
of former times. Lunatics are still people who are mentally ill due to the influence of the moon. Influenza, or the
flu, is a disease due to the "influence"
of the planets. And there is Ophiuchus.

,

~hiuchus can be found in our early
everung sky as a large, roughly pentagon shaped constellation, situated
above Saturn and Scorpius. II you are
an Aries and have trouble locating
Ophiuchus because of your weakness
in the head, I suggest you consider a
potion of bat dung, frog wart, fly snort
and caraway seed in the light of the
waning gibbous moon. (That's tonight.)
The rest of us can relax and thank our
lucky stars we don't believe in astrology.
The material for this article was
taken from a History of Astronomy
cow'se paper prepared by recent West
Chester University pre-med graduate
Chip Whitney. He is now attending
medical school under an Air Force
scholarship.
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Directly overhead, if the sky is
clear at the end of twilight tonight,
you will be able to see a constellation
that bears the name of one of the most
famous of all the character! of Greek
mythology. Almost everyon.e
recognizes the name Hercules. It IS
synonymous with the concepts of
superhuman strength and effort. Only
one possessing .. Herculean" strength,
and determination is able to complete
a task of "Herculean" difficulty.
In spite of the'fact that Hercules is
the fourth largest constellation in the
sky, it'is not that easy to find because
it does not have any, bright stars. Its
most distinguishable feature is a
keystone arrangement of faint stars
that lies to the east of -Corona
Borealis, the Northern Cross, and to
the west of the bright star Vega. The
keystone is the size of Cornoa
Borealis. The Constellation itself is
big because of the strings of stars that
flow out from each of the keystone
stars. The traditional constellation
outline of Hercules is unusual because
he is usually represented in an upside
down position as we see him.
- There are a great number of variations to the myth about Hercules and
why he came to be represented as one
of the 88 constellations that cover the
night sky. One thing is common
thr~ghout the myths however, and
that is his troubles' begin through no
fault at his own.
His father was Zeus. the celestial
Casanova. His mother was not Zeus'
wife, Hera, and Hera bad it in for him
just because of that fact. When Hercules was still in diapers. Hera sent
two large, deadly snakes into his
nursery. Baby Hercules simply wrung
their necks and tossed them from the
crib. This kid had a talent he would
use for the rest of this life.

Hercules grew to adulthood and
eventually acquired a family. It was
time for Hera to try again. This time
she used a different means of obtaining her vengeance. She caused Hercules to· become temporarily insane
and in the process he kUled his wife
and family. When the fit of madness
passed and he realized what he had
done, he was despondent. He was
ready to take his own life in retribution for his crimes, but he was eventually talked out of this course of action. Instead, he accepted 12 difficult
labors or tasks as acts of atonement.
Hercules was first required to kill a
Hon with a hide that could not be
penetrate<.t'by a sword. He strangled
the lion. Next he· had to kill a nine
headed snake that gre"",, two new
hea~s "fo,!, each one re'n:Jo.~~.' He

~anaged.

Hercules was then sent
after a wild boar and a golden horned
stag. He "brought 'em back alive."
His fifth labor was to clean out a
stable holding 3,000 head of cattle.
Since the stable had not been cleaned
in several years, he had to divert a
river through the place. No one has
reported the comments of the people
who Iived down stream.

'His sixth seventh and eighth labors
involved the defeat of some manea ting birds, a sa va ge bull and some
man-eating horses. His ninth task in·
volved the stealing of a fancy girdle
from an army of Amazon women who
thought he had no business taking
their underwear. His tenth task required that he capture the oxen of a
horrible monster with a two-beaded
-'- .
.
dog. In the process of accomplishing
this labor he created the Straits of
Gibraltar. The eleventh task required
he descend into hell and return With a
dog that had failed obedience school
Hercules' last labor involved the attainment of a busheJ of golden apples
from a tree guarded by,a terrible
dragon. •
There are enough stories abOut Her~
cules to keep a TV show or a new"spa per column, going for years
because each of the 12 labors involved
Hercules in other ,exploits. We Will
look at Hercules again but in the
mean time see if you can find Hercules among the stars of the night
sky. This is a somewhat difficult
labor but nothing compared to what
Hercule$ went through to be placed
there.
t

t
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Hercules
overcome

by weak

. HERCULES
"KEYSTONe"

character
By GEORGE REED
The constellation of Hercules can be
found high above the south point of the
horizon as darkness faUs. It can be seen as
a keystone arrangement of four stars that
lie to the right of Vega, the brightest star
in the summer nightime sky. U you
hayen'! done so already. go out and make
Hercules' acquaintance. This will require
some effort because the stars in this constellation are rather faint.
Your meeting with Hercules will
probably not be as notable as some other
meetings in history such as those between
Anthony and Cleopatra, Stanley and
Livingstone, or Abbott and Costello versus
Frankenstein. Nor will it produce the difficulties Hercules encountered from his
meeting with Atlas, anoUler famous
strong man of mythology.
The meeting between Hercules and
Atlas took place when Hercules waS sent
to fetch the golden apples of the
Hesperides, as one of his famous 12 labors.
The Hesperides were the daughters of
Atlas and they guarded the trees with the
golden branches, golden leaves and of
course the golden apples. The trees were
also guarded by a terrible dragon.
Hercules went to AUas and asked him to
get the golden apples. Atlas explained be
would gladly do such a thing for Hercules
except he couldn't leave his job since he
had been .assigned to "carry the weight of
the world on his shoulders." Atlas was so
str.ong he was responsible for holding the

.,\

~

I

......

sky up where 'it belonged.
In a burst of macho enthusiasm and
pride, Hercules volunteered to hold up the
sky while Atlas was gone. Atlas grinned,
banded over the sky and went to visit his
daughters. When he returned, he had the
apples, the same gr!n on his face. and
tickets to far away places. Hercules
realized he had been had.
AUas was not too bright and that explains what happened next. Hercules 'congratulated Atlas for his cleverness. Atlas
grinned Wider. Hercules than asked Atlas
to hold the sky for a second while he put a
pad on his shoulder to ease the pressure.
He did. Atlas' grin disappeared as Hercules walked away with the bag full of
golden apples.
The stories of Hercules show be Was a '
man of great strength. abundant bravery
and some degree of intelligence. But in
order to be immortalized in the sky as a
constellation, you have to have expired on
the earth. What proved to be the downfall
of the man who defeated the unbeatable?

,

1'1

The answer is a jealous woman.
"
Hercules' second wife, Deianira, ha-d
what she considered to be a powerfuUove
charm that would compel Hercules t9
always be faithful. It was the blood from a
dying centaur Hercules had mortally'
wounded after he had offended Deianiril;
The centaur told Deianira to use the blood
as a charm if she thought Hercules had
fallen in love with another woman. This'
was not a good day on the "smarts"
column of Deianira's biorhythm chart
because she believed the centaur.
,;v
Eventually the day came when she had
her suspicions. She anointed a smart look~
ing outfit with the centaur's blood and sent
it to her husband Hercules as a present.
He liked it and tried it on. Big mistake!
The poisonous blood began to react wttJt
his skin and cause an excruciating pain;'
Hercules died soon after. He was then
placed among the night stars so his beroic
deeds would live forever. The shame of
the story is that Hercules was completely
innocent of any wrongdoing.
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A stargazing columnist
can use some advice, too
CAlLY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pc., Thurs., Aug. 5/
By GEORGE REED
Dear Abby,
I fully understand, and I forgive you. So
you ran the same letters and advice a few
times, a few years apart. U the problems
bave been around that long. and the advice is still good. who cares?
I understand what you did because 1
also write about the same things time and
again. There Is a difference bowever.
People do not write to me about their boyfriends who beat them up and steal their
lunch money and force them to commit
unnatural acts like bleaChing their moustaches and eating things smeared with

ketchup and- mustatd at tbesame time.
t write about utronomy. I am very
willing to give advice. but no one asks. I
am very willing 'to give advice to my kids,
but all they ask is, UMay I go now?"
(They bave learned that "Can I go now?"
leads to advice on the proper use of Eng-
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I could give advice 'on astronomy. For
instance, if someone wrote to me and
said, "I look like a movie star, but none of
the boys at school will ask me for a date.
What should I do? Signed: A Poor, Short,

Fat, Kojalt."
.
. ,
This would be an easy one. llDear Telly
Belly," I would write 'back,' "Why don't
"DEAR ABBY"
you become a naked eye astronomer. It is
cheap as anything. non-fattening, and
done in the dark.
'
"
. "The Summer Triangle is only the start
View of Vega .
of your tour. Now follow a line from
"Summer and early autumn stargazing Deneb to Altair and continue through aibegins with the three bright stars. of the 'most the same angle. You wlll arrive at a
Summer Triangle. If you go out at 9 p.m. group of stars that outline a teapot. They
this week, face lOUth, and look almost di· are supposed to outline Sagittarius, the
rectly overhead, you will see the bright half-man/half-horse mythological figure.
star Vega. Look toward the east (left),
Lots of luck. They definitely look more
and you will see another bright star like a teapot. .
Deneb. Half way between these two stars
, .
Look we.t of teapot
and down toward the lOuthernhomon,
"Look for the bright reddish star to the
you will find Altair, the third star of the
west of th~ .tea~t _'PYa is the supergiant
large triangle. Once you have found the
Summer Triangle, it is easy to .recognize star Antares, which is the brightest star
the outlines of the three constellations as- in a string of stars that sweep down and
form a book very close to the southern
sociated with these three stars.
"Vega is just above a parallelogram of horizon. These stars outline the form of
four faint stars that represent an ancient Scorpious - the deadly ICOrpion.· .
. "11 the sky is dark enough, you may be
seven-string musical instrument called a
lyre. The constellation is called Lyra the able to see the lW!llnous glow of the Milky
Harp. Deneb is the tail of a constellation Way. This edge-on view of our vast galae·
figure called Cygnus the Swan. The tic star system stretcbes from Sagittarius
brightest stars of this constellation are and Scorpious, .near the southern horizon,
also known as the Northern Cross. Altair througb Aquila and Cygnus and on over
Marks the bead of another member of the into the northern sky.
bird family. The stars below Altair form
., And this is JUlt the start, Porkie. I
the outstretched wings of Aquila the Ea- guarantee your ouUook will be upward
gle.
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with this hobby!'
. Abby, it is easy for me to forgive you
for what you did. HLet he who is without,
sin cast the first poison pen" is what I .
believe.. Incidentally, the advice that I
gave above was copied from an article I
wrote)ut August. What should I do now?
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Summer Triangle: A good start
for novice stargazers
DAr LY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., June 20, 1985
By GEORGE REED
Good things come in threes. And, if you are a novice, but eager stargazer,
you should give three cheers for the three bright stars now appearing above
our early evening eastern horizon. There are at least three things that you
can learn just by identifying and observing these three stars.
The three stars are called Vega, treneh and Altair. Together they are
known as the Summer Triangle. The Summer Triangle is not a constellation.
It was not included among the 88 star patterns officially recognized by the
International Astronomical Union in 1930 when they divided the complete
'
sky into 88 sections.
THE SUMMER TRIANGLE is one of the most famous star patterns
among another group of star patterns known as asterisms. These are
nicknames that have become associated with prominent, but unofficially
recognized star configurations.
. The three Summer Triang1e stars are actually the three brightest stars in
three different constellations. Vega is the brightest star of the three and the
brightest star in the constellation Lyra the Lyre. The next brightest star is
Altair, the brightest star in Aquila the Eagle, and the third brightest star of
the triangle is Deneb, the brightest star in Cygnus the Swan. Cygnus the Swan
is an asterism known as the Northern Cross.
.
Once the individual Summer Triangle stars have been identified, it is easy
to locate the stars of the tbree constellations that contribute to this asterism.
Lyra is best seen as a small parallelogram shaped harp tucked within the
Vega corner of the triangle.
Deneb means "tail", so it identifies the tail end of the long necked swan.
Cygnus is easier seen as a cross. The body, from the tail to head at the end of
the long neck of the swan, consists of four stars that extend into the middle of
the Summer Triangle.
.
AQUILA THE EAGLE lies outside the Summer Triangle. It can best be
seen as two triangles that outline its wings, and two close together stars that
identify the exterision of the eagle's tail feathers.
If you are a novice starga~er and you have progressed this far in the night
sky. you have learned to identify three stars, three constellations and two
asterisms. You are ready to move on.
Summer officially begins tomorrow, so it is fitting that the Summer
Triangle is now visible for the longest time period during the year. It is
visible from evening twilight to morning twilight.
You can sue the Summer Triangle to demonstrate the effects of the earth's
rotation ,about its axis. Locate the Summer Triangle low In the northeastern
sky at the end of twilight. Notice the horizon objects just below it.
Incidentally, the Summer Triangle is very large. Then come back several
hours later, stand in the smae spot and locate it again.
The apparent movement of the celestial triangle is due to the rotation of
our earthly sphere about its axis. In the time from evening twilight to
morning twilight, the Summer Triangle will move from low In the
northeastern sky to a pOSition low in the northwestern sky.
If you are a novice stargazer, and you progress this far, you will have
gained a visible impression of the hourly motions of the night stars due to the
rotation of the earth.
YOU CAN ALSO use the Summer Triangle to demonstrate the effects of
the earth's revolution around the sun. If you periodically observe the
Summer Triangle at the same time of evening between now and the
beginning of winter, you will notice that is slowly moves from the eastern
sky to the western sky during the next two seasons.
The Summer Triangle will also set earlier each night.
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A born loser captures
place;n 'the autumn sky
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Po., Thurs., Oct. 20, 1983'

By GEORGE REED
. Some people are just born losers. They
simply manage to mess up everything.
One of these born losers is in our early
evening skies tonight. Pan started out as
one of the lesser bureaucratic gods of
Greek mythology, and ended up amajor
constellation of the autumn sky. This'
sounds like a success story, but it is not.
Pan was part animal and part human in
appearance and aspirations. He had the
torso of a human, but the legs, horns and
e,ars of a goat. And he wanted the "good
hfe,' ,
,
By all outward appearances he already
had the good life. As the god of the fields,
woods and nature in general, he was free
and in fact obligated, to spend hi's days '
s~ipping through the woodlands, playing
hIS flute and searching for woodland
nymphs willing to share his love of
debauchery.
"
' ... '
. No matter how hard he tried. 'how~ver,
Pan was always a loser. No amount of
cologne, aftershave or deodorant could
keep him from smelling like a goat. Time
and time again he was told "You're a
good kid, but who likes goats." The
,woodland nymphs even referred to him as
that "horny devil.
, ,- THE EARLY Christians felt the same
w,ay. They used Pan and the satyrs of his
kmd as the representation of individuals
and activities that were other than
heavenly inspired. This is why the devil Is
often pictured with hooved feet and horns,
Well, anyway, here is how Pan became
a constellation. Pan was standing beside
the sea one day when he became aw~re of
the presence of the largest and certainly
the ,?ost terrible of an monslers, Typhon.
:an s only route of escape was the sea, so
!n a state of emotional distress he dived
lOto the sea while trying to assume the
disguise of a fish. As usual things done in
a "panic" do not work out,' and only the
bottom end of Pan turned Into a fish. The
top end remained unchan~ed.
When Pan finally surfaced he
discovered Typhon in the process of
dismantling Zeus, muscle by muscle and
bone by bone. Zeus, besides being the king
• of the Olympian gods, was Pan's idol. No
one had more success with women than
Zeus.

CAPRICORNUS

II

Pan placed his fingers between his
Capricornus is in our early evening sky
teeth and let out a loud ear piercing
during October, but as you may expect, it
whistle. The result was "pandemonium is not that easy to find. First of all, it is
as the monster exited creating a~l~st:to ~e southweste~n horizon, and
"typhon." Zeus was repaired and soon up secondly, Pan was not allotted many
_and ar~_und thinking of new advent~res. It stars, nor any bright stars. The only
was time to reward Panwho now also-~ reason t~e .constellation is well known is
~melled like a fish and a goat.
".:
because It IS a zodiac constellation. The
IT IS A shame Pan was not allowed to sun moves through Capricornus during
name his own reward. Surely he would
late January and early February.
have asked to be returned to the lovely
~he stars of ~apricornus can be most '
wood nymphs with a more pleasing
eaSIly found usmg Vega and Altair, two of
appearance and aroma. But Pan was a
the stars of the Summer Triangle, Aline
loser, and once a loser always a loser.
from Vega through Alt;air will point to two
Instead or having his goat appearance
stars that can ~ imagined as the horns of
diminished, it was increased.
th~ goat. Capflcornus actually suggests a
Zeus rewarded Pan by placing him in
triangle .m~re than a. sea goat. The horn
the sky as a constellation. The
s~rs, Gledl a~d Dabll, mark the western
constellation should have been composed poJ~t o! the.tfl~ngle. !he star Deneb
of a half fish-half goat horned man, but
Aigledl, wh~ch IS a ~T1ght star, at least as
ancient star charts indicate that he
far ~,s Ca~flcorp'us IS concerned, marks
became a half fish-half goat creature. And th; goat s tall or easlern point of the
that is how Pan is remembered today.
tflan~I:. . .
The half fish-half goat constellation is '
Th~s IS the tIme of year to fish around
known as capricornus, the Sea Goat.
t~e ~Igh.t sky for Caprlc0r,nus. If you don't
. fmd It fight away, don't gIve up. Only
losers will let it get their goat.
165
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Celestial river still separates lovers
DAilY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Sept. 5, i985

By GEORGE REED
Classical Chinese mythology is different from the classical mythology of
ancient Greece and Rome of which we are so familiar. The Chinese pantheon
consisted mostly of personifications of natural forces, ancestors and cultural
heroes rather than gods of concepts such as war, love and wisdom.
While the majority of gods in Western myths appeared in "human" form, the
majority of gods in Chinese myths appeared as human-animal composites.
With this kind of a bias, it is easy to understand why the monsters of Western
myths are cute in comparison to the monsters of Chinese myths.
But there is one Chinese myth involving the appearance of the night sky that
stands out because it is the exception to the rule for Chinese mythology. It
involves humans and not monsters, and it could just as well have been a
SILVER RIVER
Western myth. It is the myth of the "Weaving Maid and Cowherd."
WEA VING MAID was the beautiful daughter of a celestial god, but she lived
on earth arid spent her time weaving the colorful clouds of the sky. Cowherd
DENEB' \
. . -------,<:)VEGA
was a lonely farmer owning but one cow. The only person who ever visited him
\
'.
I
was the collection agent from the bank.
.
\
.
/WEAVING'
One day the old cow spoke to Cowherd. She gave him some advice on a
.' \
" MAIDEN
\
l
courting technique that was guaranteed to gain the attention of Weaving Maid.
~\:..
.'
He accepted the advice of the wise old cow, because like girls, "boys just want
\ ."
I
,
\ .•...
I
to have Iun!"
.~\\. ,I
The nen day when beautiful Weaving Maid and her friends went to the
\' l
Silver River to bathe, Cowherd was waiting. It was an au naturale affair, so
Cowherd lay hidden in the bushes until everyone was in the water. Then,
ALTAIR ( )
following the advice of the old cow, he ran out and grabbed the clothes
belonging to Weaving Maid.
COWHERD
All the girls, excpet modest Weaving Maid, ran for their clothes and left in
embarrassment. Cowherd was having fun.
NOW THAT Cowherd had gained the attention of Weaving Maid he offered
her a deal If she agreed to become his wife, he would return her clothes. She
agreed. Why not? People have married for less rational reasons.
They married and were very happy I,lIltil Weaving Maid's father heard that
she had married a mere mortal. He didn't approve of mixed marriages, so he
ordered ber back bome to the heavens. When she refused, he abducted her.
Cowherd gave chase, but when he arrived at the Silver River, he discovered
that it had been raised up to the sky along with his wife, Weaving Maid. The .
wise old cow spoke again.
She told Cowherd that when she died he could wrap himself in her skin and
ascend into the night sky. He didn't have long to wait, but when he got there he
found that somehow he had messed up. He was on the wrong side of the Silver
River and unable to cross.
WEA VING MAID and Cowherd would have remained separated forever if
her father had not given in to her sorrow. Celestial fathers, like terrestrial'
fathers, are defenseless against the tears of their daughters.
He allowed them to meet once each year on the seventh day of the seventh
lunar month. On this lucky day, the magpies of the world fly into the heavens
to form a bridge for Cowherd to cross the Silver River.
As you can see, if the names in this myth were altered, it could easily pass
as a myth from the ancient Greek and Roman times.
.
WEA VING MAID can be seen in the sky tonight as the bright star Vega.
Cowherd can be seen as the bright star Altair. The ctHestial Silver River
ruMing between them is the Milky Way, our edge-on view of our galaxy as
seen from inside.
Vega and Altair are easy to find in the night sky since they are two of the
three stars of the Summer Triangle. But at first sight, you may think that the
Silver River has dried up.
To see the Milky Way, you need a dark environment free of night polluting
lights, and sufficient time for your eyes to adjust to the darkness. It's worth
going to the trouble to see the Milky Way_ Especially if you just want to have
fun.
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Bare braves boi/big be'ar
making leaves
color

'-urn

DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chest.r, Pc., Thurs., Nov. 6, 1980

By GEORGE REED'
Nathaniel Hawthorne was not afraid to
tell a story twice. His famous "Twice
Told Tales" was a collection of separately
published short stories that were republished in one volume in 1837. Good stories
deserve to be told at least twice.
Today's column is a twice told tale
since it appeared in this column three
years ago, It concerns the imaginative attempt of the original Americans to use the
sky to explain the autumn changes in the
environment.
Many moons ago, a very large and clever bear lived in the forest along the east
coast of North America. The bear was
just like all other bears except for one
thing. He was a breakfast freak. He would
sneak'into the Indian camps at night, and
under a veil of darkness, he would snack
upon the morning prOVisions of the unsuspeCting and sleeping tribes. When the
Indians would awaken in the morning,
they would look out of their wigwams and
see the results of the bear's visit. Ripped
cereal boxes and empty, milk cartons
would be scattered all over the camp;
The Indians became quite annoyed by
this nocturnal pilfering because, by lunch
time. they were starving and everyone

was in an ugly mood. This-situation continued for many moons since most of the
Indians were afraid,to go hunting after the
bear. Those few Indians who were not
afraid of the bear cOldd never catch it be{'ause the bear was too clever. All of the
woodland tribes eventually got together
one spring and decided to offer a big
reward to anyone who could capture or
kill the bear.
The next morning three strangers
walked into the camp and inquired about
the reward. Everyone knew at once that
they were bear bunters. They were not
wearing clothes. The three braves packed
what they thought they would need and
started out in pursuit of ~e bear. The first
brave carried a bow and arrows. The second brave carried a pot in which to cook
the bear, and their brave carried a stack
of sticks to build a fire. As you can see,
the three braves had a lot of confidence in
their abilities as hunters.
The bear's trail of empty cereal boxes·
and disgrunUed Indians was easy to follow
but, like, the others who tried, the three
braves could never catch up to the bear.
They finally decided to chase the bear
throughout the day and night without stopping to ~est. The next morning, they saw

"BIG DIPPER"
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the bear. It was standing at the edge of
~e earth at the place where the sky begIns. The bear was aware of what the'Indians had in mind, so with a tremendous
thrust, he leaped onto the sky dome overhead: The three braves followed the bear
and continued the chase across the sky
dome overhead.
Bear is killed
By autumn, they were close enough to
the bear for the first brave to use his bow
and arrow. He took careful aim and let an
arrow fly. The bear. was hit Blood flowed
from the wound and dripped down upon
the earth. The red blood landed on some
of the forest trees, and where it did the
leaves turned red.
'
The bear eventually died. The second
brave then chopped him up and put him in
the pot while the third brave started rubbing sticks to make a fire. The fat from
the bear began to boil and, bubble and
overflow from the pot. Some of the fat
dripped down upon the earth and landed
,on the forest trees. Where it did. the trees
turned yellow and orange>
The tb:ree braves were stuffed after
their meal, so they laid down to rest. They
didn't wake up until spring,
..
You have to remem~r now,thatthe sky.
is a very, special plac~, because"7>nce
something gets into the sky, it can never
die .. The bear wasn't dumb. He knew this,
and this is why he tried to escape there.
The three braves awoke in the spring
very rested. very hungry and very
surprised to see the bear again; The chase
began again. And again, and again. Every
spring, the braves wake up and find the
bear alive. Every autumn, the kill the
bear, cook it and return to dreamland.
For as long as the North American woodland Indians could remember, the braves
killed the bear in the autumn, and that is
why the leaves have always turned red,
'orange and yellow in the autumn,
This is certainly a hard story to believe,
but you can go and see for yourself if it is
true. Very low in the early evening autumn sty, just above the northern horizon,
there are seven bright stars. The four
stars that form a rectangle are the bear,
and the three behind it are thl! braves in
pursuit. U you look carefully at the middle
star of the handle, you will be able to see
the pot carried by the second brave. Incidentally. these seven stars are sometimes
referr' : to as the "Big Dipper,"

The Big Dipper

isn't a dipper
in other nations

By GEORGE REED
Everyone doesn't see a Big Dipper in our early evening, late winter sky.
The British, for instance, see a farmer's plough. The German's see Das
Wagon, the wagon or cart.
Other cultures do not see a Big Dipper because the Big Dipper is an
Americanism. It is an American asterism, or American nickname, for a
group of prominent stars .
. Somewhere back in the early history of our country, the seven brightest
stars in the north circumpolar constellation of Ursa Major, the Large Bear,
became associated with a common household utensil, the long handled
dipper. The dipper is the colonial ancestor of today's ladle.
The dipper has diminished in usefulness and just about disappeared with
the advent of indoor plumbing. Water became available from a faucet rather
than a bucket brought in from the well: Another form of dipper also has
disappeared, the drinking gourd. .
THIS DRINKING utensil was made from a simple gourd. A large hole was
cut in the gourd and the inside was cleaned out. This form of water dipper
was used primarily by the black slaves in the south.
The long handled dipper of yesterday is remembered today by the
asterism in our northeastern sky. The drinking gourd of yesterday is
remembered today in the form of a black folk song, "Foller De Drinkin'
Gou'd." The song and the asterism are connected.
The two front stars of the Big Dipper are Merak, and Dubhe. Their proper
names owe their origin to the Arabic language and the association of these
Big Dipper stars with the constellation Ursa Major. Merak means the "loin of
the bear," and Dubhe means the "back of the bear." But they are also known
as the "pointer stars."
,
The pointer stars point to Polaris, the North Star. If you follow the angular
separation between Merak and Dubhe five times beyond Dubhe, you will
arrive at an area of the sky that contains a single star. This is the star that
.never seems to change position. It is always in the same part of the sky.
whatever the time of night, whatever the season of the year.
BECAUSE THIS star appears to be located at the pole around which our
night sky rgtates, it is known as the pole star or Polaris. Because this star
always appears directly above the north point on the horizon, it is also known
.as the North Star.
The North Star was a navigational aid to the southern slaves attempting to
follow the underground railway to freedom in the north. As long as they
moved toward the point on the horizon below this star, the slaves knew they
would be moving north. They found the North Star by the use of Merak and
Dubhe, the two pointer stars of the Big Dipper. But the slaves knew the Big
dipper by a different name. They called it the Ifdrinkin' gou'd."
The words to "Foller De Drinkin' Gou'd" show that rivers and an individual
named Peg-Leg Joe were also part of the directions for following the escape
route.
"Wha de little river
Meet de gre'big un,
De 01' man waits
Foller de Drinkin' Gou'd."
The "little river" was the' Tombigbee River, a river rising in northeastern
Mississippi and flowing 500 miles south to the Mobile River in southern
Alabama. The "gre' big un," was the Ohio River, which lead to freedon in the
North. The two rivers do not join, so the North Star and the impression of a
natural left foot and a round peg hole in place of a right foot were all the
black slaves had to go on to make the overland connection.
PEG·LEG JOE seems to have been an abolitionist who made frequent
trips into the South to teach this song to the slaves and lead the way North. If
we assume he was a sailor, it seems in keeping that he used music and the
Big Dipper to accomplish his task. The all season, north circumpolar
asterism of the Big Dipper was used by sailors at sea to find the North Star,
and the altitude of the North Star was equal to their ship's north latitude at
sea.
You can "Coller dedrinkin' gou'd" to escape to a realm of celestial
drcurnpolt!r delights in the north sky. The drinkin' gou'd is standing on its
h:mdl~ in our early evening northeastern sky.

~ North Shi
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Watch out for the. homonyms at this party
CAlLY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Oct. 31,1985
By GEORGE REED

Here is some good advice. Wat~h
out for homonyms. These are the
words that can get you in trouble.
These are .words having the same
~und, and often the same spelling, but
different meanings.
For instance, tonight is Halloween.
Now suppose you decided to throw a
Stargazers' Halloween Party. And suppose you invited everyone by telephone, and requested everyone to
come dressed as his or her favorite
star, constellation or naked eye object.
What would you expect to see at
your front door later tonight?
WELL, IT CAN BE guaranteed that
someone will show up dressed in a
candy bar wrapper. Most likely it will
be a Milky Way. But it could also be a
Mars bar. The person who shows up in
a Fig Newton box and says he is
Isaac's brother should be turned into a
body in motion in a straight line home
for not treating the party theme with
the gravity it deserved.
You will also probably have people
show up dressed as automobiles. The
older ones will probably appear as a
Vega, a Nova or a Polaris. Anyone
who shows up as a Pulsar should be
rap~dly. rotated and sent back to try
agaIn smce pulsars are invisible to the
naked eye.
Constellations are bound to be the
most popular costumes for sure. You'll
have a number of chased women
claiming to be Virgo, and an equally
representative number of bellowing
men claiming to be Taurus.
Some people will surely appear in
constellation costwnes related to their
work. Waiters and waitresses will
come dressed for work as Aquari us
the Water Bearer. Judges and lawyers
will show up with, or as, Libra the
&:ales. Physicians will come as
Ophiuchus the Healer. The clergy will
be welcomed with the Northern Cross.
IF AN ORTHODONTIST shows up
as Corona Borealis, the Northern
Crown, he should be winked by. After·.
all, the stars of this constellation do
give the appearanCe of the Cheshire
Cat wearing braces.
.Alter egos will probably be represented by men in Rambo outfits posing
as Hercules, Orion or Perseus, the
hero constellations.
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STARGAZERS' HALLOW EEN

. And all the grown girlS, who insisted
on being a Halloween Miss America as
little girls will probably appear at
your front door as Venus. The kinky
ones of the group can be expected as
Andromeda the Chained Princess.
Animal lovers will attempt· to turn
your Stargazers' Halloween Partv intn
a Noah's Arc Party.
Expect a two-person Pegasus the
Winged Horse. and a one person Sagittarius the Horse-Man Archer. The lat·
ter person would probably prefer to
come as Pegasus if he could find
someone to play the role of a horse's
behind. And you should expect rabbits,
fogs, dragons, rams and a host of water creatures like swans, fish, scorpions and crabs.
AND THEN THERE will be the
homonym people. Like the guy who
shows up at your front door wearing a
mask. And qnly a mask. His date is
topless. You will tell them they have
the wrong night or the wrong party,
but they will smile and say no.

PART Y

He will explain he has come to your
Halloween party as Ursa Major, the
Big Bare and she has come as Ursa
~r, a Uttle Bare. Standing right
behind them are two police officers.
You will hope they are the Gemini
Twins.
Some people Will say they will come
to your party but have no intention of
. ever showing up in a silly costume.
They will be constellations "in absentia" They represent Leo the Lyin' and
Lyra the Uar.
Every party has one, and a Stargazers' Halloween Party will be no exception. He will be the guy in the corner with the disapproving look on 1m
face. He came to. the party.
He is Sirius.
.
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We sometimes think people from
ancient times were just plain dumb.
Can you imagine the sophisticated
masses of the late twentieth century ,
being entertained bychildishly,
ridiculous constellation myths?
Probably not.
"When humanity was a child, it
spake as child, it thought as a child;
but wben humanity became
'
sophisticated, it put away childish
things like constellation myths,"
(Corinthians, eclited version) The
state-of·the-art of story telling has
been elevated to MTV and afternoon
soap epics.
But have our tastes in'stories
really changed? Probably not. And
you need look no further than the
movies.
ALAN ALDA REVEALED the s..
step secret formula to appeal to the
tastes ofmoviegoers in his less than
successful movie, "Sweet.
.,
Liberty."The three requirements are
(l)defiance of authority,
(2)destruction of property and (3)a
reason for the actors to take off their
clothes.
. AIda's formula when applied to
'universal themes produces
blockbuster movies like"Revenge of
the Nerds."The blockbuster myths of
yesterday were successful forthe
same reasons as the blockbuster
movies of today. They appealed to
the tasteof the audience, and the
taste of audiences id ageless.
One of the most ancient and
enduring of the Greek sky myths is
represented in tonight's sky. It
endured because it satisfied the
three basic requirements for
success.
PERSEUS WAS a nerd. He
couldn't help it. He looked like a
nerd thoughtlike a nerd, and acted
like ~ nerd. Even shortening his
name to "Purse" didn'thelp. He was
a terminal nerd.
To make matters worse, his
mother was being hit upon by a jock
suitor who loved to tormentnerds. '
He was Polydectus, the lecherous
king of the- island of §eriph~. ~__ "
P~ use(flhe Prett!X!of h~lpingber
son catalogue his butterfly and
stamp collections in order to resist
the king's uncamouflaged advances.
But Polydectus had a game plan.
Whenever Purse took a break
from his rapid finger counting
exercises, Polydectus would throw
just shakened and opened beer cans
at him and yell "catch." Purse
'
wouldn't. He wasn't very
,
coordinated and Polydectus
continually reminded him of his lack
of real macho achievements.

a
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:Perseus the nerd

decides to get ahead
DAflY LOCAL NEWS. West Chester, 'Pa., Thurs., Nov. 13, l~ou

One day Polydectus challenged
Purse to playa head game with
Medusa. A cool move. Purse was
excited by intellectual challenges
and accepted without thinking. A
poor move.
MEDUSA, SO PURSE soon
discovered, was a repulsively ugly
monster with a bead of writhing,
hissing snakes. She was so gross that
even seen through the glasses of a
nerd, she was ugly enough to turn the
nerd into stone. This was not the
type of encounter he had anticipated,
but the nerd code of ethics
demanded he continue.
'PurseJcnewbe would need some
help so he called on Hermes, the
Olympian'Ood of the Nerd
Brotherhood. Hermes and Purse
worked out a 3--part plan that would .
require a temporary suspension of
AIda's 3--step requirements.
fhe lirst item needed for the plan
was the "Cap of Darkness." The nerd
who wears this winter wool hat witk
the ear flaps that tie under the chill
becomes invisible. Hermes assured
him non-nerds will treat him as ifhe
didn't exist when he wor~ the Cap Qf
Darkness.

THE SECOND ITEMS required
were the "Shoes of Swiftness./I The
nerd who wears wing tips with white
socks and flood pants can move like
the wind. Hermes assured him nonnerds would clear a wide path for
him if he wore the Shoes of
Swiftness.'
.
The last item needed was the' .
."Klbisis." This was a suitcase sized
briefcase that could stretch to hold
everything.
.;,'
,
All be needed now was a deadly .
weapon. What could be a more
deadly weapon in the hands of a nerd
than au umbrella? Hermes gave him
one. All that remained now was ·for
Purse to enter the cave o{.Medu.s.a.
Will Purse get ahead? And who is
going take off their clothes? Next
week will tell In the meantime, you
can look for Perseus in the night sky.
It will appear above the nine o'clock,
nCJ:t.heastern borizon
-- as a roughly
~~~X" ,d::ped jum~le of stars between
the "W!' of Cassiopeia and the
.
Pleiades star clUster. If you have '
troubl~ finding Perseus, it is
prqbably.he has tied the ear flaps
under his' <'bin.

to
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Andromeda set forglo~y
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Nov. 20, 1986

.. ..,.-.'"
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\ . "The Revenge of the Nerds" could
justifiably be used as a modern day
title for the classic Greek myth
involving Perseus. Purse, as he was
known, was a nerd. The Perseus
myth has passed the test of time
because it incorporates the three
requirements for success outlined in
Alan Alda's 1986 film "Sweet
Liberty." These requirements are (1)
defiance of authority, (2) destruction
of property and (3) a reason for the
actors to take off their clothes.
Last week we left Purse as he
entered the cave of Medusa, a
monster so ugly that looking directly
at her instantly turned the viewer
into stone. But Purse was dressed for
success. He wore: the "Cap of
Darkness," a wLTlter wool hat with
tie under the chin ear flaps, and the
"Shoes of Swiftness," wing tips with
white socks. He was carrying a
suitcase sized briefcase, and the
ultimate weapon in the hands of a
nerd, an umbrella.
PURSE SWIFTLY tiptoed
backwards deep into the cave
toward the sleeping Medusa, holding
his glasses so he could see her only
by reflected image. Her head of
writhing and hissing snakes was still
gross, but by reflected image not
,
enough to turn the viewer to stone. '
Suddenly and ungracefully, he
tripped. The umbrella, that most
deadly of all he accoutrements of
civilization, snapped open and
Medusa's ugly head rolled to his feet.
Purse kicked it into the briefcase,
and added a new meaning to the .
"wing" of wing tip shoes.

Neptune and the nymphs planned
a little attitude adjustment. So
Cetus. the horrible Sea Monster, was
called forth for the (2) destruction of
property up and down the seacoast
of Ethiopia. The tourists stayed
away from the casinos and
boardwalk fries emporiums. Tax
revenues fell. There was a serious
problem to be solved.
The Ethiopians called in an oracle. .
The oracle was a holy man with a
direct line to the Olympian gods
'Rolls Royce Dealers, Wall Street and
Swiss banks. For a price, he would
give confUSing solutions to simple
problems. For a higher' price, he
, would dispense' simple solutions for
confusing problems. '
; ' r I.
·'NUKE 'EM," suggested the ..... : ,
oracle. HSay what?" the Ethiopians
asked. With an upgraded fee he
declared the beautiful Andr~meda
was the problem. She was a fox,
she had to be chained to a rock (3)
completely in the nude as a sacrifice
to Cetus, the horrible Sea Monster. ,.'
Cepheus the King, CassioPeia the '
Queen and the majority of moral
Ethiopians were outraged. This
could not be allowed. This was
pornography! A compromise was
reached. Andromeda was chained
for sacrifice to the inside of a bath
tub filled with bubbles.
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IS THIS it for Andromeda? And
where is that nerd Perseus? Next.
week will tell. In the meantime, you:
may want to look for Cassiopeia the
Queen and Cepheus the King in the
north circumpolar sky. They can be
found high above Polaris on clear, '
His return home from the cave of early evening autumn skies.
CaSSiopeia appears as a giant" '
Medusa was aided by the
appearance of a winged white horse letter "M" made of five bright stars..
The addition of a slightly fainter star
, that 'Sprang from a drop of the
can turn the "M" into an inverted
Medusa's blood where it hit the
chair or throne. The queen's final
ground.
punishment for defying authority
Meanwhile, back in Ethiopia.
was to be placed on this chair to '
CASSIOPEIA, THE Queen of
eternally revolve around the north:
Ethiopia, (1) defied the authority of star. For half of each day, like now
the gods by claiming her indeed
she is upside down, and for the oth~r
beautiful, but mortal daughter,
half of the day, she is in the more
Andromeda, was far more beautiful comfortable, right side up posi~on.
than the daughters of Neptune. She
casually suggested these semi.
The stars of Cepheus are not as
goddess sea nymphs should have ' brig~t an.d beautiful ~s those of
their collective names shortened
Casslopela, so you Will have to look
from Nereids to Nerds. The word got carefully to find them.
around.
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Our nerdy hero Perseus uses his
head to save the. fair Andromeda
DAILY LOCAL NEWS, West Chester, Pa., Thurs., Nov. 27, 1986

Last week we left Andromeda, the
beautiful princess of Ethiopia,
chained in the nude in a bath tub of
bubbles waiting to be sacrificed to
the terrible Cetus the Sea Monster.,
This act was to atone for
Cassiopeia's suggestion that
. Neptune'$ sea nymph, semi-goddess
daughters, the Nereids, would be
better described as the Nerds.
Cassiopeia the Queen thought her
daughter Andromeda was the fairest
: in the land.
The foul smelling, sea weeddraped, grotesque monster was
heading for the beach and his lunch
date with Andromeda, at the same
time as Perseus, the nerd, was flying _--------'-.....,},.....Ir.....<L-J
overhead on Pegasus, the Winged
Horse. The bath tub on the beach, .'
Andromeda professed her undying:
Andromeda and the popping bubbles
all caught his attention. "Golly,'" said. love for her hero Perseus, even if he
was a nerd. There was room in her
Perseus as he down shifted Pegasus
world for people who marched to a
for a better view of the bubbles.
different drummer even if they were
"MA YBE ITS MY BOW TIE she
out of step. Now fully dressed and
doesn't like." he thought as he came
closer. He was used to girls ignoring wearing a winter wool hat with tie
him or laughing at him, but he never under the chin ear flaps, she
saw one look at him with such terror mounted Pegasus behind Perseus
and they flew into the sunset.
.in her eyes. Suddenly he heard a
noise behind him. He turned and a
In a later mis-adventure, Perseus
high tide of terror filled his eyes.
accidentally killed his grandfather
Perseus was staring into the eyes
when he tossed a discus into the
and expansive jaws of Cetus, the
stands during the Nerd Olympics. (I
halitosis Sea Monster.
didn't make this up.)
In his aw~ward attempt to get out
THIS CLASSIC MYTH of Perseus
of the way, one of his motormalfunctioning arms or legs snapped and Andromeda has produced a
record of six constellations in our
open his suitcase sized briefcase
autumn night skies.
.
containing the severed head of the
.
CasSiopeia
the
Queen
can
be seen
monster Medusa. Only Cetus gazed
high in the north circumpolar sky as
upon the ugly face and head of
snakes before the briefcase sna pped a giant letter "M" of five bright
slars.Her husband, Cepheus the
shut again. As a result only Cetus
King, is seen to lhe left of Cassiopeia
was turned instantly into$tone.
as a combined triangle and square of
When Perseus' glasses defogged,
much fainter stars.
he discovered he was being hailed as
.!~~ four!>right stars that fO,rm the
the savior of Andromeda and the
Great
Square of Pegasus are above
Ethiopian seashore resort busine~s.
the bright planet Jupiter in the early
The nerd has become a hero,
evening southern sky. The bright
. PERSEUS THEN CUT
star at the upper left corner of the
Andromeda's 'chains, setting her
square (Alpheratz) is Adnromeda's
free. "Golly," he said noting all he
head.
bubbles had now popped. "Do you
like ~o p~~r c~es_s?" It was stupid, but
ALPHERATZ AND three other
bright stars form a curved line
it was the only thought that came
into his mind. Besides, he was still a toward the east, outlining
Andromeda's left side. Alpheratz and
nerd even if a hero.

George

Reed
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three fainter stars form another
curved line in the same direction
that outlines her right side. The
fainter line of stars lies above the
brighter line of stars. The two lines,
ad a line connecting a star in each,
combine to form a sideways "A" for
Andromeda.
Cetus the Sea Monster is he most
difficult of the six constellations to
find. This is because it is a large
constellation of faint stars below
Andromeda and Perseus and
therefore closer to the horizon.
What lessons are to be learned for
modern living from such ageless sky
myths as the epic of Perseus the
Nerd and Andromeda the Princess?
Several come to mind, like only
those who dress for success truly get
ahead.

Appendix
Constellation Names

Constellation
(Latin Name)

Genitive
Case Ending

English Name
or Description

Andromeda
Antlia
Apus
Aquarius
Aquila
Ara
Aries
Auriga
Bootes
Caelum
Camelopard us
Cancer
Canes Venatici
Canis Major
Canis Minor
Capricornus
Carina
Cassiopeia
Centaurus
Cepheus
Cetus
Chamaeleon
Circinus
Columba
Coma Berenices
Corona Australis
Corona Borealis
Corvus
Crater
Crux
Cygnus
Delphinus
Dorado
Draco
Equuleus
Eridanus
Fornax
Gemini

Andromedae
Antliae
Apodis
Aquarii
Aquilae
Areae
Arietis
Aurigae
Bootis
Caeli
Camelopardis
Cancri
Canum Venaticorum
Canis Majoris
Canis Minoris
Capricorni
Carinae
Cassiopeiae
Centauri
Cephei
Ceti
Chamaeleontis
Circini
Columbae
Comae Berenices
Coronae Australis
Coronae Borealis
Corvi
Crateris
Crucis
Cygni
Delphini
Doradus
Draconis
Equulei
Eridani
Fornacis
Geminorum

Princess of Ethiopia
Air Pump
Bird of Paradise
Water Bearer
Eagle
Altar
Ram
Charioteer
Herdsman
Graving tool
Giraffe
Crab
Hunting dogs
Big dog
Little dog
Sea goat
KeeJ of Argonauts' ship
Queen of Ethiopia
Centaur
King of Ethiopia
Sea monster (whale)
Chameleon
Compasses
Dove
Berenice's hair
Southern crown
Northern crown
Crow
Cup
Cross (southern)
Swan
Porpoise
Swordfish
Dragon
Little horse
River
Furnace
Twins
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Abbreviation
And
Ant
Aps
Aqr
Aql
Ara
Ari
Aur
Boo
Cae
Cam
Cnc
CVn
CMa
CMi
Cap
Car
Cas
Cen
Cep
Cet
Cha
Cir
Col
Com
CrA
CrB
Crv
Crt
Cru
Cyg
Del
Dor
Dra
Equ
Eri
For
Gem

Constellation
(Latin Name)

Genitive
Case Ending

English Name
or Description

Grus
Hercules
Horologium
Hydra
Hydrus
Indus
Lacerta
Leo
Leo Minor
Lepus
Libra
Lupus
Lynx
Lyra
Mensa
Microscopium
Monoceros
Musca
Norma
Octans
Ophiuchus
Orion
Pavo
Pegasus
Perseus
Phoenix
Pictor
Pisces
Piscis Austrinus
Puppis
Pyxis (= Malus)
Reticulum
Sagitta
Sagittarius
SCOIpius
Sculptor
Scutum
Serpens
Sextans
Taurus
Telescopium
Triangulum
Triangulum Australe
Tticana
Ursa Major
Ursa Minor
Vela
Virgo
Volans
Vulpecula

Gruis
Herculis
HoroJogii
Hydrae
Hydri
Indi
Lacertae
Leonis
Leonis Minoris
Leporis
Librae
Lupi
Lyncis
Lyrae
Mensae
Microscopii
Monocerotis
Muscae
Normae
Octantis
Ophiuchi
Orionis
Pavonis
Pegasi
Persei
Phoenicis
Pictoris
Piscium
Piscis Austrini
Puppis
Pyxidis
Recticuli
Sagittae
Sagittarii
Scot-pii
Sculptoris
Scuti
Serpentis
Sextantis
Tauri
Telescopii
Trianguli
Trianguli Australis
Tucanae
Ursae Majoris
Ursae Minoris
Velorum
Virginis
Volantis
Vulpeculae

Crane
Hercules, son of Zeus
Clock
Sea serpent
Water snake
Indian
Lizard
Lion
Little lion
Hare
Balance, scales
Wolf
Lynx
Lyre or harp
Table Mountain
Microscope
Unicorn
Fly
Carpenter's level
Octant
Holder of serpent
Orion, the hunter
Peacock
Pegasus, the winged horse
Perseus
Phoenix
Easel
Fishes
Southern Fish
Stern of the Argonauts' ship
Compass on the Argonauts' ship
Net
Arrow
Archer
Scorpion
Sculptor's tools
Shield
Serpent
Sextant
Bull
Telescope
Triangle
Southern Triangle
Toucan
Big bear
Little bear
Sail of the Argonauts' ship
Virgin
Flying fish
Fox
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Abbreviation
Gru

Her
Hor
Hya
Hyi
Ind
Lac
Leo
LMi
Lep
Lib
Lup
Lyn
Lyr
Men
Mic
Mon
Mus
Nor
Oct
Oph

Ori
Pav
Peg
.Per
Phe
Pic
Psc
PsA
Pup
Pyx
Ret
Sge
Sgr
Seo
Sci
Sct
Ser
Sex
Tau
Tel
Tri
TrA
Tue
UMa
UMi
Vel
Vir
Vol
Vul

